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Introduction 
The "Institut tur Festkörperforsehung" (IFF) is devoted 10 condensed matter research. Topie, range from the physics 
.nd chemistry of Iiquids, via membranes, clusters, surfaces and thin films 10 homogeneous .nd inhomogeneaus bulk 
solids. Thc IFF has a departrnent ,tmeture eonsisting of 9 institules and service groups. Its wide spectrum of 
experimental faeilities and individual expernse enables thc lFF to successfully tackle complex problems in elose 
collaboration between preparative, experimental and tbeorelieal groups. Specialized laboralories and facilities exist 
for preparation of polymers, eolloids and ceramie. or the growth of thin films and bulk single crystals. Besides 
standard melhods for eharncterization, bighly sophistieated leehniques are available and constantly further developed 
such as ultra high resolution eleetron mieroscopy, neutron- and synchrotron x-my sc"tlering, .nd femtoseeolld laser 
speetroscopy. Characteristic for an institute oflbe HGF (Hefmann von Helmholtz Association ofNation.1 Researcb 
Centers) is the fael that the IFF builds, operates and makes avaHable to external users tbe neutron scattering 
instruments al the research reaelor FRJ-2. Last but not least, the IPF has a long tradition ill tea.hing and training of 
young researchers, not only through the approximately 25 lFF seientists teaehing at universities, but in partieular 
through the Spring Schanis of Ihe [FF and the annual Neutron Laboratory Course. 
Tbis annual report is inlended 10 inform the internalional scientiftc eommunity, ineluding our scientifie advisory 
board, about tbc seienlific aetivilies at Ihe IFP during the past year. We have attempted to present a typieol cross 
scetion through tbe research done at IFF, ineluding seientiftc highlights as weil as results of long term developments, 
for example the constructioll ofnew large-scale instruments. Th. scientific aetivities afthe IFF have lead Ihis year 10 
349 publications,ofwbich 267 artieles were published in refereedjonrnals, and a lotal of340 extemal talks ofwhicb 
230 were invited. I hope YOli will enjoy learning about our aetivities. 
As in previous years before, IFF researcbers have received or aecepted offers for faeulty positions at nniversities and 
research institutes:ln the spring of2001, Prof. Dr. W. Eberhardt has aceepted an offer for a faeulty position at the 
Teehnical University of Berlin snd as scientific dircctor of the BESSY GmbH. Prof. Dr. S. BIUgel has received an 
off er for a C4-profe •• orsbip at the Universitäl Kaiserslautern. Dr. D. E. BOrgIer was offered a fuculty position for 
experimental pbysics at the Martin-Luther-Universitiit Halle·Wittenberg.We ure proud ofthe scientific reeognition of 
tbe IFF, whieh is reflected in these offers. On tbe other hand, we are of course sorry that these excellent scientist 
hav. left - or mighl leave - tbe IFF. In partienlar, witb Prof. Dr. W. Eberhardt having taken up his new job in Berlin, 
we are agaiu in tbe position tllat we are Jooking for new direetors for two of our nine institutes. The institutes 
"Theory I" and "Eleetronic Propernes" are currently lead by Dr. A. Liebsch and by Prof. Th. Brückel, respectively, 
as aeting directors. 
After his important role in the organization of the "Jahr der Physik" in 2000, Prof. Dr. H. Mliller-Krumbhaar has 
become even more aetive in German .nd European seienee organizatiQll this year. In April 2001, he has beeome 
Editor-in·Chief of tbe Journal "Europhysics I.etters". Furthermore, he bas been eleeted into the board of direclnrs of 
Ihe "Deutsche Physikalische Gesellschaft" at the end oftlle year. 
Prof. Dr. D. Richter has become scientific director of thc European Spallation Source (ESS); be is also chairman of 
the seientific advisory committee (SAC) of the ESS. This demonstrates Ihe strong commitmenl oftbc IFF to building 
a world-class neutron faeility in Europe, of course preferentially in Jülich. 
Wilh tbe entry of tbe "Forschungszentrnm Jillich" into tbe "Hermann von Helmholtz-Gemeillsebaft Deutscher 
Forschungszentren", we hove entered a new era of funding of the large research centers in Germany. elearl)" as 
happens in alliarge-scale reorgallizations, this opens new possibilities but also implies neIV dangers. There is a lot of 
work ahead berore we will see elearly how the neW funding struetnres will affeel our way of doing research. The 
IFF has always tbrived on the freedom of research, the stimulating environmenl within the IFF - with its 
combinatioll of basic und applied, experimental .nd theoretien!, solid state and soft matter research -, and the 
interdisciplinary environment oflhe "Forschungszenlnlm JÜlich". Tbese strengths also put us in a very good stm1ing 
position for Ihe future. 
Gerhard Gompper 
IFF Man.ging Direelor 2002 
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The Institute of Solid State Research (IFF) pursues research on condenscd materials in the solid or liquid 
state. Based on its studies of bulk properties of condenscd phase.~, the IFF is coucemed with 
inllomogelleous systems and with the consequences of reduced dimensiolla!ity. This r.fers in particular to 
the physics of clusters, phase boundaries, tbin films ard membranes. With regard to hoth theory and 
experiment, the institute's research ean be ullderstood in tenns ofthr •• strategical1y distinci eategories: 
• Phenomena orientcd research: Tbc search for, the discovery and explanation of general phenomena 
and behaviour in condensed malter systems, lncluding thc malllem.tieal and physical coneepts snd 
struclures underlying this beh.viour. 
• Materials orlented research: The investigation of speeifte materials or c\asses of materials with a 
vi.w uf gaining an underslanding of theit special properties and, where appropriate, exploring their 
potential for praclie"1 appHoalion. Production of unvel materials, and preparanon as well as 
eharacterisation ofwel1-defined sampies. 
• Method orlenled researcll: Development of new methods .nd Ihe improvement of existing melhods, 
boll! in the experimental and tbc theorclicailnumerical sectors. 
The general physical basis for these research areas is provided by statistle.1 physics and quantum 
mechanics. Togetber (hey describe on a mlcroscopic scale the behaviour and the reaction to extemal 
influenees of electrons, atoms and molecules, Ihc building blocks whose aggregation and eouperation is 
responsible for Ihe fonnation of .undensed phsses. The issues to which these connections give rise in Ihe 
context of CUlTent research fonn the basis of the work of tlreorelieal and experimental groups within the 
institute. 
Bascd on new techniques of preparalion and characterizatiou on a microscopic alomic scale, the 
experimental groups huve increased thelr efforts 10 develop devices und taylor systems with new properties. 
This, in turn, has !riggered the Ihoarelical groups, employing modem techniques, 10 describe und COOle to 
an ullderstanding of Ihe extremely complex beltaviour of these new systems. 
The following specjfic foei of work in the IFF are symptomatic of the nature and purpose of a HeImholtz-
Research Ceutre: 
• Contributions 10 tbe eonstruction and operation of new experimental equipment und instruments for 
intemational sources of neutron und synchrotron radiation. In addition 10 Ihe Jiillch Research Reactor 
"DIDO", tho neutron sourees at Argonne, Berlln, Gaithersburg, Grenoble, München, Oak Ridge, Saclay 
and Appleton are uscd. Experimenls with synchrotron radiation are c.rried oul at BESSY, DELTA und 
HASYLAB in Germ.ny, uud inlemationally al Argonne (APS), Berkel.y (ALS), Brookhaven (NSLS), 
Grenoble (ESRF) and Trieste (ELETTRA). 
• Use of the Jülich Computer Centre, mainly for theoretie.l ltlvestigations and large-scale numerical 
simulations. 
• Projecls that requlre high levels of investraent .nd/or the continuity of a highly quaiified team uf staff 
(in most cases in the conlext ofnational and intemational cooperallve projects .nd services). Examples 
are Ihe Centrc for High-resolution Mieroscopy, Ihe operation of aeeeieralors, thc Electro-eeramlcs 
laboratory, superconductor teehnology and the development of sophlsticated numerieal algorithms and 
programs. 
aver thc lang lenn, the research resulls of the IF!' hove led to a braad and internationally recognized stalus. 
Special technical and scientific excellence was achieved in the following areas: application of synchrotron-
radiation aud neutron scattering) electron~microscopy, electron-spectroscopy. high-temperature 
superconductivity, magneto-electronics, the physics of clusters, electron theory, dynamical features of 
phase-transitions, quasi-crystals. colloids, membranes and polymers. 
Aprerequisite for tho focal area, of research in the IFF melllioned above and its position in Ihe 
international eommunily as a valued partner for cooperation is its strong position in basic research. Tbe IFF 
calTies out basic research in areas wilh potential for Ihe fulure of condensed matter science, also as a hotbed 
for applied research projects. 
Genuine innovation (as dist!nc! !Tom continuous developmenl) occurs typically as a by-product of 
curiosity-driven research. This ia exemplified particularly weH hy the discovery or Ihe "giant-
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magnetoresistance" effect, which aver the past years has becume a verl' aotive area in solid slale research. 
The "ffeet has altractive appHeations for magnolie sensors c.g. as read heads for data storage and for control 
of moving parts. 11,e Heense revenue from the patents on this effeet represent. thc largest contribution to 
the total patent revenue of Ibe Jlilich Research Centre devulving from a single appIlealion! With Ihis 
"clivity the IFF is also participating in the BMBF (Bundesministerium rur Bildung und Forschung, 1.e. 
Ministry of Education and Research) projeet "Magnetoelectronics" and also cames out accompanying basic 
illvestigations within tl,e Strategy-Fund Project "Magnetoelectronics". 
The Jillich Research Centre contributes to the RD Program for thc European Spallation Souree (ESS), a 
common projec! of 11 Europcan connmes. The IFF is strongly involved in the ESS projcct on several 
levels: by providing the scienlific direelor and the chairman of the scientific advisory committee, via 
research into shock-wave effeels in the liquid m.ronry larget, the optimisation of the target and the 
moderators, and by thc development ofinstrumentation. 
In 2001, thc scientific work oflhe IFF generaled 349 pllblicalions (267ill refereedjoumals Md 82 others), 
8 patenls .nd 9 patent applicalions. 340 scientific talkil were presented. Among these were 230 invited 
lalkil. 134 posters were presented at conferenees. In addition IFF staff members gave 52 education.l 
seminars at universities. 25 staffmembers are leeturers 01 universities. 
Thc traditional lFF-Spring School was held in 2001 with the topfe "Neue Materialien rur die 
Informationstechnik" (New Materials for Information Tecbnology) .nd attraoted 211 participants. In 
edditfon Ihe IFF organises an annual two week leelure and praetical laboralory course on "Neutron 
Scattering" in October. In the year 2001, we I,ad 39 parti.ipants, 14 of which w.re from other european 
counmes. 
In 2001, 10 diploma students und 19 doctoral sludenl. compteted their thesis; 17 diploma students and 63 
doctoral students worked at lFF. 
2. Scientific lind Technical Infrastructure 
In the eonlext of a general reduction in Ihe uumber of personell at the research center Jillich, the IFF was 
forced to lighlen its technical infrastructure. Through organisational and strategie measures, the IFF tried to 
maintain the optimat efficiency of the cenlrat services despite tbe decrease in the number of slaff. As a 
consequence the central facitities Electronics Labomtory and Numerieal Melhods and Dala Processing 
were merged inlo a group Networks and Numeries. l1,ese m.Mures have now reached a criticallimit. 
Research "at Ibe cutting-edge" requires the capability to build and maintain experimental facilities in high-
tech areas. This holds as weil for thc basic research performed by thc IFF at national and international 
sources as for Hs applied research. Equipment must meet high international standards, and especially so 
when thc work performed is to be "relevant for industry". Abasie requiremenl for the work of the 
Department Is an infrastructure, within the IFF and d,e Research Centre itself, which supplies the necessary 
expemse, etfectivcness and facilitles. 
The group Netwol'ks aud NI/meries maintains tbe workstation cluster and compuler networks, and supports 
scientif\c staff in 11,. design and performance of experiments. lt supplies expert assistance in hard- and 
software, mainlains the system-software of thc IFF-Workstation-Cluster and trains mathematical-technical 
assistants. 
The Aecelerator Group is respensible for the operation of the Compacl-Cyclotron and the Tandetron. 
COllslruc/io1/ und Workshop develop and bund equipment for Ihe IFF, from simple meehan;cal componenls 
to sophisticated modem technology. The facility works closely together wilh tbe sdentists and engineers of 
the Institute 10 achleve the ambitious quality and loleran.e goals set by thc experimentalists. 
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Staff mambar. in Ille coutral faclIltles: 
K v. Amoln, S. BorgeI, H.P. Esser, A Bremen, H. Cremer, P. Eickenberg, M. Emmerlco, H. Fellbach, U. Funk·Kalo, R. 
Gehlhaar, E. Gundt, R. H.ckmann, J, Hainen, O. Henkel, K. Hirtz, R. HIllzle, KH. John.n, K. Kaulen., S. Krahe, J. 
Ung.nbach, T, Matulewskl, W. Nosek, T, NguyenNu, p, Plckartz, M. Pohl, B. Rad.rmacher, H, Sachsenhausa., L. 
Schätzier, H. Schnitzier, J. Schramm, P. SIeleimanns, W. Stellmacher, H. Tem.rger, R. Thomas, E. We.lphal, K. 
Wlngerath. 
J. Hangesbach (INC), L. I(aslerke (IME), H. Schwalbach (ISG) 
3. Otber Sclentific Actlvities: Collaborations wltb Universities, InstItutions and 
Industry 
The productivity of a Research Institute depends strongly on Its capacity for seientific excbange and for 
scientifie and technieel cooperation, In this regard, the Jillieh Research Center offers excellent possihilities. 
The Centre's top class infrastmature offers .fficient assistanee, also for vib;.ting seientists. Modern neutron 
sc.ttering instrumentation appropriate for eutting-edge studies are available to many IFF guest scientists in 
the DillO reactor hall and in thc neutron guide han ELLA. Tbe wide variety of coll.bomtions in whieb thc 
institutes for Neutron Scattering und Scaltcring Methods of the IFP are involved leads to optimal usage of 
these I.rge seale instruments. On the other hand, the .vailability of complementary facilities at other 
institutions is essential for the IPP. With lhe construction of instmments the IFF contributed to thc 
development _nd improved usage of extemallarge scale facHilies such as ILL and CEN (Grenoble), APS 
(Argonne, USA), DELTA (DOllmund), HASYLAB (Hamburg), BBSSY (Berlin), NSLS (Brookhaven), and 
NIST (Wasbington). 
Bilateral agreements have been coneluded witb the Paul-Drude Institute, Berlin, RWTH Aachen, IBM 
Rüshlikon, and the Universities Bann, Göttingen .nd Kiel for the use of the Jülich centre for high-
resolution mieroscopy for specialized studies In Ibc area of quantitative and high-resolution microseopy, 
and the use oftbe Jülich microscope with correction ofsphericnl abberation. 
In tbe past yenrs, tbe IFF bas expanded its activities as a sub-colliractor to largo oompanies (e.g. Boseh, 
Siemens, Daimler-Benz, Thompson, Philips) and eontraet work has b.come the main focus orthe seientifie 
work of several groups, especially in the context of large national (German) and intemational projeclS, Of 
special importance is the lFF's partieip.tion in the BMBF-Projeet "Magnetoelectronies", Under the 
anspiees of Ibe Tecbnology Transfer Bureau of the Jülicb Research Centre, the IFP leases equipment to 
companies th.t have established themselves in the JUlieh Teelmology Centre. In addition, tbe lFF has 
designed and buHt pilot equipment for industrial companies. 
One of the most important dulies of a Research Centr. is to m.ko its large seale instruments available 10 
universities and other research organisations for research projects that necd lIot necessarily have a direct 
conneclion with .c!lve research programs of the Centre. In this context it is of paramount importanee for 
the IPP to keep the 16 neutron scattering instruments at the researeb reaetor D1DO operating und to 
impl'ove them further. In the year 2000, neutrons were available for users at 177 days altogethcr. During 
this time 87 experiments were performed by IFF seientists und 114 experiments by external groups (19 
groups ftom each national and international universities, 4 groups from national and 11 from intemational 
researcb institutes .nd 5 groups from industry), 
Many staff members of the IPP serve In scientific committees ( •. g. advisoty boards for Institutes and 
scientific societies, progralll commiltees for international meetings, editors of proceedings, journals and 
databases, members or presidents of the boards of direetors of scienufie soeieties .s weil as referees, e.g. 
for the German Research Community, special research ureas and prize committee.). 
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Personal Honours, Awards and Distinctions 
Dr. D.E. Bürgler has received an offer for a C4 professorship at the Martin-Luther-University, Halle-
Wittenberg, Experimental Physics 
Prof. Dr. J. Dhont has been nominated guest member of tbe "Netherlands Foundation for Fundamental 
Research on Matter (FOM)", Division: "Vloeinstoffen en Grensvlakken" 
Prof. Dr. W. Eberhardt and Dr. J. Morenzin have been awarded the first prize of the "Mitteldeutscher 
Rundfunk", MDR, ofthe senes "Einfach genial" for the invention of counterfeit-prove magnetic stripes 
Dr. P. Ebert completed successfully his "Habilitation" 01 the RWTH Aachen, Department ofPhysics 
Dr. B. Jahnen ree.ived a prize for the best posIer 31 the confurenee of the Royal Microscopica! Society in 
Oxford 
Dr. H.H. Kohlsted! campleted successfully his "Habilitation" at the University of Cologne, Experimental 
Physics 
Prof. Dr. H. Milller-Krumbhaar has been appointed editor-in-chief for the Journal "Europhysics Leiters" by 
the European Physical Society 
Prof. Dr. H. Müller-Krumbhaar represents the European Physical Society in thc Scienlific Advisory 
Committee ofthe Joum.!s "European PhysicalJournal B,D, and E" 
Prof. Dr. H. Müller-Krumbhaar has bcen elected member of thc board of managemenl of the "Deulsche 
Physikalische Gesellschaft" 
Prof. Dr. H. Müller-Krumbhaar has been elecled chairman oft!!e Scientific Advisory Committee "Minerva 
Center for Nonlinear Physics" at the Weizmann Inslitule, Rehovot and at tbe Technion, Haifa, Israel 
Dr. G. Nägele has been appointed extraordinary professor al the Universily of Konstanz 
Prof. Dr. D. Richler has been appoinled Seientific Direetor of the European Spallation Souree (ESS) Projeet 
Dr. R. Rzehak received the uDr. Eduard Martin Preis" ofthe University ofSaariand for his PhD 
Prof. Dr. R. Waser received the prize for "Outstanding Achievemenl" for his work in the area or 
characterization and physical interprelalion of ferroeleotrie thin films for appliearions in memory devices 
on occasion oflhe "International Symposium on Inlegrated Ferroeleclrlcs 200l" in Colorado Springs 
Prof. Dr. R. Waser was awarded together with D1'. K. Prume, Dr. K. Franken, and Prof. H. Meier (IKKM, 
RWTH Aachen) the "Edward C. Henry Award" - Electronics Division Best Paper Award 2000 - for the 
paper "Finite-Elemenl Analysis of Ceramic Multilayer Capacitors: Modeling an Electrical Impedanee 
Speclroscopy for a Nondestructive Failur. Test" on the oecasion of the Annual Meetings 2001 of the 
Ameriean Ceramic Society 
Dr. R. Winkler has beeil appointed extraordinary professor at the Universily ofUlm 
Alexutufer vOI/Humonllfl Researcll Prhe 
Prof. F. Spaepen, Harvard University, Cambridge, USA 
Prof. N. Smith, Law. BerkeIey Na!. Lab., Berkeley, USA, Institule "Electronic Properties" 
Alexal/lfer vOI/Humbollft ScllOlars 
Dr. Z. Dogic, Brandeis University, USA 
Prof. H. Ishida, Nihon University, Tokyo, Japan 
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Institute Theory I 
General Overview 
Introduction: 
The research activities of the Institute encompass several key areas of condensed matter 
theory: (i) electronic and structural properties of complex systems ranging from large or-
ganic moleeules and mesoscopic contacts to complex solidsj (ii) electronic excitations and 
dynamical properties of molecular clusters, Bolids and solid surfaces, as weil as the quasi-
particle behaviol' of transition metals and oxides resulting from electronic correlationsj 
(iii) nano-seale tribology, friction, plastic deformation, adhesion and brittlefracture. 
The principal goal of these studies ia to achieve a microscopic understanding of complex 
phenomena on an electronic and atomic scale. Although most of these topics involve 
fundamental issues assodated with maoy-body interactions, they are nevertheless relevaot 
to a wide hast of practical applications in modern materials sdence. In fact, the majority 
of research topics is directly motivated by the aim of providing a quantitative Of qualitative 
physical basis for possible future technologies. 
In line with the range of topics investigated a wide variety of conceptual and compu-
tational methods is currently employed: density functional theory, molecular dynamics 
caIculations, genetic algorithms, data mining techniques, time-dependent generalization 
of density fllnctional theory, diagrammatic perturbation approaches, classical and Quan-
tum Monte Carlo methods, exact diagonalization schemes, as weil as analytical methods. 
NeedlesB to say that the state-of-the-art use of these methods benefits greatly from thc ex-
ceHent computational facilities available at the research center. The unique combination 
of basic physics questions and possible practical applications, investigated with these the-
oretical tools, is the hall mark of modern condensed matter and computational materials 
science research. 
Research Topics: 
1. Ballistic electron tmnsport th1'Ough mesoscopic contacts: 
Narrow contacts between electron reservoirs are the heart of modern storage devices. 
Modern technology allows one to make nanoscale connections which the electrons can 
pass phase-coherently. A method has been developed to determine the conductivity of 
suc.h quaotum-contacts from a Schroedinger equation, and was applied to devices stud-
ied experimentally. As a next step, this method will be extended to cover the case of 
connections via single molecules. (A. Bringer; in collaboration with J. Appenzeller) 
2. Femtosecond spect1'OscoPY 0/ molecular clusters: 
Via time-delayed short laser pulses it Is possible to determine lifetimes of excited quantum 
states in the femtosecond range and to identify the decay mechanisms. This "pump-probe" 
techniqlle is applied in the experimental Institute for Electronic Properties (IFF-IEE) to 
stlldy the dynamics of molecular clusters. Previous theoretical interpretations of the 
spectra are still largely phenomenological and efforts to improve existing models for re-
laxation processes in quantum systems are necessary. In connection to recent experiments 
on Au2CO clusters in the lEE the process of photon excitation and subsequent electronic 
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and vibrational relaxation will be simulated by a suitable time dependent Schroedinger 
equatioll. (A. Bringer; in collaboration with P. Bechthold, M. Neeb) 
3. Mathematical modelling using a genetic algorithm: 
Many quantities of considerable interest (such as the electrical conductivity of areal 
material) cannot be predicted by first principles theory. However, by mining existing 
data for hidden correlations (using e.g. the genetic algorithm) it may be possible to 
generate mathematical models for such quantities that use readily computed descriptors 
and which are able to predict these quantities with a certain degree of reJiabiIity. (J. 
Harris; A. Bringer) 
4. Computation oi thermal and mechanical properties using density funetional methods: 
A body of recent work has shown that the DFT method with well-established exchange-
correlation energy functionals describes the small changes necessary to compute quantities 
such as the stiffness matrix (elastic moduli) of even quite complicated crystals. Further-
more, application of full Grueneisen theory gives a good description of thermo-mechanical 
properties Iike thc coefficient of thermal expansion. These are currently supercomputer 
applications, however, requiring a very careful treatment of phonon spectra. A lower 
level of theory (Debye-Grueneisen) i8 available but so far has been tested only for some 
elemental metals. The current status of the programme is to establish procedures for 
implementing Debye-Grueneisen theory in general and testing its area of applicability. 
(J. Harris; in eollaboration with J. Rodgers, Y. LePage, P. Schmidt) 
5. Energy surfaces, structm'es and reactions of polymers: 
The electronic and structural properties of organic moleeules are evaluated using density 
functiona! theory and molecular dynamics methods with the aim of understanding in detail 
the mechanism of reactions between polymer chains, and the catalysts and additives used 
in their productioll. The density functional programs run on the T3E supereomputers 
and are very demanding of computer resources for systems of the complexity studied 
here. An example ia provided by the reaction between the nucleophilic moleeule lithium 
phenoxide (LiOPh) and a segment of a polycarbonate chain, which involves calculations 
for a total of 145 atoms. The resulting energy aurfaces, however, provide a consistent and 
extendible data base for developing simplified models that allow calculations on much 
larger systems. Of particular interest are: (i) the refinemellt of c1assical force fields for 
use in moleeular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulations, (H) the development of a model 
of 'living polymers' that allows one to study the polymerization proeess in polycarbonate 
over a wide range of temperatures and densities. This has lead to the identification of the 
nature of the polymerization transition. (R.O. Jones; in collaboration with J. Akola, P. 
Ballone, Bayer AG) 
6. Dynamical Response at metal suriaces: 
Quantum weil behavior in adsorbed thin films is usually observed for electrons confined 
by the band gap of the underlying substrate. Reeent photoemission spectra for Na films 
on Al(111), however, reveal such behavior also for the resonances induced by the large 
negative potential step between adlayer and substrate. Using time-dependent density 
functional theory it was shown tllat this observation is made feasible via thc Ioeal screened 
photonfield which is enhanced and confilled to the overlayer if the photon frequency is 
tuned to thc Na collective mo des. (A. Liebseh; in collaboration with S. Barman, K. Horn) 
7. Magneto-optical Kerr effect fOT non-equilibrium electron distributions: 
There ia currently great interest in understanding the dynamical response of magnetic sur-
faces to excitations via ultrafast lasers (e.g., recent experiments in this area in the institute. 
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IFF-IEE). In order to investigate to what extent the Kerf signal provides information on 
the time-varying magnetization of the sampie, the optical conductivity tensor i8 evalu-
ated for non-equilibrium electron distributions generated by the initial pump laser. Of 
particular inteTest i8 the so-called bleaching eflect (c1osing of certain excitation channels) 
at high laser intensities. (A. Liebschj in coJlaboratlon with P. Oppeneer) 
8. Trajectories and their discrete counterparts: 
It i8 generally believed that trajectories ean weil be represented by their discrete counter-
parts, the so called Poincare maps (PM) which quite often are much easier to handle (e.g. 
numerically). It i8 shown, that in repelling systems (transient chaos) the PM gives mls-
leading reaults. Even the sign of drifts can be erroneous. Modifying the PM by inc1uding 
the return time (time between two interseetions ) leads to correct results. At present cor-
relation funtions and diffusion are computed and compared by using PM and the modified 
PM. (H. Lustfeldj in collaboration with Z. Kaufmann) 
9. Gharacterization 0/ tracer gas concenflrations in the atmosphere: 
In the atmosphere small scale fluctuations of tracer gas, in particlilar pollutant, eoncen-
trations oeeur signalizing that the concentrations are singular functions. It is shown that 
these singnlarities have to be characterized not by just one Hälder exponent but by an 
ensemble classifying the strent>th of these singularities. The situation is quite analogous 
to that of trajectories: These have to be c1assified by an ensemble of Lyapunov exponents 
as weil. Just one exponent is not suffident. (H. Lustfeld; in collaboration with Z. Neufeld) 
10. Friction, nano-scale tribology: 
A research activity related to many practical applications concerns the area of tribology, 
in particular, friction and related topies such as plastic deformation, adhesion and brittle 
fracture. The influence of surface roughness on adhesion between elastic bodies i8 also 
investigated. Furthermore, Molecular Dynamics calculations are perforrncd to understand 
the transition between boundary lubrication and hydrodynamic lubrication. An impor-
tant result was obtained within a recently developed theory of contact mechanics between 
randomly rough surfaces, where the Bolids are assumed to deform elastically when the 
stress is below the yield stress, and plastically when the stress reaches the yield stress. 
Of key interest is the dependence of the (apparent) area of contact on the magnifica-
tion. In most cases the area of real contact ia proportional to the load. If the rough 
surface, however, is self-affine fractal (Hurst exponent H) up to the lateral size L of thc 
nominal contact area, and aasuming no plastic deformation, then the real contact area i8 
proportional to LH. (B.N.J. Persson; in collaboration with A. Volokitin, V. Samoilov, S. 
Zilbermann). 
11. Rubber metion 
When rubber slides on a hard, rough substrate, the surface asperities of the substrate exert 
oscillating forces on the rubber surface leading to energy "dissipation" via the internal 
frktion of the rubber. A recently developed theory shows how the resulting friction force 
depends on thc nature of the substrate surface roughness and on the sliding velocity both 
for stationary and non-stationary sliding. Numerical results were obtained for the case 
when the substrate surface has a self affine fractal structure and are in good agreement 
with experimental observations. The theory is now used by tire companies in developing 
new rubber cornpounds for tires. At present the theory is extended to take into account 
the flash temperature in thc rubber-substrate contact areas. (B.N.J. Persson) 
12. Dynamical correlations in the electron ga.9: 
To understand dynamical correlations in the electron gas beyond the RP A, lowest order 
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corrections in the dynamically screened Coulomb interaction are evaluated numerically. 
The corresponding irreducible polarization diagrams have been known for 40 years but 
have resisted computation because. of their complexity. Ey analytical means the resulting 
7-dimensional integrals were now reduced to 3-dimensional integrals. For (k, w) outside 
the particle-hole continuum, dynamical correlations consist of two-particle:hole-pair, two-
plasmon and coupled particle-hole-pair-plasmon excitations. The results in this range 
compare weH with experiments. Presently the calculations are extended to (k, w) inside 
the particle-hole continuum with the aim of analyzing additional available data. (K. 
Sturm; in collaboration with A. Gussarov, H. Lustfeld) 
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Application of the density functional methodto thermo-mechanical Properties. 
John Harris 
Institute Thoory I, IFF. 
1t Is now weil established that the D FT method can track the small changes in Iho energy with 
unit cell si .. that are needed to compute the stlffness matrix, from whlch one can obtain all the 
.Iostic moduli of Ihe crystal and olher information such os thc velocity of sound. The method 
h .. also recently been applied 10 therllli>-mechanical properties such as the coellieient or thermal 
expansion. Such calculatioßs are computationally intensive becaus. Ihey involve the determination 
of derivatives of the phonon frequencies wlth respeet to the volume. 1t I. therefare nseful to eonsider 
simpler methode that may glve r .. nlts oflower, hut yet useful accuracy. One such method Is MSumes 
a Debye spectrum for the phonons and invalves an avcraged Grüneisen parameter. Such a method 
was proposed many years ago, hut its oonsequences have not been explored to any great extent. 
Th. twe essential element" that are m!ssing Me • a) a reliable, emeient computlltional scheme for 
the relevant paramerers aod b) a large number of computatlons over a wlde variety of materials 10 
establish when the method is fellahl. aod when it is not. 
F&E-Nr: 23.20.0 
The density functional seheme of Kahn and Sham 
[1] has lang been an established method for calculating 
the energies and equilibrium geometries of aggregates of 
atoms, wheiher in moleeules, clusters or periodie struc-
tures. Applicatiou of the methodology to mechanical 
and thermal properties of materials has lagged same.. 
what behind ehemistr)' appllcations. However, thc past 
decade has seen important advances. Calculation of tho 
elasticity moduli oe materials ia uow a standard appli. 
catiou of the theory, with results having similar qual-
lty to those obtained in ehemistry. This iudicates that 
thc DFT method is able to track thc energy of crys-
talline structures suffieieutly weil to allow thc small en-
ergy changes associated with shcar deformatiou. to bc 
determiued with suffielent aceuraey to allow computatiau 
of the full stiffncss matrix. Standard methods compute 
thc C',J from thc energy differences of deformed and uu-
perturbed lattices [see, for example, 2 - 6J. SpeelficaIly, 
the energy assoeiated with strain field c, is 
1 
AE(e) = 2' L: Gi,je,ej, (1) 
i.,j 
In nsing this relationship to compute the C-coe/licients, 
a very preclse determination of the optimallattlce con-
stants is necessary. A way of eircumveuting this require-
ment and allowing explicltly for a residual straiu was pub-
lished by LePage and Saxe [11. 
More recently, these authors have proposed and im-
plemented a method based on direct computation of tbe 
stress {8J. This method a110ws for an initial slrain of any 
magnitude. For interna! strain E and the correspoud-
lng stress SeE), a set of O-coefficlents ean be defined for 
each E and computed by determining thc stress in d", 
formed sampies for a range of strains E + c, with e smalI. 
Under these conditions, the stress·.train relation ean bc 
tinearlzcd in thc small quantities additional stress, s, and 
straln, c, about S and E, . 
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S(E + c) '" SeE) + 8 = S(E) + C(E) (2) 
aud 'elastlc coellieients' C(E) of tbc material und.r strain 
E determined. A stress-based method of this kind re-
quires accurate caicuIation of the stress, but it has been 
found that the commercially avallable VASP module d", 
veloped at thc Unlverslty ofVienna [(lJ incorporates stress 
computation with the reqnired dogree of aceurney. 
The computation of thermo-mechancial properties like 
the thermal expansion coellicient is one stage more diffi· 
cult than thc determination of the stiffness matrix, and 
accordlngly thc literature la relative!y more sparse. Tbe 
framework for computing propenies such as thc thermal 
expansion coe/licient was lald out in thc original very 
elegant work of Grüneisen [1OJ and involves a camputa-
tion of the volume derivative cf thc material's phonon 
frequencies and a sum over normal modes. Th!s scheme 
can be carricd out in practice and is fouud to be highly 
accurate, but is quite CPU intensive (see, far example, 
{ll] and reierenees tberein). 
A simpler level of theory, the so-called "Grünelsen-
Debye" approximation, comblncs Grünei8OO's theory 
with a Debye model for the phonons. The result is a 
set of simple formulae for thc thermal expansion coe/li-
eient ihat contains two essential material parameters, thc 
"Debye Temperature" and an averaged "Grüneisen can-
staut". Th!s approach, however, is not Olltirely stralght-
forward because there Is no uuique way of determiuing 
these parameters. A review' of the approach aud some of 
its pitfalls was given by Segletes and Walters [12). Within 
a Debye model for the phonons, the averaged Grüueisen 
parameter, 1', reduces to the derivative of the Debye tem-
perature with respect to volume. The issue then is how 
the Debye temperature should be determiued. This can 
be doue most directly by using tbc relation betwaen the 
Debye temperature and the averaged veloclty of sound in 
thc material, in whleh case a value for "'I can be abtained 
directly from thc stilflless matrix, whlch detel'mines thc 
sound veloeities In thc erystal. 
Alternatively,1' can be relatcd to thc pressnre-volume 
equation of state, retlccting its conncetion with thc an-
harmonieity of thc inter-atomic interactions within the 
material. Howevcr, the extraction of thc Grüneisen 
parameter reqnires fitting a computcd pressure-volume 
curve to an assumed functional form that can be analyt-
ically dilferentiated and is far hom straight forward. In 
thc light oHhe new methods referred to above for com-
putlng thc stiffuess matrix as a function of strain, it i8 
worth revisiting the issne offinding a clear-eut procedure 
for determining the Grüneisen parameter thet is at once 
computationally efficient and delivers reasonable aeen-
racy. Clearly, the averaged theory can be applied only 
to a limited range of materials where the k-dependenee 
of tho GrÜnel.en parameter ja relatively unimportant. 
Thls k-dependence bas been determined for several test 
cases. For Ag, the k-dependence 8eems rather unimpor-
tant [13J, whereas for SiN, there ia a strong dilference be-
tween acoustic and optical branches which, presumably, 
must be accounted for [14J. Two main foei are therefore 
identified: 
1. Establishlng a re!iable and efficient way to compute 
tho averaged Grüneisen parameter. 
2. Determining the elass of materials for which the 
averaged theory gives reasonable results. 
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Equilibrium polymerization of polycarbonate -
polymerization transitions in 2D and 3D 
R. O. Jones and P. Ballone! 
Institute Theory I 
Density funetional (DF) caleulations have provided a detailed pieture of the basic catalytie 
reaction in tbe ring-opening polymeri.ation of bisphenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PC). Sbnple nucle-
ophilie molecules such os lithium phenoxide (LiOPh) r.acl with the carbonate group of tbn eyclie 
ring oligomer, leading with low barde" and abnos! uo change in total energy to a ehain with a 
pbenyl carbonate at one end Md a pbenoxide at tbc other. The alkali atom at the end oe the chain 
can repeat this process, produclng .a UBving polymeru. In our report last year we showed that a 
classical sbnulation of a model suggested by the DF calculations sbowed tbat polymerization in Ibis 
case is entropy driven. We have now e:xtended these calculations to multiple active sites (the Li io~s 
in this case) and lea.rned mOfe about the p-olymerization transition. 
F&E-Nr: 23.20.0 
Bispbenol-A polycarbonate (BPA-PO) is one of thc 
most important polymers in industrial production, aud 
itB structural·unit contalns 33 atoms. Ofit" many cyelic 
oligomers tbe strain-frae tetramer, whicll shows the cis-
trans isomerization fouud In polycarbonate ehalns, pro-
vides an ideal model for PO. The reaction of the nuele-
ophilic molecule Li phenoxlde LiOPh wlth thc carbonate 
group leads to the rupture of ring systems (ring-opening 
polymerization) [1]. The reactants sud products of this 
reaction are shown in Fig. 1, and the method used in 
the DF caIculations la described in detail in Ref. [2]. The 
chain showil In leb) has an "actlve" -C-O-Li termination, 
so tbat a series of catalytic reactions can result, resulting 
in the breaking of rings aud the formatiou of long chains. 
The energy barrier to the reaction and the. change of eil-
erg)' between reactants !lnd prodncts are both smalI, and 
the number of bonds and thoir nature ia thc same in l(a) 
and l(b). Wo have nsed these facts to develop a sim-
ple model or the ring-opening mecllanism and perform 




FIG. 1. Reaetion of LiOPlt witl! cyelie tetramer of 
BPA-PC. The product (b) is a Li-terminated chain. 
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In OUf model, diphenyl carbonate (DPO) unlts are 
represented by Lennard-Jones partieles, with harmonie 
spring. describing the covalent bonds in the polymer 
backbene. Eacb partiele forms at most two harmonie 
bonds, so tllat the system eomprlses open chruns or rings 
without brancblng. If we have (N/4) cycJlc tctramers, 
the potential energy Is then: 
V(r1, ... ,rN) = 
4e~{ Cr;:rJI)" - (j;;:rjj)"}+ 
1 (NI4) 
+2k L:: {(r.,,_. - r'al" + (r'''-3 - r4"_')'+ 
a=1 
+(r4"-2 - r4"_1)2 + (r'''_.l - r.,,)'} (1) 
where thc prime on thc first sum ind1cates that thc 
Lennard-Jones interaction is turned off wben i and j are 
connected by the harmonie potential. Tbe units of length 
and energy are (T and €, respeetively, and the density Is 
measured in terms ofthe packing ffaction 1) (1) = 1rpu2/4 
in 2D, 1) = 1rPUs /6 in 3D}. We perform simulations for 
systems with fixed bonding patterns aud for which a fixed 
number N. of "activc" parlicles can intercllange bonds 
with another particle. Details of the ealeulations with 
N. = 1 are given in Ref. [3), and more information on 
thc eases to N. = 36 ean bc found in Ref. [4] 
Tbe simulation sampies both different bonding con-
figurations and the partiele positions. At regular inter-
vais we link the nctlve partleles and their nearest neigh-
bors (exc1uding the partiele connected to it by an intra-
molecular bond), as weil as two of thelr covalently bonded 
neighbors (Fig. 2). The interchange always aonserves 
the totai numbar of bonds, and is accepted or rejected 
using the Metropolis algoritbm aceordlng to thc change 
of the potential energy and temperature. The bonding 
conf1gurations are sampled using the (constant volume) 
Mante Oarlo (MO) method in 2D aud 3D, wlth periodic 
boundary condltions. The simulations were started from 
a system of 2500 tetramers and Na dimers, each carry-
ing one actlve particle. Fo! Na '" 36 thi. corresponds to 
a eatalyst coneentration similar to those used in lndus-
trial practlce. The simplicity oE the model a110ws ua to 
perform very long simulations with up to severaJ million 




(a) ~ (b) I I 




In the present rapart wo foeus on the polymeriza· 
Uon transition in 2D. Thc addition of dimers with ac-
tive heads gives rlse to continuing bond interchauges in 
all 2D sampies. Thc ahalns grow slowly at low density 
(I/ < 0.15), evolving almost independently and with an 
average length (LI) that dopend. on the concentration of 
active particles <;.. In Fig. 3 we show the dependence of 
(LI) on 1/ for different values of c •. 
Thc (LI)(l1) curves showastcop rise at '1 ~ 0.15, which 
can be viewed as a rounded transition to the polymerie 
state. To quantify this observation, WB fit eacll S-sllaped 
curve of Fig. 3 wlth a. Pad" ratio, so that tllc value iI at 
which tlle curvature of the Interpolated function changes 
sign Is aur estimate of tlle transition point, while thc 
slope of (LI) 30t fj is a measure of its steepncss. Fig. 4 
shows that the steepncss increascs rapidly and witllout 
apparent upper bound as Ca deereases, suggesting that 
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FIG. 3. Average length of open chains as "" function cf 
packing fraction 1/ for different concentrations (in %) of active 
particles. SimulatiollB in 2D. 




FIG.4. Logarithmic plot of 1.; (L.)(i)) computed at the in-
lIectionpoint ii of (L,){1/) as a fu~ction ofthe concentr.lien Co 
of active partides. The emply square is the result for N. = 1. 
The cquilibrium size distrihutions of rings and ehains 
are characterized hy the masg..fraction distributions 
Pr(M) uud ~(M), defined as the percentage of 
monomers lJeleagiag te a .. ag er a ehaill, reBI'eeti\'ely, 
of mass M. The dependences of ~(M) und Pr(M) on 
'1 is shown in Fig. 5. Th. distributions for chains are 
relatively broad, and the Zimm-Schulz form: 
(2) 
provides a fair fit to alJ curves, with an exponent (1.1 < 
ß < 1.4) close to the value predicted by analyt!c theor!es 
ß "" 48/32. [6J 
Ca = 0.16 
--1]=0.15 
02 
0.2 Ti =0.3 
~ ___ C-:,a =0.10 
1500 2000 
M [monomers J 
Ii'IG. 5. Mass-uaction distribution funct;ons for open 
ehains in 2D systems. Upper panel: r .. ultB for different den-
aiti .. at fixed concentration of aotive partieles (c. = 0.16%). 
Lowar panel: results for different v.lues of c • • t fixed packing 
fraction (1/ = 0.3). 
Simulations for systems in 3D yleld anaiogous reBults 
to those for N. = 1 [3J, wh.re we showcd that thc ten-
deney to polymerization is much greater in 3D than in 
2D. In Fig. 6 we compare the fraetlon o[ the total mass 
represented by open ehains in 2D and 3D over a wlde 
dens!ty range (for T = 3 and c. = 0.16%). The poly-
merizcd fmction is sY8tematically higher in 3D, reaching 
90% of thc total mass already at dcnsities of thc order of 
7} ~ 0.26. 
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FIG.6. Fraction of the total system mass in open chains 
in 2D and 3D aa a function of paeking fraetion 1]. 
The degree of polymerization in 3D deoreases slightly 
hut monotonically with decreaslng T, as found in 2D. 
At 1] = 0.3 and c. = 0.16%, for cxample, open ohains 
account for 91.3% of the total mass for T = 3, decreas-
lng to 84.8% at T = 0.6. We did not ohserve any olear 
polymerization transition on changing T alone, BO that 
tbc polymerlzation line in the 1] - T plane i8 a very steep 
function of 1/. Full details of the results in 2D and 3D are 
given in Rof. [4J. 
The present series of simulations has ldentified config. 
uraUonal entropy as thc driving force behind polymeriza-
tion in this model, and wo have been able to identify the 
polyruerizatlon transition in both 2D and 3D. We emph .... 
size, however, that this model daes not deseribe oll types 
of "living polymer", particularly those that polymerize 
by condensation and evaporation of monomers. How-
ever, there is a strong analogy to other systems, such as 
the polymerization of sulphur, and wo are studying this 
case In more detail. 
t Permanent address: Universita degli Studi di Me,slnR, Di. 
partlmento di Fisic., 1-98166 Messina, Italy. 
[1] D. J. BruneUe, In Ring-Opening Po/ymerization: Meca· 
anums, Catalysi" Structure, Utility; Edited by D. J. 
Brunelle, (Hauser, München, 1993), p. 1, p. 309. 
[2] P. BaUone, B. Montanari, aad R. O. Jones, J. Phys. Chern. 
104, 2793 (2000); P. Ballone and R. O. Jones, J. Phys. 
Ohern. A 105, 3008 (2001). 
, [a] P. BaUone and R. O. Jones, J. Ohem. Phy •. 115, 3895 
(2001). 
[4J P. Ballone and R. O. Jones, J. ehern. Phys. (suhmitted). 
[5] L. Schäfer, Phys. Rev. B 46, 6061 (1992); P. D. Gujrati, 
Phys. Rev. B 40, 5140 (1989). 
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Quantum WeIl Behavior without Confining Barrier Observed via Dynamically 
Screened Photon Field 
A. Liebsch 
Institute 'Theary I 
Angle Iesolve<! photoemission speetra trom Na adlayers on AI{lll) reveal fealures wbich bebave 
Hke quantum weil rescnanees a1though thc substrate provides no conflning barrier. Th. quantum 
weH behavior is shown tu be due to surface resonances of the Nal Al system. The resonances are 
observable using photoemission because of spatial confinement and rlynamieal enhancement of the 
loeal electIic field witllin the Na films. 
F& E-Nr. 23.20.0 
Quantum weil states are'a striking'maoifestation of cl· 
ementary quantum mechanics.
' 
An ele.tr()l1 confined in 
a one-dimensional potential weil may oeeupy dis.rete en-
ergy levels whose quantum nnmber n specifies the num-
ber of half-wavelengths spanning the weil. Quantum well 
states have bean observed experimentally in a variety of 
layered semiconductor and metallic films where poten· 
tial barrier. restriet the eleetrnn's motion in the direction 
normal to the film. Here we discuss a ditrerent mecha-
nism, namely, quantum weil behavior in the absence of 
a confining wall between adsorbed metal film and uno 
derlyiog substrate.2 Thc rcsonanees are observable sinee 
the sereened photon field is dynamieally enhaneed and 
spatially eonfined to the overlayer. We demon"trate that 
angle resolved photoemission for Na on Al{lll) reveals 
quautum welllike speetral features aswciated with Vif, 
tual states induced by the large negative potential .tep 
between ovedayer and substrate. 'Th observe these reso-
nanees it is erucial to suppress emission from substrate 
bands in thc same energy region. This is achieved by 
tuning the photon energy to the colleetive modes of thc 
overlayer. Thc loeal eleetrie field is then enhanced and 
confined to the overlayer so that the Na resonances ean 
be abserved in a wide range of eoverages. Thus, while 
in U"llal quantum weIl systems the photon lield plays no 
special role, here it serves as a novel mechanlsm ensuring 
the eonfinement of tbc excitation region. 
~'or simplicity, we represent overlaycr and substrate in 
terms ofthe jeJlinm model whieh, eombined with the time 
dependent loeal density approximation, provides an ex· 
eellent description of exeita.tion spectra of adsorbcd alkali 
mctal films. 3 Fig. 1 mustrates the ground state potential 
and the dynamical loeal potential, which includes the 
response of thc electron density to tbc incident photon 
field. Thc potential stcp bctween Na. and Al corresponds 
the difference between their Fermi ~.nergies. Sinee Ihe AI 
substrate does not provide a suitable band gap which can 
aet as a refleeting potential barrier, tho eleetronic state. 
within the overlayer are eontlnuous functiolls of energy 
aud film thickness. In thc region of eonstant Na poten-
tial tbc ground state wave funetions may be wdtten as 
'IjIk" (z) = Ak.csin(k.J.z -')'kl)' whe<e the normal momen-
tum k.J. 18 measured with respeet 10 the bottom of the 
Na potential and ')'k~ is a' bOllndary phase shift. z is 
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the cOordinate normal to the surface. The quasi-discrete 
nature of the Na valence band induced by the potential 
steP at the Na/Al interface manifests itself in the oseil· 
latory behavior of Ah' Sioce 1kl Is slowly varyiog, the 
maxima of AkJ. are approximately given by the condition 
kJ. a = mr, where a is the overlayer thickness. Thus, be-
low kF thera are abont n = kF a/1l" peaks whose width 
results from single·particle hybridization with substrate 
states and depends on the thickness a end the poten-
tial dilference between overlayer and substrate. With io· 
ereasing thickness the peaks become sharper and move to 
lower kJ. corresponding to higher binding energies. Apart 
hom the broadening, thermore, thc potential drop be-
tween Na and AI eng ure. that thc overlayer resonanees 
obey the same variation with binding energy and over-
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FIG. 1. GroWld state om ... I""tron potential V.(z) 
(solid curve) and real part of dynamic.! loeal potential 
<p,,,(z,5.5eV) (arbitr. unitsj dashed curv.) for 5 ML Na on 
AI (a = 16 Al. Ep denot .. the Fermi level. 
We now discuss the effeet ofthe photon field w hich has 
a unique influence on the observed quantum weil beha,,-
ior. The screening response of the Na valenee electrons 
to thc incident photons generates an induced neid normal 
to the surface which together wlth the bare photon field 
forms the effectlve loeal field goveming the photoexcita-
tion CrOSs seetion. Our microseopic dynamical ealcula-
tions show that this response becomes resonant near the 
overlayer collective excitations: the bulk Iike mode at 
nw,,, whose fluctuatlng charge is a standing wave extend-
ing across the Na film, and the multipole surfaee mode at 
nwm, whose charge is concentrated near the .Na/vacuum 
interface. Since the frequencies of these excitations are 
rar below the Al bulk plasma frequeney, the effective loeal 
field is spatially eonfincd to the overlayer so that emission 
from substrate states is suppressed. This is iIlustrated in 
Fig. 1, which also depicts the dynamical potential <hoc. 
Near nwp the normal component of the loeal electric field 
in the overlayer, i.e., the gradient of <hoc, i8 about two 
orders of magultude largor than in the snbstrate. 
BInding Energy (eV) 
FIG. 2. Calculated energy disttibutiolll! far Na on Al for 
various coverages at 5.5 eV photon energy. The lower cut off 
is due to the work function. Letters refer to analogons spec-
tral fea.tures ohserved in Fig. 1. Dashed curves indicate the 
broadening due tn hole life time and experimental resolution. 
Aß shown in Fig. 2, the quasi-discrete nature of the' 
Na overlayer states leads to characteristic features in thc 
photoemission speetra. Sinee the loeal potential limits 
emission to the overlayer, the matrix element for normal 
emission is in fact proportional to the amplitude Ak~ of 
the ground state wave funetion within the overlayer. Ae-
eordingly, the theoretieal spaetra exhibit aseries of peaks 
whlch appear to mava upwards as the overlayer thickness 
inereases. At larger eoverages, this pattern continnes to 
evolve in a regular manner, with speetral peaks becoming 
more densely spaced, in elose analogy to the experimental 
features. In practice, the oscillatory behavior of Ak~ ean 
be seen most clearly near E p sinee various broadening 
mechanisms affect the deeper lying speetral features. To 
account for the hole Iife time we have included an imagi-
nary self-energy of the form 0.1 Ei eV, eorresponding to 
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thc quasi-particle broadening of a homogeneous electron 
gas with electron density of Na. In addition, we have 
accounted for the experimental resolntkm of 0.15 eV. At 
the coverages shown, the finite lila time of the ontgoing 
electron plays only a minor role sinee the mel\n free path 
is long eompared to the overlayer thickness. Deviations 
from layer-by-layer growth, however, should give rise to 
peak averaging, in particlllar, at high binding energies. 
For these reasons, only quasi-discrete Na states within 
ahout 1 e V of Ep ean be identified in the measl.lred spee-
tra. 
The bnlk like interband transition within thc Na 
film ean be qual!tatively ineluded via a one.-dimensional 
pseudo..potential. Sinee this potential is weak, the oscil-
latory behavior 01 thc amplitude Ak~ is preserved. The 
main effect of this potential is to add Fourier eomponents 
to the final state rehl,ted to the interplanar spacing. Re-
markably, the energy of this direct transition (-1.5 e V 
blndlng energy "t 5.5 eV photon energy) agrees with the 
data If the reeiprocallattice vector corresponds to (111) 
planes of an equlvalent fee lattice rather than to (110) 
planes of bnlk Na. Sinee the over/ayers exhibit a hexag-
onal eleetron diffraction pattern, these results support 
the epitaxial fee Iike growth up to rather large eoverages. 
The variation of thc fee Hk. interband peak with pho-
ton energy was also found to be in agreement with the 
data. The theoretical speetra Indlcate that tha interband 
transition peak shows a Fano profile resutting from the 
interferenca of tbc diserete direet transition with the eon-
tinuum of non-direct transitions from Na valenee states. 
With decreasing overlayer thicknes., this interference be.-
eOllles stronger, givlng rise to a broader, less symmetrie 
line shape and a slight shift which is also seen in the 
experimental spectra. 
In summary, quantum welt bahavior was observed in 
photoemission from thin alkali metal films in thc absence 
of a reflecting barder in the band stmeture of the un-
derlying substrate. Instead, the largo negative potential 
step between overlayer imd substrate gives rise to quasi-
diserete levels within the overlayer that exhibit similar 
characteristics as traditional quantum weil states. By 
tuning the photon freqnency to the collective overlayer 
modes, emission from these levels is resonantly enhanced 
while emission from substrate bands 1s suppressed. Sim-
Har effeets should be observable alt other systems with 
large one-eleetron potential steps end weU separated eol-
leetive excitatiolls. 
1 J .. 1. Paggcl, T. MiIler, and T.-C. Chiang, Selenee 
283, 1709 (1999); R. K. Kawakami et al., Nature 398, 
132 (1999). 
2 S. R. Barman, P. Häberle, K. Horn, J. A. Maytorena, 
and A. Liebseh, Phys. Rev. Lett. 86,5108 (2001). 
a H. Ishida and A. Liebsch, Phys. Rev. B 45, 6171 
(lQ92). 
Contact MechanicB and Adhesion between Elastic Bodies with Rough Surfaces 
B.N.J. Persson 
Institute TheQry I 
r study the cont.ct betw.en elastic sollds with ralldomly rough surfaces, and discuss the role of 
surface roughness on the adhesion cf e1astic solids. 
F&E-Nr: 23.2U.O 
Even a highly polished snrface has surfaee roughness 
on many different length seales. When two solid bod-
les wlth nominally fiat surfaees are brought Into contae!, 
the area of real contact will u8ual1y only be a small frac-
tion of the nominal cOlltact area. We can visualize the 
contact regions as smnll areas where asperities from Olle 
solid are squeezed against asperities of thc other solid. 
Thc aren of real eonta.t depends not only on thc pres-
sure by which the solids are squeezed together, but also 
on the adhesionallnteraction between the sunaees. 
We have developed a thenry of contact merhanics [1,2], 
valid for randomly rough surfaces, but negleeting adbe-
sion. We hava also studled the role of adhesion, but focus-
ing malnly on the case where the contaet between the two 
solids ia Complete (3], or partial conlaet between surfaces 
with roughness on a single lengthseale (4]. Adhesion ia 
particular lmportant for elastically soft solids, e.g., rub-
ber or gelatine, where it may pull the two Bolids in direet 
rontact ovar the whole nominal eontact area. 
The new theory of contact meehanics [1,2) consider thc 
(apparent) area of eontaet A(>') on thc length seale >., 
defined to be the area of real contaet when the snrfaee 
roughlles. on shorter length seales than >. lIas been re-
moved Le., the surfaees has been "smoothened" on length 
scales shorter than >.. The thenry predict that aB long 
as the A(>') ia small compared to the nominal contaet 
area Ao, A(>'} Is proportional to the normal load FN • 
In the last few years several (exact) numerieal studies 
of contaets between randomly rough surfaees have heen 
presented which clearly show that A ~ FN holds accu-
rately (see below). Furthermore, the nearly universally 
observed linear relation between the sliding frktion force 
F and the normal load 18 "most naturally explalned by 
assuming that A ~ FN. Deviations from this "law" have 
been observed for soft elastie solids (e.g., rubber), where 
adhesion ls important [3], and also in friation force mi-
croscopy studies, where a very shnrp tip is slid on a sub-
strnte; however, in this latter ease the contact nrea is 
too small (the diameter is nsually below 100 A) for the 
statistical contaet theory to be valid. 
1t is possible to generate surface roughness profiles 
whirh are very slmilar to experimentally observed sur-
faces profiles, as folIows: The surfaee height profile h(x) 
is written as [5]: 




where, sinee hex) Is real, B(-q) = B*(q) and p( -q) 
-'</>(q). In (1) p(q) are independsnt random variables, 
unlformly distributed in the Interval [0,2,,]. B(q} Is de-
termlned so as 10 reproduce the measured surfa<:e rough-
ness power spectrum 
Using (1) glves 
C(q) = (~)2B(q}B'(q), 
where Ao ,~ L2 is the nominal cantact area. Th;s eqna-
tlon is satlsfied wilh B(q) = (2'l1'1L) C
'
/2 (q}. Ir C(q) 
is chosen as ~ 1/q2(H+l) then surface. generated from 
(I) will be seIf affine fractal with the fradel dimension 
Df = 3 - 1I. Greenwood [5) has shown that surfaces 
generated as described above are virtnally indlstlaguish-
able fram rough surfaces produced by e.g., cleaving or 
sand blasting, Eq. (1) shows that the amplitude of the 
different surfaee roughne"s wave vectOt component. are 
uncorrelated, so that averaging over different h( q} are 
independent processes, as assumed In Ref. [1,2). Ag an 
example of contael between surfaees with roughness of 





FIG. 1. Th. aren of contect, A, as n function of the applled 
load FN. Results are presented for 6 different nu>guifications 
LI>.. Th. fraotal dimension Df = 2.3. Prom Re!'. 16J. 
Fig. 1 shows tbe area of contact, A, as a function of 
the applied load FN (from Ref. [6]). Results are presented 
for 5 different magnifications L / A. Note tbat within tbc 
accuracy of the caleulations, A ~ FN' Note also that the 
slope of the curves deorease. with ;ncreasing magnifica-
t;on; if we (arbitrarily) denote the slope for the magnifica-
tion LIA = 256 with unity, then the slopesfor LIA = 128, 
64, 32 and 16 will be 1.24, 1.57, 1.93 !lnd 2.32. This ia in 
accordance witll the theory presented in Ref. [lJ wh.re it 
was shown that thc area of eontact on the length scale A 
15 proportional to A().,) ~ (A!L}'-H. Since Df = 2.3 we 
have 1 - H = D f - 2 = 0.3 so that the theoretical slopes 
are 1.23, 1.52, 1.87 and 2.30, in excellent agreement with 
the numerical results. 
The discussion above has neglected the adhesion. For 
smooth surfaces adhesion ;s important at short enough 
length seales. In a classic paper Full.r and Tabor {7J 
have shown that already a relative smaIl surfaee rough-
nes. can eompletely remove the adhesion. They assumed 
that the rough surfaee f.an be represented as a distribu,-
tion of spherical bumps of identiCilI radius R, but with a 
Gaussian height distribution. However, self affine fractal 
surfaces have rOllghness on many different length scales, 
and when this i8 taken into account a qualitatively new 
pieture emerges (see below), wh.r., c.g., the adhesion 
force may cvan vanish (or at least be strongly reduced), 
if the fraetal dimension Df > 2.5. Thus the theory of 
Fuller and Tabor ovarlooks the perhaps most important 
aspeets of real surfaces~"the existenee of a wide distribu-
tion of length scales. Here I would like to present some 
simple arguments whieh illustra!e the profound impor-
tanee of not exclllding any surfaee roughness Jength seale 
in the analysis {2J. 
Fuller and Tabor have shown that for elMUe solids with 
surface roughness on a single lengtll seale)." the compe-
titioll between adhesion and elastic dcl'ormation is ehar-
acterized by the parameter e = Eh2 /At:.7, where h i. 
the amplitude of the surface rOllghness. The parameter 
e is the ratio between the .laslle energy und the surfaee 
energy stored at the interface, assurning that complete 
eonta.t oeeur. When () > > 1 only partial contaet oe-
enr, where the elastie solids malre contact only close to 
the top of the hlghest asperities, while complete contact 
oeeur when IJ < < 1. 
Snrfaees or real solids Mve roughness on a wida distri-
bution of length scales. Assume, for example, a self affine 
fractal surfnee. In this case the statistieal properties of 
the surrac. are invariant under the transformation 
x-+x(, z-?z(H 
where x = ($, y) is thc 2D position voetor in the surface 
plane, and wher. 0 < }[ < 1. This implies tbat If h. 
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is the amplitnde of the surface roughness on tbe length 
scale A., then the amplitude h of the surface roughness 
on the length scale A will be of order 
Thus we get 
where 0. = Eh~! A.D."(. Hence, when we stlldy tbe sys-
tem on shorter und shorter length seale A. < A, !Ja will de-
croaso or Increase depending on Ir H > 1/2 and H < 1/2, 
respeetively. In the former case, if () < 1 the adhesion will 
be important on any length scala A. < A. In partieniar, 
if A is the l()ng-distance cut-off length Ao in the self affine 
fractal distribution, then comp/ete eontact will occur al 
the interface. tn the latter ease, even ir 0 < 1 so that tbe 
adhesion may secm important on thc Jength scale ).., at 
short enough length seale !J. > 1. Thus, without a sbort-
distanee cut off, adllesion and the area of rrol contaet will 
vanish. 'rn reallty, a finite short-distance cut off will al-
ways occur, but this case rcqllires a more detailed study 
(see Rer. [2]). r suggest that the present problem may 
be studied by a renormalization group type of approach, 
where dllring the process of eliminating short-wavclength 
roughness components, the effectivc interfacial energy 
t:.-taff( A) depends on the wavelength A of observation. At 
present, no accurate theory exists for contaet mechanics 
w;th adhesion when the surfaces have roughness Oll many 
length seales "- wo are investing a considerable effort in 
developing such a theory whleh would be of tremendous 
practical importanee. 
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Institute Theory n 
General Overview 
Introduction: Soft Matter Research 
Th" main research topic of the Institute is the theory of "complex fluids" und "soft matter" systems. 
Soft matter physics is an interdisciplinary research area encompasing statistical physics, material selen ce, 
chemistry, and hiology. The systems are cl:taracterized hy 
• Supramolecular structure and self-assembly 
• Typical length seales ranging from nano- to micro-meters 
• Typical energy seales comparable to thc thermal energy kBT. 
Classical examples of complex Huids are 
• Polymer solutions, mixture., and melts 
• Mixtures of hlock copolymers and homopolymers 
• Lyotropic liquid crystals 
• Amphiphilie systems, i.e. mixtures of oil, water and amphiphiles 
• Colloidal suspensions. 
While these areas remain activc ficlds of researcl:t, thc foeus has recently shifted to more eomplex systems 
which are obtained hy oombining two or more of the eomponents listed above. A few examples are 
• Colloidal particles in polymer solutions 
• Mixtures of surfactants and amphlphilic block-copolymers 
• Mixtures of several surfaetants or lipids 
• Colloids In liquid erystals 
This brings thc systems which are studied in physics eloser to applieations In material seienee or biology. 
Sinee thc structures in soft matter systems often contain a large numer of moleeules, mesoscale modelling 
is typlcally required to bridge the length- and time-seale gap between the microseople domaln - of atoms 
and thclr interactions - and the emerging propertie. of supramolecular assemhlies on meso- or macroscopic 
seales. Microscopic models are employed to study properties of eomplex systems on the molecular seale, and 
to provide a link of mesoseale models to moleeular arcl:titecture. 
A large variety of methods is used to stlldy soft matter systems. In faet, a comblnation of analytical and 
numerieal methods is often needed to successfully charaeterize these oomplex systems. In particular, simula-
tion methods (Monte Carlo, molecular dynamies), eomputational hydrodynamics, field theory, perturbation 
theory, and exact soilltions are employed in our institute. 
A eharacteristic feature of soft-matter research Is the fruitfal interaction between theory and experiment. 
With a third of the IFF institutes [Neutron Seatterillg (Richter), Theory II and Soft Matter (Dhont)] now 
focnsing on soft matter researcl:t, many of thc essential aspeets of these systems are Investigated here. 
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Research projects and results: 
(in alphabetic order) 
1. Oell Locomotion: 
The locomotion of biological cells is based on signal.mediated polymerlzation of their cytoskeletons. It 
has been shown that the persistency of the random motion or the chemotaxis of a cell is basically due to 
the autocatalytic polymerization kinetics of the cytoskeletal actin network. Wo are currently lnvestigat· 
ing models including more complex signaling pathways of actin·regulating proteins. (A. Baumgärtner. 
R. Sambeth) 
2. Proton transfer in bacteriorhodopsin and in ion chennels: 
Proton transfer reactions represent a uuique dass of processes of paramount Importance in many dlf· 
ferent neids in physics and biology. Important examples are the proton transport in biologieal pumps 
as bacteriorhodopsin and the proton.induced gating of same ion channels. We are currently developing 
classical models and methods to include these proton rcactions in standard moleeular dynamies simula· 
tions. First results seem to indicate that in the case of ion channels the protonation and deprotonation 
of charged amino acids in the cytoplasmic region of an ion channel may lead to a charge redistribution 
which triggers the opening and closing of thc channeI. In thc case of bacteriorhodopsin the amount of· 
water seems to be crucial for the stability of certain protonation patterns and hence ror the controled 
contruetion of proton pathways. (A. Baumgärtner. E. Markous, S. Grudinin, J. F. Gwan) 
3. Center vf mtuJs distribution of a polymer noor" repulsive wall: 
An exact analytie expression is obtalned for the center of mass dcnsity profile of free ideai polymer 
ehains in a half spaee bounded by a hard plauar wall. The profile is found by a mapping to a polymer 
chain in a gravitational /leId. While the monomer density pronie and the density profiles of chain ends 
or midpoints tend to zero with power laws on approaehing the hard wall, thc ceuter of mass profile 
tends to zero ezponentially. Thc first moments of these qualitatively different profiles are identical and 
determine thc polymer·induced surfaee tension of thc hard wall. (E. Eisenriegler, R. Maassen) 
4. Shape Transformations of Two·Component Membrane. under Wwk Tension: 
Domain formation and phase transitions are investlgated for two-component membranes of planar 
topology in thc strong segregation limit. Thc composition of a membrane is coupled 10 the spontaueous 
curvature. Tho stability of various spatially periodic phases, formed by domains of one component, 
is examined systematically as 11 funetion of composition, the ratio of spontancons curvatures of both 
components, and thc surface tension. \Ve find new stable phases composed of one- and two-bead buds 
and new phase transition between these phases. (W. T. Gozdz. G. Gompper) 
5. Semiflertible polymer in a uniform force jield in two dimension.: 
The influence of external forees on the eonformational properties of polymers has been studied ex/en-
sively in recent years. In particular, fluorescently labellcd DNA molecules have been pulled at their 
end. or stretched in uniform flow ßields. We have studied a simple, two-dimensional model for a semi-
flexible polymer chain. anchored at one end in a uniform force neid. Reeursion relations are derived 
for the partition function and then i/erated numerieally. We caleulate thc angular Huctuations of the 
polymer about thc direetion of the force field and the average polymer configuration as functions of the 
bending rigidity. chain length. chain orientation at the anchoring point. and field strength. (A. Lamuta. 
T. Burkhardt. G. Gompper) 
6. Multi-parUcle·collision dynamics: Flow around a cireul"r and a square cylinder: 
Mesoscale simulation teehniques have attracted eonsiderable attention in recent years in order to ove!-
eOlUe the langlh· and time-scale gap in simulations of the hydrodynamic behavior of complex fluid •. We 
have used a new particle-based model for mesoscopic fluid dynanlics to investigate steady and unsteady 
flows around a cirenlar and a square cylinder in a two-dimensional channel for a range of Reynolds 
number between 10 and 130. Numerical results for the recircnlation length. the drag eoefficient, and 
the Strouhal number are reported and compared with previous experiment ai measurements and com· 
putational fluid dynamics data. Thc good agreement demonstrates the potential of this method for 
the investigation of complex Hows. (A. Lamura, G. Gompper, T. Ihle, D. M. Kroll) 
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7. Density profile and solvation free enet'fly vi a colloidal partie!e in a polymer solution: 
Thc salvation free energy and polymer density profile of a single calloidal particle in a solution of rree 
nonadsorbing polymer ehruns are investigated for arbitrary particle to polymer size ratio and degree 
of inter-chaln overlap within the dilute and semidilute regime. While most of Dur results are obtalned 
within a mean-field approach, we also use a 'renormalized trae approximation' to estimate the surfaee 
tension for large slze ratio. This turns out to be in good agreement with results from simulations. There 
is a weak maximum in thc density profile for arbitrary sioe ratio. Ebr small size ratio the maximum can 
be explalned in terms of a minimum in the bulk polymer density eorrelatlon functlon. (R. Maassen, 
E. Eisenriegler, A. Bringer) 
8. Disorder and finite-.i"e effects in entangled polymers: 
It is shown rigorously in the framework of an extended Rubinstein-Duke model for entangled polymers 
tltat kinematic disorder (which does not change thc equilibrium state) leaves asymptotic reptation 
results for the diffusion coeflicient of a polymer unchanged, except for a disorder-dependent amplitude 
that we calculate analytically. Thc asymptotic viscosity of a polymer melt depcnds on the strength 
of the entropie tensile force aeting at the ends of a single cilain, but not on tlte mlcroscopic details 
of this force. A partially self-eonsistent density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) treatment of 
constraint release"(uslng input from Rouse theory) does not reveal a substantial change in the length 
dependence of the viscosity of cilains of finite length. (M. Paeßens, R. Willmann, G.M. Schütz) 
9. Integrable stoehastie many-body systems: 
Two-component driven diffusive systems play an important role in the description of tracer diffusion, 
gel eleetrophoresis, charged partlcles and other areas of nonequilibrium physics. Using the so-called 
dynamleal matrix product ausatz we have fouud a constructive method which allows for the identifi-
cation of integrable stochastic processes, a subclass of multicomponent driven diffusive systems. Thu8 
the explicit calcnlation of relaxation tlmes aod other quantities becomes possible for those models. 
(G.M. Schütz, E. Ebuladvand, V. Popkov) 
10. Jhaet time-dependent eorrelation "'nctions: 
We investigate the nonequilibrium tube-Iength fluetuations during the relaxation of an initially stretched, 
entangled polymer chain. The time-dependent variance of the tube length follows in thc early-time 
regime a simple universal square root power law originating in the diffusive motion of the polymer 
segments. The amplitude is calculated analytically both from standard reptation theory and from an 
exactly solvable lattiee gas model for reptation and its dependence on the initial and equiUbrium tnbe 
length respectively is discussed. The non-universality seggestB tlte measurement of the fluctuations 
(e.g. using flourescence microscopy) as a test for reptation models. (G.M. Scilütz, J.E. Santos) 
11. St .... cture 01 po/yalectro/yte solutions: 
The strueture of polyelectrolyte solutions is investigated nsing the Polymer Reference Interaction Site 
Model (PRlSM). Taking counterions into account explicitly, the pair correlation functions among 
the various eomponents of the solution nre calculated as a function of Bjerrum length and density 
applying thc Laria Wu Chandler Closure. An effeetive potential is extracted from these quantitles 
between the mOnomers and countcrions, respectivcly. OUt resnlts indicate the appearance of counterion 
candensation and a counterion mediated attraction among the equally charged polyelectrolyte ehains. 
CR. G. Winkler, T. Hofmann, P. Reineker) 
12. Oonlormational properties 01 a single po/yelectrolyte ehain: 
Thc conformational properties of a single polyelectrolyte cltain are obtained in a perturbative manner 
by introducing a semiflexible referenee cilain whiclt Is adjusted to yleld the same mean-square end-to-
end distanee (Edwards-Bingh) as the charged ehain. Thc extraeted effective persistence length allows us 
to calculnte a variety of characteristic quantitles of a polyelectrolyte chain. We find excellent agreement 
between Monte Cado simulations and the results of our reference chain for thc density dependence of 
the mean-square end-to-end distanee. For a sulfidently strang Coulomb interaction we find a transition 
in the .caling behavior of the mean-square end-to-end distance with respect to chain length from a 
rodlike behavior to a sltort range type dependence wlth increasing chain length. (R. G. Wlnkler, T. 
Hofmann, P. Reineker) 
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13. Computer .imulatio!l$ 0/ the adsorption 0/ moleeular bru3hes: 
Molecular brushes consist of a backbane polymer and crafted side chains. Depending on the crafting 
density and thc length of side chains, thc conformations of a macromolecule are modified, particular for 
two-dimensional systems. By molecular dynamics simulations, we investIgate the adsorption behavlor 
on a planer surface and thc conformational properties of adsorbed molecular brushes as a function of 
the length of the side ehains. Calculating the correlation function of thc bond vectors wS find apower 
law decay instead of an exponential decay. Tbi. indicates strong correlations along thc chain backbone 
Induced by steric obstructions. (R. G. Winkler, D. Shirvanyants) 
Some Remarks: 
• An international one-day symposium on New funds in DMRG (deruity matrix renormalization group) 
was organized by G. Schütz (Theory Il), P. Grassberger (Neumann Institute for Computing, FZJ) and 
A. Schadschneider (Theoretical Physics, University ofCologne) on July 23, 20()1. Seven invited speakers 
gave introductory lectures as weil as more specialized talks about their eurrent research. Some of the 
40 partlcipants also contributed posters. 
• An international workshop, the JiUich Soft MGtter Da!!" 2001, was organized by J. Dhont (IFF Soft 
Matter), G. Gompper (Theory II), D. Richter and M. Monkenbusch (IFF Neutron Scattering) at thc 
Congresscentrum Rolduc in Kerkrade (NL) on Nov. 13-16, 2()Ol. Thc program consisted of 5 plenary 
talks, 18 invited talks, 16 contributed talks, and 49 posters. Thc workshop was attended by 130 
participants. 
• ThC paper of S!IIllbeth und Baumgärtner about thc motion of biologieal cells, which has been published 
in Physical Reuiew Letter., has been reviewed in Nature Seienee Update (13. September 2001). 
A wards etc.: 
• Dr. Wojciech G6zd" has received a DAAD Fellowship to visit the Institute Theory Il for two months. 
• Dr. Roland Wink!er, who joined the Institnte Theory II at the beginning of 2001, has been appointed 
"außerplanmäßiger Professor" at thc University of Ulm on November 29, 2001. 
Gerhard Gompper 
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Prof. E. Eisenriegler 
Prof. G. Gompper 
Institute Director 
Dr. G. Schütz 




Dr. E. Allakhiarov 
Dr. A. Lamura 
Dr. V. Popkov 
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Polymers ncar surfaces, colloid-polymer mixtures 
Statistical meebanics of amphiphllic systems 
Non-equilibrium Statistical Mechanics; Polymer dynamics 
Charged and uncharged macromolecular systems 
Secretary 
Charged Colloids 
Hydrodynamics of Simple and Complex Fluids 
Driven Diffusive Systems 







Dr. V. Popkov 
S. Grosskinsky 
T. Hoffmann 
Dr. G. Papadopoulos 
Dr. J.-H. Lin 
Dr. W. Goid" 
Dr. M. Müller 
Polymers at membranes 
Polymer depletlon Interaction 
Finlte-size effects in entangled polymers 
Wetting in amphiphilic systems 
Polymer dynamics in msordered media 
(Institute for Low Temperature Physics, Kbarkov, Ukraine) 
Driven diffusive systems (Feb. - Apr. 2001) 
(Technische Universität München) 
Boundary-induced phase transitions (May 2001) 
(Universität Ulm) Polyelectrolyte solntions 
(July & Nov. 2001) 
(University of Tbessaloniki, Grieebenland) 
Molecular dynamics of ribosomal proteins (Aug. 2001) 
(University of California, San Diego, USA) 
Moleeular dynamics of ion channels (Sep. 2001) 
(Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland) 
Membrane shapes (Sap. - Nov. 2001) 
(Universität Mainz) Polymer interfaces 























Discrete charge patterns, Coulomb correlations and interactions in protein solutions 
E. AlIahyal'Ov1, H. Löwen', A.A. Louis', J.P. Hansen' 
1 Institute Tkrory 11 
2 Institut für Theoretische Physik II, Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsse/dorf, D-40225 DiisseldorJ, Germany 
3 Deportmenl 0/ Chemistry, Lensfield Rd, Cambridge GB2 lEW, UK 
The effective Coulomb interaction between g10bular proteins is calculated as a function of mono-
valent salt conC<lutration c" by explidt Molecular Dynamics simulations of pairs of model proteins 
in the presenCQ of microscopic co and counteriou-s. For discrcte charge patterns of monovaient sites 
on thc surface l the resulting osmotic vitial coefficlent B2 is fnund to be a strikingly non-monotonie 
funetion uf e,. Tbe non-monotonidty follows from a subtle Coulomb correlation effect which is 
completely missed by conventional non~linear Poisson·Boltzmann theory and explains variOUB ex~ 
perimelltal findings. 
F&E-Nr. 23.30.0 
A more fundamental understanding of the interactions 
between nano-sized biomoleeules is crit.ical to the long-
term advanee of modern biomedical research. A partie-
ular issue is thc aggregation and crystallization of glob-
ulal' pl'oteins in solution, driven by l.heir mutual inter-
actions, including sterie repulsion, van der Waals at-
traction, Coulombic interactions, hydration fOt·ces, hy-
drophobie attraetion and depletion fm·ces. Most of these 
are effective interactions which depend sensitivelyon so-
lution conditions. One possible indirect determination of 
the total force between two proteins may be achieved via 
measurements of the osmotic equation of state by statie 
light seattering, which in the low protein concentration 
regime yields the value of the sccond osmotic virial coef-
ficient B •. The variation of Bz with solution conditions 
yields valuable infol1uation on the underlying effective 
protein pair interactions. Moreover, it has been shown 
empirically that there ia a strong correlation between the 
measured values of B2 and the range of solution condi-
tians under whieh protein crystallization is achieved. 
This report foeuses on the effective interactions be-
tween globular protein" mediated by the miet'oscopic co 
and counterions, and on the resulting B2. The conven-
tional Del'jaguin-Landau-Verwey-Ovel'beek approach [11, 
borrowed from colloid selence, leads one to expect that 
B2 will monotonically decrease as the concentration of 
salt inereases. We show that the discrete nature of the 
protein surfaee chlU'ge distribution, toget.llel' with the 
Coulomb correlations betw€en all charges involved, lead 
to a striking non-monotonie vlU'iation of B2 with salt con-
centration es. The oeCUl'rence of a minimum of B2 as a 
function of c. has l'ecently been reported in lysozyme so-
lutions for e, = 0.3 M [2] and in Apoferritin solutions for 
es = 0.15 M [3]. Related experimental tindings are non-
monotonie variations of other qnantities which strongly 
correlate with B 2 [2] such as the interaction parameter 
[4],the eloud point temperature [5], and the solubility [6J. 
All these trends ean be qualitatively understood by our 
calculation. 
We considet· two spherical proteine of diameter IYp , each 
cal'rying a total charge Ze (where Z depends on pR), 
surrounded by monovalent co and counterions , assumed 
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to have identical diameters IY c. 
In the case of highly charged colloidal particles, the 
total charge Ze is nsually assumed to be nniformly dis-
tributed on the surfaee, a situation which will be referred 
to as the "smeared charge model" (SeM). This simpli-
fication is much less justifled for the smallet', weakly 
charged proteins (where Z ~ 10). We Itave hence 
adopted a second, discrete charge model (DCM) where 
Z monovalent discrete point charges are distributed over 
the surface of a sphere of diameter <Jp - 2Ll. = O.96<Jp 
(Le. slightly inside, a distnaee Ll. = 0.020'p beneath the 
surface of the protein), in such a way as to minimize the 
electrostatic energy of the distribution; the resulting pat-
tern does not col'1'espond to the real charge distribution 
.'lG. 1. Snapshot of a typical MD-generated microion con-
figuration around two proteins, separated by r = 1.70'p. The 
proteins carry 15 discrete charges e; monovalent salt mo)ar-
ity is c, = O.206Mol{l. Th. globnlar protein molecules are 
shown as two large yellow splteres. The embedded small red 
spheres on their surface mimic the discrete protein charges 
in tbe DOM model. The small blne spheres are countedons, 
while the green spneres are coions. 
on any specific protein, but does provide a weH-deßned 
discrete model for comparison with the SOM, and he-
tween different values of Z. At this stage the two models 
(SOM and DCM) involve only exc!uded volume and bare 
Coulombic interaetions (reduced by a factor 1/t to ac-
count for the solvent) betwoon all particles (proteins and 
microions), However, in viaw of the large size asymmetry, 
the effective force between the proteins, whieh ultimutely 
determines the second virial coefficicnt, involves a statis-
tical average over mieroion configurations in the field of 
two fixed proteins, For om' model to be a rough repre-
sentation oflysozyme, wa chose ap = 4nm, und Z = 6,10 
and 15, corresponding to three different values of the so-
lution pH. The miel'oion diameter is (fc == 0.267nm. Note 
that the SCM always implies vanishing multipole mo-
ments, whereas with!n the prosent DOM, the only charge 
pattern with a non-vanishing dipole moment is that fOl' 
Z = 15. A snapshot of a typical equilibrium microion 
eonfigul'ation around t,wo proteins is shown in Fig.l, for 
the case Z = 15. Thc total force JA = -Po depends only 
on the centre-to-centl'c distance )' for the SCM, but is also 
a funeUon of the orlentations of tbe two charge patterns 
of thc DCM, cmbodied by two uni! vectors W1 and W2; 
Fl = F.(r,wl'w,), The effective radial pair interactions 
between proteins, V(r) reads, 
(I) 
Here ( .. . )w""" refers to a statistical average over mutual 
oriontations of tbe two proteins. The second virial co-
effident in units of its value 2r.a:/3 for hard spheres of 
diameter "p, Bi = B2/B~HS), can then be proven to be 
given by: 
(2) 
a \'esult formally identieal to that valid for spherically 
symmetrie forces. Results for Bi as a fuaction of salt 
conceatration are shown in Fig.2 for the SCM and DCM 
models, with three values of the total protein charge, In 
order to obtain values of B2 comparable to measured 
vil'ial coefficients, we have taken short-range attractions 
between proteins into account, by adding to the e/fuctive 
Coulomb potential in Eq. (2) a "sticky" hard-sphere po-
tential of the Baxter form [9J, with potential parameters 
J = O.02ap and T '= 0.12, whleh ru:e known to yield ren-
sonable osmotic date for lysozyme solutions in the high 
salt concentration regime, where Conlombic interacLions 
are essentially scrooned out. 
The key result, Ulustrated in Fig.2, lies in the consider-
able qualitative differenee between the predictions of the 
SCM and the DCM models for the variation of Bi with 
monovalent salt coneentration c., irrespective of the total 
protein charge Ze. While the SeM (dashed curves) pre-
diets a monotonie decay of Bi with cs , the DOM leads 
to a markedly non-monotonie variation, involving an ini-
tial decay towal'ds a minimum followed by a subsequent 
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incl'ease to a maximum and a final decrease towards a 
high c. valne similar to that predicted by the SOM, Thc 
loeatlon of the minimum and of the maximum shift to 
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FIG,2. Norm.lizcd second viria! coeIRdent Bi = B./ Bi's 
of a protein solution versus added salt molarity, Results are 
shown for protein eharges Z = 6 (dashed lines), Z 10 (solid 
lines) and Z = 15 (dot-dashed lines). Th. lines with (with-
out) symbols correspond 10 the SOM (DOM) modeL The 
inset shows the effeetive protejn~proteiu iuteraction V(r) in 
the DOM model versus separation distanee T for Z = 10, 
Various symbols in the inset reiate to the different added salt 
molarities, indicated in the legend, 
Wo chose our simple models to help highlight and sep-
arate the effects of discrete charge patterns and Coulomb 
correlations. Extending our MD calculations to the more 
complex (pH dependent) charge patterns of realistic pro-
teins is technically straightforward. We expect that the 
physical mechanism leading to enhallced protein repul-
sion at intermediate salt concentration will cany over. 
Sinee the sec(lUd osmotic virial coefficient determines 
much of the excess (non-ideal) part of the chemienl poten-
tial of semi-dilute protein solutions, it is anticipated that 
the non-monotonicity of B 2 may have a significant inftu-
enee on protein erystallization from such solutions in the 
COurse of a "salting-out" process. Thc non-monotonic be-
havior also suggests the possibility of an inverse, "salting-
in" effeet, wbereby a reduetion of salt eoncelltration may 
bring B2 into the "crystallization slot" , 
[lJ E,J.W. Verwey, J,T.G. Overbeek Thoory 0/ In. Stability 
vf Lyophob;c Oolloids (Elsevier, Amsterd.rn, 1948), 
[2] B.Guo ct al, J.Cryst.Growth 196, 424 (1999). 
[31 D.N. Petsev et al, Biophys. J. 18, 2060 (2000). 
[4] J.J.Grigsby et al, J.Phys.Ohem.B 104,3645 (2000), 
[5J J.Z.Wu ct al, J,Ohem.Phys, 111, 7084 (1999). 
[6J T,Arakawa et al, Biochernistry 29, 1914 (1990) 
[7J P. Attard, J, ehern, Phys, 91, 3083 (1989). 
[8] J, Piasecki et al, Physica A 218, 125 (1995), 
[9J R,J, Baxter, J. Ohern. Phys, 49, 2770 (1968). 
Center of Mass Density Profile of Polymers near a Hard Wall 
E. Eisenriegler and R. Maassen 
Institute Theory 11 
An exact analytic expression is obtained for the center of mass density profile of flee ideal polymer 
chains in a half .pace bounded by a hard plano, waU. The result differs qualitatively flom the 
monomer density profile and the density profiles of chain ends or midpoiuts. 
F&E-Nr: 23.30.0 
Polymer chains interacting with a hard wall is one of 
the paradigma on the way to nnderstand colloid-polymer 
mixtures [1, 2]. A hard wall changes the fractal strueture 
of the polymers in a profound way whiclt is rellected in 
tho forms of the various polymer density profiles. Besides 
the density of all the chain segments and the densities of 
particular segments such as the endpoints or the mid-
point, the density of the center of mass of a polymer 
chain is of most lnterest. While simulations [2] have con-
firmed the expectation that finding thc center of Illass 
close to thc wall is a much rarer event than to find mid-
or endpoints it is surprising that evan for ideal, random 
walk Hke, polymers no analytic expression was available 
for the center of mass density profile. 
Recently we filled this gap and derived an exact an-
alytic expression ror the bulk-normalized centor of mass 
density profile p(z) / Pbulk of free ideal polymer chains in 
a half space bounded by a hard plansr wall [3]. With 
R~ the menn square radius of gyration in free space and 
z thc distance from the wall the profile only depends on 
the "caled distance (= z/R". 
Of partieular Interest Is the tase z « Ru in which we 
find 
p(%) -+ 2.85 ~ cxp{ -1.89/ (') (1) 
Pbulk , 
For ( -+ 0 thc center of mass density profile (1) drops 
to zero much mOre rapidly than profiles for thc monomer 
density or the density of the chain midpoint or endpoints. 
These display power laws [2, 4] proportional to (2 or ( 
rather than thc exponential bchavior in (1). As a conse-
quence the corresponding repulsive free cnergy of interac-
tion 5Fcm(z) = -kBTln[p(%)/PbUlk] between the polymer 
center of mass and the wall is of thc power law type oe (-2 
while the interaction between a fixed end 8Fend or a fixed 
midpoint OFrotd ohhe polymer and the wall Is ofthe much 
softer logarithmic type Q( In(l/(). The qualitative differ-
enee in entropy loss is obvious since fixing the center of 
ruass close to the wall restriets the polymer configura-
tions much more than fixing an end or the midpoint. For 
example a vanishing center of mass distance from thc 
wall is realized only for conformations in which all tho 
monomers are located right at the wall. Note the elose 
similarity of (1) with [lJ the ratio S,,-2exp{ -,,' R;/D2) 
of the partition function of a cllain between two walls a 
small distance D apart and averaged over the position of 
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its fixed end to the partition function with fixed end in 
thc bulk. 
To derivethe form of p(%)/ Pbulk for arbitrary" consider 
a single chain of N monomers in the space betwecn two 
parallel walls at z '" 0 and z = 1). Thcu 
p(z) = limv->oo 1) (5(zero - z» (2) 
Pbulk 
wherc tlte angular brackets denote an average over all 
chain configurations. Here Zero = I:;;"1 zj/N is tho com-
ponent perpendicular to the wall of the conter of mass of 
the chain with %j thc distance from the wall of mOnomer 
j. A Laplace transform 
7'= ("" d(e- qR;. p(z) = lim:p-.oo1)(e-qR;"~)/Rg 10 Pbulk (3) 
with respect to the distance z maps the problem onto 
a polymer chain whicll is trapped by the hard wall and 
a gravitational Held with a strength proportional to the 
Laplacc conjugate q. For an ideal polymer chain one can 
make use of the strang similarity between the partition 
function of thc chain in an external potential field and 
the propagator of a quantum mechanical particle in an 
external potentiai [5] and find. [3] 
T 
(4) 
with Q = qR; and 
Rn = [J.~ dYAi(Y)]' / {Ianl [Ai'(an)]"}. (5) 
Here an is the n'th zero [6] of the Airy function Ai and thc 
prime iu Ai' denote. a derivative. Thc reMon is that the 
eigenfunctions '<Pn for the linear gravitational potential 
which vanish at tho, hard wall can be expressed in terms 
of the Airy function. Inverting the Laplace transform [7] 
in Eq. (4) finally leads to the result 
( ) 3)3 00 ~ 211' L RnXn,,-xo [J(1/S(Xll)+K2!s(Xn l] 
Pbulk n~1,2, .. 
(6) 
with J( modified Bessel functions and the distance % {rom 
thc wall is contained in 
X n = ;71an13 / (2 . (7) 
i 
o~-_ ... ~~-~._-~_._--,;. .. _~-~.~--; 
FrG. 1: Normall.ed center of mass density profile for ideal 
polymer chains near • hard wall as given by Eq. (6) (solid 
line). Th. dotled Une shows th. contribution from tbe 'ground 
slate' n = 1 in (6) and th.lin. of dash .. shows tho asymptotic 
• xpression given in Eq. {1}. 
WJlile for z I Rg ~ 1 the sum in (6) is dominated by the 
terms with n » 1, for z I R. «: 1 the first term in tha sum 
dominates and leads to the result (I). The behavior of 
the center of mass density profile (6) for arbitrary ziRn 
is shown as the solid line in Fig. 1. 
W" have checked that the integral 
['" de[1 - p(z)IPbulkl (8) 
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with the center of mass density profile pi Pbulk for ideal 
chains from Eq. (6) has the known value 21 Vi, This 
integral has the same value for the different profiles of 
the monomer density, the density of chain end. or mid-
points, and the center of mass density and it determines 
the polymer induced surface tension of the wall to be 
(2/ViJpRg • Here pis the bulk osmotic pressure kBTn 
with n the chain density in tlle bulk. 
It would be interesting to generalize the center of mass 
density profile to the case of a spherical pM'ticle in which 
the chain center of mass can be outside as weil as iuside 
thc partide. 
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Multi-partic1e-collision dynamies: Flow around a circular and a square cylinder 
A. Lamura1, G. Gompper" T. Ihle', and D. M. Kroll' 
1 Institute Theory II 
2 Supercomputing Institute, University of Minnesota, 
1200 Washington Ave. S., Minneapolis, MN 55415, USA 
A particle-based model for meso.scopie Ruid dynamies is used to simuInt •• I.ndy and unstendy 
ßows aroWld a circular and a. square cyJinder in a two--dimensional channe} for a range of Reynolds 
number between 10 and 130. Numerical results fot the recirculation length, the drag coellicient, 
und the Strouhal number are reported and compared with previous experimental measurements and 
computationalll.uid dynamics dats, The good agreement demQustrates the potential of this method 
for the inv .. tigation of compl"" flows. 
F&E-Nr: 23,30.0 
The main problem in simulations cf the hydwdynamic 
behavior of complex fluids is the large length- and time-
scale gap bctween the microscopic scate of the solvent, the 
mesoscopic seale of the embedded colloidal partides, and 
thc macwseopic scale cf thc flcw geometry. Therefore, 
mesoscale simulation techniques have attracted consider-
able attention in recent yenrs. The main iden bebind all 
these methods i8 to simplify the solvent dynamies in or-
der to speed up thc elementary particJe motions as much 
as possible, but at thc same time satisfy all important 
conservation laws to guarantee the correct hydrodynamic 
bchavior on larger scales, Several computational fluid dy-
namics approaches, such aB lattice gas automata, lattice-
Boltzmann methods, and dissipative-partide dynamics, 
have been proposed and developed in order to describe 
the dynamielJJ behavior of these systems on mesoscopic 
length seales. The first two methods, dcspite of thair con-
ceptual simplicity, suffer mainly from the lacl< of Galilean 
invariance. Moreover, sinee these are lattice based meth-
ods, practical applications involving irregular geometrie" 
often require the use of adapted computatlonal meshes, 
Dissipative particle dynamics is an olf-lattice, particlt>-
based method which doe. not have these problems; how-
ever, it is often complm< and difficult to analyze analyti-
cally, 
We have investigated in some detail [lJ another 
particle-based simulation method which is a modiflcation 
of Bird'. Direct Simulation Monte Carlo algorithm [2]. 
The fluid is modeled by N "particles", whose positions 
riet) and velocIties Vi(t) are continuous variables, while 
time is discretized. The evolution of the system occurs 
in two staps: propagation and collision (campare Fig. 1). 
Each particle is first streamed by its displacement during 
thc time intervall:l.t = 1, 
riet + 1) = riet) + v,(t) (1) 
For the collislon step, the system i. divided into thc ceUs 
of a regular lattice of mesh slw 00, with ao = 1. A novel 
algorithm for the collision .top was introduced recently 
by Malevanets and Kapral [3J. The cells are taken to be 
thc collision volumes for many-particle collisions -- whieh 
is why we refer to tbis method as multi-particle collision 
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dynamics (MPCD) -, which eonserve mass, momentum 
and energy. These multi-particle collision are defined by 
v,(t + 1) u(t) + n [Vi(t) - u(tll, (2) 
where u is the macroseopic velo city, deflned as thc aver-
age velocity of the colliding particles, which we assume 
to have coordinates of the center of the cello In the ease 
of two spatial dimensions, which we consider here, n da-
notes a stochastic rotation matrix which rotates by an 
angle of either +11'/2 or -11'/2 with probability 1/2. The 
collisions are simultaneously performed on all the parti-
cles in a cell with the same rotation 11, but n may differ 
from cell to ceU, The local momentum and kinetic energy 
do not change under this dynamics, 
I 
FIG, 1. Streaming (left) and colllsion (right) step of the 
MPCD algorithm. During thc collision ,top, thc velocities 
relative to the average velocity of an particles within Olle cell 
(green) are rotated by a fIxed angle, 
When thc mean-free path is smnU compared to the cell 
size 00, particles remain within the same cell for many 
collisions, end become correlated. These correlations da-
pend on the presence of flow, end Galilean in;ariance is 
broken, It was shown in Raf. (4J that this problem ean 
be aured by performing the collision operation in a cell 
grid which is shifted each time step by a tandom vector 
with eomponents in the interval [-ao/2, ao/2]. The colli-
sion environment ia then independent of the macroscopic 
velocity, and Galilean invariance i8 exactly restored. 
We present the results of a quantitative analysis of tbe 
MPCD metbod in order to determine whether it can pro-
vide a convenient alternative to other computational fluid 
dynamlcs approaches [1], In particular, we study the 
problem of two-dimensional incompressible ftow around 
a clrcular and a sqnare cylinder with diameter D inside 
a plane channel of height H and length L was investi-
gated. Thc blockage ratio B = D / H is fixed at 0.125 
for both thc cylinders. In order to reduce the influence 
of inftow and outflow boundary conditions, thc length L 
is set to L / D = 50. Thc cy linder is centered inside the 
chaunel at a distance L / 4 from thc inftow region. Thc 
average number of particles per cell is Uav = 10 and thc 
temperaturc 18 fixed at kBT = 0.4. The flow 18 driven by 
as8igning Maxwell-Boltzmann-distributed velocitics with 
parabolic profile V~ (y) = 4vma. (H - y)y / HO to partieles 
in thc region 0 < a: :::; 10. Periodic boundary conditions 
are imposed in thc x-dlrection, no-slip boundary condi-
tion8 on the channel and cyJindcr walls. 
FIG. 2. Velocity field for the square cylinder ot Reynolds 
number Re = 30 (Ieft) end Re = 100 (right). Only a fraction 
cf the simulation box is shown in each case. 
Reynolds numbers, Re '" vrn •• D Iv, in the range 
10 :::; Re :::; 130 wore investigated. Both steady flows, 
with a closed steady recirculation region consisting of two 
symmetrie vortices behind the body, and un8teady flows, 
with the well-known von Karman vortex street with pe-
riodle vortex shedding from the eylinder, are ohserved to 
oeeur for this range of Reynolds numhers. The critical 
Reynolds numher above which flow becomes unsteady, is 
approximately 49 for the circular eylindcr and 60 for thc 
square cylinder [5]. Figure 2 shows the macroscopic ve-
locity field or the final steady-state for Re = 30, and of 












FrG. 3. Thc drag coeffieient C. = 2F]1/(novv!. •• Dl -,--
where F]I is the for ... exerted nn the cylindor in tho direction 
parallel to the lIow - as a function of the Reynold. num-
ber. Square cylinder: (0) tbis study, (--) Breuer .1 al, [5]; 
Circular cylinder: (*) this study, (0) 'fritton [6J, (ll) He and 
Doolen [7J. 
As an example for the quantitative analysis cf the sim-
ulation data, Figure 3 shows the drag coeflicient Cd as a 
function of thc Reynolds number. For thc square cylin-
der, agreement between Our dat", and thc prcvious numer-
ical measurements is satisfactory, with a small but sys-
tamatie deviation to larger values compared to Ref. [5] 
for Re> 20. In the case of the cireular cylinder, our 
results are eompared with the experiments and with nu-
merieal simulations with the lattice-Bolt",mann method. 
In contrast 10 the current simulations, Refs, [6] and [71 
both nsed a coustant incoming velocity profile and a very 
small blockage ratio. This is thc reason why our results 
fall below (about 5%) the literature data in this casei a 
detailed discussion ofthls point.an be found in Ref. [1]. 
The present model provides a simple alternative 
scheme that can be used to trent a wide class of physical 
and chcmical problems. Many directions are accessible to 
exploration. Th. algorithm ean be used, for example, for 
a mesoscopic model of the solvent dynamics which .an 
be coupled to a microscopic treatment of salute particles. 
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In1luence of disorder and constraint release on reptation dynamics 
M. Paeßens, R. Willmann, and G.M. Schütz 
Institute Theory IJ 
W. study how properties of the eutanglement exper/eneed by a single polymer chain in a polymer 
melt or a gel alfeet two key macroscopic properties of the polymer dynamies. Uslug a lattiee 
gas model we prove rigorOUllly that kinernatie disorder leaves the s.sling relation for the diffusion 
constent of the original reptatlon model unehanged and we also saleulet. the "xa.t scaling amplitude 
"" a function of the disorder distribution. From a numerical DMRG investigation we conclude that 
shaps liuetuations of the tube cauBed by eoustrain! release ere !lot a likely candidate for improving 
Doi'. croS8over theory for tbo seaUng of tho polymer viseosity. The closely related tube renewal time 
depend. Oll the entropie tensile force acting at the boundary segments of the polymer, but not on 
the details of the boundary dynamies by which this fotee is generated. 
F&E-Nr: 23.30.0 
Among tho basic problems of polymer scienee is the 
derivation of large scale properties of entangled poly-
mers from mieroscopic properties, such as the moleeular 
weight, which is proportional to the ehain length L. A 
polymer ehain movlng in a gel or melt experlenees se-
vero constraints in its motion due to the entanglements 
with gel fibers or mher polymers. De GeDlles named tbe 
resulting wormlike motion 'reptation' [1] and presented 
scaUng argnments which prediet for the diffusion eon-
stant D of a reptating polymer eha!n that to leading Or-
der D cx L -'D, zn == 2, and for the viseosity '1/ oe LZq, 
z" = 3. In constrast to that experiments show Zn "" 2.3 
and "" "" 3.3. More renned reptation theories accounting 
for contour length fluetuations (CLF) and constraint re-
lease (CR) olfer an explanation of this behaviour and pre-
diet for increasing ehain length a erossover to Zn == 2 und 
z" = 3. So far, however, tbis region ls not experlmentally 
aceessible. In terms of the Rubinsteln-Duke (RD) model 
[2,3] the proportionality eanstauts of the scaling rela-
tions aS weil aB finite-size-corrections are known. Thc 
RD model is a discrete model which maps the repta-
tlon dynamics of a three dimensional polymer onto a one 
dimensionallattice-gas. This model takes into account 
tube length fluctuations aB weil as thc elfect of a possible 
external electric neid F whieh acts on a charged polymer. 
In the RD mode! the entanglement network is repre-
sented as a anbie Iattice, the lattice eonstaut beiug equal 
to the mean entanglement length. Astring of L + 1 'rap-
tons', I.e., seetions witl! a length cf the lattice constant, 
represents the polymer. The repton dynamics is delined 
as folIows: 
a) Each cell occupied by the ehain must eontaln at 
least one repton to ensure conneetivlty of the ehaln. 
b) End reptons can mova to adjaeent cell. provided 
rule a) is not violated. 
c) Interior reptons ean mova to cells occupied by the 
neighbouring rsptons If allowed by a). 
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Tbe field F points in the (111)-direetion of the cubie 
laltice and serves aB a projeetion axis for the dynamics 
wltieh is isotropie on the long time seales investigated 
here. Even in the absence of the field the configuration 
of the ehain ean then be rephrased aB a one-dimensional 
lattiee gas model with L sites by considering the links be-
tween reptons with respect to F. Links between reptons 
in the same eell arB represented as '0' (vaeaney), those 
whieh are oriented along (against) the field and across a 
eell boundary as partieles of type 'A' ('B'). As for each 
site thre" states are possible thls model can be identined 
"11th a "quantum" spin-one ehain. [4,5] 
" 
FIG. 1. a) The ,epton model in two dimensions: thc eitel .. 
represent thc Iepions; the primitive patio is marked by thc 
bold lines. b) PIojection onto one dimension. 
In contrast to this Idealized network real entangle-
ments have a random strueture whose elfects on the mo-
tion of thc polymer have to be taken into aecount [6]. One 
may have spatial variations of the mobility of-the 'de-
feets' of stored length, loeally fiuctuatlng potential ener-
gies due to Interactions between ehain amI environment, 
relaxation of tho environment (CR) and other phenom-
ena. As many effects are at intel'play, It ia experimen-
tally impossible to isolate the infiuenee of a single one. 
However, with theoretieal eonslderations and computer 
simulations one can investigate each effeet separately. 
We develop a modified RD model incorporating kine-
matie dis()rder, i.e. disorder affeetlng the mobility of the 
reptons while leavlng thc equilibrium conJigurations of 
thc chain unaffected. In eantrast to existing Mante Cado 
simulations [6] we foeus on very large ehains to clarify if 
thc BcaUng behavior of D I. robust against the introduc-
tion cf tMB kind of disorder. 
In the presence of kinematic disorder eaeh boundary 
betwccn cells has assigned to it an individual hopping 
rate for a repton erosslug in any dlrection. We assume 
" E j\j possible rates W", each occurring with probability 
f(W,,) throughout thc network. We require for the dis-
tribution f(W",) that the disorder averages (ljW) and 
(I/W2) be finite. This model is mapped to a aue di-
mensional lattice gas model with 2cr + 1 states at aaeh 
site. For tJl0 lattice gas model with periodic boundary 
conditions an exact analytical caleulation ylelds a rigor-
oua lower bound on DLL2 in 'the limit of infinite ehain 
length, while a variatlonal treatment as in ['1'] gives a rig-
orous upper bound 
1 1 < D L' < ~< W > (1) (2d+l)<ljW>- L -(2d+1J' 
Here, d Is tho dimension of the network and {ljW) thc 
disorder average over the inverse hopping rates. As both 
upper and lowar bound scale with thc inverse Jength 
squared, it is proved that da Gennes' scaling relation pre-
vails in presencc of ldnematlc disorder. Monte earlo sim-
ulations lead 10 the conclusion that in the limit of infinite 
chain length tho lowar bound describes the behavior of 
thc chain correetly. Remarkably, thc factor (ljW) also 
oceurs when studying single particle diffusion in a ran-
dom barrier model. 
In order to sludy how ontanglement properties deter-
mine the viscos!ty of of a polymer melt we !nvestigate 
numerica1ly with thc dens!ty renormalization group tech-
nique thc longest relaxation time of tbc lattice gas model 
which is proportional 10 thc viscosity [81. Thc DMRG 
algorithm is a numerlca1 methad to diagonalize huge ma-
trizes by redncing tha Hilbert spaee 10 thc most impot'-
taut states. We incorporate collstraint relaase caused by 
lluctuations in thc location of the surraunding polymer 
chains by allowing for permutation of AB-pairs. This 
is motivated by assumillg that a constraining polymer 
mov€!! so far that the constraint for the investigated poly-
mer is released so that it ean mova freely in tMs region. 
After a short time the constraining polymer returns so 
that the rree movement In tMs region Is again prevented. 
The lattlce has regained its originally structure but chain 
conformation may have changed in the bulk. Using in-
put hom Rause theory the rates for tho CR are dater-
mlned In a self-consistont way. Our results show that 
the CrOSsover to the asymptotlc reptation result is "low, 
but not as slow as snggested by vlsual iuspection of ex-
perimental vlscosity eurves. We conelude that the shape 
lluctuations of thc tube caused by constraint release are 
not a likely condldate for improving Do!'s crassover the-




FrG. 2. Viscosity in dependene. of th. ch.in length ~ cem· 
padsen e€the dllferent boundary dyoamics. 
The asymptotle amplitude of the viscosity inereases 
with increasing dimension of the lattice [2]. Tha lattice 
dimension dctermines the rates far adding and remov-
iog new segments to the tube (rule b) and thus fixes 
tlle equilibrium particle density In thc lattice gas plc-
ture. The same density, however, coald be achieved by 
other boundary rates [9J which - given the senslty of thc 
balk beltavior on tho boundary dynarnics - leads nat-
urally to tho question how the viscoslty depends on the 
microscopic bonndary parameters. We compared DMRG 
resalts for the asymptotic relaxation times using differ-
ent boundary mechanisms. Wo found that the asymp· 
totle viseosity depend. not on microscopic details of thc 
dynarnics at the end segments, but only on the entropie 
tensile force whieh acts on the end segments of the .hain 
and which determlnes tho partic!e density. In the RD 
model a repton has mOre possibllities (2d - I in a d-
dimensional hypercube) of moving out of the tube than 
moving back into it (only 1 by construetion) and there-
fore leads to a purely entropie dopendence of thc viscosity 
on the dimensionaHty within this particular model. 
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Motility of Biological Cells 
R. Sambeth
' 
and A. Baumgaertner, ,2 
'l?orum Modellierung, PZJ, and' Theorie Il, [PP, PZJ 
Thc autocatalytic polymerization kinetics of the cytoskeletal actin network provldes tho basic 
mechanism for a persistent random walk of a crawHng ceU, It is shown that network remodeling 
by bl'anehing proccsses near thc eell membrane is essential for the blmodal spatial stability of the 
network which induces a spontaneous breaking of isotropie cell motion. Details of the phenomena 
am analyzed uslng a simple polymerizatlon model studied by analytical and simulation methods. 
F&E-Nr. 23.30.0 
The amoeboid crawling of animal cell. Hk. fibroblasta 
and keratocytes 01' the advancing neural gl'owth cone has 
been the subject of intensive experimental [I] ( and ref-
erences therein) and thooretical [2-71 studies. It is now 
commonly aceepted that the continuous remodeling of 
the actin cytoskeleton of a cen provides the main contri-
bution [3,41 to the driving foree which leads to eell motil-
ity. In partieular, it has been suggested that the poly-
merization of monomeric G-actin to filamentous F-actin 
oriented essentially perpendicular to the eell membrane 
provides the necessary motor for membrane protrusion 
and henee motility. However, the phenomena of celllo-
comotion eannot be explained solely based on the G· to 
F-actin transition. In partieular, the reasons for the ob-
served characteristic traces of cell migration exhibiting a 
pattern similer to a random walk with a certain persis-
tency [9] has ramain obscnre. Recently it has been shown 
[8] that random walk charncteristies und persistency can 
be the results of the special bifurcated structure of the 
actin cytoskeleton [10] and of ita inherent autocatalytic 
polymerization !dnetics. In particular, it has been shown 
that thc antocatalytic properties of network polymeriza-
tion near the eell membrane represent the predominant 
mechanism which spontaneously breaks the symmetry of 
motion and induces a persistent random walk. A typ-
ical snapshot of the simulat·iuon model Is depicted in 
Fig. 1. Thc model representa a horizontal section cut 
from a large two-dimensional ccH model wh"re the cell 
membrane is represented by a largo flexible polymer ring. 
The cut has been performed along the upper and lower 
broken Une as shown in Fig. 1. Henooforth the broken 
!ines are called the upper and lower walls because they 
are impenetrable for molecules. The 0011 sectlon contains 
a certain number of actin molecules which are depieted 
in F'ig. 1 by open eircles. Some of the actin molecules 
are connected to filamentons networks. The actin net-
works are assumed to be tightly eoupled to an underlylng 
substrate by external harmonie forces in order to break 
momentum eonservation of the entire cell [71. Henee, the 
networks are at rest on the averagewith respect to an ex-
ternal coordinate system in the xy-plaue. Each network 
(as depicted in Fig. 1) can grow by addition polymeriza-
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FJG. 1. Snapshot of the computer model, explained in the 
text. 
A branching meehanism is introduced in accordance 
with experimental observations which indieate that asso-
ciation of cytosolic Arp2/3 proteins with actin moleeules 
induces branching of actin filamenta [101. Arp2/3 pro-
teins are not expllcitly simulated but are assumed to 
be continuously generated by some biochemieal processes 
noar thc intracollular cell membrane [101. Networks can 
"hrink by depolymerlzation processes. The dissociation 
of actin moleeules from filamenta in vitro i8 asymmetrie 
in thc sense that the two ends of a filament behave dif-
ferently [9]. The "polarity" of actin molccules leads to a 
fast-growing (plus) end with a low dissociation rat., and 
a slower-growing (minus) end with a high dlssociation 
rate. Branching pointa are dissociated with rate kb. The 
trajectory of a typical simulation is given in Fig. 2: the 
largo solid eurve representa the x-displacementa XM(t} 
of the center of the cell, Le. the center-of-mass of thc 
two membranes, as a function of time t/1'. Displace-
menta xu(t) and distribution pF(X,t) clearly exhibit a 
correlation: motion in one of thc two x-directions is in 
concomitance with a stl'ongly asymmetrie distribution of 
F -actin towards the same direction. Obviously, the in-
terpretation is that asymmetrie growth and distributiou 
of F-actin push the membrane in one direction as long 
as the diffusion-limited supply of new G-actin monomers 









FIG. 2. Trajectory, F-actin distribution (upper fight in-
sets) and mean square displacement (lower loft inset) of a 
simulation. The sbaded areas above end below tho trajectory 
ropresent tbe number distribution pp(x, t) of actin molceul .. 
bound into networks (F-actin). Black, grey and whlte shaclillg 
correspond to high, intermediate and low probability, respeo-
tively. Awrnging in y-direction has been performed. 
The stochasticity of the polymerization process may 
lead sometimes to an amplilied growth near thc opposite 
membrane which may change then the direction of mi-
gration. Therefore, on the average, the dist.ribution ofF-
actin is bimodal. This is shown by the !wo-dimensional 
distribution pl(x,1/) in the upper right inset of Fig. 2. 
The important point is that this bimodal distribution is 
stl'ongly conelated to the distribution of the plus ends of 
the networks which is shown by the probabillty pb(x, y) 
in the the upper right inset of Fig. 2. The distribution 
indlcates that the plus ends are found wlth higher prob-
ablllty at the boundary of the eel! than anywhere else. 
Since the number of plus ends are elosely related to the 
nnmher of branehing points, this indicates that the stabil-
ity of a certain asymmetrie distribution of F-actin within 
the cell must be related to the statistieul properties of 
the branching pl'ocesses, and not to chemical proeesses. 
Thi" is an importunt point and explains experimental ob-
servations {lJ similar to the distribution pb(x,y). 
Long runs of simulations provide the eomplete picture 
of a persistent random walk whieh can be chcracterized 
by the mean square displacements of the center-cf-mass 
X of the entire cell set) Th!s !s shown in the lower left in-
set of Fig. 2. At short times, log lO(t) < 2, the eenter-of-
mass exhibits Browniau motion aecorcling to set) D1t. 
At intermediate times, 2 < log 10(t) < 3, a re<:tilied mo-
tion is observed, s(t) = (vt)2, where " Is the average 
velocity. And final!y for log lO(t) > 3 the aal! performs a 
persistent random walk, set) D2t, where D2 "" 6.5Dl' 
The simulation results as deseribed above ean be un-
derstood and described by a mathematical model whieh 
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provides an explanation for the stability and amplilica-
tion of network inhomogenity. The polymerization pro-
eess can be deseribed as a one-step process [11] bY the 
fmaster equation for the probability p(n) to find n parti-
des polymerized, 
dP;;) = (1- ondj(n) - (1 - OnN)j(n + 1) (0.1) 
wherej(n) = gen -l)p(n-l) -l'(n)p(n) is tha current, 
gen) k+n~(N - n)/N is the polymerization rate, and 
r(n) = k-nß is thc depolymerization rate. For a > 0 the 
number of sites increases wlth the number of polymerized 
units whieh corresponds to a branching network. Simi-
larly, tha dapolymerization rate ren) corresponds to a 
lixed number of depolymerization site for ß = 0 whereas 
for ß > 0 thc number of such sites increases leacling to the 
disintegration of a given network Into separate networks. 
At vaJues e k-/k+ < 1 and I = a - ß > 0 the 
stationary probability distribution pS(n) [11] is peaked 
around a value np :;p 0 which can be found approxl-
mately by solving the deterministic equatlon correspond-
ing to Eq. 0.1. dnp/dt = (N - np)n~ - NO = 0, It 
COOl be shown numerically that for 'Y > 0 the magnitude 
increases by several orders resulting in two metastable 
states. Thc transition between those stales is induced 
by fluctuatio!ls. The valu~" of a and ß in the computer 
simulation described above are not set externaUy but can 
be estimated from the simulation resnlts. For the param· 
eters of fig. 1 the values are a 0.97 ami ß 0.72, so 
that indeed I = a - ß > 0.2 which provides abimodal 
distribution of F-actln: networks are found either at thc 
laft 01' at thc rlght of the model cell. 
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Counterion mediated attraction between equally charged polyelectrolyte molecules 
R. G. Winklert, '1'. Hofmannt, and P. Reinekert 
t Institute Theory II; tAb/eilung Theoretische Physik, U"iveristät Ulm, 89069 Ulm 
The structure of rodlike polyelectrolyte molecules in solution has beeu studied uslng the Ornsteln-
Zernike integral equation for molecular systems, The polymer reference interactiou site model 
togetber wltb the referenC<l Larla-Wu-Obandler closure Is solved numerically taklug counterions iuto 
account explicitly. The coullterions and the polymer chains interact through an unscreened Coulomb 
potential. Thc pair correlation functions anlOng tbe different entities are calculated for various 
Bjerrum leng/hs and densltles. BOß.d upon these quantities, the effeetive potential between the 
monomers and the counteriollS j respectivelYl is extracted. Our calcuJa~ioDs yield a minimum at short 
separations of the effective counterion-counterion and monomer-monomer pot€ntia,1s, respectively, 
oorrespondlng tQ an attractive interaction between the equally charged units. 
F&E Nr. 23.30.0 
Polyelectrolytes are macromolecules build of 
monomers with ionizable groups. When thc moleeules 
are dissolved in a polar solvent such as water, the 
ion pairs dissociate. Tbc electrostatie charges of one 
sign remain localized on the cball whereas thc large 
number of oppositely charged counterlons m-e seattered 
in the solution. The lang range Coulomb interaction 
among the varlous eharges is the origin of a rich variety 
of properlies of SUdl solution" which are not found 
for neutral polymers. Henee, pojyelectrolyte systems 
are of considerable Interest from· abasie scientiJic 
point of view. On the other band, polyelectrolytes 
playafundamental role in our everyday live. Most 
biopolymers, including DNA and many proteins, are 
polyelectrolytes. Technologically they are used in a 
wide-range of applications snch as dewatering agents, 
drug red\lctlon agents, M additives in detergents and 
cosmetics, in gels, in superabsorbants ete. Despite 
more than 50 years of coutinuing interest, the unique 
properties of charged polymers are poorly understood 
compared to those of their neutral counterparts [1, 2J. 
J-Jxperiments on polyelectrolyte solntions using different 
methods often lead to controversial results. Furthermore, 
experimental results on single polyelectrolyte elutins 
are still lacking due to thc immense problems caused 
by traee hnpurities and very low scatterlng intensities 
when measuring dilute solutions. Thus, scattering 
experiments and measurements of the radius cf gyration 
are almost always performed in the semidilute regime. 
From a theoretical point of view the problem is the 
long range Coulomb interaction. Renormalization group 
theories and scaling ideas, which have proved to be very 
successful for neutral polymer solutions, are nOw difficult 
to apply. Thc long range Coulomb interaction, together 
with screening effects caused by counterions, introduees 
more thau one new length scale in the problem, which 
means that short and medium to long range intel'actions 
are simultaneausly present. This eoupling of different 
length seales leads to a severe influence of loeal chain 
properties on the properties of the whole system. 
Valuable insight into the proporties of polyelcetrolyto 
solutions is obtalned by computer simulations alld liq-
uid state tbeol'Y. The later is based upon the Ornsteill-
Zernike integral equation and, in the case oI poly-
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meres, uses the Polymer Re/erenee InterneUon Site Model 
(PfUSM) [3]. 
To eharacterize tbe strueture of a solution of rodlike 
polyelectrolytes, we adopted the PfUSM approach [3~J. 
The PRJSM theory as weil as the Ornstein-Zernike equa-
tiou relates the total correlation function her), which is 
related to thc pair correlation function g(r) via h = g-l, 
with the direct correlatioll function c(r) and, in the 
case of polymers, with thc intramolecular structure fac-
tar w. For the considered primitive model three dif-
ferent correlation functions are relevant: the monomer-
monomer (!lmm) , thc counterion-counterion (!lee), und 
tllc monomer-counterion (!lme) correlation function (no 
salt is present). Neglecting chain end effects and henee 
con8idering an monomers on a chain as equivalent, a 
set of three couplcd equations for the correlation func- . 
tions i8 obtained. Using the raferenee Laria-Wu-Chandler 
(RLWC) closure the set of equations ean be solved iter-
atively. 
The ehains are modelled as a sequence of N tauelling 
charged hard spheres of diameter er. The eounterions, 
which are taken into aecount explieitly, are also mod-
elled as charged hard sphcres oi diameter tY. The overall 
system ia neutral. Since we consider rodlike ehains, the 
stmcture factor of a moleeule i8 known. Tbc influence 
of the solvent is treated in a maan field manner. 1t ia 
described as a homogeneous dielectric eontinuum with 
thc dielectrie constant c. Thc pair interaction potential 
for all ionle spedes is given by tbc hard COre potential 
vfJG (r) und the Coulomb potential: 
G lB ßVij(r) = ßv[f (r) i,j E {m, c} , (1) 
r 
where lB = e2/(lf,BT€) is the Bjerrum lellgth. 
Based on this model, we calculated thc various eorrela-
tion funations. An interesting result i8 the appearallce of 
a peak in the eounterion-counterion corre1ation function 
for Bjerrum lengths IB!" .(; 1. Tbis peak increases with 
increasing interac!ion strengtb and can only be explained 
by counterion condensation. 
Thc behavior of !lee indieates the appearancc or an at-
tractive interaction between the counterions above a eer-
tain Bjerrum length. This attractive illteraction is re-
flected in an effective potential betweell two counterions. 
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FIG. 1; Effective potential betwoon two counterions for var· 
ious Bjerrum lengths IB. Th. density is TJ = 10-2 and ehe 
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FIG. 2: Effective potential between two monomers fOt' various 
Bjerrum lengths lB at the density TJ = 10-2 • The ehain length 
is N =80. 
An effective potential between two counterions or two 
monomers, respectively, can be calculated if tho multi· 
component model with polymers and counterions is re-
duced to a simpler model consisting only of counterions 
or chains. We deline the simplified model in such a way 
that the effective potentIal between the eounterions or 
monomers, respectively, of the new system yields exactly 
the same <;orrelation function (!lee, !Jmm) as found in the 
multicomponent ease at the same density. Starting !rom 
the correlation nmction !lee respectively Dmm .. of the 
multicomponent model we calculate an effectlve direct 
correlatlon funetion c.ll' via the' one component Ornstein~ 
Zernike equation. An effective potential i8 then obtained 
from the RLWC cJosures of the one" and multicomponent 
models [4]. For low and moderate densities the elfective 
potential 18 well approximated by 
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where €X E {mi cl. Hellce, the effective potential 16 
equal to the bare potential plus a modification given by 
the correlation functions of the multicomponent and one-
component model. 
Figure 1 exhibits the effectlve counterlon~counterion 
potential for different Bjerrum lengWJs. As is obvioUll 
!rom this figure, the effective potential is purely repulsive 
fot· low values of I Band can very well be approximated 
by the bare Coulomb potential between the counterions. 
With increasing Bjerrum length the potential becomes 
negative for distances larger than a eertain critical dis-
tanee leading to an attractive force between two counte-
dons. For even larger values cf IB, the effective poten· 
tial exhibits a distinct minimum at a distance of ahout 
r = 2<T in agreement with the position of the peak in 
!Jee' Figure 2 shows the effective monomer~monomer po-
tential. Slmilar to thc counterion~counterion potential, 
WB observe a minimum at ,. "'I 2er fol' Bjerrum lengths 
IB ;::; 1.5er Rence, the monomers attract each other at 
large interaction strengths and small distances. The dis-
tanee of,. "'I 20' indicates that the attraction is coun~ 
terion mediated and that precisely one counterion is lo~ 
cated between two monomers. Moreover, the effective 
potential i8 a monotonous decreMing function for ,. > 20' 
in agreement wilh the Debye~IIückel approximation. For 
r < 2er we find deviations !rom the Debye-Rückel po~ 
tential dnc to the deplction interaction. At higb Bjer-
rum lengtbs (IB > <T) thc efiective potential still de-
rays in the average as prcdicted by thc Debye-Rückel 
model. The quantitative compariwIl betweeu our calcu~ 
lations and the Debye-Hückel potential exhibits excellent 
agreement for thc screening length as weil as the depell~ 
dence of that potential on the interaction strength. The 
deviations !rom thc Debye"Rückel representation of the 
interaction among the monomers is not surprising. Thc 
condensation of the counterions leads to a screening of 
the Coulomb interaction whkh ia not captured by the 
Deby&Rückel potential. 
In eonclusion, the PRISM approach provides valuable 
insight into the structure of polyelectrolyte solutions. For 
sufficiently large illteraction strengths counterions r.ou-
dense on a polymer chain and lead to a counterion roe· 
diated attraction among the equally charged moleeules. 
As found by our calculations, the Deby&Hüekel poten~ 
Mal describes the effcctive potential among the monomers 
excellently for appropriate parameters. 
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Posters 
Döbereiner H.G.1, Haluska C.K.1, Godzd W.2 end Gompper 
G. 
1 MPIGoim 
2 Academy 01 Selances, Warsaw, Polend 
Mlcl"O-struetured Dlblock-Copolymer Membranes 
Poster auf der Konferenz Ober "Assemblv end Sel~A$sembly 
allhe 
Inlerface of BIology, Chemlstry and Physlcs", Glocool, italien 
20.-25. August 2001 
23.30.0 
Hofmann T.l; Wln1<Jer R. G.: Reinekar P.1 
1 Univ. Ulm, Germany 
Strue!ure of Polyeleclrolyle Solutions: An Integral Equation 
Theory 
Approach 
DPG FrOhjahrstagung, Bertln 
2.4. - 4.4.2001 
23.30.0 
Schilling T., Gompper G. 
Twisl Grain Boundaries In Lamellar Phases ofTernary 
Amphlphllic Systems, 
Kurzvortreg und Poster beim 249. WE-Heraeus-Semina, 
"Wetting of Structured Matelials", Bad Honnef 
12.-14. Februar 2001 
23.30.0 
Wlnkler R.G.: Hofmann T.l : Reineker P.l 
1 Unw. Ulm, Germany 
Strumure 01 Rodlike Polyelectrolyles in Solution 
JOllch Soft Matter Days 2001, Kerkrade 
13.11. -16.11.2001 
23.30.0 
Winkler R.G.; Hofmann T.l; Reinekar P.1 
1 Unw. Ulm, Germ."y 
Integral Equatlon TheOlY Approach 10 Polyeieclrolyle 
SolutIons 





EinfUhrung in die Bloinlormatik 




Einführung in die theoretische Biophysik 11 




ElnfUhrung In die theorellsche Biophysik 




















Replatlonsdynamik von kmzen verschlauften Polymeren 
DMRG Sludlen für Rublnslein-Duke-Modelle 
Diplomarbeit, RWTH Aachen 
23.30.0 
Willmann R. 
Lettice gas model lor reptetlon wilh Disorder 




Multlcollisional mesoscopic solvent model end 11. applicatlon 
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solvent flow over sphe,ical obstecle 




Elfect of anchored polymers on lhe elastlcity of membrane. 




Motlilty of Cells 




Colloids In polymer solutIons: the depletion Inleraction 




Polymer depletlon interaction for anisotroplc partieles 




Forschungsalbelten auf dem Gebiet der Welchen Materie 
Vortrag auf der InlOlmallonslagung aus Anlaß der 16. Sttzung 





Strumur. and Phase Behavlor of Mleroemulsions 




Reptatlen dynamles 01 short enlangled polymers 




Spontaneous symmetry breaking in 2-componenl diUusive 
systems 





Nonequllibrium relaxation law for enlangled polymers, 




Vom Mikrokosmos zum Makrokosmos - Siruklurbildung und 
Phasenuebergaenge 





Diffusion coefllclent of polymers wllh kinematte dlso",er 




Integral Equatlon Theory Applied to Polyeleclrolyte Systems 
Klausurtagung Theorie der Walenen Malerte, Manschau 
30.9.-2.10.2001 
23.30.0 
Institute Theory III 
General Overview 
The institute Theory III invesligates the mechanisms of the formation of struetures and their consequenees in 
condenscd malter. Tbc research starts from eleclronic properties whieh define the shortest length and time scales, 
but it also encompasses the macroscopic consequences. The analytical and numerieal investigations are in many 
ways closely connected with experimental studies performed in other groups of the IFF, but also with activilies 
in other institutes of thc Research Center JueHoh. 
Central points of interest for the research in Theory III are in thc field of electronic struoture of solids. Materials 
classes under eonsideration are metals .nd semicondllctors, specifically with respect to Iheir imporlance for 
information technology. A second mainslream is formed by cooperalive phonemena in condensed matter. 
Questions here aim at Ihe dyn"mies of slrueture and paUern formation and Ihe slatistical mechanics of order und 
disorder processes. Specifie activities in the field ef complex fluids are eoneerned wilh stmcture and dynamics of 
soft malter. 
The research ofTheory III employs all analytical and numerieal techniques appHcable to many-body problems in 
eondensed matter. In addition the development of new methodologieal concepls and numerical procedures is part 
of our research interes!. Thc development of parallel program codes adapted to m.ssively parallel compulers has 
received special attention in recent yenrs. 
Thc explanation of the microstructure and dynamies of real solids requires thc underst.nding of the eleclronic 
propcr!ies. One of the most important melhods for the cakulation of the eleetronic strueture of real solids is the 
density funclional theory in connection with appropriate numerical procedures. While in recent ye.rs bulk 
properties of metals .nd semiconductors have been at the center of our research a main cancern now is directed 
towards the understanding of surface and interface properties, with particlliar emphasis on magnetism. 
Many propenies of metals in practical use depend on the strueture and properlies of their surfaces. From first-
principles caleulations it was found that the rearrangement of the electronic charge for noble melals and FCC-
transition-metals does not lead to a significant change of the remaining bonds, when a bond is broken. This novel 
finding can lead to the development of simple models to describe tbe energetics of a surfnee Hke step and kink 
formation, crystal growth, alloy formation, equilibrium shape of mesoscopic crystallites and surface facetting. 
The simulalion of scanning-tunneling-microscope(STM),images by density-functional methods with pseudo, 
potentials help to clarlfy the delailed struclure of inhomogeneities on Si(lll),surfaces covered by As, which are 
relevant for epitaxial growth. Steps on Si(111):As always have the height of a double layer. Fm bolh Iypical step 
orientations Ihc exposed second Inyer Si-atems at the step-edge are replaced by As-atoms, which means As-
passivated steps. The structures are much more prontinenlly exbibited for negative bios-voltage of the STM os 
compared te positive bias. 
For the formation of epitaxial layers 011 crystalline substrates a model whieh is capable to incorporate elastk 
strain was formulated and studied by Monte Carlo Methods. The description based on rate-equations leads to 
scaling predictions for cluster-statistics and diffusion rates. A particular result is that elastic repulsion betw.en 
the adsorbed particles shifts the formation of islands to higher valnes of tbe coverage. 
Thc pressure-dependcnce of Ihe chemieal diffusion constant of a glass was ealeulated by molecular dynamics 
simulalions of a binary Len"ard-Jones model. Four temperalUre-regimes wero observed. Tbc apparent activation 
drops from high values in the hot liquid to a plateau-value. Near the critical temperature of the mede-coupling-
theory it rlses sleeply, but in thc glassy state values sintilar 10 the liquid stale are observed. 
A system of parallel cracks in a uniaxially strained solid a!lows for stresNelaxalion under coarscning of the 
cracks. A eonventional menn-field theory breaks down nnd several independent lengths bave to be taken into 
account. Sealing laws for Ihis coarsening behavior bave been derived which diffor markedly form the 
convenlional coarsening theories. 
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The drag-coeffieient for a polymer-ehain in a flowing medium depends in a non linear way on the "elocity of the 
flow, in contrast to the linear Slokes-law for simple bodies. This effeet is duc to hoth an intra-chain and an inter-
ehain interaction mediated by hydrodynamics. Computer-simulations supported by analytical calculations have 
given an explanation uf this effeet und of its dependence upon fluctuations. 
A phase-field method for the treatment of hydrodynamic f10w with free interfaces was developed and applied to 
Ibo phase-transition between partial wetting and dewelting on a substrate. At low Reynolds numbers the 
caleulation agrees with Ibe creep-flow approximation, at higher Reynolds numbers hydrodynamic vorticity leads 
to significant deviation. like surface ripples. 
Finally we are pleased that Dr. Roland Rzehak received thc Dr.-Eduard-Mru:tin-award for his doctoral thesis at 
university Saarbrücken during this year. 
H. Müller-Krumbhaar 
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Personnel 2000/2001 and areas of activity 
Scientific Stall 
Dr. E. Brener 
Prof. P.H. Dederiehs 
Dr. K. Mika 
Prof. H. Mtiller-Krumbhaar 
- Institute Director-
Dr. R. Rzehak 
Dr. H. Schober 
Prof. K. Sehroeder 
Dr. R. Zeller 
L. Snyders 
Visitors 
Dr. V. Ca.iuc (RD) 
Dr. J. Dobnikar (SLO) 
Dr. M. Freyss (F) 
Dr. 1. Gnlanakis (GR) 
Prof. V. Gurevich (GUS) 
Dr. Ph. Mavropoulos (GR) 
Dr. DA Parshin (GUS) 
Dr. Z. Szolek (GB) 
Dr. D. Temkin (GUS) 
Dr. W. Temmerman (GB) 
Kinetics of phase transformations 
E1ectronie structure and magnetism 
Strueture maps for binary systems 
Non·linear dynamics of dissipative systems 
Polymer dynamies and hydrodynamie flow 
Staties and dynamies of glasses, defeets and phonons 
Electronie and alorme strueture of defeelS in semiconduelors 
Eleetronic struetore and magnotie properties of metals 
Secretary 
Atomic force mieroscopy 
Poisson-Boltzmalln molecular dynamics 
Spin-dependenl transport 
Half-metallic ferromagnets 
Low energy müdes in glasses 
Complex bandstructure and transport 
Low energy modes in glasses 
Correlnted oxyde-systems 
Pattern formation al interfaces 
SIC-ealeulations 
PhI) and Diploma Students (University = RWTH Aachen) 
MSc. N. Atodiresei 
Dipl.-Phys. A. Antons 
Dipl.-Phys. Y. Cao 
Dipl.-Phys. F. Gutheim 
Dipl.-Phys. M. Hartmann 
Dipl.-Phys. H. Höhler 
Dipl.-Phys. D. Kienle 
Dipl.-Phys. M. Kluge 
Dipl.-Phys. Wi. Kromen 
Dipl.-Phys. R. Spatsehek 
Dipl.-Phys. O. Wunnieke 
Dispersion of localized elcetronie states of semiconductor surfaees 
Ab-initio ealeulations on surface reeonstruction 
Structural stability of surfactant-covered semiconductor surfaces 
Cluster growth on surfaees 
Colleetive effeets of cracks and dislocations 
Defeels in semiconductors 
Transport eoefficients in polymer solutions 
Binary metallic glasses 
Point defeets and interfaces in Nitride-semiconduclors 
Colleetive effects of cracks in solid. 
































Broken-Bond Rule for the Surface Energies of FCC Metals 
I. Galanakis, G. Bihlmayer, N. Papanikolaon, R. ZeHer, S. Blügel, and P. H. Dederichs 
Institute IFF-Theory III 
U.ing two different fun-potential ob inftio techniques we introduce " very simple tul. based on 
thc number of braken first~neighbor bonds to determine the surfaee energies of thc noble metals 
and fee transition metals . When a bond is brakenJ thc rearrangement of thc electronic charge 
for these metals does not lead to a signifteant change of the rernaining bonds. Thus the energy 
needed to break. bond is independent of the surfru:e orientstion. This nova! ftnding .an lead to the 
development of simple models to describe the energeties or • surf_ Iike stop end kink formation, 
crystal grow~hj aHoy formation, equilibrium shape cf mesoscopic crystallites and 8urface faceting. 
The surface energy represents a fundamental material 
property. It is given by half the energy needed to cut a 
given erystal into two half crystals. As such the surface 
energy naturally depeuds on the strength of the bond-
ing and on tho orientation of the surface plane. A va-
riety of experimental techniqucs have been developed to 
measure the surface energy [1], hut all measurements are 
performed at bigh temperatures where surfaees are hadly 
defincd. The most comprehensive data stem from sur-
faee tension measnrements in the liquid phase and by 
extrapolating thc resu!ting orientation-averaged surface 
free energies to zero temperature [2]. The knowledge of 
thc orientation-dependence of thc surfaee energies is neo-
essary to pradiet the equilibrium shape of a mesoscopic 
erystal snd to study aseries of important phenomena 
in materials seience like erYBtal growth, erestion of steps 
snd kinks on surfaees, growth, stability and alloy forma-
tion of thin films or surface-molting faceting. 
The lack of experimental data ean be replaced by ab 
initia calenlations. Due to the development of the den-
sity funetional thoory during thc last two decades, ab 
initio methads are able to caleulate many physical prop-
erties with unprecedented aeeuracy. In two recent publi-
eations [3] wo have shown that irrespective of the orien-
tation the surface energies of tbe noble metals Cu, Ag, 
and Au and the fce transition metals Rh, Ir, Pd and Pt 
are simply proportional to the numher of broken bonds 
between a surfaee atQm and Its nearest neighbQrs (for 
all surface Qrientations, exeept the (111) and (100), one 
has to take into aceount also the nearest-neighbor bonds 
lost by tho subsurface atoms). We demonstrate thls in 
calenlatlons for the low-index surfaces (111), (100), and 
(110) as weil as for thre. vicinal surfaces (311), (331) 
and (210). Thc resulting anisotropy ratios, i.c. the ra-
tio of the surfaee energy for a given surface orientatlon 
with respeet to the (111) surface enorgy, practically al-
wsys agree with the "ideal" broken bond ratlos, i.e. the 
nnmber of broken bonds between nearest nelghbors for 
this surfaee with respeet to the (111) surface. There-
fore, the onergy necded to break a bond doos not depend 
on the orientation, so that for eaeh metal the surfaee 
energy for only one orientatlon is needed. To perform 
the calculations, we have used bath the full-potential 
"creened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (FKKR) method [4], 
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and the full-potential Iinearized augmented plane wave 
(FLAPW) methad [5] as implemented in the FLEUR 
code. 
..... ?- 1.4 (1.31) (1.29) 
.... (J.4~) 
.<:: (1.37) 
(/,$$) 1.2 (1.29)(1.28):':-·~~~-~~ __ (1.:~f./"/~~ 
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FIG. 1. Th. anisotropy ratios for tbe Ihr"" noble met-
als, 'Y(100)1'l(111) nnd 'Y(1l0)1'l(1ll)' nsing both F'KKR and 
F'LAPW. The LMTO results sre from Rer. [6]. Surface en-
ergies Me calculated in eV J(8mface atom). Tbc two straight 
solid lines represent the ideal first neighbor brokeo-bond ra-
tios; 4/3 for (100) .nd 6/3=2 for (110). 
In Fig. 1 we present the anisotropy ratios for the low-
index surfaees of noble metals. We remark thai bath 
FKKR and FLAPW calculations produce practieally the 
same anisotropy ratios for all the noble metals, while 
previous calcuJations employlng the linear muffin-tin or-
bitals (LMTO) method [6J gave aniaotropy ratios that 
deviate considerably from thc present results, especially 
for Ag. Notably, both FKKR und FLAPW give reBults 
that are vety elose to 4/3 for the '1'(100)11'(111) ratio and 
close to 6/3 for the 'Y(llQ)h(1l1) ratio. These are exaetly 
the ratios between the nnmber of fil'st-neighbor broken 
bonds for these aurfaees. This ftnding ean lead to two 
independent conelusions. Firstly, the bl'oken' bonds be-
tween a surface 01' a subsnrfa.:e atom and its second and 
further neighbors "ave a negligible contribution to the 
surface energy. Secondly, the energy needed to break a 
bond is thc same for any surface orlentation. Thi" is 
surprising, sinee one expeets that breaking a bond in a 
surface leads to arearrangement of the electronic charge 
resultlng in a strengthening of the remaining bonds, so 
that one needs more energy to break them. But it seems 
that this bond strengtl,ening, duo to thc reduetion of 
the number of nearest neighbors, is negligible for thc no-
ble metals. Dndng our tests we also identified the most 
probable reason for thc faHure of tho previous LMTO 
calculations. The (111) sutface energy of noble metals is 
very sensitive to the numher of kll-points duc to 0. sur-
face stato centered at tho f' point, which all three noble 
metals possess and which requires a very dense kll-grid 
10 account for It, which hM not been used in tho LMTO 
calculations. 
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FIG.2. Anisotropy ratios with respoet \0 Ine (111) surf_ 
energy calculated using tne FKKR for the low-index aud vic-
inal surfaces of the noble and transition metals, The open 
triangles denate thc anisotropy ratios as calculatcd hy thc 
FLAPW method by includiug relaxations of the first three 
layers. 
To examine whether this finding also holds for thc vi". 
inal surfaee. wo used the FKKR method and caleulated 
the surface energies and the anisotropy ratios for the next 
three more c1ose-packed surfaces. In Fig. 2 wo have 
plotted the anisotropy ratios with respeet to the (111) 
surfaee for the noble and transition meteis for both thc 
low-index surfaces and the three most close-packed viel-
nal surface.s together with the ideal broken bonds ratlos. 
The ideal broken bond ratios with respect to the (111) 
surfaco, for which wo break 3 nearost-neighbors bonds, 
are 4/3, 2, 7/3, 3 and 10/3, for the (100), (110), (311), 
(331) and (210) sn<face orientations, respectively. The 
calculatcd surfaee energy anisotropy ratios deviate only 
slightly from these ideal number.. Au shows slightly 
larger deviations from these ideal ratios compared to the 
two other noble motels, Ag and Cu. For Pd the ealeu-
lated ratios are smaller than the ideal ones by -3-4% for 
all the surface orientations, while the Ir ratios are larger 
from the ideals ones by ~4-7% for aU the surrace orien-
talions except the (331) where the calculated Ir ratio is 
by 1.3% larger than thc ideal ratio. Pt and Rh show a 
mixed behavior hut in general the ratios di!fer less than 
3% from the ideal nearest-nelghbors broken bonds ratios 
for any surface. So the free energy 'Y(hkl) in eV I (surface 
atom) needed to ereate any surface with a MlJIer index 
(hkl) reduces just to tho product of '1(111) and the ratio of 
the first-neighbor broken bonds, N(hkl)' and N(1l1) = 3: 
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N(hkl) 
"(hkl) = -3-'1(111)' (1) 
N(hkl) ean be easily obtained for any fee surfaee {7J: 
N _ {2h+k h,k,lodd 
(MI) - 4h + 2k otherwise h;::k~l. (2) 
All previous results have bean obtained by neglecting 
the lattice relaxations of the atoms at thc smfaee. We 
have calculated thc relaxation e!feet on thc anisotropy 
ratios for the low-index surfaces of the noble metal. and 
tho resulting anisotropy ratios are also presented in Fig. 
2 hy the triangles. Wo allowed tbc first three surface 
layers to relax. Although the calculated surfaee ener-
gie.s change, the effect on the anisotropy ratios is much 
smaller. For Cu and Ag, relaxations leave the anisotropy 
ratios practieally unchanged. Thc Au(llO) surfaec shows 
a large relaxation; the distance betwecn thc first and the 
socond layer (Lld12 ) is reduced by 13.8%, the lld23 is 
expanded by 6.9% and finally thc Lld .. is also reducod 
by 3.2%. The surface energy is rcduced by 6.5% and 
tbc anisotropy ratio is now 1.89 compared to the 2.04 for 
thc unrelaxed structurc, but remains c10se to the broken-
hond rule value of 2. So even large relaxations havc a 
rather small impact on tbe ealculated anisotropy ratios 
whieh are reasonably dcscribed by the broken-bond rule. 
In short we have found 0. very simple rulc for thc sur-
face energies of the noble and fee transition metals whieh 
has bean overlooked up to uow: for each of these met-
als the surface energies seale for different surface orien-
tations accurately with thc number of broken neare.st-
neighbor honds, so that thc calculatcd anisotropy ratlos 
of thc surface energies for different orientations always 
agree weil with thc ideal broken-bond ratios. Wc have 
demonstrated this in FKKR and FLAPW caleulations 
for six low-index and vicinal surfaees. Thc surprising 
simplicity of these results is of great interest for a vati-
ety of problems in materials seience like stop, kink, and 
alloy formation, crystal growth, surface-meltiug faccting 
or the shape of small crystallites on a eatalyst. 
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Simulation of STM images of steps on As-covered Si(ll1) using ab initio calculations 
A. Antons, R. Berger, S. Blügel1 and K. Schroeder 
[mtitnte Theory 111 
We have simulated 8TM images for the most stable structures of (112) and (II2) orientcd steps 
on As termin.ted 81(111) uGlng the Tersolf-Hamann-.proxlmatlon. The structnres are determined 
using ßrst-principles molecnlar staties calcnlations based on total energy and force minimlzation. 
All calcul.tions are carried out with our BStCollPP-code wlthin the density functional formallsm 
in the local-density a.pproximation, using norm~conserving separable pseudopotentials and aplane-
wave basis-set. On Si(lll):As the steps always have the height of a double layer. For both step 
orientations the exposed second layer Si-atoms at the step edge are replacod by As atoms (As 
passivated stops). At the (Ii2) step edge this leads to thc format.lon of As dimers. The different 
structures show up prominently for negative bias voltage when the occupied states are imaged. For 
positive bias voltage, i. e. in tbe unoccupied states, differenees aro washed out to a large extent. 
Redueing the siz. of electronie devices requires new 
materials combinations and improvcd perfeetion in crys-
tal growth techniques. A teclmologically interesting ex-
ample ls thc Si/Ge-system. One wou1d like to grow 
flat-Iayer.heterostructures for usa in lasers, light-emitting 
diodes or fast transistors. Other appllcations require the 
growth of ordered arrays of mono-sized islands of Si on 
Ge or vlee versa. Unfortuuately, duc to thc lattice mis-
matcll of 4% Ge naturally grows on clean Si in large 3-
dimensionallslands. However, if thc SI-surface is cOv-
ered with a "surfactant" -Iayer, Le. a mono-atomic layer 
of group-V atoms (As, Sb, Bi), f1at-Iayer growth can be 
achleved for Ge. Due to the extra electron the group-V 
layer passivates the (111) surface. It modifies tha surface 
reconstruction, has a lower surface free energy, and Hoat. 
on top of the growing crystal. 
In previous investigations on tbe !dneties of single 
group-IV adatoms (Si, Ge) on tbe nnreconstructed (lxI) 
As termlnated SI(111) surface we found that the campe-
titlon between diffusion on top of thc A. layer and incor-
poration Into the la)'er by exchange with an As atom Is 
declslve for the growth mode. SI and Ge adatoms bebave 
differently; Si has allout the same activation energy for 
exchange as for diffusion (EEX "" 0.27 eV) and is readily 
incorporated to a substltutlonal site in the As layer. It 
galns an energy ofEB "" 0.8 eV upon exchange [2J. Thu., 
Si adatoms make only very few diffusion jumps before 
they are incorporated substitutionally. This results In a 
large nucleation rate for SI islands on terraces as is ob-
served experimentallyfor homoepitax)' on Si(ll1);As [3]. 
On the otber hand, Ge has to overcome a much largor ex-
change barrier (EEX "" 0.7 eV) and galns only EH"" 0.2 
eV [4J. Ge atoms thus perform many diffusion jumps on 
Si(ll1);As before they are incorporated (at T = 580 K 
the average number cf jumps is "" 104). Thus, most Ge 
atoms can reach the pre-exlsting terrace staps. If they 
are readily incorporated there, growth would proceed by 
stop f10w whlch is not ohserved e:xperimentally. Thus, an 
idea put forward by Kaxiras et al. [5] has to be checked, 
that tlle step edges are very effectively passivated by sur-
factant atoms and thc Ge atoms are repelIed from the 
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steps. Tben, in .pite of the large diffusion length, one 
would expect Ge island nucleation on the terraces, as is 
observed. In addition, if islands grow large the!r edges 
resemble the structure of terrace steps. The structure of 
steps on As-covered 81(111) determines the reaction patb 
and activation energy for incorporation of adatoms. 
STM images always show double-Iayer steps and irreg-
ularly shaped islands for Si Ilomoepitaxy on As passi-
vated Si(111) with mainly two kinds of steps: (112) and 
(H2) orientation [3]. Detailed atomic resolution 8TM-
imaging of the steps is underway [6]. In the '!'ersoff-
Hamann-approximation [7] STM images can be under-
stood as a mapping of the 10eal electronic density of 
"tales (LDOS) of the surfaee at the site of the STM-tip. 
To enable thc interpretation of tllc experimental images, 
especially the extraction of the atomic structnre, theoret-
!cal simulations of STM-images have to be made which 
relate the LDOS to the nnderlying atomic structurc. 
Using our paraJlelized ab initio EStCoMPP-codc [8] we 
have investigated a uumber of possible step structures for 
both step orientations. Thc EStCoMPP-code employs thc 
density funetional formalism in thc local-density approxi-
mation and uorm-conserving separable pseudo-potentials 
witl! a plane wave basis set. For the STM-simulations we 
used an inversion-symmetricsupercelliaterally extending 
over 2x4 uni! cells and vertically containing a slab of 22 
Si(111)-layers and a vacnum equivalent to 10 layers. Fbr 
the structure optimization a slab of 10 la)'ers was used. 
The lateral translation vectors of the supereell are chosen 
to connect an atom on the upper terrace to an equivalent 
atom a double layer below. In tbis way one cangenerate a 
supercell which contalns only OM type of step. The large 
vertical extension Is necessary in the STM-simu1ation in 
order to separate the electronic structure at the opposing 
surfaees both aeros. the vacunm and aeros. the Si bulk. 
The calculations ware performed with six k-points in thc 
irreduclble wedge cf thc Brillouin zone. A plane-wave 
basis set with an energy cutoff of 13.7 Ry was used. The 
strueture optimization was done by minimizing the total 
energy of the system and the forces on the atom. Thc 
relaxations were terminated when tbe forces on ,,11 ions 
were smaller than 0.1 mRy/au. 
Thc lowest energy struetures for both step orientations 
are the As passivated steps as shown in Fig.l. Thc 
exposed seeond layer Si atoms at the step cdges are re-
placed by As atoms. At thc (112) step this leads to a 
stable configuration sinee thc As atoms are in a natu-
rally threefold coordinated position, La. the As atoms 
at the step edge are in equivalent positions as on the 
(111) oriented terraces. At thc (H2) step thc As atoms 
are only twofold coordinated in thc unrclaxed positions. 
They form dimers to saturate their bonds. The energy 
differenee between these step edges Is only "" 0.1 eV per 
unit Icngth. At both step cdgcs thc replacement of Si 
wlth As atoms requircs an additional As atom per unit 
step length eompared to the monolayer coverage. 
Wo have caJculated [9] thc constant-LDOS STM-
images for blas voltages varying between -2 V and +2 V. 
These calculated images cIosely relate to the measured 
constant-current STM-images. Results are shown if 
Fig. 1. - For negative blas voltage, when the occupled 
states oi the surface contrlbute to the tunneling current, 
the lone-pair occupied states of the exposed As atoms 
make a major contribution. At the (112) step thc second 
layer As atom gives a eurrent maximum exactly in thc 
middle betwccn two As atoms termlnating thc upper ter-
race. At the (HZ) step the Ag-dimers lead to a dlstinctly 
different image, exhihiting the superstructure along the 
-1.5-0.0eV 
-I.S-o,o.V 
direct!on of the step. Thc side views cIearly show that tue 
surface projected positions of the atoms ure not identi-
ca! with thc maxlma oBhe tunncling current at the step 
edges. - For positive bias voltage, when thc unoc-
cupied states eontribute, the differences are neady com-
pletely washed out. At both step direetions there seems 
to be an upward relaxation of thc upper terraea As edge 
atom. Our ealeulations show that there Is no real change 
of position, but that the increase of the tunnel eurrent 
eUn be understood from thc increascd density of states 
found in thc lowcr part of the conduction band at this 
As edge atom compared to As atoms on thc terrace. 
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[4) K. Sehroeder, A. Antons, R. Berger, S. Blügel, Phys. Rev. 
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perti .. and Eroeess .. , Forschungszentrum Jülich, 1999. 
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FIG. 1. Structure of the Aß-passivatcd {l1:!} step (upper panels) and (i'i2) step (iower panels) on Si(I11):As. For both 
orientations (a) the side view with a coutour ofthe LDOS, (b) the simulated STM-image for a bias voltaga of -1.5 V (occupiad 
states image), and (c) thc electron density conlour which ch"rac!eriz •• the bonding charaeter at each atom, are shown. Si 
atoms are gray, As atoms red (dark) <ircles, On the terraces thc As atoms replace the Si atoms of the upper half of a double 
layer. At tho terrace odgo tho exposed second layer Si atoms er. raplaced by As. In the STM-image the As atoms are 
represented by thc vacuum coil of the lone-pair eieetron wavefunctlons. Notice, that the maxima in tho tunnaling current 
do not coincide with the surface projected positions of the As atoms at the stop edges. At the (112) siel' the exposed 2nd 
iaye! As atom are clcerly piaced symmetrie.Uy in the middle between the As atoms in the uppe, i.yer. At Iho (H2) step 
Iho As dimers show up as brand maxima resemhling tho superstructure "long tho .tep edge. 
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Epitaxial Growth with Elastic Interaction: Submonolayer Island Formation 
F. Gutheim, H. MiiHer-Krumbhaar, and E. Brener 
Institute IFF- Theory III 
A model for island formation in thc submonolayer epitaxy bas been studied in presencc of elast!. 
strain by means of Maute Cada simulation. Thc description based on rate equations leads to scaling 
ptedidions for cluster~statistics and diffusion rates. We generaUze these predictions to include thc 
effeeta of tbc repulsive 1/ r" elast!. interaction, whieb i. cansed by tbc deformation of thc underlying 
substrate. One particnlar r .. nlt is, tbat elasti. repulsion between the adsorbed particles hampers 
the formation of lslallds snd island nucleation 18 deferred to higher coverage values. 
Heteroepitaxial growth is a process of great inter-
est in crystal-growth and for the manufacturing of 
semiconductor-devices. One has to assurne that iu the 
majority of cases elastic strain influenees the properties 
of growth and gives rise to a variety of growth morpholo-
gies. 'rhe Iattice mismatch between the adsorbed layer. 
and a substrate of different material leads to deforma-
tion of both adsorbate and substrate. Up to some crit-
kai size, the adsorbat" will adopt thc lattiee s!ruature 
of the substrate, apart from a loeal change in the lattice 
parameter. 'rhis "coherent" lattice deformation typieally 
leads to a repulsive long-range interaetion potential be-
tween any two adsorbed atoms, whieh depends on their 
distanee r like 1/,·3 [1] at long distances and is mediated 
by the substrate. Here we will be concerned with the 
early stage of island nucleation in a system with fixed 
deposition flux. 
The system is realized on a two dimensional L x L siZ€<! 
simple square lattiee with lattiee parameter I::.:JJ. As we 
mean to model moleeular beam epitaxy, we assurne the 
deposition proeess to be ballistie in the sense that depo-
sition onto the surface is not biased by the loeal chemical 
potential. 'rhc rate of deposition F (measured in number 
of partie!es per cm2 and second) is equal for aUlattice 
sites. Single adatoms, here referred to as monomers, dif-
fuse on thc surface, interaeting by a repulsive potential 
Uo/r". We assume that the temperature T is low enough 
to negleet desorption and to satisfy a critical island size of 
2, i. e. onee two monomers have met, they form a stable 
dimer which grows by ineorporation offurtller monomers. 
In order to efficiently evaluate thc energy difference 
I::.U needed for our Monte earlo implementatlon of 
monomer diffUSion, we employ a multlgrid sdleme based 
on [2], whieh avoids introducing a potential cutoff by 
treating thc interaction with dlstant adsorbate atoms 
on a eoarse grained level in thc manner of a multipole 
expansion. Starting with zero coverage, the number 
of monomers increases almost linear with the flux un-
til it reaches its maximum. Afterwards the number of 
monomers dooreases, whlle the number of islands finaUy 
supersed~.s the number of monomers and inereases un-
til the coverage is almost one monolayer, where island 
coalescence leads to a rapid deerease of the number of i8-
lands. With inereasing ratio D / F the maximum number 
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of the monomers deefeases and i8 shifted to lower cover-
ages. 'rhis refors to the simulation bath with and without 
interaction. If one eompares the data for different inter-
action strength Uo/T, as plotted in Fig. 1 for identical 
DfF, one notices that internetion shirts the maximum 
of the monomer density towards higher coverage values 
beeause repulsion will drive monomers apart, hampering 
thc formation of dimers. 
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FIG. 1. Monomer Pi .nd island densitles P VS. C<lverage 0 
with 4D/F = 10', Uo/T ranging from 0 to 8. 
A newly deposited monomer will diffuse during a char-
acteristic time Tc until lt feaehes an island or another 
monomer. The capture time Tc ean be related to the flux 
F end the surfaee-density of monomers P1 by Pi ~ FT •. 
. If the length of a timestep I::.t is given, the maeroscopie 
diffusion constant D is D ~ I::.x'/(4I::.t). For the descrip-
tion of a randorn walker it is more convenient to use the 
number of steps n rather than time t. The mean number 
of distinet sites S(n) vislted by a random walker on a 
simple two-dimensional square Iattice after n steps will 
be an important quantity beeause it can be related to 
the probability for a diffusing monomer to meet another 
adatom. We see that for small n ~ 10-1000 the number 
of sites visited behaves like S(n) ~ 1fnfln8n. An even 
better approximation is available by using the expansion 
derived by F. S. Henyey and V. Seshadri {3l. For the sake 
of sirnplicity we will write S(n) as S(n) ~ nfc(n), where 
Je indudes aU deviations from linear behavior. 
Knowing the number of distinct latUce sites visited, 
we can interpret I:.x2 S('TcI I:.t) as thc cffective area cüv-
ered by a monomer. The probability for a diffusing 
monomer of lifetime 'Tc to collide with an island or an-
other monomer ia thus proportional to I:.x2 S(Tel I:.t)j'Tc 
and the corresponding densities. 
At this point we introduce a set of rate equations con-
necting the density of diffusing monomers Pt to the den-
sity of islands p. Definlng thc characteristic length scale 
( 
I Pt)) t/4 4D 
Ic(Pl) "" ale \ a 1:.",' ' a = F (1) 
thc rate equations ean be represented in tbc form 
dp 4() 2 d8 10 Pt Pu (2) 
'::ot = 1 - 21!(Pl)P! -1!(ptlpPt. (3) 
Tbe number of monomers PI (2) gains by deposition and 
loses by dimer formation aB weil as by the growth of exist-
lng islands, whereas the number of islands P (3) Increases 
by dimer formation only, beeause the growth of Islands 
does not change thelr number. 
Beeause the characteristlc length seale I. shows a 
rather weak dependence on the eoverage 0, this depen-
dence on 0 can be ignored on the left hand slde of (2) and 
(3). Scaled variables are nuw Introduced as ij = Ol~(ptl, 
P = pl~(p,) and Pt = p,l:(p,). 
By tMs approxlmate .callng procedure the equations 
become dimensionless, and we obta!n 
dp -2 dp, 1 2-2 __ 
~ = Pi! -- '" - Pt-PP" d8 dO 
(4) 
which allows for leadlng correction terms duo to Ic by 
the definition of the tilded variables. 
But how can we Incorporate the efrects of elastic re-
pulsion Into the sebeme of rate equatlons? We first note 
that the ratio D I F is entlrely the ratio of two time-
scales DIP ~ TFITD. 'Tp Is the time It takes to de-
posit one monolayer, and TD Is determined by the dif-
fusion barder Ev. Th. case of elasUr repulsion gives 
rise to another time-scale Te, which is governed by the 
helght of the elast!c interaction potential Uolr3• Thus 
we have 'TD ~ exp(EvjT) and T. ~ exp(UojT) govern-
Ing the motion of the monomers. 1t Is qulte obvlous that 
if Uo «: Ev, TD » Tc or Uo » Ev, 'Tv « r. the ag-
gregation Is trlggered by the slower of the two processes. 
We argue that in order to aecount for elastlc repulsioll 
TD has to be replaced by rv + 'Te, which Is equivalent to 
thc replacement 
a",~ (l+exP CO;EV)r1 (5) 
As long as thc Interaction strength ls lower than the dif-
fusion barrier, elastic repulsion will only have small effect 
in the nucleation regime, whereas wlth strong interaction 
the eorrectlon term to D / P on the fight hand slde of (5) 
is of the order of exp( -UoIT). 
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FIG.2. Scaled monOmer Pt and lsland denslti .. ii vs. scalod 
caverage ii with 4D I F = 10' fixed, Uo/T = 0, 1, 2, 4 and 8. 
Th. plot in Fig. 2 shows data from Fig. 1 sealed by the 
lc according to (5). The p\otted data seales as predicted. 
As the scaling transformation only depends on a, it 
has the form 
with g", depending on a. Baeause the data collapses un-
der the same mapping, thc unscaled data has to be iden-
tieal. All systems obeylng the relation (5) for fixed a, 
show Identlcallow temperature, low coverage nuc1eation 
properties. An example for the interpretation of thls data 
Is, that the estimation of the diffusion constaut D from 
the usual scallng arguments (1) might fall in presence of 
elastlc effects, the estimate will turn out too. small. 
In summary, we have sbown the elfeet of elastic interne-
tion on low temperature submonolayer Island formation 
in the low ccverage regime by Monte Carlo simnlation, 
and analyzed the results with scaHng arguments. A par-
ticular result Is, that with increaslng elastic inter action 
strength Uo/T, the formation of Islands Is hampered and 
island nucJeatlon Is deferred to hlgher values of ccverage. 
A new scallng relation (1) together with (5) was found 
[4], COllnecting the strength of elastic interaction UD, dif-
fusion constant D sud the flux F. This scaling regime 
holds as long as the average size of the clusters Is mueh 
smaller than the dlstance between them. 
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Pressure dependence of diffusion in simple glasses and supercooled liquids 
H. R. Schober 
In,titute IFF.Theo!'1J III 
Using molecular dynamies simulation, we have cakulated the pressure dependance ofthe diffusion 
constant in a binary Lennard~Jones Glass. 'Ve observe four temperature regimes. The apparent 
act-1vation volume drops from high values in the hot liquid to a plateau value. Near the critical 
temperature or tho mode coupling tbeory it ris .. steoply, but in the glassy state wo find ag.in 
small values, similar to thc ones in the liquid. Thc peak of the acthration volume at the critica.l 
temperature ia in agreement with tho predietion of mode coupling tl,eory. 
Diffusion in glasses and their melts has been studied 
intensively for many years. Despite this effort there is 
still no agreement on tho nature of diffusion on an atomie 
levelor On its change at temperatures near the glass tran· 
sition. This even holds for simple densely packed glas.es, 
such as binary metallic ones [1]. 
In a hot liquid, diffusion ia by flow, wherens, in tho 
glass weil below the transition temperature, it will be 
mediated by hopping processes. One koy question is the 
transition between the two regimes. Für fragile glasses, 
such as most polymers and amorpbous metallic glasses, 
mode coupling theory (MCT) predicts an arrest of tho 
homogeneous viseous flow in the undercooled melt at a 
temperature Tc, weil above the glass transition tempera-
ture Ty • [2] Hopping processes wlll suppIe •• the predicted 
singularities and will beeome the dominant diffusion pro· 
cess near Tc. Tbe nature oE the hopping process ia an· 
other issue of controversy. Is it by a vacancy mechaniam, 
similar to diffusion in the crystalline state, or is it via a 
collective process inherent to the disordered structure ? 
In crystalline materials tho pressure dependance of the 
diffusion constant can often be used to identify the dif-
fusion mechanism. For thermally activatad diffusion the 
diffusion constant can be described by an Arrhenius law 
D(T) = Do exp (-H/kT) (1) 
where Do is a pre-exponential factor and H is the aeti-
vation enthalpy. 
U sing V = BG / Bp with G = H - T S OM obtains the 
activation volume for a diffusion by a single jump proces. 
Vaot = -kT [BinD] + kT [BInDe]. (2) 
Bp T Bp T 
In crystals one finds that tho seoond term is only a mi-
nor correction which can be neglected, );'or diffusion via 
thermal vacancies the formation volume dominates and 
V •• , varies between 0.60 and 1n, where 0 is tbe average 
atomic volume. For the migration part one estimates 
vm ~ 0.10. Concomitantly in crystals high values cf 
Va.' are taken as a signature of a thermally aetivated 
diffusion meehanism. 
Assuming that also in the glass tbe first term in Eq. 2 
dominates, one usually describes, also in amorphous ma-
terials, the pressure dependence oE diffusion by an appar-
ent aetivation volume given by the first term in Eq. 1. 
6l 
Experiments on a nnmber of metallic glasses give a large 
spread of values in the range of 0.05 to 1 n. [lJ Low 
values were, e. g., observed in COB1Zr19 [3] where no sig-
nifieant isotope effect is observed [4]. This result ean be 
interpreted in terms of a collective diffusion mechanism 
inherent to the glassy strueture. The situation is not so 
clear for the case cf large activation volumes Va." Values 
of around 0.50 have been observed in several materials. 
Such values are also found in materials where the van· 
ishing isotope points to diffusion by collective jumps. [5] 
Whether eollectivity Can iuduce migrational activation 
volumes of the order 0.5 to 1 n is still open. 
!'rom MeT one derives for the diffusion in the liquid 
state 
v:MOT - kT 0 '" --,c;;-.._ [
&lnDMCT 1 BTMCT 
•• , - - &p - j (T - T~CT)- &p 
+ In(T - TJ"CT) ~;].,: (4) 
The diffusion constaut extrapolates to zero at T:-r°T , well 
above Tg , and the pressure dependenee shows a singular-
ity. 
Thc aim of the present work is to present a systematic 
study of the pressere dependence of diffusion as function 
of temperature. In order to relate c10sely to other work 
the simulations were done for the well studied binary 
Lennard-Jones system (LJ) of Kob and Anderson [6]. In 
the following, we will give all results in tbe reduced units 
of energy, €AA, length, Q' AA, and atomic mallS mA. 
The calculations were done at each temperature with 
constant volume, corresponding to zero pressure, and pe-
riodie boundary conditions. At each temperature we had 
8 independent sampies, each of 5488 atoms in a ratio 
4 : 1 of A- and B-atoms. Thc diffusion constants were 
calculated from the asymptotic Blope of tho atomic mean 
square displacements. 
Fig. 1 shows the densities and diffusion canstants for 
the zero pressure eonfigurations. !'rom the change in 
slope of the volume expansion we e.timate the glass tran-
sition temperature as Tg "" O.35€/k. The diffusion con· 
staut can be fitted very weil by the MCT expression with 
Tc = O.36€/k for bath species and "I = 1.87 and "I = 2.02 
for A and B, respectively. 
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FIG. 1. Diffusion constants (majotlty A-atoms, diamonds, 
and minority B-atoms, clreles) and density (triangies) st zerO 
pressure against inverse temperature (aU in reduced units). 
The dsshed and dotted llnes show the fits with the MCT and 
Vogel-l"ulcher expressions, respectively 
To calculate the pressure dopendenell wo did additional 
runs with higher and lower densities, respectively. At 
each temperature the zero prossure sampies were taken 
as starting eonfigurations whieh wero then compressed 
(expanded) and subsequentiy aged. The change of den-
sity was 2% at the highest and 0.5% at the lowest tem-
perature. l"ig. 2 shows the resulting values together with 
the fit with the MCT-expression. One ean clearly distin-
guish four temperature regions. At the highest tempora-
ture Va .. ~ 0.6 11, nearly identicaJ for both components. 
Upon rooUng the activation volume drops to a plateau 
value Vac\ ~ 0.3 11. The Jarger component has, as one 
would expect, a slightly higher activation volume. Be-
10'11' T = 0.5 the activation volume rises sharply for both 
eomponents and reaches a maximum of order fl around 
T = 0.4, near Tg aud T~cT. In the glassy state it drops 
again to a value below 0.30. 
The drop of the activation volume in the liquid corre-
lates nieely with the drop of tho isotope effect parameter 
reported for thc same system. [7J 
The on"et of the increase to the maximum near Tg 
coincides with thc anset of a pronouneed curvature in 
the Arrhenius plot ef D(T), Fig. 1. At this temperature 
und below the isotope effect parameter indicates collec-
tive motion. [7J Frem previous work wo expect a predom-
inanee of chain motion with inereasing chaln lengih upon 
eooling. 
Our valllcs for the activatlon energy in thc glass are 
of similar magnitude as the estimate of 'reichler [8J for 
the NiZr system. We find higher activation volumes for 
less weU aged sampies. In previous simulations of metal-
lic glasses collective jumps of chains ef atoms have been 
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observed, an indication of an inherent collectlve diffusion 
mechanlsm. 
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FIG. 2. Calculated activation volume (majority A-atoms, 
diamonds, and minority B~atoms, circles) versus tomperature. 
The dashed line i ... fit with the MCT expression using a cOm-
mon critical temperatur. for both components. 
Thc fit with the MCT-expression, ia shown by the 
dashed Une in Fig. 2. We get an exceUent fit 
with 8T~OT 18p '" 0.028 for both eomponents and 
8lnDlfoT 18p = -0.338 and -0.278 for A and B atoms, 
respectively. We take this aB an indication that the di-
vergence of the activation volume would in deed be at 
T~crr. Of course the glass transition intervenes before 
the divergence is reached. 
In conclusion, we lind, both in the liquid !lnd the glass, 
aativation volumes of around 0.3 atomic volumes. Thi. 
correlntes with a high eollectivity seen in the isotope ef-
feet. In the hot liquid, where diffusion Is no longer by 
collective motion, the activation volume cises to about 
0.6 atomic volumes. Cooling towards the critieal tem-
perature mode eoupling theory predicts a 1/(T -Tc) sin-
gularity, cut off by the glass transition. 1'his is c1early 
observed in the simulation. 
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Coarsening of cracks in a uniaxially strained solid 
Eflm A. Brener, H. Müller-Krumbhaar, and R. Spatschek 
Institute IFF-Thwry III 
We discuss thc stress relaxation in a uniaxially strained solid duc to the coarsening of a system of 
parallel cracks. We empha.size similatities and differences of this process in comparison to Ostwald 
ripening in a first order phase transition. A conventional mean-ßeld approximation breaks down 
and sevetal independent length scales heve to be taken into aecount. Stwug elastic intetactions 
batwa.n the cracks determine the growth behevior. We detive scaling laws for the coarsening of the 
different length scales involved and the time evolution of stress relaxation which finaHy leads to tha 
equiHbrium state of a fractured body. 
In the early theory of fraeture, Griffith [lJ developed 
a criterion whieh predicts thc irreversible growth of a 
crack, provided a criticallength is exceeded. The .ritical 
length depend. on the external tension P in the sense 
that a higher tension leads to a lower criticallength for 
the instability to oeeur. The origin of this instabiUty ia 
based on a competition between arelease of elasti" en-
"rgy, .auscd by thc opening of the crack, and an in.ren.e 
of surface en"rgy. Thc critical Griffith crack is analogous 
to the critical nueleus in a first order phase transition. 
In a Bense, asolid under stretching is similar to a snper-
cooled gas: the point of zero external stress plays thc role 
of the liquid-gas eondensation point [2J. 
The late stage of phase separation is characterized by 
Ostwald ripening when a new phase eoarsens in order 
to lower the interfacial free energy. Larger droplets are 
energetically more favorable because of their smaller in-
terface curvature. Thus they grow at the expense of 
smaller inc1usions whieh dissolve again and flnally dis-
appear. This eollective behavior leads to a growth ofthe 
average dropl"t size and simultaneously to a decrease of 
their number. Finally the system reaches the full ther-
modynamic equilibrium. The same coarscning process 
should take place in a system of cracks aceording to the 
analogy mentioned above. 
The coarsening of a new phase is genel'ally weil under-
stood for vanishingly small initial supersaturations (char-
acterizcd by a dimensionless parameter An « 1 defining 
thc deviation from cquilibrium) as long as onlyone length 
scale, the size of the particles R, is relevant in thc sys-
tem. In this case thc distance betwecn the different pre-
cipitates is laIge and a mean field theory in the sense of 
Lifshltz, SIy020V and Wagner is applicable. 
Thc aim of this Letter [3J is to analyze the coarsening 
of cracks in uniaxially strained Bolids. Sinee thc lengih 
of the cracks is growing with time, they come close to 
eaeh other during thc eoarsening proces. and iherefore a 
mean-fleld description breaks down. This limit has so rar 




Fra. 1. An infinitely large block of solid ia fixecl betvreen 
twü pistons (black). Initially no c'Tacks exist in the system 
and a homogeneous strain u1~) is present everywhere, 
We stretch a block of aperreet solid in only one direc-
tlon (z-direction, to be explicit) and then fix it in this 
position such that a uniform strain ui~ is maintained in 
the solid (see fig. 1). Obviously the initial uncracked 
configuration is far from equilibrium: a high elastic en-
ergy density w~~) ~ Eui'!l2 cDuld bc dramatically reduced 
through thc appearance of cracks in the system (E is the 
Young modulus). Finally, if only one long crack traverses 
the whole block, thc system i8 completely unstretched 
and only a Smlln amount of sunace energy remains due 
to thc two new crack surfaces. We assume now that a 
statistical ensemble of cracks appears in the solid with 
a growing mean size shnHar to thc coarsening during a 
phase transition. These cracks are mainly aiigned per-
pendicular to the z axis because this maximizes the re-
lease of elast!c energy. Apart from the average size of 
the nuc1el R wo introduce another lengthscale L, which is 
the characteristic distance in z-direction between cracks. 
One can easily understand that a single (macroscopic) 
lengthscale L is not sufficient, because the average stress 
would remain almost constant P ~ Eu~~. Under these 
circumstances the system can never reach its equilibrium 
configuration with P = 0 and therefore the assumption 
of only one relevant lengthscale cannot be correct. In 
the following we will restriet our calculations to some 
simple order-of-magnitude estimates, assuming that the 
lengthscales of thc system obey thc self-consistent order 
relation R :» l :» u •. 
In thc late stage of the coarsening process the main dis-
placement comes from opening of tbe cracks and not from 
stretching. Thns u1o.> ~ u,le, where by u. we denote 
the average opening of the cracks. This equation cor-
rcsponds to thc global conservation law of conventional 
Ostwald ripening when almost all excess heat of thc ini-
tially overheated system is converted to latent heat in 
order to perform the phase transition. 
The solid between two neighboring cracks in vertleal 
direction can be understood as a thin eireular disk of lat-
eral extent Rand height (;. Its top and bottom are free 
surfaces with boundary conditions (J' zz '" ffN = O. At thc 
tips of the cracks three (or more) of those plates come to-
gother and exert forces and torques on eaeh other. These 
forces produce an average stress P ~ ff .. in the plates, 
which causes a bending of them. Bending of thin plates 
subject to a stress P is described by 
i-v' 4 
11, ~ P EiS R, (1) 
where v and E are the Poisson and Young coefllcients 
respectivoly. The related release of the elastle energy per 
plate is 
(2) 
On thc other hand the growth of the cracks is accompa-
nied by an increase of surface energy W, ~ aR' with the 
surface tension". 
Near the crack tips thc thcory of thln plates breaks 
down and stresses exhibit thc typical (f ~ r~1/2-behavlor 
at a distance r «: l from the tip. Loeal equilibrium re-
quires an additional variation of the total energy W = 
W, + Wet wlth respect to R. This results in a relation 
between the length scales and the stress in tho system 
R E" 1 (e)3 ~1_v2P2 R (3) 
It is a generallzation of the Grlflith condition for a single 
crack which can be retained by setting e ~ R on thc right 
hand side. Eq. (3) gives the critleal slze, bigger cracks 
grow and smaller ones shrink. 
The global conservation of the total displacement im-
plies 
(4) 
One of thc most important differences to usual Ostwald 
ripening is the lack of a conserved order parameter. In 
the case of crack propagation dissipation predomlnantly 
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takes plaee in the elose vicinity of thc Ups. Therefore 
!dneties of this mechanlsm is relatively fast and is eom-
monly described by the phenomenologlcal equatlon 
(5) 
n la the klnetic coefllcient that relates the energy release 
rate to the tlp velocity. It contains information about 
small scale physics in the vicinity of the tlp of the prop-
agating crack. 
In (5) both energy contributlons are of the same order 
beeause of the Grlfllth condition and one Immedlately 
obtains 
R ~ "I<t (6) 
and also 
t ~ _~_ au(o)~2/5(l<t)4/5 ( 
E ) ~1/5 
1 v2 U ' (7) 
Thus the average stress indeed decreases to zero Hke 
(8) 
The preceding three formul"" are the maln results [3]. 
They show thc transition to equilibrium, 1.0. the decrease 
of stress and tne growth of length scales. The sealing 
R ~ t Is probably the fastest growth law which Is possi-
bio in dlssipative systems. We mentlon that the velo city 
v is completely determlned by material parameters and 
does not eontaia tbc "supersaturation parameter" u11l,l. 
If the material tends to be robust against fraeture, char-
acterized by a .mall ", tbis velocity ean be smaller than 
the speed of sound and below the branching threshold. 
In this ease, It is conceivable that the process described 
here ean be observerd in small-scale iaboratory experi-
ments, provided that a statistical ensemble of cracks is 
present. The system otherwise ean break into pieces by 
thc very fast growth of one single or only a very few 
cracks. With higher velocities It should even be possible 
to observe such a bchavior in geologieal systems extend-
lng over kilometers. 
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Nonlinear Stokes law and strong ßuctuations oe polymers in ßow 
D. Kienle1, R. Rzehakt, and W. Zimmermann' 
Institut für Featkörperfor8chung, Forschungszentrum Jiilich, D-51l41!5 Jiilich
' 
Theoretische Physik, UniverJität des Saarlandes,D-66041 Saarbrücken' 
Thc drag coeflicient for polymer. depends nonlinearlyon thc velocity as shown by numerical 
simulations of a single tethered polymer. of two tethered polymers, and of a polymer anchored at 
a largo sphere, all exposed to a uniform ßow. This nonlinear behavior may be considered as a 
generalization of the fa-mous Stokes law, which 18 a linear relation F ::;;: Cu between the velodty 
of th. spher. and th. drag force F actlng on it, wher. th. drag co.fIldent { is independent of thc 
ve10city , Thc intra-chain as weH as thc inter-chain hydr:odynamic interactiQu lead to a nonUnear 
v.locity dependence of tho drag coefllcient which i. especi.lly pronounced for • polymer ancbored 
at a large sphere. Since drag forces deform polymers in streaming fluids, this nonUnear behavior 
(:auses intol'esting rheological effects in polymer solutiollB and therefore has to be considered in 
rheological modeJing. In calculations of hydrodynamie interaction effects it ia quite common to usa 
a pl'caveraged mobility matrix, but a.s shown in this work preaveraging suppresses fluctuations of 
thc flow-induced polymer deformation. 
Thc rheological properties of diluted polymerie liquid. 
are determined by the interplay of polymer deforma-
tion !lnd the hydrodynamic backflow, wh.re the so-ealled 
tubulent drag r.duction rnight be the most speetacular 
etreet bMed on this complex polymer-ßow interaction [1]. 
Recent advanccs in single moleeule microscopy, es-
pecially on DN A molecules, combined with micro-
manipulation by laser twee"ers have made possible a di-
reet measurement of the polymer deformation in simple 
ßows [2]. CloBely related to the deformation is the total 
drag force F experieneed by polymers in a. uniform ßow 
ßeld. For a. rigid sphere tMs force has been known for 150 
years and Is condensed in thc famous Stokes law F = (u, 
where ( Is thc constant friction coefficient. 
Does this linear relation hold for a deformable object 
Iike polymers, too? For a free draiuing polymer in a uni-
form ßow field, whieh is completely penetrated by the 
fiow, a linear Stokes law is expeeted with a velo city inde-
pendent drag coefficient, although the polymer deforma-
tion, of course, depends on thc How velocity. However, 
thc ßow field within real polymers is partlally screened, 
because of the hydrodynamic interactions between dif-
ferent parts of the polymer [3]. so that both the polymer 
deformation and the drag coefficient ~ depend on the fiow 
velocity. Therefore, for the case of uniform ßow the ve-
locity dependence of ( Is a clear signature of the relevance 
of hydrodynamie effects in polymers as shown by racent 
computer simulations [3J. 
For polymers, attached on the surf..:e of a large sphere 
as iIIusttated in Figure 1 (Ieft), one cannot expect that a 
linear dependency between thc drag and 11,., still holds 
even for thc free-dl'aining limit, beeause the fiow around 
the sphete Is from the first non-uniform and inhomoge-
neous. As can be seen in Fig. 1 (right) for the chain 
without HI (upper eutve) thc drageoefficient shows an 
initial decreMe within an intermediate velocity range of 
o < Uczt < 0.1, and becomes constant for larger veloci-
ties. 
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Thc reason for this non-linear behavior is, that at 
rather low fiow velocities the chain is deformed and 
stretched along the spherical surfaee, thus teducing the 
mean distance between the segments and the sphere. 
-- y 
z 
FIG. 1. Sketch of a polymer fixed at one end 10 a aphere 
(left) which is exposed to a Stokes flow with a flow veloc-
ity Uu:t far from the sph.ele. The oontrihution of a polymer 
to drag coefficient '" as function of 'UC$1 for different models 
(more details Me described in the text). 
Due to the boundary condition that the fiow must van-
ish on the snttace of the sphere, the mean How near 
the surfaee is rather low, so that the drag Is redueed. 
For stronger ßows U,.t ~ 0.1 the mean distanee of the 
chain from the surfaee is gradually increased and parts 
of the chain are pulled Into regions of larget ßow. Thc 
dragcoeflicient becomes constant, if the chain is nearly 
rully stretched at rather strong fiow velo city. TM. da-
pendency is not changed in principle, if hydrodynamic 
interaction is inc!uded (lower curve), i.e. the non-linear 
relation is only duc to thc non-uniformity of thc f10w 
field, which is controlled by the size of the sphere R,. 
The etreet of hydrodynamic screening Is just to shift tlle 
onset of the initial decreMe to larger u,.t and to broaden 
the dip range where the dragcoefficient is low. Note, 
that the curve fot thc FENE chain with HI (Iower curve) 
has been rescaled, in order to emphMize tlle qualitative 
agreement between the models with and without HI. The 
velocity tt .. , has been reduced by a factot of 4 and the 
drag coefficient , has been enlatged by the same factot 
(tt •• , -+ u •• t/4, ,-+ 4(). 
Bcsides the hydrodynamic interaction wlthin one 
chain, the so-called inter-chaln screening becomes impor· 
tant fot many-chain systems, 80 that the effective drag on 
a single chain Is addltionally changed. Of course, the hy-
dtodynamic interaction between the chalns depends both 
on thelt mutual distance of the tether points and on their 
extension. 
The hydrodynamic Interaction between two tethered 
polymers as Indicated by the sketch in Fig. 2 18 twofold. 
First, the drag per chaln Increases contlnuously with 
larget llow u .. , duc to the uncoiling of the polymer, 
so that the screening Is reduced, cf. Flg. 2. How-
ever, this increase Is always lower than for tbe single 
chain (D"p '" 00: upper curve) because of the bydrody-
namic interaction between tbc ehains. Tbe Inter-chain 
screening Is more pronounced for smaIJer distance D >ep 
of the tetber points as shown by tbe inset of Flg. 2. 
FIG. 2. Two polymers in uniform lIow witb tbeir tetb.red 
ends at a distance Dsep • The contribution to the dIag coef~ 
ficient ( per ehaln i. c.lculated as function of th. extern.1 
lIow and for D"p = 10.0 (squares) and for D". = 20.0 (dia-
monds). Th. upper curve (eirel .. ) is tbe drag·coelllcient for 
• single polymer (corresponding to D"p = (0). The inset 
shows ~ as function of D sap and for 'UUlt = 0.2. 
The polymer conformation does not only cbange in re-
sponse to an external force or llow, but also duc to ther-
mailluctuations, wbich are correlated by bydrodynamic 
interaction. A rather common approximation In ealeula· 
tions of hydrodynamic effeets in polymer dynamlcs is to 
usa a pre-averaged mobility matrix, whl.b corresponds to 
a mean-field desdption. How the neglect of lIuctuatlons 
in thc bydrodynamic interactions a/feets average values 
end lluctuations of tbe total drag force and the over-
all polymer deformation is not known. As long as sta-
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tlonary propertles of polymers are of interest, tbe menn 
values of tbe cbaln tension or end-to-end vector are not 
changed remarkably wlthin tbe errors. However, this Is 
no longer the oase for the corresponding standard devia-
tions as measure of the lluctuations. 
In Fig. :I we compare the standard deviations of 
tbe x·component of tbe end-to·end vector witb and 
witbout pre·averaged hydrodynamics (HI). Tbe lower 
curve belongs to tbe free-draining case, wbere EI Is 
omitted. As expeeted, tbc strengbt of the lluctua-
tions decrease as wlth larger llow tbe external forces 
domlnate the thermal forces. Due to tbe averaging 
of the mobility matrix the lIuctuations of the lluld 
are smootbed, so that tbe standard deviation lT(R~.) 
Is lowered, especially at intermediate 1I0w veloclties. 
In contrast, tbc lluctuatlons in the free-dralning limit 
(Iewer curve) is reduced by nearly a faetor of 2. Hence, 
tbc total lIuctuations are amplified by HI accord-
Ing to the bydrodynamic lluctuatlons of tbc velocity 
field caused by the random moving polymer segments. 
.~ fluct. 
*-_.)1; avg . 
• ···-x fluct. 
UeXI 
I 
FIG. 3. Comparison of the standard-deviations of the 
x-component of the end-to-end vector for a FENE-chain with 
and without pre-averaged hydrodynamics, where the fiuctu-
ation. for tbe free·draining limit (lower curve) is incIuded as 
reference. 
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Dewetting Hydrodynamics in l+l-Dimensions 
H. Müller-Krumbhaar, E. Brener and M. Hartmann 
Insmut IFF-Theory 111 
A phase-neid method for the treatment ofhydrodynamic flow with free interfaces is pr ... nted and 
applied to thc phase transition between partial wetting end dewetting on a substrate. We demon-
strate that OUT model works weIl in the visco.~jty range of creeping flow and givc first qualitative 
results for higher Reynolds number •. 
Wetting and dewettlng of a substrate by a 111m of ftuid 
ia a particularly interesting pro.es. of pattern formation 
with obvious signilleance in many technieal applications 
of sudace costing. Varioua ingredients of equilibrium 
thermodynamics, diffusion snd convection transport on 
different time seales together with nonloeal effects and 
external neids have ta be cansidered simultaneously. 
In the phenomenon of partial wetting [l·-llJ considered 
here a thin film of well-dellned thickness is formed on 
the surface of a substrate, coexisting with a dry part of 
the substrate and agas phase above thc substrate. Under 
nonequilibrium "dewetting" condltions the front between 
thc dryand the wet part of thc surface moves towards 
the wet part inducing hydrodynamic f10w inside thc wet 
layer. The forces responsible for this film are in addition 
to the cohesive forces between water moleeules Van-der-
Waals forces and polar forces [2-4J from thc substrate. 
Recently beantifnl experiments have been performed by 
Lipson ct al. [5]. Hcrminghaus et a1.[6J, continuing and 
extending earlier work by Reiter [7] and Brochard-Wyart 
ct al. [4J. 
Our numerical approach is based on a Phaseficld-
algorithm coupled to thc incompressible Navier-Stokes 
equations. This approach allows to treat the moving in-
terface directly even in the case where It has to be eonsid-
ered reaatlve. The phasefield enters the incompressible 
Navier-Stokes equations through the surfaee force 
(1) 
wbere K is the local curvature of thc phasefield <p, 7 thc 
surfaee tension and the delta function taking into aecount 
thc position ofthe interface. The Navier-Stokes equation 
couples back into thc equation of motion for the phase 
field via an advection cquation: 
(2) 
with the nonlinear phasefield operator 
aeeording to previous experience [8, 9J. Ta include the 
external Van-der-Wanl. and polarizing forces which cause 
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FIG. 1: Dewetting process in 1+1 dimensions (fuHUne) alld 
diffusion-model eq. (6) (dotted line) .t time t=1000. Th. 
agreement is quite satisfactoIYl since there were Da adjustable 
parameters. Effective Reynolds.numbers are ef order 0.05. 
surface force 
/S, ,s(x - iii,) il.. (il.. 'lif!(z)}, (4) 
resulting from a double minimum potential if!(z) end ae(-
ing on the interface [9). Therefore the total force on the 
interface coupling into the Navler-Stokes equation ia : 
(5) 
Naturally, a first applicatlon of the resulting algorithm 
was to simulate the limit of creeping f10w of a 1+ 1 dimen-
sional system, corresponding to 10w Reynolds-numbers 
or a high viscosity. In this limit the bydrodynamic fiow 
equation for dewetting degenerates to a diffusion equa-
tion of Cahn-Hilliard type [10J with an effective diffusion 
constant inversely proportional to tho viscosity: 
8u 
8t = D.ffAu )..ttu. (6) 
De" end ).eff are derived from a linearisation of the 
hydrodynamic equations [l1J. 
In Fig.l we compare our simulation resnlts with the 
diffusional Cahn-Hilliard model for a dewetting scenario. 
Thc x coordinate represents thc direction parallel to thc 
surface of thc substrate, whlch Is located at z = O. Thc 
VELOCITY flELO 
FIG. 2: Velocity-field for flow corresponding to Fig.1 (arbi-
trary units). 
z coordinate of the interface represents the normal di-
rection away from the substrate into the gas-phase and 
therefore the loeal height of the liquid film. Thc original 
front between the dry and the wet par~ of the substrate 
was giveu as a step funetion (dashed Hne). During the 
dewetting process the front moves towards the wet part 
(Fig.2), forming a distinct bnmp on the wet side right 
of the moving front. In the full three dimensional see· 
nario this redistribution ultimately leads to the patterns 
observed in thc dewetting experiments. 
Dur interest is now to understand what happens, if 
the eonditions for replacing the Navier-Stokes-equations 
by an effective diffusion equation are nO more valid. 
For higher Reynolds-numbars signifieant <.hanges duc 
to illcreasing vorticity in the inertial range of wave-
lengths should be expected. Flg.3 shows thc same sce-
nario as Fig.l for a somewhat smaller viscosity. Devi-
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FIO. 3: Dewetting process for a somewhat smaller viscog.. 
ity " = 0.6 at times t = 18(),300,420 respectively. Not. the 
increase in length seale of the "direetion. Effective Reynolds-
numbers a.re of order 3. 
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limit, the interface "overshoots" towards the equilibrium 
height and glves rise to spatial oscillations at least as a 
translent phenomenon. Nevertheless the average sbape 
of the s!ope is still determined by the limited amount 
of fluid whieb is transported to the right dnc to vlscous 
friction. 
In summary we have eonstructed a mode! together 
wlth a numerieal seheme whieh allows us to examina the 
strueture formation at interfaces (possibly reactive) when 
diffusion as weil as conveetion acting on different time 
seales and further externa! fields are involved, as in thc 
<ase of thin film growth. The model shows reasonable 
quantitative agreement with an effective diffusion·model 
(Cahn-Hilliard-type) in the range of Reynolds-numbers 
below the order of unity. 
For higher Reynolds·numbers corresponding to smaller 
viseosities the appearance of eharacteristic surfaee oseiI-
latlons modifies the shape of the interface and ereates 
a pronounced deviation hom the viscous-creeping limit. 
These oscillatlons are to be expected in the fully three-
dimensional ease and could change the pattern-formation 
process signifieantly. 
We are eurrently working on further calculations in 
the higher Reynolds.numbers regime. Additionally the 
model was extended to the fully three·d\mensional sit-
uation confirming the Mullins-Sekerka instability of the 
dewetting front, ineludlng capillar damping in thc stable 
regime. 
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Dissertation, RWTH Aaehen, Juli 2001 
23.42.0 
BellinlV. 
Elee"o"ic structur. of IOIV-dlmenslonal magnelie systems 
Berichte des Forschungszentrums JOlleh, JOI-3866 (2001) 
23.20.0 
KienleD. 
Forschungszentrum Jüllch: "Fließt wie geschmiertH -
Computerslmulallonen helfen Velhallen einzelner 
POlymermotekOle zu verstehen 
IHK Aaenen, Wlrtschaftliene Nachrichten WN 4/2001 
23.30.0 
Kfenle D. 
Verankerte Polymere In einfache Strömungen 
Dissertation, Universität des Saarlandes, SaarbrOcken (2001) 
23.30,0 
KlugeM. 
Molekulardynamlk-8imulatlon der DIIf"sion in binären 
unlell<Uhlten melailischen Schmelzen und Gläsern aus 
Cu33Zt67 
JOI·Berlchl 3913, Forschungszenirum JOilch (2001) 
23.30.0 
KromenWi. 
Die Projeetor Augmente<! Wav.rMethode; Ein schnelles 
Allelektronenverfahren tor die ab-initlo-Molekulardynamlk 
JOI-Berlcht 3887, Forschungszentrum JUilch (2001) 
23.42,0 
InvIted Talks 
Dederlchs P ,H, 
801l10tl(; spinlnJeetion 
Seminar Unlvarsltät Kyoto, 12,12,2001 
23,20,0 
Dederlchs P ,H, 
8allistie splnlnjeelion flOm Fe into ZnSe and GaAs 
Center of Excellanoo Symposium, Osaka, Japan, 13,12.2001 
23,20,0 
Dederlch. P,H, 
Ballistie .plnlnjection from Fe Into ZoSe and GaA. 
Sympcslum "Sefforganizlng Nanostructures and Magnotie 
Heterostruetures", Universität Duisburg, 2\1,11,2001 
23,20,0 
Dedertchs P,H. 
Salllstie splnlnjeetion Irom Fe Inlo ZoSe and GaA. 
Symposium on Magnetoelectronics, Regensburg, 25,07.2001 
23,20,0 
Dederichs P,H, 
Complex band structure and resonant states in the barcier 
problem 
APS March Meeting, Seatfle, USA. 15,03,2001 
23.20,0 
Daderichs P.H. 
Impc~anee of complex band strue!ur. and resonant states Jor 
tunneling 




The Europe.n Graduate Scheol on Condensed Matter: 
Physlcs of Magnelic Multilayers. Prag, 09.06.2001 
23.20.0 
Guthelm F.; Müller-Krumbhaar H. 
Epllaktisches Wachstum unter elastischer Wechselwirkung: 
InselbIldung im Submonolagenbereich 
DGKK, Albeltskrels Kinetik, 22.02.2001, Ertangen 
23.15.0 
HartmannM. 
StruktulbIldung an fest-flOsslg Phasengrenzen unter 
hydrodynamlscherWe<:hselwirkung 
Universität Magdeburg, 15.01,2001 
23.15.0 
MOller-Krumbhaar H. 
Elastlc effeets on pattern formalIon ' 
Calculta, Indien, 07.03.2001 
23.15.0 
Müller-Krumbha.r H. 




Growth'morphologies in solldif"",tion and hydrodynamlcs 
AFI-Conference, Sendai, Japan, 05.10.2001 
23.15.0 
MOller-Krumbhaar H. 
Phase-Ileld models for mystal growth 




Physik, das ungeliebte Schullach 
Institut tor Lehrerbildung, Soest. 04_05.2001 
23.16.0 ' 
MOtler-Krumbhaar H. 
Propagation fraklaler Fronten 
Heraeus-Semlnar, Bad Honne!, 23.03.2001 
23.15.0 
MOller·Krumbhaar H. 
Propagation fraktaler Fronten 
UnlversHät leipzig, 09,10.2001 
23.15,0 
MOller-Krumbhaar H, 
Schu!physlk. Kooperation zwischen Schule und Unlversltä! 
GDNA-Tagung Schul physik, Frankfurt, 05.11.2001 
23.16.0 
SChober H. R.; Caprion D.; Kluge M, 
Col!eclivity of motion In undercooled liquid. and amorphous 
sollds 
4th International Discu.sion Meeting on RelaxaUons In 
Complex Systems, Her.kllon, Kr.ta, Griechenland, 
21_06.2001 
23.30,0 
Schober H. R.; Caprion D.; Kluge M. 
COliectivHy of mollen in und.rcooled liquid. and amorph<:>u. 
solids 
8th International workshop on disordered solids, Andalo, 
T rento, italien, 12,03.2001 
23.30,0 
Schober H. R. 
Atomlc motion In amorphous sollds 
18S PMS '2001, Jasow!ec. Polen 28.-29.09,2001 
23.30,0 
Schober H. R. 
Dynamik In Gläsern 
Universität Heldelberg, 05,11.2001 
23.30_0 
Schober H. R. 
Nlederenergetlsche Anregungen In Gläsern 
Universität Freiburg, 16.05.2001 
23.30,0 
Zeller R. 
Recent developmen!s In the full-potential KKR,method 
International Conferen"" on Applled Densily Funetlonal 
Theory, 14,-17.01.2001. Wien, Österreich 
23.20.0 
Other talks 
Antons A.; Berger R.; Blügal S,; Schroeder K. 
AtHnltio Untersuchung des Waohstums kleiner SI Cluster auf 
Aß und Sb bede<:klem SI(111) 
DPG-Frühjahrstagung, Hamburg, 29.03.2001 
23.42.0 
Blügel S.; Kromen Wi.; Schroeder K. 
Implementierung und Anwendung einer Projeklor-
Augmentlerten Wellen (PAWj Methode JOr die at>-Inltlo 
Miolekulardynamlk 
DPG-Frilhjahrstagung, Hamburg. 29_03.2001 
23.42,0 
Cao V,; Antons A.; Berger R.; Kremen Wi.; Schroeder K,; 
BIOgei S. 
Stabiltly and adatom dynamies on surteetant covored growing 
Ge(111 j films 
DPG·FrOhjahrstagung, Hamburg, 29.03,2001 
23.42.0 
Dederlchs P.H.; Cabria I.; Nones S.; Zeller R. 
Spin- uod Sahnmagnetismus von Übergangsmetall-Adalomen 
und -Clustern auf Ag und Au-Obenlächen 
DPG-Frilhjahrsiagung, Hamburg, 28.03.2001 
23.20.0 
Dederlchs P.H.; Gabria I.; Nooas S.; Zeller Fl. 
Sirongly enhanced orbital momenls end anlsotropies 01 single 
adaioms and small clusiers on Ag(OOl) and Pt(lll) 
APS March Meellng, SaaWe, USA, 12.03.2001 
23.20.0 
Dederlchs P.H. 
Ballislio spiolnjacUon lrom Fe 1010 ZnSe and GaAs 
Mldtem,-Meellog-Siraieglelonds Magnetoelektronik, 
22. j 1.2001, Jülich 
23.20.0 
Gelanalds 1.; Papanlkolaou N:; Dederlchs P.H. 
'Martln-Lulher-Unlversltät Halle-Wittenberg, FB Physik, Halle 
Hall-meiallic Heusler alloys: bulk end surtace propertlas 
1 st Annual Meeting ollhe Research Training Network 
"Computatlonal Magneioelectronlcs", 27.-30.09.2001, 
Budepest, Ungarn 
23.20.0 
Guthelm F.; Brener E. A.; MOller-Krumbhaar H. 
Epliaktisches Wachstum unier elastischer Wechselwlrt<ung: 
Lagen und Cluster-Wachstum 
DPG-FrOhjahrstagung, Hamburg, 26.-30.03.Q1 
23.15.0 
Mavropoulos Ph.; Wunnicke 0.; Papanikolaou N.'; Zeller R; 
Dederlchs P.H. 
'Martin-Luther-Unlverslt!lt Halle-Wlllenberg, FB Physik, Halle 
Baliistio splnlnjection through Fe/SoFe junctions 
1 st Annual Meeiing 01 the Research Training Network 
"Computetional Magnetoelectronlcs", 27.-30.09.2001, 
BUdapesl, Un9arn 
23.20.0 
Schober H. R.; Kluge M. 
Atomare HOplprozesse In Cu33Zt67: Bestimmung von 
Sprungweiten und Wartezeiten 
DPG-FrUhjahrstagung, Hamburg, 26.03.2001 
23.30.0 
Spatschek R.; Srener E. A.; MOller-Krumbhaar H. 
Theorie der RIßbildung 
ArbeItstreffen RWTH Aachen, Altenberg, 26.09.2001 
23.15.0 
Spaischek R; Bmner E. A.; Müller-Krumbhaar H. 
Vergröberung von Rissen 
DPG-FrUhjahrsiagung, Hamburg, 29.03.2001 
23.15.0 
WunnlckeO. 
Ballistlc splnlnjaction lram Fe(OOl) Info ZoSe end GaAs 
1st Annual Meeting of the Research Training Network: 




Effects ollotenaoe states on lunnellng 
DPG-FrUh]ah!1llagung, Hamburg, 26.-30.03.01 
23.20.0 
Posters 
Antons A.; Berger R.; BlUgel S.; Schroeder K. 
Structure 01 steps end small isloads on SI(lll): As 
\ 
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Dewettlng Hydrodynamlcs In 1 +1 Dimension 





Dewetting Hydrooynamlcs In 2+ 1 Dimension 
Gutaohlerkolloqulum des Schwerpunktprogramms 
Bad Honnel, 07.11.-09.11.2001 
23.15.0 
KlenleO. 
Gralted polymers In simple flows 




Rzehak R.; MUller-Krumbhaar H.; Malquardt W. 1 
1 Lehrstuhl fOr Prozosstechnik, RWTH Aachen 
liquid-liquid phase change In syslems wilh flow 
253. WE-Heraeus Seminar, Bad Honnel, 22.-24.03.2001 
23.15.0 
WunnickeO. 
Eltects 01 Intenace Staies on Tunneling Magneio",slstance 




Elfecls of Interlace States on Tunnellng Magnetoreslstance 
European Graduate School on Condensed Matter. Physlcs of 
Magnetic 
Multllayers-Theory and Experimenl 
Prague, Tschechien, 09.06.-16.06.2001 
23.20.0 
WunnickoO. 
Effecis 01 Intert.ce Slates on Tunnellng Magneioreslstance 
Summerschool on Densliy FUn<Jllonal Theory 
Caramulo, Portugal, 28.08.-01.09.2001 
23.20.0 
Leoture 
SIOgol S.; Dedarlohs P.H.; MOller-Krurnbhaar H.; .Schmeder 
K. 
Computeranwendungen In der Festkörperphysik 
Physikallschas Seminar (6h), WS 2000/2001, RWTH Aachen 
23.20.0 
Dederlchs P.H.; Sehroeder K. 
Theoretische Festkörperphysik I 
Vorlesung (4h) und Übung (2h), SS 2001, RWTH Aschen 
23.20.0 
Dederlchs P.H.; Schroeder K. 
Theorellsche Festkörperphysik 11 
Vortesong (4h) und Übung (2h), WS 2001/02, RWTH Aachen 
23.20.0 
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Institute for Scattering Methods 
General Overview 
Modern solid state physics goes far beyond a phenomenological description and bases the understaoding of solid 
state properties and phenomena on atomic theories. To obtain information about the atomic stroetnre of solids, 
probes with sub-nanometer spatinl resolution are needed. To study the excitation spectra, an approprinte e»ergy 
resolution i. neeessary in addition, All these requirements can be met by scattering methods. In this sense, scattering 
methods provide the basis of our present understanding of thc structure, exeitations and phase transitions of eon-
densed matter on a microseopie level. 
At the Institute for Scattering Methods (ISM), synchrotron x-ray scattering and neutron scattering are employed for 
the investigation or eondensed malter on an atomie mieroscopic level. The emphasis lies on exploiting fully the 
complementarity of the two probes, Besides the application of scattering melnods to solid slate problems, major 
activities are concentrated on the methodology. Tbis include.~ tbe rurther developmenl of experimental techniques by 
improving instrument component. and duta trealment algorlthms, the development of new experimental methods and 
the corresponding instruments and the developmem, construction and operation of scattering instruments at large-
seale facilities. At present, IBM operate. five instruments at the research reactor D100 of the Research Center JOllch 
and two instruments at the Hamburger Synchrotronstrahlungslahor HASYLAB. In addition, wo partieipate in the 
operation of a seetor al the Advanced Photon Source APS in Argonne, USA. These instruments are open for the use 
by external groups from universities, research centers and industry, Tbc instrument responsibles from 1SM provide 
scientifie and technie_1 support during thc experiment and thc data proeessing. ISM is open for a11 research areas in 
eondensed matter seience, where s.atterlng methods can be applied, At present, the research activities are eOncen-
trated in the fields: "solid state magnetism", "struetnral disorder", "navel materials" and "ultra thin liquid films". For 
the purpose of this research, IBM is also engaged in sampie preparation (e.g. by molecnlar beam epitaxy and single 
crystal growth) and eharaeterisation (e.g, AC and DC suseeptibility ana magnetisation measurements). 
Magnettc nanostructures 
Within the framework of the so·ealled "HOF Strategiefond Magnetoelektronik", a larger collaboration within the 
research center has been establlshed. Magnelic nanostruetures in the form of magnetie thin films and laterally strue-
tured thin films are the subjecl of investigation, Research topics extend from basic research on quantum phenomena 
of nanostructured magnetie systems up to application oriented questions. In the Institute for Scattering Methods, we 
are aiming al a full struetura! .nd magnetic characterisation of magnetie nanostructures on a microscopic atomie up 
10 mesoscopic level. For the strueturc characterisation, we have dcveloped techniques of grazing incidence x-ray 
reflection employing anomalaus scattering for contrast variation. The combination of reflectivity and diffuse scat-
tering data a!lows us to perform a full statistical description of the inlerface morphology in layered systems. 
Polarised neutron seattering under grazing incidence allows us 10 determine the magnetie coupling, domain strneture 
and magnotie roughness at the interfaces. In collaboration with other groups (0, g. from the Institute för Electronic 
Properties), we are working on a correlatinD öf thc obtained microscopic structure and magnetic parameters with 
macroscopic propertles such os interlayer coupling or magncto-resistnnce-effeets, Many oE the systems we stndy are 
proauced in our own MBE chamber. But we also characterise epitaxial or sputtered layer-systems from other groups 
within the research centre. A program-paekage has been developed whieh allows us 10 simulate and refine x-ray dal. 
as weil .s pol.rlsed neutron da!n from grazing incidence sC.lteting experiments. In 2001 we have studied transition 
meta! multi-layers such as the FeColMnlFeCo, Fe/Cr/Fe, CO/CulCo-systems, rare-earth multilayers of Errrb aswell 
.s TMR .nd OMR-systems produced by other groups. Por all these systems a systematic study of the interface-mor-
phology as func!lon of preparation conailion was performed and the preparation cOlldi!lons could be optimised, To 
give an example for a systematic struetural study of these multilayers, we mentioned the system Co/CulCo wher. a 
square root dependence of Ihe roughnes, on layer thickness was fOllnd. AnOlher important resnlt was achieved in 
eollaboration with the lEB: Two sampies of Fe/Cr/Fe wilh the same layer-structure bul different interface roughness 
have bcen prepared and fully characteri8ed. It was found that the magneto· resi8tanc. effect was significantly en-
banced far the sampie with rougher interfaces, These experiments will be conlinued 10 idenlify the influencc of the 
buffer roughness, In addition to thin films, we are now studying laterally structnred magnetie layers. In a first ex-
periment on an optical grating covered with a Ni layer, the magnetie shape anisotropy could be observed in a 
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polarised neutron scattering experiment. Pe/CrlPe multi-Iayer stripes with aperiod of 400 nanometers could be pro-
duced by electrolithography and are now being studied with grazing ineidenee neutron seauering. The applieation of 
resonance exchange scattering of synchrotron x-rays from rare-earth multilayers allows us to obtain new inside into 
the mechanism of interlayer coupling. This has been shown by studies of the BrlTb multiiayer system. Por a certain 
interface morphology and layer thickness, a coherent Coue structure develops in the Br throughout the entire stack of 
Er-Iayers. How the coupling is mediated through the Tb layers could be observed with element specific magnetic x-
ray scattering tuning the x-ray energy to the Tb Ln and Lm edges. In this way we could prove that a spin density 
wave eorresponding to the magnetie order of the Br layers develops in the 5d-conduction band of the ferromaguetie 
Tb layers. 
Magnetic bulk materials 
Duc to their often simple Hamiltonian, magnetie systems ure ideally suited to study quantum phenomena in many 
body systems. We employ advanced methods of neutron or magnotie x-ray scattering to study fundamental questions 
such as the nature of elementary <>xcitalions, magnetie phase-transitions or spin and orbital ordering phonomena. By 
applying neutron polarisation analysis we could for the first time determine thc spcctrum of longitudinal excltations 
in a Heisenberg antifcrro-magnet with a small spin-wave gap, the model system MnF2• An excitation-gap appears 
close to the position of the transverse (spin-wave) excitation separating a quasielastic from a truely inelastic part of 
the spectrum. Our results are in gand agreement with recent theories Oll multi-magnon-processes. Tho behaviour of 
the spin-dynamies and magnetisalion in the low- and intermediate temperatur. range has been studied on a wide 
range of materials. Deviations from the low temperature B1och-law have been found and a classification into simple 
power laws is proposcd. A major research offort is eoneentrated on the investigation of the eleetronically highly 
correlatcd manganites. These are not only interesting from a fundamental point of viow but also for possible applica-
tions as m.gnetoelectronics devices. Resonant x-ray scattering experiments roveal the orbital ordering in 
Lat.,Sr,MnO, single ery.tals. Thc interplay hetween spin ordering, orbital ordering, laUiee distortions and charge 
ordering is beiog investigated by neutron diffraction and diffuse neutron sealtering, resonant and nOIl-resonant (high-
energy) x-ray seattering and magnetlsation and resistlvity measurements. 
Research on advaltced materials 
While many research efforts within the Institute for Scattering Metheds are dealing with magnelie systems we apply 
seattering methods for the microscopic investigation of a wide range of novel or intcresting materials. With small 
angle x-ray scattering such varied systems have been investigated as amorphous silicon-germanium nUoys relevant 
for sOlarcell-technology, CdTe quantum-dots, proton conducting polymer-films or three-dimensional networks of 
platin n.noparticles separated by organie spacer on molecules. First studies have been made for a strueture determi-
nation of biologieal macromolecules in solution from x-ray .mall angle scattering dal •. Anothet research foeus is the 
research on thin liquid or polymerie films, where thc film thickness is in the range of only a few molecular diame-
ters. These !wo-dimensional systems usua!!y have completely different bebaviour compared to the bulk and also are 
of importance for applicatlons as lubricants, coatings or iusulating layers. Arcport on recent results obtained with 
synchrotron radiation is attaehed. Thc research on structural disorder in alloys has shifted away from bulk materials 
towards the investigation of order-disorder phenomena near surfaees, see the reporl on a synchrotron radiation study 
ofCuAu. 
Research und developmemjor the European Spallatioll Source Project ESS 
Thc Forschungszentrum JlIlicll has taken • leading role in the research .nd development for a future new generation 
neutron souree, the European Spallation Souree ESS. The Institute for Scattering Method is eng.ged in this research, 
whercver the expertise of the neutron scalterers and the material experts are concerned. The research group for ,;Ma-
terials under heavy irradiation loads" has been incorporated in the institute and performs research mainly for the BSS 
project. Besides the development of ideas for innovative neutron instrumentation, most activities eoncen!rate on the 
target-moderator- and refleetor-module of a future high intenslty spallation source. Tbis comprises thc investigation 
of changes of the mechanical and microstrueture properties of candidate materials for the spallation target. Studies 
are made on spend targets from existing spallation sourees. Microstructure changes of candidate structurc-materials 
by helium-implantation ure being investigated al the cyclotron. Tbc effect of shoek-waves within the Hg target are 
being studied bo!h experimentally and with finite element caleulations. For the first time a ralher good agreement 
could be achieved. On the full-size target-moderator-reflector test-stand JBSSICA at the COSY-synchrotron the 
time-structure of neutron-pulses could be measured and gave the expected resolution. 
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DevehJpmellt of methods for neutron and x-ray scotting 
A qualified use of the large facilities for neutron· and synchrotron-radiation research requires the continuolls 
deve!opment of thc instrument park, !argely triggered by the requirements for the seientifte problems "nd by the 
available state-of the art mechanical, optionl and electronienl devices. 
Neutron instfumentation: A continuous pro gram of instrument development "nd instrument np-grade is being pur-
sued for the neutron scattering instruments at the DIDO reaetor in Jiilich. The new high resolution small angle seat-
tering machine KWS-3, based on a technique emp!oying focusing mirrors, is completely erected in the neutron 
guide-hall ELLA of the research reactor 0100. A first test of thc imaging properties with neutrons did not show any 
iuftuence of gravity on the foeus. A momentum space resolution of up to 2xlO·4k 1 can be reached with an entrance 
aperture of 1 x I rum'. The neutron-refleclometer HADAS has been conunissioned and permits Ihe measurement of 
diffuse seattering with polarisation analysis from 1 em' big magnelie layer systems. Thc new diffraclome-
ter!spectrometer for thermal neutrons with full polarisation analysis SV30 is close 10 completion. Thc beam-tube 
insert has been instaUed during the lang reaclor shut·down in summer. Major development for this machine include 
research on neutron spin-filter .ells with polarised 'He and on a large solid angle area-detector based on a neutron 
image-plate. Highly polarised 'He at mbar press ure could be produced with adegroß of polarisation exceeding 60 %. 
Importanl progress has been achieved wilh the deve!opment of the neutron image-plate with low sensitivity for "(-
radiation by employing the szintillators KBr and KCI in connection wi!h UP as neutron ccnver!er. Whlle the neutron 
sensitivity is comparable wilh commereial image pla!es, the y-sensitivity could be reduced by at least one order of 
magnitude. 
Synchrotron imtrumemotion: Forefront experiments with synchrotron radiation ean only be performed if" conti nu-
ous method development program is being pursued. Examples are the monochromator development for Ihe high-
energy undulator slation at the Advanced Photon Souree APS. A! Ihis stalion an image plate delector for the 
measurement of diffuse scattering ef high-energy synchrotron radiation in transmission geometry has been snecess-
fully commissioned. Por the study of confined liquids with synchrotron radiation" s"mple cell has been developed 
with which apressure of up to 300 kN can be applied perpendicular to the film-surface. Thc eell has been sueeess-
fully commissioned in a first experiment on tetrachlormethan which could be conftned 10 160 A gap-distance 
between two flat AI,O,-substrales. A new method to measure resonanl exchange scattering from ferromagnetic layer-
systems has becn developed and tested on the model-systems EuS, Tb and Ertfb multilayers. The method is based 
on the polarisation properties of synchrotron radiation. 
Sample preparation and seietllifie infraslructttre 
Besides the MBE-techniques for the growth of metallic films, tbc institule operates a small chemistry lab for sampie 
preparation und facilities for single crystal growth. The existing facHilies for the growth of metallic single crysta!s by 
the Czochralski and Bridgman-techniques will in the future be complemented by a mirror furnace employing thc 
floating zone lechnique which is eurrently under eonslruetion at !he institute. Manganite single crysta!s !lave been 
grown suecessfully in thc existing mmor furnaee of the RWTH Aachen (collaboration with the institule for crystal-
lography, Prof. Heger). Besides the manganites, single crysta!s of metallic alloys such as CuPd, rare-earth-sulftdes 
(Eu,.,GdxSj and carbonites have been prepared. A new x-ray laboratory with a high intensity low temperature four 
eirc!e diffractometer, a small-angle-scattering machine and rcfleetometer is currently being set up. 




Personnel 2001/2002 and areas of activity 
Scientiftc Staff 
Prof. Dr. Th. Brüekel 
Dr. J. Chen 
- sillee 17.10.2001 -
Dr. H. Conrad 
Dr. G. Goerigk 
- HASYLAB, Hamburg -
Dr. H.-G. Haubold 
Dr. A. Ioffe 
Dr. P. Jung 
sinee 17.10.2001 -
Dr. E. Kentzinger 
Dr. U. Köbler 
Dr, R. Mueller 
Dr. U. Rücker 
Dr. W. Schweika 
Technical Sttiff 
A. Brach 
Dip!.-Ing. K. Bussmann 
- sillee 01.05.2001 . 
L. Dahm.n 
M. Abdel Fattah 
- sinee 01.04.2001 -
P. Foucart 
- sillee 01.08.2001 -
Dip!.-Ing. D. Hamann 
- HASYLAB, Hambl/rg 
sinee 01.05.2001 -
Dipl.-Ing. P. Ililler 




Ms. B. Köppchen 




- sillee 17.10.2001 -
T. Sorkalla 
J. Thclen 
- sinee 19.01.2001 -
Institute director; neutron and synchrotron x-ray scattering; magnetism. 
Mechanicaltests and TEM on irradiated spallation materials 
European Spallation Souree project ESS: target and moderators. 
Material research with allomalaus small angle x-ray scattering (ASAXS); 
Instrument responsible for Ifilich's user-dedicated small-angle scaUering 
faeility JUSIF A. 
Anomalons small angle x-ray scattering ASAXS and x-ray absorption 
speclroscopy XAS from hlghly dispersive systems; in-situ sludies of 
eleelro-chemical processes. 
Development of neutron scatterlng methods and instrumentation for 
polarization analysis. Instrument responsible for the tripie axis 
spectrometer SV-30; construction and development of the new polarized 
thermal neutron scatterlng instrument. 
Radiation damage and hydrogen effeets in metals and ceramies, thermal 
desorption speetroscopy. 
Neutron and synchrotron x-ray scattering from magnetlc thln film 
materials. 
Magnetisation and neutron diffraclion studies of materials with fourth-
order exchange interactions. 
Development of the sHe filter for neutron polarisation analysis. 
Instrument responsible for the neutron reflectometer HADAS; preparation 
and characterisation of magnelie thin film systems. 
Diffuse neutron seattering for the lllvestigation of short-range order In 
aUoys, oxides, perovskites and quasi-crystals; inslrument responsible for 
the diffuse neutron scauering instrument DNS. 
Diffuse neutron scaltering instrument DNS. 
Electronic engineer; responsible for speclrometer conlrol hard- and 
software. 
Froject enginecr for Ihe small angle scattering instrument KWS Hr. 
Single cryslal growlh. 
Sampie preparation, single crys!al growth. 
Project engineer JUSIFA heamline. 
Froject enginecr for J.lCAT-collaboration at the Advanced Photon Source 
APS; x-ray scattering laboratory. 
Ultra !ow-temperature magnetometry and 'He filter project. 
Software developmem for x-ray smaU angle scattering. 
Instrumentation und data processIng, TEM, irradiation experiments. 
Secretary. 
Projec! engineer for the new polarised thermal neutron scattering 
instrument. 
Magnetometry, electronics and PC responsible. 
Tripi. axis spectrometer SV -30 and eryotechnlques. 
SEM, irradiation experiments, specimen preparation. 
Laboratory assistant. 
Reflectometer HADAS. Sm.1I angle scattering KWS-3 and moleeul.r 
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StructuraI characterization of multilayers for magnetoelectronis 
W. Babik, E. Kentzinger, U. Rücker, G. Goerigk, O. H. Seek, T. Brückel 
FZJ, InsUtute Ivr ScaUering Metkoda 
X-ray scattering !rom multH.ayer structures opens the possibiJity to determine structural properties 
such as layer thiclmess and mterface roughness as wen as material properties Le. scattering length 
densities. 
X-ray reßectivity and diffuse scatteting was used 10 characterize monocrystalline, MBE grown 
Co/Cu/Co multilayers based on a Si(001) waver and a thick Cu(001) huffer. 
F&E-Nr:23.89.1 
X-ray reflectivity [1, 2] and diffuse scattering [3-5J-
from multilayer interface structures are powerfull and 
nondestructive merumrement techniques which allow to 
describe structural properties of layers and interfaces On 
nm to 11m lengthscales averaged over the iIluminated 
sampie area. 
For small scattering vectors i{, the atomic strueture of 
matter can be neglected an~ a continuously .varylug 
x-ray refractive index n(rj 18 used to descrIbe the 
relevant material property. The interf~ce morpho!ogy Is 
described using fractal cOllcepts, a basIc assumptIOn for 
thc height-height correlation functioll and a G:"nssian 
height distribution with rms parameter (1. FIgura 1 
depicts schematically an interface between two media. 
Thin film multilayers which consist of sandwiched mag-
FIG. 1: Schematic picture of an interface helmen two mate-
rials with refrective indices ill and llz· At the mterface there 
is a continous crossing of the late~aUy a.verag~ i~de~ of re-
fration which in thc case of GauSSlan heIgbt distrIbutIon has 
a Oaussian error function dependence. 
netic materials are fundamental to magnctoelectronics. 
Their interface morphology ia of basic interest since it 
influences magnetic aB weil aB electronie properties. 
Among those systems which p.xhibit interlayer excbange 
coupling, Co/Cu/Co multilayers are, besldes Fe/Cr/Fe, 
the earliest discovered und possess a strong GMR effect. 
The work described below is a model study of (001)-
oriented Co/Cu/Co sandwich structures based on a 
Si(OOl) substrate and a thick Cu(OOl} buffer as well as 
a metbodic development contrihuting new concepts like 
2-dimensional diffuse scattering end enhanced modellmg 
teclmique. 
The Si(001) substrate preparation follows an often used 
reelpe [6, 7] for growing copper on silicon: the sili~on 
waver is etched in flourine acid to remove the overlaymg 
oxide, cleaned in deionized water and pull dried. After 
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TABLE r: Roughness parameters" for several copper buffer 
thic.knesses. Tbc errors represent statistical uncertaincies 













loading thc sample inside a UHV chamber epitaxiallayers 
were prepared by MBE deposition at a base pressure of 
about 10-10 mbar. Different kinds of sampIes coneerning 
thc nnmber oflayers were prepared, asimple Si{OOl) wam 
ver, several bllffer systems Cu(001)/SI(OOl) with different 
thieknesses of the copper buffer (250 A, 500 A, 2000 A) 
and vadous Co(70 A)/Cu(dov.)jCo(70 A) trilayer sys-
tems with different eopper spaeer layar thicknesses dou 
(9 A, 22 A, 35 A, 60 A). All multilayers were covered with 
amorphons SiO which is a weil suited protection coating 
[8]. 
Duc to a lattice mismateh of 6% the crysta! quality of 
grown copper on silicon depends on 118 thickness, sinee 
the latticc mismatch relaxes with coverage. X-ray refiec-
tivity measurements show a steady Increase of Cu buffer 
surface rollghllesS with thickness and a massive interdifm 
fusion zone of Cu into bulk Si. Table I shows the numeric 
results from best fils. This trend is in rough agreement 
with results on thc evolutiou of mound morphology in 
homoepitaxy on Cu(OOl) [9] where a squareroot depen-
dance (0" IX v'a) of t.be rougbness on coverage is reported. 
Since the sllrface crystal quaIity stiil improves beyond a 
thiekness of 1000 A, the buffer thickness for Co/Cu/Co 
trilayers waS chosen to be 2000 A. 
Diffuse seattering experiments show för a Cu -buffer of 
that thickness a lateral correlation length eou of 600 A, 
w hile a correlation length of 20000 A is present On the 
top interface of thc SiO coating. Thus the roughness 
structure is composed of 3-dimensional islands Oll grains. 
There is no evidence of appreciable inter diffusion be-
tween Co ana Cu sinee the (J" parameters determined by 
a fit to the specular reflectivity data sult weil to diffuse 
scattering simulations. For trilayer systems a vertical 
roughncss correlation length ~. of about 1000 A is in 















FIG. 2: Reflectivity an diffuse Bcattcring data with fitourves and schematic layout of a Co(70 A)/Cu(22 A)/Co(70 A) multilayfl!', 
The insert on the left shows w-scans rneasured at an x-ray energy or 7705 e V keeping the total sc.ttering angle constaut al 
values of 2,1' und 2,3' which corresponds to nearly constant qz values of 0,14 A -1 and 0,16 k·· 1 respectively, As can be ..,en 
in thc layout the results for the layer thicknesses are very close to the preparation dem amis as controlled by a quart" crystal 
ballauee, 
is strang roughness repHcation across a1l interfaces be-
Iween Co and Cu. This property ie most Hkely due to 
good epitaxy belween Co and Cu which, in fce .Imeture 
!ike here, bave a lattiee mismatch of only ~2%. Con-
scquently the Cu spacer layer interfaces which are most 
important with respect to magnetoelectronics exhibit a 
nearly similar mound morphology as the Cu bulfer sur-
face. Figure 2 shows the .peeular reflectivity and diffuse 
seattering as well as the whole layer architecture with 
annotated thickness and roughness parameters as deter-
mined from a fit fot a sampie with 22 Aspacer layer thick-
ness, Rather large fI parameters compared to the spaeer 
layer thickness are no contradietion since, as mentioned 
above, the intetfaees are strongly correlated in vertical 
direction. Moreover it 800ms that the Co/Cu growth in-
creases the roughness whereas Cu/Co growth reduces it, 
Magneto Optkal Kerr Elfect (MOKE) measurements 
whlch were done on a sampie with a wedge-like eopper 
spacer layer, did not show oscillatory antiferromagnetic 
InterIayer exchange coupling. The shape of the magnetic 
hysteresis loops looks the same for copper spacer thick-
[lJ L. G. Parrat, Phys, Rev, 95, 359 (1954), 
[2J L. Nevot snd p, Croee, Revue de Physique appliquee 15, 
761 (1980), 
[3] S, K. Sinha, E. B, Sirota, S, Garoff, and H, B. Stanley, 
Phys. Rev, B 38, 2297 (1988), 
[4] V, Hol)', J, KuMna, 1. Ohlidal, K. Lischka, and W, Plotz, 
Phys. Rev. B 47, 15896 (1993), 
[5] V. Hol)' and T. Baumbach, Phys, Rev. B 49, 10668 
(1994). 
[6J C.-A. Chang, J. Liu, and J. Angilello, Appl. Phys. Lett. 
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nesses in the range 0-36 A and indicates a ferromagnetic 
alignment of the magnetic layers. The reason is most 
probably a dipole field interaction aeross the copper 
spacer which is typical for large correlated roughness at 
magnet!c material interfaces, the so called orange peet 
coupling [10). 
In conclus!on the preceded discussion shows that the mor-
phology of Co/Cu/Co trilayer systems, which are based 
on a thick copper buffer, depends basicaJly On its sur-
face qllality. A high degree of vertical correlation leads 
to replicated interface roughness. Since the roughness 
increases with buff€!O thickness but surface eryatal qllal-
ity improves, a compromise has to be met. This may 
apply to many copper bulfered trnayet systems in (001)-
orientatioll as far as mound morphology develops in het-
eroepitaxy Hke here. 
Magnetic thin film properties are c10sely connected to 
the rather large interface roughness which results in a 
ferromagnetic coupling by means of dipolar inter action. 
57, 2239 (1990). 
[71 C,-A. Chang, J. Appl. Phys. 67, 566 (1990), 
[8J N. Ch.nd et al., J. Crys. Growth. 148, 336 (1995). 
[9J J,-K. Zuo and J, Wendelkeu, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 2791 
(1997). 
[101 p, Grünberg, Zwisehenschichtaustauschkopplung : 
Phänomenologische Beschreibung, Materialabhängigkeit, 
30, Ferienkurs des Instituts für Festkörperforschung 1999, 
Single-Crystal Growtb.and Synchrotron X-ray Scattering Stndies of 
Highly Correlated L31.xSrxMn03 (O.1<x<O.17) 
Y. Su, K. Istomin, A. Fattab, P. Foucart, D. Hupfeid, O. Secck, B. Schmitz, Th. Brückel 
Institute for Seal1erlng Methods 
R. Fischer, E. Würtz 
[lIStttute Jor Microstructural Research 
S. Stein 
[lIstitute for Electronic Ceramfes 
Aseries of high·quality single crystals of highly eorrelated LaJßrxMnO, (0.1«<0.17) were grown 
successfully by the floating-zone method, and characterized by comprehensive chemieal, electric, 
magnelie and structnral methods. Synchrotron X-ray resonant scattering and high-energy X-ray 
diffraction on a single crystal (x-0.125) were undertaken. Experiments revealed a strong interplay 
between orbital ordering, lallice dislortions and metal-to-insulator transition. 
The study of highly correlated electron systems is 
among the most fascinating arens of condensed matter 
physics. Electronic correlation plays a decisive role in 
maoy tr.nsitional-metal oxides from simple binary 
compounds like MnO to Colossnl Magnetoresistance 
(CMR) perovskite manganites [1] cr high-Tc 
superconductors [2]. Due to the presenee of these 
correl.tiülls maeroscopic quantum phenomena appear 
such as eharge/orbital ordering, metal-to-insulator 
transition [3] (Mff) and superconductivity. Tbe basic 
mechanisms are far from being understood. Besides of 
modem theoretlcal approaches, e.g. density·functioll 
theory with loeal correlations described by tbc Hubbard 
U parameter (LDA + U-method) [41, experimental 
investigntions wirh n microscopie probe coupling to the 
relevant degrees of fteedom (Iattice, charge, orbital and 
spin) are aprerequisite for a fundamental understanding 
of eorrelation effeets. Among all possible techniqnes, 
synchrotron X-ray scauering methods are particularlY 
snitable sinee charge, orbital, magnelic and Iattice 
correlations can be investigated in one experiment 
simultanepusly. 
Lightly doped Lal.ßrxMnO, (LSMO) (0.1«<0.17) Is 
such a material wilere electronie eorrelation effeets 
dominate. A small change in some parameters, such as 
chemieal doping, ean beve a dramatie effec! on tho 
ground state of this compound. Thc origin of this 
sensitivity is believed to lie in the fact that uo single 
degree of fteedom dominates the response, but rather 
all degrees of fteedom mention.d above may be aelive. 
The lnterplay betwoen charge, orbital, spin and lattice 
degrees of freedom is extremely compUcated and 
remalns a centra! issue of the physics of manganites. 
Upon eooling, Iightly doped LSMO transforms ftom a 
paramagnetic insulating (PMI) state to a ferromagnetic 
metallic (FMM) state at the Cure temperature (Tc). Au 
intriguing ferromagnetic illsulating phase (FMI) 
appears further below Tc. Te explain tllis iusulatlug 
behavior, a charge/orbital-ordering scenario in PM! was 
proposcd for the interpretation of a resonant X-ray 
seattering (RXS) experiment on LSMO (x=0.12) [5]. 
There are also reports [6,7] claiming that the RXS Is not 
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a direct probe for orbital ordering, but much more 
sensitive to COOpef'4tive labn-Teller distortions and 
strongly coupled to fine details of the band structure. A 
numher of subsequent detailed structural 
charaeterizations [8-9J revealed a complieated phase 
diagram and idelltified a few novel structural phases 
with lower symmctry which might be Msoelated 10 
RXS. 
To c!arify thc controversial behaviors reported so far, 
and to quantitatively evalua!e the complex interplay 
between resonant scattering, orbital ordering and 
structure effeets, a range of lightly doped LSMO single 
crystals with fmely tuned Sr- concentration (x = 0.105, 
0.115,0.125,0.135) were sueeessfully grown. Tbc hest 
method 10 grow high quality single crystal. of eomplex 
oxides with high purity is thc floating-zone teehnique 
(FZT) with a mirror fumace, Hke the one we uscd at 
Institut fIir Kristallographie in RWTH, Aachen. In the 
HO. 1 A photQ showing a ffiolten section in a FZT rumace 
(The ioset shows a gro\'nl LSMO single crystal) 
FZT two polyerystalline rods are mounted coaxially 
and brought elose together. Thc ends of the rods are 
heated up undl melting, as shown in Pig. 1. Then the 
rods are redueed 10 a single one with a malten seetion. 
Tbc molten zone i5 slowly moved along the rod by 
vertical movement of Ibe mirrors and the crystal growth 
takes place in the region behind Ibe molten zone while 
cooliog down. Thc speed of the crystal growth varied 
between 5-8 mmIh. The homogeneous powder rods 
were prepared by standard solid-state-synthesis proeess 
and examined to show a single phase by powder X-ray 
diffraction. 
All crysrals were then extensively eharacterized by 
varieus chemieal, eleetric and magnetie measurements. 
Tbc quality and orientarien of crystals were cheeked by 
tbc Laue method. A Seanning Electran Microseopy 
with chemie nl analysis was employed to deternline the 
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FIO. 2 Ternperature behaviors of (a) magnetization; (b) 
reslstanccj (c) integrated intensities cf thc (lOO) res.onant 
ref1ection (tbc bJack mangle: IV 1.1 dat.; tbc rOO square: 6· 
!D·B data) 
A low temperature 4-contaet-probe facHit)' and a 
SQUID were used for the measurements of resistanee 
and magnetization, respeclively. Tbc eleetric and 
magnetie characterizations of the x-O.125 sampIe is 
shown in Fig. 2 (a) and (b). It has a very sharp FM 
transition at Tc - 200 K, the resistancc shows a small 
down turn below Tc, which is an indication of metallic 
behavior. A !)'pieal insulating feature appears again 
belmv T 00 - 170 K. 
Thc RXS of the Mn K·absorption edgeappears to be an 
ideal probe for the interplay between charge, orbital and 
lattice degrees of freedom. RXS measurements were 
undertaken using a standard four-eirele vertical 
scattering geometry, both at the W 1.1 beamJine, 
HASYLAE and tbe 6-ID-B undulator beamIiue, the 
Advanced Photon Souree (APS) near Chicago. The 
(100) plane of the sampie was aligned within the 
scattering plane. A huge resonant enhaneement of the 
forbidden reflections (100) and (300) was observed at a 
photon energy close to the Mn K-edge. The e"ergy 
dopendence of (100) refleetion measured at 6-lD-B is 
shown in Hg. 3. This reflection shows .imilar ellergy 
.82. 
dependence at all three temperatures. This observation 
is consistent with the one obtained at the WLl 
beamline, bllt wilh mnch improved quality due to mueh 
MJllt..mi:'"{lMj 
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FIG. 3 Energy dependence of integrated intensities of the 
(lOO) teSQunnt reflectiotl at thrcc temperature (the blue square: 
295K; 0 •• green mangle: 21OK; (he red eirei.: 501<) 
higher photon f1ux und also better energy resolution 
aehieved at 6-ID-B. Wilh polarization analysis, it is 
confinned that the scattered beam of tbe (100) 
reflection is 0'->1t dominated. This is an indication of a 
dipolar transition (ls->4p). The temperature 
dependenee of the (100) resonant seattering is displayed 
in Fig; 2 Ce). The measurements at two different 
beamJines show similar behavior. The (100) resonanee 
can even be observed al IOom temperature. A peak 
splitting was observed for the (100)/(300) resonance 
and the (200) Bragg reflection in the intermediate 
temperature region (150 - 260K). Thi. ia an indication 
of the presence of cooperative lahn-Teller distortions. 
Therefore, our data c1early demonslnltes a strang 
interplay between lattice distortian, orbital ordering Md 
RXS. Furthermore, a high·energy X-ray diffraction 
measurement was undertaken to detennine the complex 
structural feature in tbe same sampie at the 6-ID-D side 
station of Mll-CAT, APS. High-energy X-ray photons 
have a very large penetration, making it very suitable 
for thc sOIdies of tnle bulk properties of materials. In 
addition, a shorter wavelengtl! meMS a much larger 
reciproeal space that can he aeeessed. Ouring 
measurements, X-ray. of an energy of 88 keV were 
used and a MAR345 image plate detection system wns 
employed. The data analysis i. stin in progress. 
We acknowledge the invaJuable technieal and scientific 
supports ftom RWTH (Aachen, Dr. Kaiser), 
HASYLAE (Hamburg), and APS (Argonne. D. 
Robinson). 
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Near surface order at CuAu (OOl)-surfaces 
W. Sehweika* ,Wo Bahik*,H. Reiehert+, O. Klein+, S. Engemann+, A. Fattah', W. Caliebe* 
• Institut fii.r S!reumethoden, IPP 
+ Mw;·Planck-Institut fii.r Me!al/forschung, 70509 Blullg.T! 
By in~situ x~ray reflectivity measurements we observed an ordered layer near thc (001) surface 
of a CuAu single crystal weil above thc bulk transition temperature. An Au~rich uppermost layer-
induces a teruperature dependent osciUating order profHe perpendicular to thc surfacc1 which is ac~ 
companied by strang lattice relaxations consistent wit·ll the tetragonal near surface structure and the 
cubic disordered bulk. 'l'he Parrat recursion formalism was used to model the Fresnel refiectivitics 
resolving thc electron density distributions on an atomie scale. 
F&E-Nr.: 23.55.0 
Phase transitions in real erystals are affected by thc 
presence of free surfaees and internal interfaces [lJ. Miss-
log bonds may reduee the order near a surfaee, which 
could lead to surface induced disorder , a wetting phe-
nomenon that, for example, deseribes the melting of ice 
[2]. Intuitively, one might not expect the opposite, sur-
face induced order. However, experiments und Monte 
Curlo simulations demollstrated the possibilities of stahle 
near surfaee order in equilibrium with an disordered bulk 
[3J. Lateral surfaee ordering may oeeur in systems with 
frustrated hulk order and furthermore, a wide-spread 
phenomenon of surface enricbment of an alloy compo-
nen! may induce order perpendicular to thc Burfaee [4]. 
Bath orderlng mechanisms are eompeting at CuAu(OOl) 
surfaees, although surfnee enrichment of Au is expected 
from other experiments. Any possihle surface indueed 
layering of AuCu will be accompanied hy lattice strain 
arlsing at the interface between the phases oi different 
symmetries and laUice parameter, the cubie disordered 
hulk phase and smfaee layer of ordered tetragonal Cu An. 

















FIG. L Temperature dependence of the near surface order 
mea.sured by reflectivity of th. (001) sUffac •. 
\Ve have performed in-situ x-ray scattering experi-
ments at the HASYLAB beamline W1.1 on a single erys-
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tal of CuAu with a (OOI)-surfaee cut. A modulation of 
the specular intensity, as shown in Fig. 1, is observed near 
thc (001) ordering wave veetor, which gives direct infor-
mation ahout thc exeess order perpendicular und near 
to the (001) surfaee. Tbe temperature dependen.e indi-
eates a marked increase of the ordered layer thickness and 
a growth of the ordered surfaee layer upon the disordered 
bulk. 
In order to model these intensities the usual ap-
proaehes within the Distorted Wave Born Approximation 
(DWBA) based on the eontinuum deseription are quan-
titatively not adequate, since at high Q the increase due 
to thc truncation rod around thc (002) Bragg peak is 
significallt. Corrections within a kinematie approach do 
not account for interferenee terms. Therefore, wo have 
devised a new approach using the realistic eleetron den-
sity distribution on an atomistic seale, and hased on a 
recursion algorithm (Parrat [5]), calculating numerically 
the eoefficients of reflexion and transmission of the wave 
in slices, which are sufficiently .mall compared to inter-
atomic spacings. [6] 
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FIG.2. IntensitymodeHng (within thc DWBA) duc to near 
surface order snd induced lattice relaxation al the (OOIl-sur-
face; T = TC.'tilk + 70'0 = 480.6°0. 
Within our approach thc measured intensities can be 
successfully modeled as shown in Fig. 2. In detail, a 
tanh-profile is used to describe the oscillating near sur-
face order of Au- and Cu-rieh planes, determining in par-
tieular, the interfacial width and position, and simulta-
neously the lattice relaxation across thc interfare. The 
surface roughnes" is modeled by another independent 
tanh-profile. The surfaee roughness is smalI, typically 
0.5 A for all temperatures. The camparison with the un-
relaxed model reveals an asymmetry arouad the (001) 
that Is related to lattiee relaxations, of typically -7% at 
the surface. This asymmetry Is even more evident at the 
truncation rod near the (002) Bragg. 
Figure 3 displays the eoncentration and relaxation pro-
file of thc ordercd state near the surfaee. This example is 
related to the intensity modeling shown in Fig. 2. The or-
dered state near the surface still exis!s at temperatures 
well above the bulk order-disorder transition tempera-
ture. The uppermost layer is essentially oeeupied by pure 
Au even at high tamperatures near to 800°C, and subse-
quent deeper atomic layers display an oscillating coneen-
tration profile and lattlee relaxations consistent with the 
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FIG. 3. Near surface order and induced lattice relaxation 
al the (OOl)-surface (T = 480.6"0), related to the dat •• nd 
fit shown in Fig. 2. 
With decreasing temperatures there is an inerease of 
both, position and width of the interface between the or-
dered surface layer and the disordered bulk. The wetting 
theory 11] predicts a logarithmic growth of the surface 
layer thiekness, as the temperature approaches the bulk 
transition. However, even in thc undercooled state and 
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close to the bulk transition, the thiekness of the near sur-
face ordered layer does not exceed more than a very rew 
atomic layers, see Fig. 4. 
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FIG.4. Th. temperature dependence ofthe interface posi-
tion find width. 
In a previous study of (GOl)-surraees of CU3Au it was 
also found that the ordedng perpendicular to the surface 
does not diverge at the transition temperature but at 
an extrapolated spinodal temperature below. However, 
in the CnsAu case only the perpendieular component of 
the order parameter and but not thc lateral campanent 
is induced by the surfaee [7]. In analogy to the melting 
of iee [2], which cannot be overheated due the presenee 
of a disordered surface layer acting as 0 nuelei, here, the 
ordered sutface layer, which indeed is a complete nueleus 
of the CuAu-I bulk phase, should wet the bulk at the 
transition neor 410°0. Therefore, we eonc1ude thnt the 
observed incomplete wetting and undercooling is a con-
sequenee of lattiee relaxations nenr tllc surfaee. 
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Investigation of confined soft matter thin films using scattering methods 
O.H. Seeck, M. Mihaylova, and E. Küssel 
Institut. Jot Scaltel'ing Methads 
Block copolymer Urin films on silicon substrates and liquid films confined between two sapphlre 
crystals have been studied with x:~ray scattering methods in order to determine their microscopic 
and mesoscopie structure. Thc block copolymers were invesUgated depending on the chemical 
composition l the film thickness and the temperature. Very interesting results could be obtained 
concerning an orderlng cf the moleeules and a forming of micrometer sized holes at the surface. 
First experiments on confined liquide using a specially buHt setup have been performed. A short 
descnption of the cell! the diffractometer and the firnt results is given. 
F&E-Nr: 23.89.1 
The investigation of soft matter thin films is of enor-
mous interest not only for fundamental physlcs (B.g. [1, 
2]). It Is also important for industrlal applications. E.g., 
ultra thin polymer films can serve as coatings or mem-
branes witlt unique properties. Speeially designed poly-
mer films are sinee short time used in miero eleetronics 
or for llexible display screens. Also of great interest ie 
the behavior of extremely connned liqulds, e.g. in miero 
hydraulics or as lubrieants in miero machines. 
'1'0 determine the exact properties of soft matter thin 
films, depending on parameters such as temperature, 
chemieal composition or externally applied fields, thc 
proper probe has to be chosen. Scattering experiments 
are usually superior If a complete picture of the film struc-
ture is desired [3J. A sketch of a typical scattering exper-
iment to study the lubrication properties of a conllned 
organic liquid with polar end groups is shown in Fig. 1. 
I. BLOCK COPOLYMER THIN FILMS 
Block copolymers are made from different homopolymer 
subeh"ins whieh are chemically eonnected "t their ends. 
Fßpecially, if the homopolymers are immissible the block 
copolymer can self-assemble into periodic struclures or 
form microscopic domains where the .he and the shape is 
detcrmined by a balance of eutropie and enthalpie terms. 
For thin films the interaction with the substrate has to bc 
FIG. 1: Sketch of an x-ray scatterlng experiment at aconfined 
lubricanL. Some polar groups are attached Lo the substrate$ 
(drdes) whereby lubrication is prevented. The vector surn of 
the incident and thc scattered beam defines the components 
qz and q.~ of thc wave vector transfer which are thc sr.an pa-
rameters for thc scattering experiment,g shown in thls artide, 
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taken into account. It can change the wetting behavior 
[4J and may cause an orlentation of thc molecules with 
respect to the substrate surfaee. 
The strnetute of polystyrene (PS) polyvinylpyridine 
(PVP) block eopolymer films have been investigated with 
x-ray reftectivity and diffuse scattering synchrotron Ha-
gylab/Desy (beamiin. Wl) using a photon en.rgy of 
lO.5keV. Thc sampIes were prepared on silicon substrates 
by Y. Serero (AMOLF, Amsterdam) using a spin coat-
ing process. Symmetrie dibloek films were used with a 
molecular mass of the homopolymers of Mw = 28.2k 
each. Also, symmetrie PS··PVP-PS triblocks (Mw of 
PVP is 60k) were prepared. 
Figure 2 displays some reflectivities (q,-scans at 
1[$=0), the respective Patterson functions, longitudinal 
diffuse scans (q,...".,ans at a fixed offset q$) and q.-·scans 
st fixed q,. The films have a rather complex strueture: 
Thc triblock film is not homogeneous but layered in z-
direction with characteristic lengths of 75A snd 265Ä., 
respeetively. The surface is unstructured with bints to 
capillary wave rougbness [3J. At the diblock films addi-
tionally to the layering an islandfhole·."tructure fanns on 
the surfaee which changes in temperature. Atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) pictures confirm the surfaee str\leture 
(Fig. 2) but they are not sensitive to the film bulk stmc-
ture. Also, in situ temperature saries ean hardly be done· 
with AFM. Detailed analysis of the scattering data will 
yield the information which the AFM eannot give. 
II. THE CONFINED LIQUID SETUP 
Confine.d liquids are thin films of only some moJecular 
diameter thickness whieh are trapped betw""n two lIat 
substrates. They are strongly inlluenced by the substrate 
potential and show completely different behävior com-
parcd to the bulk [5J. For investigation scattering meth-
ods whieh ean penetrate the substrates are most suitable 
but an extremely complex environment is required. We 
buHt up a diffractometer at the beamtine Petra 1 (Ha-
sylab/Desy) and a sampIe eell to apply high pressure 
perpendicular to thc substrate surfaces (Figure 3). 
The setup can be used for rellectivity and grazing in-
eidenee diffraction measurcments to determine tbe in-
plane and perpendicular structure of the eonfined films 
while tuning the temperature between O'C und lOO'C 
PS-PVP-PS and PS-PVP at -14S'C Patterson functions 
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FIG. 2: Left: Reftectivities (lines) and longitudinal diffuse scans (symbols) of a PS-PVP-PS sampIe and a PS··PVP film. The 
diblock data is shifted by 4 orders or magnitude, Inset: diffuse qx .... eans wh.r. the PS-PVP sampIe has a rather c:omplex 
structure. Center: Patterson functions of the reftecUv!t!... The diblock da!" is shifted by two orders of magnitude. Right: 
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FICi. 3: Loft: Overview of the diffractometer at Petra 1. The incident beam from the right is markecl magenta, the outgoing 
beam Is green. Center: Sketch of thc conJined liquid "ampIe cell wrueh ean be put on the sampIe stage. Right: Top reßectivity 
(red) taken from a single substrate with 80A CCI,-!ayer. Bottom reftectivity (green, shifted in Intensity) taken from a conJined 
CCI,-film (about 160A gap siw). Th. inset shows the small qz·-range. 
and the perpendicular pressure up to 30kN. First test ex-
perIments have successfully been performed with Tetra-
chloromethane (CCI.) which .ould be confined to 100A 
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gap distance (Fig. 3). After improving the cell further 
experiments will be done to reach to eYen smaller gap 
distances. 
BerJin, 1999). 
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Development of low y-sensitive neutron image plate detector 
S. Masalovich, M. Schlapp, A. loffe, E. Küssei, H. von Seggern*, Th. Brückel 
IllStitute for Scauerlng Met/zods 
* Dannstadt Universily ofTechnology 
Different storage phosphors and neutron converters have been tested 10 find an appropriate mixture for the 
neutron image plate with low y-sensitivity. It is shown thaI the mixture KCl:Eu'+ (storage phosphor) and sLiF 
(neutron converter) is a very attractive detector material to bc used in a high y-background environment. 
F&E-Nr: 23.89.1 
A large area position-sensitive neutron detector is under 
construction at the Forschungszentrum JUlieh. Tbc design 
speeifications for the deteetor almed 10 measure both high 
intensity Bragg reflection peaks and low intensity neutrol! 
diffuse scattering of thermal neutrons are the following: 
• wide dynamic range with a linear response; 
• high efficieney for thermal neutrons (I, '" 0.8 A); 
• large area (-600 x 600 mm'); 
• spatial resolution of about 1 mm. 
In addition, the ability for the detector to nperate in a 
relatively high y-background environment becomes 
extremely important sinee it will be inst.lled directly in 
the reaetor hall. 
Neutron image plates (IP) based on a photostimulable 
storage phosphor eorrespond closely to these requirements 
and are presently eommercially available. Unfortunately, 
they feature a relatively high y-sensitivlty. We found 
experimentally [IJ that the y-ray dose rate of IIlSIh is 
equivalent to a neutron flux of about 1.2 nlcm'sec, which 
is comparable to magnitudes of weak diffiaction peaks 
and diffuse scatt.ring at thermal neutron scattering 
experiments. The high y-sensitivity of a neutron IP results 
from the fact thaI originally image plate was developed as 
adetector for X-my radiography [2J. Thereafter, different 
methods hove been proposed 10 develop a neutron 
sensitive IP. These methods are mainly based on the 
addition of a neutron absorbillg material (eonverter) to the 
same storage phosphor [3J. After absorbing a neutron, Ihe 
converter emits ionising radiation, which ean ereate a 
latent image in Ihe phosphor. At present commercially 
available neutron IP's are composed of a fine mixture of 
storage phosphor {BaFBr:Eu'l and neutron converter 
(Gd2ü,) powders in an organic binder coated onlO a 
plastic support. 
We present here the experimental results obtained with the 
use of alternative materials with reduced y-sensitivity 
aimed at a development of a neutron image pinte detector 
for 10w neutron flux measurements and capable to operate 
in a relatively high y-hackground. 
An apparent way to suppress the y-ray sensitivity is the 
use of materials wilh a smaller effective atomic number. 
Thus, thc compound 6UF with !i low atomic number on 
the one hand and with large neutron absorption cross 
seelion on the other is weil suited 10 be uscd as a neutron 
converter instead of Gd,03 [4]. The use of 6LiF results in 
some problems due to a low neutron capture cross seellon 
compared to Gd,O,. However one could expeel this 
disadvantage is compensated by a rnuch higher energy 
released in the neutron capture reaction (Table 1). 
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i 'LlF Gd,03 
: Neutron absorption le"gtn (;Im), 
i A= 1.8Ä 170 8.5 
I Released en.rgy, MeV 4.8 0.Q7 i (usable) i 
Tabl. 1. A comparison of 6UF and Gd203 as a neutron 
converter material for an image plate. 
As for a new storage phosphor for a neutron IP, two 
promising candidates are known: KCI:Eu'+ .nd KBr:Eu'+ , 
which have already be shown to be applicable as x-ray, 
electron beam and UV storage phosphors [5]. 
Fig.l shows the calculated photon energy stopping power 
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Fig.1. Photon energy stopping power: 
1 - Gd,OJ' 2 - BaFBr, 3 - KBr, 4 - KCI, 5 - LiF 
One can see that the energy transferred to the partienlar 
material by photons during their passage through this 
material depends on the photon energy. 
We found experimentally the ')'-rays energy spectrum in a 
roaetor hall (FRJ-2) is rather soft with an effective average 
energy cf about 0.3 MeV. Therefore, a considerable 
advantage of new materials with respect to the sensitivity 
to such ')'-mys is evident. 
Experimental investigations of different storage phosphors 
and neutron converter, were performed at the reactor FRJ-
2, FZ JÜlich. Three different storage fhosphors are used in 
the experiments: (1) BaFBr:O.l% Eu·t (average grain size: 
40 11m), (2) KCI:0.05% Eu't (grain size: 50 11m) and (3) 
KBr:0.05% Eu" (grain size: 50 and 100 11m). Each 
phosphor was mixed with various arnounts of "'LiF (30, 
50, 70 and 90 mol%, grain size: 3 flm) 01' GdF) (20, 35 
and 50 mol%, grain size: 2 flm) and placed ill 1 mm thick 
quartz cells. Neutron exposure was done at the 
nunmonochromatic neutron beam with maximum of 
spectra at A. " 5 A. In the case of y·exposure the 0.6 mm 
thick Cd shield was used tu block all neutrons and to 
increase the y-rays dose. After exposure, the photo-
stimulated luminescence (PSI.) from each sampie was 
determined witb a set-up developed in Darmstadt 
University of Technology. Thc intensity uf this 
luminescence is proportional to the energy deposited in 
the storage phosphor and thus determines the sensitivity of 
an image plate. Thc measured PSI. intensities for different 
phosphors and for different neutron conver!ers mixed with 
each phosphor are shown in Fig.2 [61. Thc intensities 
induced by neutrons and y-rays are further denoted as 
PSL(n) and PSI.(y) respectively. While the PSL(n) was 
measured for all sampies, the determination of y. 
seositivity was done only 00 selected sampies. 
D PSL{o) 
_ pSLOl 
Fig.2. Comparison of PSL after neutron and y irradiation. Fm 
s.mples displaying only PSL(n) the PSL(Y) was not determined; 
PSL(y) superimposed on the PSL(n) inrensity. PSL(n) intensities 
are normalized to the same neutron absorption. 
It can be seen !hat the PSL(y) measured for the (KCI + 
""LiF) mixture is about 10 limes les, again,t the (BaFBr + 
GdF, ) with about the same PSL(n). Thus, il is observed 
for the first time tllal the system KCI·I.iF is very attraclive 
material for neutron image plates to be used in 
environments with a high y-background. In spite of a 
relatively small PSI.(n), the system (KBr + n"LiP) has 10 
be considered as weil. An advantage of this system is that 
the stimulation spectrum in case of KBr:Eu matches weil 
a He-Ne laser wavelength, thus expediting a readout 
processing. 
To maximize the neutron signal (pSL(n» for a desired 
neutron energy the appropriate molar ratio for the storage 
phosphor - neutron <ooverter mixture has to be found. 
Figure 3 displays thc caleul.ted and the measured 
dependence of the PSL(n) on the rel.tive part (molar ratio) 
of the storage phosphor in a mixture. The calculation ls 
bascd on the following formul.: 
* (1- k) PSL(n)~ {l-exp(-N a(J..)d} (I) 
kA+(l-k) 
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Here '1\1* - averaged atomic density of tbe neutron 
converter material in a sampie; aCA.) - absorption cross 
section for neutrons with wavelength A.; d - sumple 
thickness; k '" N*/(N·d·f); N - bulk atnmle density of 
neutron converter; f - packing ratio for powdered sampie; 
A ~ [dE/dx1J[dE/dx1p - converter/phosphor energy 
deposition ratio; dFJdx - stopping power for charged 















KCI:Eu + "'LiF 
Packlng ratio: 0.45 
Neutron wavelength: 5A 
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Phosphor motar ratio In a mixture 
F1g,3. Photostimulated luminescence (PSL) of the sampies with 
different molar ratio ofthe storage phosphor. 
Solid llne corresponds to thc equ.tion (1); •• experimenta' dat. 
(nonnalized) measured in June, 2001; .. - experimental data 
(nonnalized) measured in Oetober, 2001 with a different 
geometry of thc experimental setop. 
One can see that the calculated curve in Fig.3 matches 
weil the experimental dat •. Thus the equalion (I) can be 
used for an estimation of an appropriate molar ratio for the 
storage phosphor - neutron conver!er mixture and for a 
study of an influence of other parameters (neutron 
wavelength, isotope content, packing ratio) as weil. 
The USo of '1...iF as a neutron converter and tbc first 
reaUzalion of a position sensitive neutron dctcctor based 
upon new materials are in progress. 
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Stress Wave Experiments with the ASTE Mercury Spallation Target 
H. Conradl , C. Byloos', M. Cates2, B. Rieme1, J. Hastings3, H. Spitzer4 
1 Institute "Scaftering Method~" 
1 Oak Ridge National Labol'atory, USA 
3 Brookhaven National LaboratolY, USA 
, Paul-Scherrel'-lnstitul, Schweiz 
Single and multi-bunch pulses from thc Bröokhaven AG synchrotron have b.eu employed to measure stress waves 
on the surface of the ASTE mercury target container. A systematic study of both axial and hoop stresses has been 
made using 30 fiber-apikal Fabry-Perot strain gauges distributed over the container surface. Simultaneous power 
deposition mea.~urements with 31 thennocouples placed witltin tbc mercury have been done in order to .erve as input 
for computer simulations. Selected results from these experiments are presented and eompared to fmite elements cal-
enlations. A reasonably good quantitative agreement of experiment and simulation seems to be obtalned. Tentative 
eonclusions conceming tbe integrity of a liquid metal target container exposed to high-energetie short proton bursts 
are presented. 
F 23 600 
The Ellropean spallatian souree (ESS) is a project for a 
proton acceleratnr driven pulsed neutron souree of the next 
generation (www.kfa-juelieh.de/essJ).ltis plalllled to com-
prise both a long and • short pulse target station of 5 MW 
time average proton beam power each. The fonner will be 
operated at a pulse repetition rate of 16 2/3 s' and a proton 
pulse duration of 2 DIS, whereas thc latter will be operated 
at a pulse repetition rate of 50 s' and a proton pulse dura-
tion of J.4 J.ls. A proton energy of 1.33 Ge V has been se-
lected, which will be generated by a linear accelerator. 
Whereas the long pulse station will be fed direclly by thc 
linae, the short pulses are obtaiued by aceumulating addi-
tional linae puL~es in two compressor rings. For botb sta-
tions liquid mereury has been chosen as tbc target material. 
Thc energy content of each pulse on the short pulse target is 
100 kJ, of whieh about 60% are deposited within the mer-
cury. 
A particular problem of a liquid metal target subject 10 ex-
tremely short proton pulses are the pressure and stress 
waves duc to the shoek-Iike energy deposition inta the tar-
gel and its container within only J.4 )iS. Thereby, stress 
waves within tbe container walls are generated by dirce! 
heating of thc be.m window as well as by pressure waVes 
duc to thc rapid healing of the mercury proper. Numerical 
caleul.tions llad indicated [11 that stresses in the container 
wall may be elose or even beyond pennissible limits for 
typical austenitic or martensitic steels. 
Checking these prediclions Is of utmost importance for a 
service Iife assessment of liquid metal targets, in particular 
with respeet to spall.tion sourees in the MW regime Hke 
SNS, JSNS or ESS. Therefore it had been decided to per-
fonn experiments under realistic energy deposition condi-
tions. An international collaboration (ASTE, AGS Spalla-
tion Target Experiment) had been established employing 
the Altemating Gradient Synchrotron (AOS) at Brookhaven 
for these studies. The mercury target used by the ASTE 
collaboration is of oylindrical shape with a length of 1.3 m 
and a semi-spherical beom window. Thc vessel diameter is 
O.2m witl! a wall tbickness of 0.25 em (see Fig. I). Tbe 
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target is equipped with thermocouples in 31 relevant loea-
tions within the mereury in order to measure the distribu-
tion of energy deposition during tbe pulse. Stress waves are 
measured wilb 30 ultra-fast fiber-optieal Fabry-Perot strain 
gauges altached to appropriate positions on the container 
surface. 
FIG. 1. The ASTE mercury target syslem wilh 30 uUra fast fi-
ber-optio.! Fabry-Perot strain gauges distributed over the target 
surface. 
According to the operating mode of the AGS, multiple 
bunches of24 GeV protons with up to 3><10'2 particles per 
bunch could be delivered to the target at a rate of approxi-
mately 30 Hz. Duc to only 8 available data acquisition units 
for tbe strain gauges, some 50 single bunch shots had been 
taken using varying combinatiolls of gauges, Several 6 and 
12 bunch shots were recorded in addition in order to check 
the absence of unwanted disastrous stress build-up with 
multiple bunches, 
An example of energy deposition in mereury with a 12 
buneh shot is shown in Figure 2, The plotted temperature 
rise measured with thermocouples located along the target 
axis eorresponds roughly tu that expeeted in a single ESS 
pulse of I J.ls duration, A I)'pical result ofaxial stress wave 
propagation along thc target surface Is shown in Figure 3, 
For the sake of cladl)', the response of only two straln sen-
sors are shown in this plot. 
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FlG. 2 Temperature distribution along the Z-.xis of the ASTE 
mercury target with 12 proton bunehes of 85 kJ total energy de-
posited wlthin 330 ms. 
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FlG. 3, Response of two selected strain ,ensors on the AS'JE 
mereury target os a function of time after the impact of • single 
pulse wlth 2.54xlO" protons of 24 GeV, Deposlted energy Is 6kJ 
corresponding to obout 10% of an ESS pulse, The sensors are 
monntcd aligncd slang the target surface at 11 cm (SN13) and 
40 cm (SN21) from the beam window. They quantitatively exhibit 
the different propagation times ofaxial stress waves in steel (pulse 
impact is at t::: 2.2xl0· 4 s), Even thestriking featureof stress wave 
ret1ections from a massive flange at the target end is seen by ob-
serving areversal of the time seqnence of strain maxima. 
'Ibe absolute strain uumbers and the time dependence are in 
good agreement with finite elements calculation using the 
commercial code ABAQUS. An example is shown in Pig-
ure 4. 11 should be pointed out that in order to speed up the 
computations, the length of the model target used had been 
0.7 m only. Therefore stress wave reflections oeeur .t eor-
respondingly shorter times in the numerical calculation. as 
compare-d to the experimental observation. Remarkably, the 
calculations exhibit more details than the experimental data. 
In pnrticular, the double peak structure of the calculated 
strains (viz. Fig. 4) fit extremely weil the superposition of 
stress waves cau.cd by direct heating oi the steel container 
and stresses duc to the impact of the prossure wave gener· 
ated in the mercury proper. 
Prom the results of the present experiment we can conelude 
that reliable and reproducible strain data are available Dnw. 
Nurnerie_1 ealeulalioos with a parabolic bearn profile 
(r = 2 em, E", = 2.5 kJ) yield axial strains between 56 and 
70xlO-< at selected loeations, whereas the experimental data 
at eorrespollding loeations with a Gaussian profile 
(a = 1.3 cm, E",," 5.g kJ) range from 64 to 74x1O". Despite 
the different energy density distributions with their maxima 
differillg by about 40%, the agreement is surprisingly good. 
With a measured maximum strain of lOOxl0· (not shown 
here), the corresponding maximum stress is estimated to be 
30 MP. at about 12 % of ESS energy deposited. With a 
wider beam cross section, extrapolation to full energy 
would at least not harm a cylindrieally shaped target eou-
tainer. Prom multi-bunch runs it is deduced that DO eon-
struotive stress interferenee is to be faared. Applieability of 
tim present stress related conclusion to the lIIuch more so-
phisticated target shapes envisaged for SNS or ESS Is not 
considercd obvlous. Experiments with corresponding target 
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FIO. 4. Results from numerical simulations of stress waves in 
an ASTE· type target. The strains are plotte<! for the same positions 
on the target container sulface as those selectcd for Fig, 3, Duc to 
the shorter model target used in the calculations. the stress wave 
reflections occur at oorrespondingly shorter Umes. 
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Effect of high helium concentrations on mechanical propel'tles and microstructnre of 
candidate strnctural materials of tbe ESS-target. 
P.Jung, J.Chen, H.Klein, W.Sclunltz, 
Institute for Scattering Methods 
J.Henry", J.C. Brachet", ·CEA Saclay (F) 
9Cr marlensitic siecI., homogeneously implantation with helium to 0.5 at"fi> at 250°C and 
550"C, were tensile !esled at room lemperature and al the implantation lemperature. Implantalion al 
250°C caused complele embrittlemenl, while some duelility was retained at 550"C. 
F&B-Nr: 23.80.5 
Spallation of heavy nuclei by protons in the Oe V 
energy range can be used for nuelear waste 
transmutation, breeding of fissile material, and for 
producing neutrons for research pmposes. 
Advantages in the latter case are non-criticality of 
thc neutron souree und the possibility to impose a 
time structure on the source which can give orders 
of magnitude higher effective neutron fluxes. At 
present Europe is proceeding on two projects, ADS 
(aceelerator driven system) for nuelear waste 
transformation, and BSS which is planned to 
replac. the high flux research renetors, most of 
which soon will reaeh their end of life. In bolh 
projeclS the intended spallation targets are heavy 
liquid melals, eutectic Pb-Bi und Hg, respectively, 
which will be contained by steel structures. These 
struetural materials, in partieular Ibe proton be.m 
window .nd the cntrance side of thc liquid metal 
target container will experience, io addition to 
thermal and mechanieal sIresses, severe radiation 
damage by atomie displaeemellts and production of 
largo quantities of transmutation atoms from thc 
intense fluxes of high energy protons and neutrons. 
Among these, helium is of particular concern as il 
bas, next to hydrogen, the highes! production rale 
(up to 1 at"10 per year), negligible solubility in solid 
metals, and unlike hydrogen, will be totally retained 
in the material. Effeets ofHe on microstructure and 
rnechanlcal properties of steels have been 
investigated in the fusion materials program, bul 
aecordingly mainly at bigher temperatures (> 
550°C) and at lower helium coneentrations «0.1 
at%) than interesting for spallation sourees. 
Therefore in. eo-operate prograrn ofFZJ and CEA, 
100 11m thick speeimens of two martensitic sleels, 
9Cr-lMo (EMIO) and 9Cr-lMoVNb (1'91), which 
are candidale materials fm ESS (European 
S;pallation S;ouree with Hg target), ADS (European 
Aceeleralor J;!riven ,System fm transmutatiou of 
uuclear waste wilh PbBi target) and MEOAPIB 
(eulectie PbBi target for SINQ al PSI, CH), were 
homogeneously implanled with 0; partlcles to 
concentra!ions of'0.5 at% at the campacl cyelotroll 
of Forschungszentrum Jillich. Two implantation 
temperatures were selected, 250·C .nd 550 ·C, 
cOITesponding tu thc maximum operating 
temperatures of ESS and ADS, respectively. 
Tensile !esting cf the speeimens was performed 
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both at room and implantation temperature. In the 
following only results for 1'91 are shown, which io 
essenee are also representative for EMIO. Fig.1 
shows thaI implantation at 2S0 °C induced strong 
hardenlng and lass of ductmty when tested at 250 
°C, while no ductility was retained for lesting al 
room temperature. Less severo hardonlng and 
embrittlemenl was observed atrer implantation al 
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Flgure 1. Stress-stroin curves ofT91 
implanted to 0.5 at % He at 250°C and 550 
°C. Tensile lesls were Ilerfonned al the 
After lensUe testing the fracture suff aces were 
characterised by scannlng eleetron microscopy 
(Hitachi-F800 and mOL 6004). Without 
implantation, fracture was fully ductile and 
transgranular while after implantation at 250°C and 
testing at room temperature, specimens broke 
wilhout any necking in predominantly intergranular 
fracture mode along prior austenitic grain 
boundaries (PAGs). Even some arollS wilh 
c1eavage-like features were found 00 tlte fracture 
surfaces. Tensile testing at 250°C gave a lIlore 
complex fracture mode. Fig 2. shows that necking 
had begun prior to rupture, iu accordance with Ibe 
tensile curve io Fig. L Fracture occured parlly along 
thc necking !ine, which makes an angle of 
approximately 60 0 wlill the load axis. In this region 
of the fracture surface, the appearanee is mixed: 
numerous intergranular facets are prosen!, but some 
ductile features are also found (Fig.2c). This is not 
the case in that part of Ibe specimen which broke 
perpendicnlar to the load axis. In this region, the 
mcture surface has a nearly fully intergranular 
appearance (Fig.2b). After implantation at 550°C, 
some necking occured after both testing 
lempef'~tures and less intergranular fncelS wer. seen 
Figur. 2. T91 implantcd 10 0.5 at% He at 250°C and tested 
aI250°C. 
2a: general view oflhe broken specimen. 
2b: fracture surface perpendicular to the the load axis. 
2c: fracture surface perpendicular to the necking Hne. 
After SEM analysis, 2 mm discs were punched from thc 
gauge .cotion of the tensile specimens and thin foils were 
prepared by jet electropolishing for microstructural 
examination by transmission electron microscopy (JEOL 
2010 F, 200 kV und Philipps EM430, 300 kV). Again for a 
given implantation temperature, microstructures were very 
similar for both EM 1 ° and 1'91. After implantation at 250°C 
a large nurnber density of small defecl clusters but no 
bubbles were detected (Fig.3a). On the other hand, no point 
defect clusters but sphene!!l as well as faceted bubbles were 
than after implantation at 250°C, in accordance 
with the lensile results. 
clearly observed in the specimens implanted at 550 QC which Flg 2c. 
nuc1eated preferentially on dislocations inside the latlls, sub-
grains, laths. PAGs and on carbide-matrix interfaces 
Figur. 3. Brlght fjeld TEM micrograph ofEMtO implanted to 0.5 at".4 He at 250°C (a) aud 550°C (b), 
respectively. At 250°C small defect clusters are observed (g~<llO>, s>O), wbile at 55CoC He bubbles 
appear (under-focus imaging). 
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A discussion of the above lensile properties after 
implantation al 250 °C has 10 cansider that a fully 
brittle intergranular fracture mode has never been 
reported for 9Cr rnartensitic steels before. Tb. 
presen! He-implantations 10 0.5 at% produce 
displacement damage of about 0.5 dpa. Neutron 
irradiation 10 lhis dose SI similar lemperatures in 
mixed-spectrurn reactors which produces a few 
appm of He, yields much less hardening and 
embrittlemenl [I,2J. !ndeed a calculation of 
hardening duc to thc defect clusters visible in 
Fig.3a gives good agreement with those results. 
Also He implantation both at lower temperatures 
[3J and st much higher rates [4J gave additional 
bardening only SI higher concentrations. It may be 
speculated that under these conditions, He clusters 
are too small to significantly impede dislocation 
motion. !ndecd Small-Angle-Neutron-Scattenng 
(SANS) of the present specimens indicates the 
fOffilation of small bubbles during implantation, 
with mean radii of loss than 1 um. Therefore it is 
proposed that uot tha displacement-induced block 
dot damage in Fig.3a, but a high density of sll1llll 
He bubbles is the main eause for the dramatic 
hardening and embrittlement following 
implantation at 250 ·C, and that the britt1e, 
intergranular fracture mode displayed by these 
specimens results from the combiued effuets of 
pronounced bardening of the grains .nd weakening 
of PAGs duc 10 helium. Also the presence of a high 
carbide density on the PAG boundaries may 
promote crack nuele.tion and aid in the propagation 
of intergr.nular cracks. 
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A typieal high-power spallation environment is 
characterised by a lower He creation rate and a 
higher damage rate than in the present imulation 
experimeuts. II is therefore expected that the helium 
distribution in tbe steels implanted at 250 °C is 
representative of spoliation at lower temperature. 
COllllequently, the severe embrittlement observed 
after implantation at 250 °C raises the question of 
the suitability of martensitic steels as structnral 
malerials for the ESS operation around 250 ·C, 
while ils use al the higher temperatures foreseen in 
ADS or MEGAPIE seems less problematic. In .ny 
case more dota, both from simulation experiments 
(Iower He eoneenlIations, other temper.tures and 
implantation rates, includiug TEM and SANS) and 
irradiations with a spallation spectrum, are 
obviously needed in order to obtain a more 
comp!e!e picture. 
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Institute for Neutronscattering 
General Overview 
User program al Ihe FRJ-2 reactor 
From October 1",2001 the user operation at the FRJ·2 is funde<! by the ElIrOpeOll Lare' Faciliry Aceess Proeram, 
which supports the European use of the Jülich reactor in supporting foreign users to perform experiments at our 
facility. A first call for proposals was placed with a deadline of November 30, 2001 ·21 propos.ls for 180 days 
beamHme were received, which comp.res very favorahle with the 45 days nv.Hable within the progr.m. An 
international review panel has been established and following the first reviewing process 89 days of beamtime were 
allocated 10 European users for the first four mnnth of 2002. 
In 2001 the FRJ·2 operation went smoothly dellvering 129 days ofbearn time with good reliability. During that lime 
altogether 149 experiments were performed, 64.43% wilh outside users. Figure I displays the origin of the different 
user groups, who partly came several times during 2001 to JÜlicn. Research groups from Gennan and Ruropean 
universities look the majority of thc beam time. In addition, we bad users from industry and from national and 
international research centers. 
Figure 1: Origln of FRJ-2 users. Given Is the 
number of different institutions, whieh have 
performed experimenls in JUlich. 
Figure 2 displays the distribution of internal and external experiments at a number of seleete<! instrumenls. Most of 
the experiments were performed on the small angle scattering machines and the powder diffractometer SV7 
operated by our institute und the University of Bann respectively. Concerning inclastic scattering thc most fuvor.d 
m.chine was the neutron spin echo .pectrorneter. 
(a) 
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Figure 2: External and internal use of elaSlic (ai and inelast;c instruments at the FRJ-2 by ex.mpie. Given is the 
number of experiments. 
In 200 I the 5" International Neutron Laboratory Course look place. Thi. training course for students was supported 
by thc European Neutron Round Table. Again the number of applicants (73) surpassed largely the available places. 
Prom the 40 accepted participants 14 came from outside Germany. 
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Neutron instrumentation (F &E·Nr. 23.S9.1) 
The development of neutron instrumentation and the construction of new neutron instruments is one of the focal 
poinl~ of the institute comprising activities in three areas. 
• Preparation of instrumentation for 3'" generation neutron sourees Iike the European SpaUntion Souree (ESS). 
• Construction of instrumentation for the FRM-2 reaetor in Munieh. 
• Upgrnding of existing instrumentation in JUlieh. 
The main endeavor in the field of spallation souree instrumentation is the ongoing feasibility slUdy (hardware) for a 
very high resolution neutron spin echo (NSE) spectrometer for the Ameriean spallation souree (SNS) in Oak Ridge. 
The study is performed together with the HMI and shonld lead to the best of its c1ass neutron spin echo instrument. 
Such an instrument will aUow us to gain experienec in the instrumentation of Megawau spallation sourees and at tne 
same time will offer acees8 to the use of SNS. The instrument was presented at the EFAC (Experimental Facililies 
Advisory Committee) in Oak Ridge and reccived very high marks. An increase of tne time resolution tO lf.ls 
combined with a signifieant inerease of the solid angle are the ambilious design goals. The feasibility study aims on 
the design of tne magnelie fjelds using superconducting technology and the development of correction elements. For 
that purpose a test stand has been build faeilitating very precise magnetie field measurements using NMR probes. 
Also computer simulations on the instrument performance are carried out. 
Furthermore, a design study for a very high resolution backscattering instrument to be operated at the ESS was 
nndertaken. The design goal is the combination of a large dyn.mic range, high resolution and significant intensity. 
Thc work on the backscattering spectrometer for the FRM-2 in Munich proceeded aceording to plan. The main 
aetivities foeused on the mannfaeturing of the analyzers and their mechanics. Furthermore, the design of the sampie 
position and t1te coneept of the spectrometer housing was finalized. 
In JiUich, the upgrade of thc small angle scauering machines WaS eontinucd. In partieular together with the ZBL a 
new two dimensional seintillation deteetor was developed allowing for an one order of magnitude higher counting 
rate. A number of sampie environment deviees like an elongational rheometer, a shear cell, a stretching maehine for 
melis or rubbers und a cell for time resolved SANS studies of mineralization proeesses were eonstructed. 
The focusing small angle scauering machine (KWS-3) was eommissioned and inelasHe fixed windows seans at thc 
baekscattering speetrometer as a new technique to monitor quasielastic scattering was developed. 
Polymers, membranes and complex fluids (F &E-Nr. 23,30,0) 
Most of the research in the institute concentrates on the stndy of soft condensed matter systems emph8sizing 
polymers snd complex fluids. Such research requires a c10se collaboration between synthetic chernists and 
physicists. In the institute this is realized by a synthetic laboratory which provides the sampies for the physies 
research. Theoretical guidance is svailable through a c10se collaboralion with the Institute Theory II of the IFF. 
Polymer synlhes/s 
Aside of standard preparalions of homo- and blockeopolymers for partieular physics problems, a number of items 
need 10 be emphasized: 
• In the field of brauched polymers, Ibe synthesis of so called pom-pom polymers - these are star polymers whieh 
are joined by a cross bar was persned. The synthesis of a half-pom-pom a A,B,-star - was achieved. 
• Alkoxy-silanes as linking agents for branehed polymers of the A7B, or A14Bz type were explored. For an 
industrial eollaboration with DSM nylons-6 star polymers were ereated. 
• Polydienes and polyalkanes whleh are soluble in silicon oi! were developed and Iikewise amphiphilic 





Polyalkane-PEO blockcopolymers as compatibilizers for nanocompositcs with isotactie polypropylene were 
achieved. 
A number of triblockcopolymers for !he slUdy of interfaces in microphase separated diblockcopolymers as weil 
as for the investigation of the reptation dynamics were created. 
!'inaUy, the GPC tripie detector for molecular weight analysis was tes!ed and the limits of universal calibration 
using viscosity and light delecHon, were explored. In the molecular weight range from IOOOg/mol to 
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500.000glmol a moleeular weight analysis on an absolute scale with a maximum efror of 10% was fOllOd tu be 
possible. 
Polymer dynamies 
We cominued our studies on the dynamies of polymer ehoins covering all scales from the macroscopic motion to 
local dynamies ineluding the motion. of side groups. 
• Large seale motion 
One of this years highlights was the stody of the single ehain dynamie strueture factor of polymer melts as a 
function of moleeular weight. In a eollaboration witb Prof. T. MeLeish from Ibe University of Leeds these 
experiments faeililate a molecular identification of the often proposed tube length fluelUation proeess in the 
feptalion model as Ibe limiting mechanism to loeal reptation (see report A. Wischnewski). A study on the 
moleeular weighl dependenee of the polymer mcll viscosity tO very high degrees of polymerization Iod 10 an 
observation of the viscosity cross aver to so called pure reptation behaviar (1/ - M'" --) M') for several 
polymers (PVCH, PI, PIB, PS). 
• llliermediate seale dynamits 
In the momentum transfer range Q below the first slrueture factor maximum the eolleetive und self motion of 
polyisobulylene (PIB) melIS were studied as a funetion of temperature. Unexpectedly and still not yet fully 
understood, we found that the relaxalion of the short range order or the structural relaxation observed al the first 
structure factor maximum exhibits a stronger temperalure dependenee as the collective dynamies in the 10w Q 
regime - with decreasing temperature the short range order Iives increasingly longer than the colleetiye modes 
at low Q. Thc corresponding colleetive relaxation times observed with neutron spin echo agree quantitatively 
with the relaxation time of the shear stress. The self motion foUows the temperature dopendence of the 
eollective modes (see report U. Buchenau). 
In the same spatial range but at picosecond time scales, the fast dynamies of polybutadiene (PB) was 
investigated. Comparing deuterated and protonated sampies of the same seauering power. it was possihle to 
show that the low Q inelastic scattering is purely coherent. The experiment demonstrated thaI Ibis inelastic 
scattering is not due to large amplitude motion but rather duc to a eorrelated small amplitude motion of many 
atoms. This finding supports strongly the concept of a strong coupling of the so .alled fast process to the 
longitudinal sound waves. 
EarHer studies of the fast proeess of glass forming materials in porous media hoy. shown that the confinemenl 
reduces strongly the low frequeney part of the Boson peak. At a first sight. this phenomenon appeared to be 
rel.ted to a cut off of long wave length sound waves due 10 Ihe confining media. New studies using larger pore 
sizes displayed a similur effeet invalidating the sound waye argument. The also observed slowing down and 
broadening of Ihe lX-relaxation could be explainod by a model of an inhomogeneous distribution of relaxation 
limes within the pores. 
• LlJcal dynamits 
On polyisoprene melts, the methyl group dynamics was investigated using a combination of time of flighl and 
backscauering experiments. The m.asurement validatod a model of an Gaussian energy barrier distribution and 
led to a detailed determination of the eorresponding parameters. 
In polymerie eleelrolytes (polypropyleneoxidelLiCIO,) measurements at the gtruetore faetor maximum 
displayed a slowing down and broadening of the structural relaxation depending on salt concentration. Studies 
of the self motion at small momentum transfers showed a temperature shirt of the relaxational processes upon 
salt addition, while the characteristics of tbe entropy driven Rouse dynamies prevailed. 
Using diele.lric techniques, the extend of the dipole fluctuations within the ß-relaxation was studied in some 
detail. For PVAc the dipole fluetuation (OJl~) cf the ß-relaxation was correlated wilh the mean squared 
displacement <,,'> from baekscauering experiments. A linear relation was found. 
Cocrystallisation on polymerie and mineralisation on biomimetic tcmplates 
The study of cocryslallization processes of polymers, organie and Ilonorganic materials are a new tield in our 
institute. Crystallization processes were studied first in connection wilh wax crystal modifiers for middle dislillate 
fuels. where cryslalline-amorphous diblockcopolymers were investigated. AI presen! two Iines are followed. 
• Cocrystalliwlioll of paraffifl will! random cryslalline.amorpl!ous copolymers 
The self assembly of PEB-n with 11 = 7.5 and 11 (n gives the number of ethyl side branehes per 100 baekbone 
carbons) copolymers in dilute deealle solution and their effeet on paraffin crystal formation (C2,H,o and C,oH'4) 
were studied. Using contrast variation the structure of the polymers .nd the paraffin assoeiates could be 
separately identitied. At low temperature tl,e two PEB-II copolymers by themselves selfas8emble into needle 
shaped objeets. For n 7.5 and n = l1 the selfassembling proeess starts al different temperatures (60°C and O°C 
respectively). The temperature of selfassembly strongly eorrel.tes with the wax erystal moditieation efficiency 
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of the polymerie additives. From the SANS dala, we could eonclude that the paraffin and the polymers 
cocryslaUize lnto eOJnmon two-dimensional strllcmr.s (eolI.boralioll with Prof. R.K. Frod'homme, Univ. 
Prineeton ). 
• Mi"eralizatioll i,1 thc presel/ce of associaling polymers alld Oll bwmimetic templales 
Recently, it has been found, that double hydrophilie blockcopolymers whieh have an eleetrolytic .nd an neutral 
block, serve as effieient bullders for Calcium binding and predpitation in CaCO; solutions. Despite of this 
extraordinary polymer effect, microscopic information on the eonformatlon und the eonfiguration of the 
polymer In the process Is still lIot avall.ble. Uslng small angle neutron scattering (SANS) exploratory 
Investig.tions of the nueleatlon .nd Ihe growth processes as weil as Ihe final crystalline products were 
performe<1. First evlden.e for a nanometer Internal structure of the minerals was found (collaboration wlln Prof. 
M. Antonletti, MPI Golrn). As Ihe second system, CaCO; minerallzation on gold colloids (lOnm size) whleh 
were covered with 4 dlrnethylaminoplrldene was Invesligaled (collaboratlon wilh Prof. W. Tremel, Univ. 
Maloz). 
Branched polymers and rubbers 
The study of Ihe matrix deformation In filled elastomers was eonlinued. An Ideal cyHndrlcal fiUer was prepared by 
mlcrophase separalion of a bloekcopolymer and dispersed in homopolymer matrixes. Matching condillons were 
employed such, that only Ihe matrix ehains were visible. The SANS result indieale that rod Hke fillers do not lead to 
visible reinforeemenl effeets of the polymer matrix reinforcement. Industrlal sillea filler were Invesligaled by a 
comblnation of SAXS and SANS lechnlques, in order to observe the malrlx deformation (SANS) and the 
deformation of the filler network (SAXS). The polymer ehain deformation la the sampies Is an agreement wllh the 
hydrodynamie reiaforeement effecl, Ihaugh, the dependence On the filler eoalent is irregutar (eollabor.tion with 
Prof. E. Straube, Univ. Halle) 
Real time SANS experiments combined wilh mensur.ments of Ihe dynamie moduli and the sol fraelion allowed an 
Identlficalion of scission reactions during the eure of rubbers. It was fouod that due to the immobilily and Ihe 
recrosslinking of broken ehains, random degradation processes do not effec! Ihe quality of Ihe rubber. 
Complex ßuids 
Complex fluids of Ihree different types were Investigaled. Studles on the polymer effideney boostlng effeet in 
microemulsions were contlnned on droplet phase systems. Bicontinl1ous polymerie microemulsions ware 
characlerlzed and slar polymers/colloldat mixlures were invesligmed. Furlhermore, dynamic experimenls on 
mlcroemulslons with three different morphologies were performed. 
• Drople! pbase microemulsions containing amphipbilic dihlockcopolymers 
Droplet phase oll in water mieroemulsions eonsisting of waler, deeane and C",E4 surfaclanlS conlammg 
amphiphillc dlblockcopolymers of polycthylenepropylene-polyethyleneoxlde PEP,-PEOy wilh Ihe molecular 
w.lghts (In 1000) y = IS und 80 were investigated. The polymer eoncentration was chosen such that on the 
average one polymer was attached 10 one dropl.l. Systematic contrast variation experiments allov,'ed Ih. 
determination of thc different partial struclure funetions. They could be deseribed by a spherical eore-shell-shell 
model. Thc eore eonsists of oil, Ihe first shell contains the surractant, the next outer shell Is a depletion zone, 
where the polymer is almost not present but beyond thls shell the polymer is homogenously distribuled. The 
observation of Ihe depletlon zone is In particularly elear for Ihe targer chain syslem (collaborallon with Prof. R. 
Slrey, Univ. Köln). 
• Mlcroemulslon dynamlcs 
Extensive small angle s;::attering and neutron spin.echo experimenls on a microemulsion system Ihat exhibits 
boosting of Its oll-in-water solubilizallon capabillty on Ihe addition of polymerie cosurfaelanls have been 
performed. The dynamics in the bieontinuous phase and In the lamellar phase can be descrlbed con.islently In the 
high waveveetor regime by applying Ihe model of free membrane patches of Zilman & Granek [PRL 77, 4788 
(1996)] if proper evaluation (partly) numerical Is performcd. The curvalure elaslleity I( extracted by Ibis me.ns 
from the dynamics is eonsistent wlth the expectations from olher methods. The Influence of the polymer 
cosurfactant on I( extraeted from the dynamle scatlering Is only marginal. At larger lenglh sca!es where Ihe 
Interferenee of membranes eontributes to S(Q) the dynamics exhibits deGennes n.rrowing. The investigatlons 
c\early showed the range of validilY of the moSI reeent Iheoretleal concepts to describe the loeal and medium scale 
dynamles of these microemulslon phases and the condilions for and limits of their applicability. 
• Mlcroemulslon ph.ses In a Ihree component polymer blend 
Ternary polymer blends conlaining lwo partly Incompatible homopolymers and the correspondlng symmetrie 
dlbloekcopolymer exhibit similar features as mixtures of amphlphilies wilh oil and water. The slructure faelor cf a 
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lernary mixture of dPBIPS!dPB-PS polymers was investigaled in Ihc neighborhood of Ihe Lifshitz line (LL). 
Thcre, we observed a so called reentrance phase behavior with a two phase region limiled by an upper and lower 
critle.l solution temperature Tu and 7; respectively. Thc temperature distance of Ihe immiscibility J.T = Tu - TI 
decreased from l5K at a diblockcopolymer volume fmction '1'= 6.3% to zero at the double critieal point (DCP) al 
'I' - 7.05%. Approaehing the DCP we observe an increase of the eritical exponents to twiee their values. If, 
however, the reduced temperalure field 1,1 = I (1' - Tu) (1',- 7) I/T' instead of t = I l' - Tu I/T is used, the predieted 
Lifshitz critieal exponenlS are evaluated. Tilere is experimental evidenee, th.t the observation of a rcentranee 
phase behavior wilh a lower phase boundary Is related to the formation of a droplet microemulsion phase whieh 
beyond the Llfshitz !ine beeomes bicontinuous . 
• Star polymer/collold mIxtures 
The influence of polymer branching on depletion forces was investigated by studying mixtures of hard sphere 
eolloids and star branc!led polymers with inere.sing arm numbers f = 2/32 but eonstant Rg ;: 50nm. The position 
of the glas8 liquid demixing transition was found to be related to the amount of branehing. Using SANS and 
SAXS partial strueture faetors in the star polymer colloid mixture. could be measured. Thc scattering datn refleet 
the relative distance to the demixing transition (collaboration with Prof. P.N. Pusey, Univ. F..dlnburgh and Prof. H. 
Löwen, Univ. DUsseldorf). 
Further research activities (F&E·Nr. 23.15.0) 
Tunneling systems 
The interpretation of rotational tunneHng speetra, the phonon density of states and internal excitalions on the basis of 
measured crystal struetures and fundamental intemetions - either transferable pair interaction potentials or un!ted 
force fields - Is successfully extended to the various isomers of xylene und the methyl halides. 
Electron transfer between metal organic moleeules containing methyl groups is related to the mechanism of 
hydrogen bond formation. The prominent example is trimethyl-alurninum. Studies have been extended to the 
respective gallium .nd indium alkyls. 
Rotation.1 tunneling as a probe of disorder is .pplied to a case - partially deuterated methane JIl - where the 
symmelry of Ihe molecu!e is incompatible with the site sYlmnetry. Large line broadenillgs allow an estimate of the 
distribution of barder heighlS. 
Biological maeromolecules 
The study on the interaetion of DNA with its water hull was extended to • first example of a DNA-drug complex 
(plan ar aromatic eomplex). Experimental basis is the determination of the self correlation of hydrogen .t the DNA 
on humidification with D,O. Those spectra dei ver as typ!cal information the ubiquitous onsel of eonformational 
fluetuations at .mund 200K for blomolecules and the charaeteristic sublinear relaxation. On this basis, no qualitative 
difference to pure DNA was observed_ Thls absence of a differenee speaks in favor of the in(erealation of the drug 
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Dr. M. Prager Rotational tunneling 23.15.0 
Instrument Responsible: Thermal time offlight speetrometer SV 29 
Dr. W. Pyekhout-Hintzen Polymer networks, branehed polymers, rheology 23.30.0 
Instrument Responsible: Small angle neutron seattering KWS 1 
Prof. Dr. D. Richter Structure and dynanues of polymers, glass transition, complex liquids 23.30.0 
Jnstitute Director ESS Seienee Director 
Dr. D. Schw.bn Phase transitions in polymer systems, solf assembly of crystalline 23.30.0 
copolymers, bionlineralisation 
Instrument Rcsponsible: Small angle neutron scattering KWS 1 and double 
crystal diffr.clometer DKD 
Dr. L. Willner Polymer synlhesis, characterization kinetics of polymer mkelles 23.30.0 
Dr. habil. R. Zorn Rubbery electrolytes, glass transition, dynamies in confinement, water 23.15.0 
dynamics in glasses 
U. BUnten Technician ot KWS 1 and NSE 23.89.1 
Dr. W. BUnten Development work on neutron spin echo spectrometer for SNS 23.89.1 
Ms. M. Hintzen Technician in thc polymer characterization laboratory 23.30.0 
Dipl.-Ing. M. Heiderich Engineer responsible for the KWS 1 and DKD instruments 23.89.1 
M. Jungen (untI! 31.08.01) Technician at SV 29 23.89.1 
Dipl.-Ing. T. Kozielewski Engineer backscattering spectrometer FRM 2 23.89.1 
Ms. U. Sausen-Malka Electronic laboratory 23.89.1 
J. Rademacher (unti! 31.07.01) Technician at SV 29 and KWS 3 23.89.1 
Dipl.-Ing. R. Schätzler Hend oftechnical service group 23.89.1 
T. Stare Technician at BSS 1 spectrometer 23.89.1 
R. Stollenwerk Technieian at KWS 2, electronic data processing 23.89.1 
Dipl.-Ing. G. Vemes Electronics enginecr, head of eleelronics labor.tory 23.89.1 
Second Instrument Responsible: Thermal time offlight spectrometer SV 29 
Ms. S. Oubenkhir Secretary 
Dr. L. Fetters (un.j} 16.08.2001) Self-assembly of crystalline: amorphous copolymers und rheologieal 
predictions of polymer systems. 
Dr. H. Fdelinghaus 
Dr. Ms. M. Heimich 
Dr. MS.lI.lIermes 
Dr. S. Hoffmsnn 
Microemulsions 
Instrument Responsible: Small angle neutron scattering facility KWS 2 
Polymer processing, influence of br.nehed polymers 
Inlluenee of solvent polymer interaelion on the ehain conformation of 
polyamide-6 







Dr. S. Kahle 
Dr. G. Kali 
Dr. O. Kirstei» 
Dr. M. Ohl (untiI30.04.2001) 
Dr. A. Radulescu 
Dr. W. Schmidt 
Dr. J. Stellbrink 
Dr. A. Wiscbnewski 
DI Ms. A. Blanehard 
Dipl.-Phys. A. Botti 
(unoI30.05.01) 
Dipl.-Phys. D. Byelov 
M.Sc. H. Bndo 
(untll31.03.01) 
Dipl.-Ing. H. Kay. 
(untiI31.08.01) 
Dipl.-Chem. R. Lund 
Dipl.-Ing. M. Ms. 
Mihailescu 
Dipl.-Phys. V. Pipich 
Dielectric speclroscopy, relaxations in complex polymer systems, partially 
s!ructure factor 
Second Instrument Responsible: Baekscauering spectrometer BSS 1 
Instrument Seientist at thc IN 15 speetrometer at the ILL 
Project seientist for backseattering instrument at FRM-II 
Second Instturnen! Responsible: D 23, IN 22 at the IIL 
Aggregation behavior of copolymers .nd wax crystallization 
Instrumen! Responsible: IN 12 a! the ILL 
Star polymers, calloid mixtUTeS and Iiving polymerization 
Polymer dyn.mies, ESS Seientiftc Advisory Committee (SAC) Assis!an! 
Relaxation mechanisms in enlangled polymers by me.ns of the small angle 
neutron scatlering technique 
Microseopic deformation of filled networks 
Invcstlgation of the role of polymers in microemulsions by small angle 
neu!run scatlering 
The role of amphlphilic polymers In the emulsification properties of 
microemulsions 
Micellarisation of amphiphilic polymers 
Exchange kinetics between polymer micellcs 
Dynamic of microemulsions - influence of amphiphilic polymers 


















Dipl.-Phys. Ms M. Zamponi Dynamies of entangled polymers 23.30.0 
Dr. M. Abdel-Goad 
(EI-Minia Unlv. Bgypt) 
Dr. Ms. A. Arbe 
(Univ. uf San Sebastian, Spain) 
Prof. Dr. J. Colmenero 
(Univ. of San Sebastian, Spain) 
Prof. H. Yee-Madeira 
(Nat. lost. cf Polytecbnique. New 
Mexico) 
Dr. Y. Melnichenko 
(Oak Ridge Nat. Lab., USA) 
Dr. Ms. H. Montes 
(ESpe) Paris, Fronce) 
Prof. B. Slr.ube 
(Univ. Halle) 
Dr. G. Wignall 




Investigation of the packing length cancept by rheologieal methods of 
model polymers 
Intermediate seale dynamies in polymer systems 
Partial structure factors in polymer melts 
Phase separation in polymer blends 
Crilic.l behavior in polymer blends 








The influence of topologienl eonstraints at the microscopic level in polymer 23.30.0 
networks and blends 
Ordering bebavior of tribloekeopolymers and polymers in solution 23.30.0 
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Molecular Observation of Contour Length Fluctuations Limiting Topological 
Confinement in Polymer Melts 
A. Wischnewski, M. Monkenbusch, L. \Villner, and D, Richter 
Institu! für Festkörper/arsch.ny, 
F'orschungszenirum Jiilich, D·52.425 Jiilich, German'1l 
A.E. Likhtman and T.C,B. McLeish 
IRG in Polymer Science and Techno/agy, U"ivep'sity 0/ Leeds, Leeds L82 9JT, Uni/ed Kingdom 
B, Fm'ago 
InstiM Laue-Langevin, B.P. 156X, Avenue des Martgrs, F-88042 Grenobl. Gedex 9, France 
(Dated: Dec.mber 10, 2001) 
In order to study the meclH'inisms limiting the topological chain confinement jo polymer melts; 
we have performed neutron spin echo investigations of the single chain dynamk structure factor 
from pOlyethylene melts over a large range of ehain lengtho. While st high molecular weight tbe 
reptation model 15 corroborated1 a systematic loosening of the confinement with decreasing chain 
length is found. The dynamic strudure factors are quantitatively deseribed by the effect of contour 
length fluctuations on the confining tube e.stahlishing this mechanism on a molecular level in space 
and time. 
F&E-Nr: 23,30,0 
In the melt long chain polymers heavily interpenetrate 
each other and mutually restriet theil' motions in forming 
topologieal constraints. In his famous reptation model de 
Gennes described the effeet of these entauglements by a 
tube (with diameter d) along the coarse grained chain 
profile localizing the chain and confining the chain mo-
tion [1,2]. The dominating motional rnechanisms in this 
model are (i) a curvilinear version of thc Rouse motion at 
short times (also termed local reptation), (H) and escape 
of the whole molecu!e from the tube at long times - the 
reptation process. 
Exploiting the new capabUities of ultra high resolution 
neutron spin echo (NSE) spectroscopy the dynamic struc-
ture factor of polyethylene (PE) was explored deeply 
illto the entangled regime. In this study the dynamic 
structure factor of the reptatioll model was corroborated, 
while all other competing models, which predict structure 
factors, performed far less well [3J. 
Thus, the assumption of tuhe confinemcnt, enforcing one 
dimensional chain motion along thc tube, is veryeffeetive 
in describing tbc ehain dynamics for long chains. How-
ever i as it 18 known from broad cross-over phenomena 
like the molecular weight dependence of the melt vis-
coslty, very important limiting mechanisms exist which 
elfect the confinement and limit the reptation proce"s 
[2]. These processes increase in importance as thc ehain 
length decreases. Theoretically, constl'alnt release, where 
a constraining chain moves Ollt of thc way of a given 
chain, and tube contour length fluctuations removing the 
constraint.s from the ends have been identified as the most 
importunt of those processes bnt no direct microscopic 
observation exists. In this report we address thc contour 
length fluctuation mechanism. 
\Ve present a systematie study of the single chain dy-
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namic structure factor of polyethylene -melts witl! alto-
gether 6 different molecular weights between 12.4 kgJmol 
:::: MV) :::: 190 kg/mol. The experiments were performed 
at the IN15 spin echo spectrometer at Institute Laue 
Langevin in Grenoble covering a range of momentum 
transfers 0,03 A. -I :::: q :::: 0.115 A' at T = 509K. The 
wavelengths of tbc incoming neutrons were ,\ 8 A and 
15 A spannlng a time range 0.3 ns :::: t :::: 170 ns. Thc 
experimental results were corrected for background lind 
resolution. Fig.l displays the obtained spectra for the 
highest and the lowest molec"lar weight. 
Thc data were analysed both nsing the pure repta-
tion model neglecting contour length fluctuatious and by 
an alternative approach, where the contour length flllc-
tuations are considered. The fits were performed fixing 
the elementary Rouse rate fIT taken from earlier mea-
suremclIts on PE at shol'trtimes [4J and varying the tube 
diameter d as the only parameter. 
First the data were analysed in terms of the pure 1'ep-
tation model yielding a good fit of thc data for the foul' 
higher MV), while for the two 10we1' Mw the fit is still ac-
ceptable. The constraint 1'ednction is reflected in the pure 
reptation picture byan apparent tube diameter which ln-
ereases with decreasing chain length. This ie illustrated 
in Fig. 2. 
In an alternative approach WB took into aceount thc con-
tour length fluctuations. For !,imes shorter than TR = 
N" /(,,'W) (N is the number of segments) thc so called 
Rouse time which is the longest relaxation time of an un-
conhned ehain, it was recelltly shown, that the effeet of 
reptation on escaping from thc tnbe is negligible in com-
padson to tube length fluetuations [5J. This time range 
corresponds to the times that are accessed in our experi-
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FIG, 1: Neutron spin echo speetra from polyethylene melts 
with Mw 190 kg/mol and Mw = 12.4 kg/mo]' The q-values 
correspond to: squares: q = 0,03 A -'; circles: q = 0.05 A"'; 
triangles: 1= 0.077 A -'; crosses: q = 0.096 A -'; diamonds: 
q::: 0.115 .-1, Lines: explanation see text. 
TR = 186 118 which i8 more Or le88 the maximum time 
reached by NSE. In thls regime the fraction of monomers 
released from the tube due to contour length fluctuation8 
has a very simple form [5J: 
>litt) 1.5 (!..)'/4 Z T, (1) 
where Te = TRI Z2 and Z Is the number of entanglements 
per ehain. Ineorporating this In the caleulation of the 
strudure factor we come to the results displayed by 
the lines in Fig. 1. If wc compare the experimental 
spectra with the model prediction, we generally find 
good agreement. The gradually inereasing decay of 
S( q,t) with decreasing M", is described very weil both 
with respect to the magnitude öf the effeet as weil as to 
the shape öf S(q,t). We further note that in partlcular 
for smaller M", the weighted error between fit and data 
is significantly smaller for this second approach. 
[lJ P.G, DeGennes, J. Physique 42, 735 (1981) 
[2] M. Doi and S.F. Edwards, The Theory ofPolymer Dynam-
ies) Oxford Science Publications, Clarendon Press, Oxford 
(1988) B. Ewen, Macromolecules 25, 6156 (1992) 
(3J P. Schleger, B. Farago, C. Lartigue, A. Kollmar, D. 
Richter, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 124 (1998) 
Thc sqnares in Fig.2 show the resulting tube diameters. 
Aside from some Bmall fluctuations they now stal' 
constant, independent of M",. At the highest molecular 
weight contaut length fiuctuations are insignificant 
and botb !ines of fitting yield the same d. At M", = 
36 kg/mol a slight difference appears which increases 
strongly with decreasing length. At M", = 12.4 kgJmol 
the difference In the fitted tube diameters between both 
approache" rises to nearly 50 % emphasizlng the strong 
effeet of the contour length fluetuation in loosening the 
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FIG. 2: Resulting tube diameters from th. model fits witn 
pure reptation (circles) and reptation and contour length Buc~ 
tuations (squares) as a funetion of molecular weight. The line 
is a guide for the eye. 
Thus, the comparison hetwecn the experimental chain 
length dependent dynamic strueture factor and theoret-
ical predictions clearly shows that in the time regime 
t :s; TR contour length lluctuatlons are the leading meeh-
aniern tbat limit the .hain confinement inherent to the 
reptation picture. Wlthout any further assumptlon or 
fitting parameter - the tube diameter d stays constant 
with M w - It is possible to describe the full M w dopen-
denee ofS(q,t) in terms oOoeal reptation and the contour 
langth fluctuation mechanism. 
In conclusion, our study of thc chain length dependent 
dynamic structure factor in PE melts provides strong 
support to a theory of contour length fluctuations as the 
confinement limiting mechanisrn on a molecullir seale. 
[4] D. Richter, B. Farago, H.. Buter., L.J. Fetters, J.5. Huang 
and B. Ewen, Macromolecules 26, 795 (1993) 
[5J A.E. Likhtman, T.C.B. McLeish, Quantitative theory for 
linear rheo]ogy of linear polymer metts, to he published 
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Real Time SANS Study on Head Group Self.Assembly 
for Lithium Based Anionic Polymerisation 
J. Stellbrink', J. AIIgaiel", L. WiIlner', T. Slawecke and L. J. Fetters3 
J /nslilut für Neulronenstreuung 
'NIST, Gailhersburg, MD 20899·8562. USA 
3 &xonMobil, A1I1wrulale, NJ 0880/ USA 
Small angle neulron scallering was used to ill silu study the inlermediale .truetnres formed in tbc course 
of the polymerization of butadiene and isoprene in deuteraled n-heplane. These ;11 si/u measurements 
showed that the start of the butadiene polymerization was accompanied by Ihe presenee of highly aggrega-
ted large-scale struclures. The late slages of Ihe isoprene polymerisation, on the other hand, ean be weil 
deseribed by assuming a eonstant aggregation number pA. 
F&E·Nr: 23.30.0 
Lithium based "li ving" anionie polymerisation [I J is an 
established method for preparing well·defined model poly-
mers in laboratory as weil as in industry. Nevertheless there 
exist still sume unsolved questions eoncerning its detailed 
reaction meehanism: The "living" polymer ehain R·CHiLi+ 
resembles surfactants in that way, that duc to its zwitterionic 
head group it self-assembles if the polymerisation is per-
formed in nanpolar solvents: 
f R-CH2-Li+ (R-CHz'Li+)f (I) 
In partieular the detailed strueture of these intermediate 
aggregates is still under diseussion. The current textbook 
mechanism assumes a constant aggregation number /=4 for 
butadiene and isoprene. Reeently we modelIed the problem 
by investigating the aggregation behaviour of "living" po· 
lymer ehains with different ehain lengths by small angle 
neutron seauering (SANS) [2-4]. We found some evidenee 
for i.) the existence of dense, large seale aggregates, 
R~IOOOA, whieh ii.) coexist with intermediate sized aggre· 
gates showing a concentration dependent aggregation num-
ber 4:5f:512. Here we report real-time SANS studie. perfo-
med directly on polymerizing solutions 10 investigate in 
more details the strueture of the different species present 
during "living" anionic polymerisation [5]. 
Experimell1a/: The SANS measurements were done on the 
NO-7 instrument at NIST, Oaithersburg(MD), USA. A 
detector setting of 12.75m with an offs.t of 250m was used. 
The neutron wavelength o( A= 7 A was used with a spread 
AIJA=15%. This in turn led to an experimental range of 
scauering veetor Q=t1t sin(6/2) A,'l from 3)(1O~3to 4xlO~2 A-
l, wilh 6 Ihc seauering angle. The SANS measurements 
were eonducted at 22"C and lO'C to yield a convenient 
polymerization rate fitting to the temporal resolution of the 
SANS experiment. The polymerization solvent was deule· 
raled n-heptane (Chemotrade, 99.2% d) while the initiator 
was sec-bulyllithium, for details .ee[5]. 
Early reaction slages: Fig. I shows the raw intensity data 
(corrected only for empty cell scauering) for the butadiene 
system obtained in the very early stages of the polymerisa-
tion. In spite of the seatter at high Q the corresponding low 
Q data is seen to inerease as Q i8 diminished. This is gene-
rie behavior for the presence of spedes with much larger 
length seales. R~ JOooA, than the tetramers predicted by the 
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textbook mcchanism. The enhaneed forward scattering 
decreases with inerasing reaction time I. i.e. Ihe large seale 
aggregates ,,melt". Tbis corroborates nur previous finding 
that aggregation number decreases with inereasing chain 
lenglh [4]. Wc note that neither the corresponding initiator 
nor the pure monomer solution show this type of scattering 
profile. For the isoprene system a similar behaviour i8 
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Figure I; Seattering inten8ity vs. senIlering veetor Q for 
early stages of butadiene polymerisation at 22°C. 
found, but the amount of forward sc.ttering is not that large 
as for the butadiene system, This ean be explained by the 
known much faster reaction rate of isoprene, which hinders 
us from covering the very early stages of the isoprene po· 
Iymerisation even at IO·C. 
LaIe reaclitm slages: The polymerizing system can be 
considered to eontain IWO types of monomers: L) Ihose 
incorporaled into the growing polymer ehains (passive) and 
ii,) those awaiting reaction (aotive). From mass conservati-
on their volume fractions 4>. and <l>m are related by 
<I>.(t)+4>m(t)=<I>o, with <110 the given total monomer volume 
fraetion. Therefore, the SANS scattering intensity as a fune-
tion of reaction time t and scattering vector Q is given by: 
<P p(l)(l- <P p(l)) 





where P(Q,t) denotes the form factor of the polymer or the 
polymer aggregates. V .. the corresponding weight average 
polymer volume per head group, A2 the seeond vlrial eoef-
ficient, and V rn tbe monomer volume. In the first term, the 
scattering eontribution of the growing polymer ehains, we 
used a virial expansion for taking into account conccntrati-
on effeets in dUnte polymer solution. In the second term, the 
scattering contribution of the monomers, we neglected the 
monomer form factor P m(Q), which equals I in the SANS 
Q-range under consideration. 
If we transform to number density Np, all time dependent 
1 (X){) Cl isoprene 22"C 
10 o 
10 100 1000 
t [minJ 
Figure 2: Forward scattering intensity as a funetion of 
reaction time for isoprene polymerisation at 22°C, 
solid line: fit to eq. 4, see lext. 
quantities in eq. (2) can be related to Np(t) if we i.) foeus on 
Ibe forward scattering I(Q=O, t), ii) assume a constanl ag-
gregation number f=4 as predicted hy the eurrent mecha-
ni.m, iii) make use of thc weil known first order kinetics in 
monomer concentration: 
-t/t N,(t)=No-N.(t)=No(l-e ') (3) 
and iv.) assume a Mw- and therefore also time-independent 
virial coeffeient A" which is jllstified by renormalisation 
group Iheory [6]: 
NpM m I(Q=O)= + 







Here Co denotes the given total monomer concentration. Mm 
the monomer molecular weight. Ni the initiator concentra-
tion, and Pp. Pm the polymer and monomer density, respec-
lively. Fig 2 shows a comparison between experimental data 
and fit according 10 eq. 4. We oblained Ihe following re-
sulls: ~,=397±5min and A,=(5.99±O.6)xW-' cm'mollg'. The 
virial coeffeeient A2 is wllhin error bars the same as that for 
the corresfonding tenninated ehain, A,.-r=(1.40±O.3)xlO·' 
cm'mollg [7]. 
Finally. the complele Q-dependenee can be described using 
the Benoit form faetor [8], whieh links the radius of gyra-
tion R, of star-like aggregates 10 the eorresponding quantity 
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of the building unit, Le. in our ease the grQwing polymer 
chain by R. =~(3f -2)/ f Rg,ann' The time dependenee 
of R,. was modelIed by apower law R,.-Mwv, where prefae-
tor and exponenl are given by the terminated ehain [7]. The 
result of the fit is shown in fig. 3. The agreement between 
caleulation and experiment is striking: A complex data set 
of more than 4000 t- and Q-dependent points ean be de-
scribed by netually one single adjuslable parameter, namely 
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Figure 3: Scattering intensity vs. scat!erlog veetor Q os a 
function of reaction time for isoprene polymerisation. 
COllclusions: SANS has been proven to be a powerfull 
tool for investigating reaetion kinectics, which allows both, 
strueture detennination and evaluation of rale eonstant. al 
the same time. Thc presented insitu SANS data on "Iiving" 
anionle polymerisation show a large varielY of intermediate 
aggregated spedes. In partieular the large Beale aggregates 
observed in Ibe very early reaetion stages, the post-initiation 
period, are somehow eontradictory to CUITent textbook 
mechanisms, and ccrtainly necd further investigation. 
!l] M. Szwarc, M Van Beylen, Ionic Polymerizatioll and 
Living Polymers, Chapman&Hall: N.Y./London (1993) 
[2] LJ. Fetters, N. Balsara, J.S. Huang, H.S. Jeon, K. Alm-
dal and M.Y. LiD, MacromoleclIles; 28, 4996 (1995) 
[3J J. Stellbrink, L. Willner, O. JlIeknisehke, D. Richter, P. 
Lindner, L.J. Fetters, J.S. Huang, Macrolllolecules; 31, 
4189 (1998) 
[4] J. Stellbrlnk. L. Willner, D. Richter. P. Lindner, LJ. 
Fetters, J.S. Huang. Macromolecules, 32,: 5321 (1999) 
[5J J. Stellbrink, J. AlIgaier. L. Willner, D. Richter, T. Sla-
weck!, L.J. Fetters, submitted 10 Polymer 
[6J H.G. EHas, MakromolekaIe, Verl. HUthig und Wepf, 
Heide1berg (1990) 
[7J The final polymerisation pToduct, the non-aggregated so 
called tenninated ehain, was analysed by an independent 
experiment with regard 10 Mw, R. und A,. 
[S] H.I. Beno!t, Polym. Sci., 11,507 (1953) 
A neutron scattering study on the structure and dynamics of oriented lamellar phase 
microemuIsions 
M.Mihailescu, M,Monkenbusch, J,Allgaier, H.Frielinghaus, D,Richter 
Institute for Neutron SCiJ.!iering 
B.Jakohs, T,Sottmann 
Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universitiit zu Köln, 
Luxemburger Sir. 116, D-50999 Köln, Germany 
Lamellar phases obtained by mixing water and on wlth intervening surfactant monolayer in-
terfaces (eventually containing 1aw molecular weights amphiphilic block~copolymers) are studied. 
Structural and dynamical investigations of oriented lamellar phMes at the length seale of the jl\ter~ 
membrane distanee and beyond are performed using Small-Angle Neutrons Seattering (SANS) and 
Neutron Spin~Echo (NSE). The data analysis in terms of staUe and dynamic structure factors for 
a stack of elastic interfacial membranes yields information of the membrane L'UTVature elastidty 
and membrane interactions in terms of membrane properUes. The conditions of applicabHity of the 
avaHable th€Oretkal concepts to extract~ e.g. the bending modulus from NSE data, a.re discussed. 
F&E-Nr: 23.30.0 
Long-range ordered lamellar phases consisting of an al-
ternation of water and oillayers separated by surfactant 
monolayers are one of the various topologically distinct 
struetures which ean self-organize in a ternary aqueous-
oil-surfactant system, see Fig,l. For very flexible mem-
branes (" '" kBT), Hke those studied in this work, the 
large out-of-plane thermal fiuctllations iuduce collisiolls 
between neighboring membranes. 'l'hey give 1'is8 to a re-
pulsive interaction which is caused by tho reduction of 
entropy of the membrane fiuctuations and is known un-
der the name of Helfrich stede repulsion [1 J. 
FIG. 1. Sketch Qf a lamellar phase wich membrane fluc· 
tuations. The distance between two coUisions relates to thc 
lateral conelation length ~, 
It was shown [2,3), tllat anehoring amphiphilic block-
copolymers (macromolecular surfactant analogs) on the 
interface has dramatlc infiuences on the extension of the 
bicontinuous single-phase region in the phase diagralll. 
Tethered polymers on surfactant layers modify the elas-
tic moduH " and K; [8,3). Thc position and bouudaries of a 
lamellar phase appearing in a basic surfactant system are 
also rnodified. Leng polymers aet on the phase diagram 
as to expand the random, bicontlnuous phase domain, 
while suppressing the formation of the lamellar phase 
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[2). The polymers bave profound etfeet on the eorrela-
tion Jengths of the structure and on the phase diagram. 
Upon addition of polymers, the appearance of lamellar is-
lands, at higher dilution than normally expected for the 
pure CIOE4 /water/decane system has been observed. 
The lamellar phase Is stabilized by the membrane-
membrane inter action -expressed in terms of the layer 
compressibility modulus B-, thc bending energy contrl-
butlons depend on "" = Kld/: 
H = !B(OU)2 ! (02u a2U)2 2 az + 2 K< ax' + ay" (1) 
Equipartltion leads to the Fourier amplitudes of the 
membrane displacements Uk 
Bk~ + "cki (2) 
In general, wo need to distlnguish between the mode wave 
veetor k and the ll10mentum transfer if of the seatter-
lng experiment. In order to descrlbe scattering intensi-
tles and NSE date around the S(q) maxima, a theory 
of Caille \4] (for NSE in a dynamical extension) may be 
used, It deserihes thc off-peak intensity and thc pseudo 
Bragg-peaks as power law divergencies. A consequenee of 
the large fluctuation amplitudes Is also that many modes 
with different k contrihute to thc observed dynamics at 
a given seatterlng wave vector ij. In the inter mediate q-
regime where the pseudo Bragg peaks occur the scatter-
ing behavior depends nn both thc membrane propertles, 
K, and the membrane interactions glven in terms of the 
oompressibility modulus of the stacks, B. 
In the regime of high-q (qdj 2> 1), it may be as-
sumed that the influenee of the inter-membrane eorre-
lations on the dynamic structure faetor are smalI, 8nd 
the data ean be described by the expression derived 
by Zilman and Granek [9] that ;gnores B "nd assum€S 
a system of decoupled membrane patches of size '" {. 
Interferences between adjacent membranes -duc to the 
large fluctuation amplitudes- average to zero and motions 
probed there are no longer collective. In this asymptotic 
regime the relaxation mode of membrane fluctuation ex-
hibits a simple dispersion of the relaxation rate 15,7,6]: 
w(k) = kaI< /[2{'1oH + ?)wat.,)] sinee 'lolI, wate, are known 
this regime allows for thc determination of single mem-
brane properties -namely I<- by measurements of the re-
laxation dynamics. Nentron spin-echo spectroseopy cov-
ers the appropriate space and time regime. This mem-
brane Zimm dynamics has already been stndied in the 
bicontinuons phase of microemulsions of the same type 
by NSE and interpreted [10J. The orientation of the 
lamellar phase l'eduC€S the computationa! e/fort invo!ved 
in the proper application of the Zilman Granek mode! 
compared to the bicontinuous version. However, thc ne-
glected membrane interaetions are more important in the 
lamellar phase. 
In a first datn analysis in terms of stretehed expo-
nentials yielding f q and ß in the asymptotic regime 
(q:;p qlf), Le. B(q,t)/B(q) = e-r,ß are compared with 
the predictions: f, C< q3 and ß = 2/3 of the single-
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FIG. 2. Left: Relaxation rate r ,(q) from the stretched ex-
ponential analysis based for the basic CHlE4 system. Right: 
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FIG. 3. Same type of data as shown in Fig. 2 but for poly-
mer containing systems with larger df PEP)-PE01 (circles), 
PEP,-PEO, (tdangle.) und PEPs-PEO. (squares). 
r q in Fig.2 shows cloar evidence of deGeuues narrow-
iug at the pseudo Bragg peak positions and a C< q2 regime 
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below the first peak, however, thc expected asymptotic 
q3 behavior is not reached. In contrast Fig. 3 displays a 
dear high-q behavior r q C< q3 und the corresponding ß 
values approach ß 2/3, 
A complete analysis and U,e determination of thc 
bending modulns 1<, the fnll numerical procedure as de-
scribcd in Ref. [10] but without angular averaging was 
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FIG, 4. NSE relaxation curveß, for oriented lamellar phase 
with PEP5-PEOs corresponding, from top to bottomI to 
q=(O.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.4, 1.8, 2.2) nm-I. The solid !ines are 
individual fits to the numerkaHy integrated Zilrnan Granek 
model. 
while at q in the peak region where thc validity of the 
procedure is questionable fitted values of I«q < 2qlf) '" 
lkBT are obtained, thc extracted valu€S of I< approach 
2kBT in the high-q limit. Th!s somewhat large value fcr 
I< may indicate modified frktion ellects 01' higher order 
bending enel'gy terms? No elear dependence on polymer 
length beyond the 10% error bars was detected, however, 
a trend towards larger " for thc longest polymer is seen. 
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Time evolution of strain relaxation in a model-branched H-polybutadiene 
M. Heinrich, W. Pyckhout..Hintzen, D. Richter, E. Straube1, T.C.B. McLeish2, D.J. Read3 , A. Wiedenmann4 
Institut für Neutronenstreuung 
1 Martin-Luther-Universitiit Halle, Germany 
2 IRe in Polymer Science and Technology, Deparlment 0/ Physics, Univ<r.ity 0/ Leeds, U.K. 
3 Department 0/ Applied Mathematics, Univers'!y 01 LwJ.s, U.K. 
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We present a study of the relaxation of st.rained H-shaped polymer malts by Small Angle Neutron 
Scattering. Thc structure functions corresponding to annealing times in thc arm-relaxation range are 
intarpretcd in terms of a Random Phase Approximation theory. Wo show that the resulte obtaincd 
in non-linear deformation are in very good agreement with those obtained from the dynamicallinear 
shear moduli. 
F&E-Nr: 23.30.0 
The relationship between the microsoopic details of 
branched polymers dynamics on one hand and their en-
hanced <laSe of processing on the other hand compared 
to linear structures has been achallenge for decades in 
several diBciplines of polymer research. Just shortly, new 
quantitative insighte, especially in thc linear response of 
simple architectures like linear chains and starlike struc-
tures, became available after an extensive theoretical 
modoling of stress relaxation concepts. The assignment 
of these processes, localised to specific time and length 
scales has lcd to the investigatioll of more complex hy-
brid architeetures like H'B which possess both linear and 
star dynamics features. An Independent proof of this 
"molecular, rheologieal" pattern ls ideally tackled by the 
technique of Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS), of 
which the scattering vector matches the length "cales cf 
interest. 
In a former investigation of the short time relaxation 
dynamics, the feasability of the experimental deooupling 
of microscopic and macroscopic time scales by qnench-
ing the relaxation states was shown [lJ.Thc strongly non-
linear experiments obtained in eiongationaillow failed to 
agree in quantitative way with the expected relaxation 
from small-amplitude linear shear data and sustained 
a slow-downed dynamics duc to indpient crystallization 
under .train at low temperature. A follow-up with a non-
crystallizable H-polymer, which was scaled to thc first H 
in terms of its entanglement structure is presented here. 
The PB-polymer (40% vinyl strueture) consists of a la-
beled bridge and unlabeled arms. 
The stress relaxation wh ich is a sensitive qualilier of 
the loss of topologieal contributions to the mechanical 
response provides thc neccssary microscopic features, de-
tcctable in a time-dependent small angle neutron scatter-
ing experiment. Fig. 1 and 2 show experimental dynamic 
shear moduli and estimated stre.ss relaxation, reduced to 
To = 25°C. The data points correspond to the states at 
which the SANS strncture was investigated. 
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FIG. 1. Dynamic shoar moduli G'(w) (cireles) and G"(w) 








FIG. 2. Stress relaxation modulus G(t) at Ta = 25° (line) 
estimated korn the rneasure<! dynamic modull (Fig. 1). Thc 
points correspond \0 the states at which the SANS structure 
was investigated. 
The Random Phase structure factor for the quenched 
system takes into account thc presence of quenched and 
annealed variables. A rigorous treatment as weil as a sim-
plified treatment of interaetlolls proved already to deliver 
comparable results [1]. 
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FIG. 3. Experimental structure functions along the axes 
parallel (circles) and perpendicillar (squares) to thc strain, 
measured after astrain of A:;::;2, after 10-3 I 1.9 10-2 ! 4.9 10-2 j 
4.3 and 37.2 S of annealing time at 25'. Th. !ines represent 
the cottesponding theoretical ealculations. 
Thc scattering data along both principal axes in Fig. 
3 are presented in terms of the moleeular rheology de-
scription [2]: 
(1) Thc rapid end equilibration leads to an initial 
isotropization of arm segments of the order of the tube di-
ameter. Thc arm ia now eonsistlng of isotropie segments 
and deformed segments with deformation A. 
(2) The typical non-linear retraction proeess, accompa-
nied by contour length fluctuations is an entropie process 
and oeeur" to reach again thc equUibrium tension in thc 
arm. The "train depend. on the Rouse time of the chain 
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'TI/. and the aetual annealing time t as [3]: 
A(t) = 1 + (a(G) - l)exp( -t/'TR) (1) 
where a( G) is the deformation tensor. 
(3) The entropically unfavoured motion in direction of 
the brancbpoint expresses itself in the increase of the di-
ameter with relaxation. It refleets the loss of confinement 
by the dilution e!feet with isotropie chain ends. Thc di-
luted tube depends on the fraction x of relaxed segments. 
(4) Branchpoint withdrawal and final reptation of a 
diluted bridge chain are not yet expeetcd to appear. 
The similarity of thc predictions of linear shear and 
the fitted relaxation state of the arm aB shown in Fig. 4 
is striking. 
It is ellcouraging to notice that typicalllon-linear phe-
nomcna can now be tackled from an input of linear data. 
Thi" justifies the initial aim of eonstructing a rheological 
tool box for extensive non-linear predlctlve design. 
FIG. 4. AnneaUng times aB a function uf x, the fraction of 
relaxed segments in one arm. The Hnes represent predictions 
from linear shear and thc points represent the resuIt.s from 
SANS. 
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Unimer Exchange Kinetics of Block Copolymer MicelIes 
L. Willner, A. Poppe, J. Allgaier, M. Monkenbusch, D. Richter 
[nstit"te lor Neutron Scattering 
A time-resolved SANS t€Chnique was elaborated to study the unimel' exchange kinetics in block 
copolymer micelles under equilibrium conditions exploiting the large difference in scattering Jength 
density between deuterated and protonated species. The technique was applied to the system PEP-
PEO/DMF where in contrast to thooretkal predictions the observed kinetics consists of two wen 
separated processes. WhHe thc fast process can be associatOO with a single unimer exchange the 
second slow pröcess could not yet be assigned to a microscopic picture, 
~'&E-Nr: 23.30.0 
It is well known that block copolymera ",bove a critical 
concentration self-assemble into micellar structures. Ac-
cording to the Glosed Association Goncept at equilibrium 
there ia adynamie exchange of block eopolymers between 
solution aud micelIes. This equilibrium is characterized 
by a single equilibrium constant and a narrOW micellar 
size distribution. 
The equilibrium structures of block eopolymer micelles 
have been extensively studied theoretical!y and exper-
imentally using a large variety of different techniques, 
e.g. .mall angle neutron scattering, statte light seatter-
ing, microscopy etc., while less attention has been payed 
to the kinetics of unimer exchange although interesting 
for both fundamental research end technical applications. 
Generally, the kinetic properties of a micellar equilib-
.. it,m are difficult to aceess by experimental tedmiques. 
For block eopolymer micelIes lIuorescence quenching [1,2J 
have been applied bllt this technique requires the prepa-
ration of block copolymers with bulky lIuoresccncc labels 
preferably at the junction of the two blocks. This may in-
lIuenee the association behaviour of the underlyingblock 
copolymerjsolvent system. 
We have developed a time-resolved SANS method to 
study the exchange kinetics under equilibrium conditions 
i3J. The principles of the SANS-experiment are iHus-
trated in FIG. L Two reservoirs eonsisting of deuterated 
(yellow) and protonated (blue) mice]]es are prepared in 
an isotopie solvent mixture whose scattering length den-
sity matches exactly the average scattering length density 
(green) of the two block copolymers. For the case that 
the block copolymers just carry different labels but are 
otherwise identical, seattering curves of the two reservoirs 
are equal. Sinee thc square root of tlre scattered inten-
sity 1(Q)1/2 is proportional to the difference in scattering 
length density between solvent and micell., Ps.! - Pm;" 
the excess concentration of a block copolymer specieB in 
a mkelle can be determined. After mixing equal amounts 
of the two reservoirs thc following time-dependence can 
be anticipated: 
i) At t = 0 thc contrast is maximal, thc scattcred in-
tensity is identical with those of the two reservoirs sinee 
contrast and concentration do not change by mixing. 
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ii) As a function of t the intensity decreases becauBe due 
to unimer exchange thc cantrast becomes smaller. 
iii) At t = 00 all micelIes consist of a random mixture 
of h- and d-unimers, the cantrast vanisbes snd scattering 
intensity is minimal. 
Provided that tbe difference in l(Q) at t = 0 snd t = 00 
is sufficiently large snd the residence time of a block 
copolymer in a micelle, which is detcrmined by the ex-
pulsion rate, fits in the time-window of a typical SANS-
measurement, time-resolved SANS is an ideal tool for a 
kinetic study. 
FlG. 1. Illustration of the SANS-experiment to determine 
the exchange kinetics of unimers in a miceHar system, 
This method was applied to study the exchange killet-
les of micelles formed by the amphiphilic block copolymer 
poly(ethylene-alt-propylene) - polyethylene oxide (PEP-
PEO) in water and in dimethylformamide (DMF) which 
are both selective solvents for PEO. In water we did 
not observe any decrease in intensity even not at high 
temperatures and long times. Apparently, the micelles 
are kinetically frozen duc to tbe high interfacial ten-
sion between the strongly hydrophobie PEP and water 
b '" 51 Nm-i). 
Despite of a strong reduction in the interfacial tension 
in DMF (r "" 3 Nm-t ) tho unimer exchange is still to 
slow to be measured by the SANS method at mom tem-
perature. In order to accelerate the kinetics we have per-
formed measurements at elevated temperatures. While 
at 65°C thc time dependence Is still weak, tho forma-
tion of mixed micelJes is more pronounced at 70·C and 
is clearly visible at 80°C .. As an example the scatterillg 
curves at 70°C are shown as a functlon of time in FIG. 2. 
1"10.2. Three dimensional plot of the scattering intensities 
es a function of seatt.ring veetor Q .nd time t of PEP-PEO 
miceHes in DMF at T = 70°0. 
Fm a quantitative evaluation the integral intensities 
were corrected by subtraction of the scattcring of the 
sampie at t = 00 (Sampie was prepared from a 50/50 
blend of both polymers). The square root of this cor-
rected Intensity is then plotted versus time as shown for 
80 0 e in FIG. 3. Acceptable fits cDuld only be obtained 
by a sum of two exponentials: 
I(t) ~ atexp{ -k,t} + uzexp{ -k2t} (1) 
Thc fitted rate constante kl and kz differ by more than 
one order of magnitude, dearly indicating thc existence 
of two weil separated processes. Thc activation ener-
gies of the two processes wero deduced from In k vs. 
1fT plots to be 29kJjmol for the slow process and 
12.2 kJ jmol for the fast protess. Thc existence of two 
processcs stays in contradiction to theoreticaJ conceiv-
abilities. Halperin and Alexander [4[ considered thc asso-
ciation/dissociation of block copolymers to proceed solely 
via thc insertion/expulsion of single unimers. For this 
process an expression for thc activation energy was de--
rived: 
(2) 
where NB denotes the degree of polymerization of 
the insoluble block and I the length of a repeat unit. 
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With I = 5.1 11. and N PEP = 67 an energy barrier of 
7.5 kJ /"'01 was ealculated. 
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FIG. 3. Plot of the square Toot of the coTrected integral 
intensity V5. time at 80°0. Solid line repre,sents the fit with a 
sum of two exponentials 
A comparisol1 with thc experimentally obtailled ener-
gies implies that the fast process ean be assigned to the 
single unimer exchange whlle the origin of the second 
slow process finds no basis in thc scaling theory. A joint 
mechanism of unimer exchange snd fusion and fission 
was considered in the scaling theory of Dormidontova [51. 
However, slnee both mechanlsms would exist in parallel, 
thc eorrespondillg rates would add and the signal decay 
would still bc single exponential. 
In order to explain thc observed double exponential 
time decay we have considered an isotope elfeet for thc 
interfaciai tension. On the basis of eq.2 we have ealcu-
lated a ractor of 2.4 needed to account for the two rate 
constants. Such a largo isotope effeet would result in a 
more than a factor of 4 difference in thc equilibrium ag-
gregation of the two speeies wh ich has not been observed 
by SANS. Moreover, duc to umimer exchange a distribu-
tion of micelles with different interfacial tensions ean be 
expeeted leading to a gradual rate change with changing 
composition which lead to a stretched exponential decay. 
Attempte to fit thc data in such a way did not give sat-
isfactory results. 
Thus, the appearence of thc second slow process has not 
yet been understood. 
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A step forward in understanding methane: rotational tunneling in phase III 
M. Prager, W. Press!, B. Asmussenl , J. Combet2 
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Rotational tunneHng of tetrahedral molecules is a sensitive probe uf site symmetries and site 
mwtiplicities. How6ver1 thc complexity of overlapping tUIlfieling patterns can render a model free 
description of data impossible. Qnly on the basis of the recently determined low temperature crystal 
atmeture of ph",", III of methane the high resolution tunneling spectrum of 1.5% CH. in CD. could 
be quantitatively explained. The analysis is based on tunneling matrix elements and includes line 
positions and intensities. Barder heights and disorder obtained with accuracies better than O,lmeV 
will aUow to refine pair interaction potentials. Level spedfic spin conversion times show up in the 
intensities of tunneling transitions. 
F&E-Nr: 23.15.0 
Methane is the simplest organic moleeule. It is of fun~ 
damental importance for any organie material to nn-
derstand interactions bctween methane molecules. Like 
many supposedly simple molecular materials methane 
!Jas a rich phase diagram with actually seven knOWll 
phases. F\tlly solved erystal struetures exlst of the two 
cnbie phases land H only [I]. Phase I is a disordered plas-
He phase while in phase II 75% of thc molecnies become 
orientationally orderad. Thc structure of phase Ir Was 
predicted on thc basis of octuPOI&Dctupole interaction 
of methane tetrahedra [2] with thc octupolc moment cal-
culated from pair interaction potentials [3]. Very recently 
phase UI - known to alst Binee 1937 - could be solved us-
ing high resolution neutron powder dilfractomctry. In dis-
agreement with predictions based on octupole-octupole 
interaction and a crystal fieJd [4j it is not a subgroup of 
phase Ir but the cell is very slightly orthorhombic with 
aH moleeules ordered on two sublattiC€s of m and 2 site 
symmetries, respectively, and equal occurrenee probabi!-
iUes [5J. Cuts through tbe unit cell at different heigbts 
are shown in Fig. 1. 
'I\mneling speetra were measured at the II,I" Greno-
ble, using the backscattering spectrometer INlOB witb 
its variable temperature monocbromators. A wide range 
or energy transfers -7{tcV 5 E 5 180;.teV at ~ l;.teV 
energy resolution is obtained using the KCI[200] and 
NaCI[lll] variable temperature monochromators. Tbc 
lattice spacings of both monochromators allow only 
downseattering processes to be observcd. Thc open sym-
bols in fig. 2 show a eomposed spectrum representing 
lOOh of counting time. The high energy resolution re-
veals many new details especially st low encrgy transfers. 
The signal to noise 18 ltmited by tbe low concentration of 
guest molecules, thc higb resolution and the large num-
ber of transitions. Lang counting times lead to high back-
gronnd which amounts to about 30% of the most intense 
inelastic line. This constaut baekgrouud is subtracted. 
Thc spcctrum is furcher modified by inhomogeneous 
line broadening. Despite the concent.ration of guest 
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molecules was limited to 1.5% disorder and thc corre-
sponding distribution of rotational barriers ia still signlf-
leant. Inhomogeneous !ine broadenlng ia proportional to 
the energy transfer and thus reduces the quality of a spe.-
trum especially at large energy transfers. In the present 
example WB have r(T) = rre.o(l + '12ti'llwl. 
FIG. 1. Arrangement of the methane molecules in the 
b-e-plane of the Cmoo space group of phase Ur. al and cl 
show cuts throngh tbe planes x = o,! with m molecules, h) 
end d) repr_nt planes x = t, ~ with 2-site molecnles. The 
underlying blue eolour represents orientations in phase H. 
Only tbc solution of the crystal structw'e of phase III 
[5] yielded a solid basis for a da!a analysis. Tbe model 
of single particle rotation offers the overlap matrix ele-
ments as the appropriate fit parameters [6J. In the general 
case the groundstate Is a quintett (A, Tl> T2 , T3 , E) with 
Irine aUowed tunneling transitions. With inereasing site 
symmetry Ti-levels become degenerate and the number 
of transitions i8 finally reduced to 2 for tetrahedral envi-
ronment. 
FIG.2. Neutron spectrwn of 1.5% CH, in CD,. Energy 
resolution about 1peV. Sempie temperature T 1.8K. Ex-
periment: open circlesj red Une: CIl4 on m~5itest blue line: 
CH, on 2-sites; yellow area: sum of bath. 
In the aetual case we need the results for 2- and m-
symmetries. Accordingly [6J, the thre. equidistant Iines of 
equal intensities at energy transfers ::: l00l'eV are iden-
tified as the T; -> A transitions of thc site with 2-fold 
symmetry axis. Trus assignment and a sma1l180" matrix 
element H determine all other transitions of trus site. 
Final fit parameters are h 1 = ha = -19.99j.teV, h<.l = 
h. = -11.82JLeV, H -- O.80peV with levels 
O(A(2»), l07(T?»), 124(TJ2»), 140(TJ2», 190(E(2»l'eV. 
The remaining inelastic intensity i8 explained by tran-
sitioIll! of methane moleeules at m-sites. Starting with 
attributing tue unexplalned inelastic intensity at the 
largest energy transfer to the Ta -+ A transition a num· 
ber of combinations of Jines was explored. Final pa-
rameters are hl = -2.09pcV, h<.l = -16.55I'eV, h3 = 
h. -6.33peV, H = O.056j.teV with levels 
O(A(m», 39(T~m», 68(TJm»), 79(TJm»), 91(E('n»peV. 
Intensities are caleulated for cqual population of thc 
tunnel sublevels. The good fit (yellow area of fig. 2) rop-
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r_nts an independent support of thc new erystal stmc-
ture [51. Based on thc analogy to one-dimensional ro-
tation barder heights are derlved from mean E -+ T 
transition energies via the Mathleu equation. Thc po-
tential of molecules at 2-sites is ~ 16.6meV and sigulfi-
cantly weaker than that of m-sites where It amounts to 
21.5me V. Trus could be a residue of partial orientational 
disorder on trus sublattice in phase H. Both potentials 
are stronger than any in phase H. The rotational poten-
tials show a narrow distribution with a relative width 
below 1% (oV = O.12(O.13)meV) due to chemical and 
excitational disorder. 
Thc description with matrix elements is a first phe-
nomenological step only. Next, thc overlap matrix ele-
ments have to be rehlted via thc wave functions with the 
rotational potential A( W E), W E heing tl,e Eulerian angles. 
A(wE) must follow from the crystal strueture and the in-
termoleeular atom-atom potentials. Eventually, such re-
finement may lead to improved pair potential parame-
ters beyond those of BarteU [3J which were successfui for 
phases land II. 
A transition within the tunneling multiplet requires a 
nuclear spin flip. Trus prevents immediate eqIrilihration 
with the phonon bath. Spin conversion times 7' are of 
the order of days and lIsuaUy different for different lev-
els. Trus leads to differences in popuiation. The fit shows 
amismatch of intensity around 39 and 671'e V of m-site 
methane. The involved TI level converts faster, the 111 
level more slowly than the average. 
After long stagnation the solution of the strueture of 
phase III of CD, gives a new impact towards understand-
ing dynamics and interactions of the simplest organie ma-
terial. 
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Stress Relaxation and Flow in a Polymer Melt 
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Spin-echo measurements in deuterated polyisobutylene demonstrate unambiguously that the 
stress relaxation and the a relaxation of the flow process are two separate processes, with a slightly 
but clearly different temperature dependence. Obviously, the structural relaxation of the flow process 
sets in only after the stress has fuHy relaxed. Results in protonated polyisobutylene show that the 
proton diffusion shares the temperature dependence of the stress relaxation, 50 the diffusion distances 
required for the flow process get longer and longer with decreasing temperature, 
F&E-Nr. 23.30.0 
In viscoelastic fluids, one usually associates the flow 
process with the shear stress relaxation, identifying the 
relaxation time Ta of the flow process with the shear 
stress relaxation time in terms of the Maxwell relation 
(1) 
where 'I is the viscosity and G is the iufinite frequency 
shear modulus. This Maxwell idea is generally accepted, 
because it is obvious that the shear rigidity must dis-
appeal' before the flow sets in. On the other hand, it 
is equally obvious that the disappearance of the shear 
rigidity is only the beginning of the flow proeess. The re-
structuring on the microscopic scale will also take time. 
The present Letter evidences for the first time a mea-
surable difference between the two time seales and their 
temperature dependence, using the neutron spin-echo 
technique. This method offers the unique possibility to 
measure both relaxation times in a single experimen-
tal setup. If one measures at the first sharp diffractiou 
peak in 8(Q), one finds the structural relaxation time 
Ta, with a temperature dependence which follows that 
of the viscosity. This was first shown for CKN, a mixed 
eaJcium-potassium nitrate [1], and later for several poly-
mer glassformers [2-4] incJuding polyisobutylene [4], a 
polymer with a glass temperature of 200 K. Since the first 
sharp diffraction peak mirrors the molecular packing, its 
lifetime is a direct measure of the structural relaxation 
time, providing a microscopic time scale for the viseosity. 
In contrast, 8(Q) at small momentum transfer Q arises 
from the density fluctuation on a larger scale I/Q. In a 
viscoelastic fluid, it has three components: the Brillouin 
scattering from the high-frequency sound waves and two 
quasielastic components, one from the entropy fluctua-
tions and another one from the stress relaxation [5]. The 
lattel', sometimes denoted as Mountain scattering [6] al-
lows to determine the structural relaxation time Ts . 
Here we preseut a new treatment of the scattering at 
small Q, based on the second moment sum rule [7] 
(OO w28(Q,w)dw = kBTQ', 
}-oo m (2) 
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where m is the average atomic mass. In the absence of 
any damping of the sound waves, the Brillouin scattering 
[7] 
kBT 
8bri1l(Q,W) = 2m o(w ± wO), (3) 
where VI is the longitudinal sound velocity, exhausts the 
second moment sum rule. Consequently, any additional 
scattering at nonzero frequency, be it from the entropy 
fluctuations 01' from the Mountain scattering, must be 
connected with a weakening of the two Brillouin lines. 
More precisely, the visibility of the relaxational scattering 
is proportional to the square of the bilinear coupling be-
tween the corresponding relaxational mode and the Bril-
louin sound wave at the given Q. The bilinear coupling 
leads to a hybridization of the Brillouin sound wave and 
the relaxational mode. Thus the Brillouin scattering gets 
a bit weaker, and the relaxational mode becomes visible. 
One cau relate the strength of the relaxational scatter-
ing to the damping of the sound waves. A straightforward 
derivation 18] yields the low-Q scattering 
8(Q,w) = kBTp X~l, 
m w 
(4) 
where Xll is the inverse modulus Cll = pvl of the sound 
waves nd p is the density. This scattering has a quasielas-
tic component reflecting the longitudinal stress relax-
ation time T,. In polyisobutylene, ultrasonie investiga-
tions [9] show that the longitudinal stress relaxation time 
equals the shear relaxation time within experimental er-
1'01'. Thus the spin-echo relaxation time determined at 
low Q should equal the shear stress relaxation time T,. 
~ 0.1 
FIG. 1. Q-dependent relaxation times in polyisobutylene 
at 365 K. FuIl symbols: incoherent data from protonated 
sample; open symbols: coherent data from deuterated saUl-
pie. Triangles are scaled from 390 K, dreles from 335 K, both 
with an effective harTier height of 0.43 eV. The al'fOW eorre-
sponrls to the hydrodynamic limit from the mechanieal data, 
the line to Q-3 .• (see text). 
Fig. 1 shows the roherent spin-edlo results at three 
different temperatures, plotted on a logarithmic seale 
against thc momentum transfer Q. Also shown are data 
taken on protonated polyisobutylene, where the incoher-
ent scattering from the proton dominat.es. At low Q, 
thc incoherent relaxation time increases with Q-2/0.55 
Q-3.6, as it should if the protons have a mean square 
displacement proportional to tß with ß = 0.55. This 
mean square displacement in turn i8 consistent with a 
Kohlrausch law with ß = 0.55 in a scenario of homoge-
neous dynamics, Thc data at the three different temper" 
atures 335, 365 and 390 K were scaled to 365 K, using an 
effective Arrhenius barrier of 0.43 eV, a proeedure which 
works quite well for the incoherent relaxation tim es. It 
also secms to work quite well for the low-Q coherent re-
laxation times, but not for the data at the first sharp 
diffraction peak at 1 A -1. There, tne relaxation tlmes 
are (i) larger than those at low Q (ii) change faster witn 
temperature than those at low Q. In fact, their tempera-
ture dependence again follows closely that of the viscos-
ity, while the temperature dependence at low Q is clearly 
slower. 
We ronelude that the shear relaxation time T, seen 
at low Q is not only shorter than the structural relax-
ation time Ta seen at the first sharp diffraetion peak, but 
that the ratio even inereases with decreasing tempera-
ture. Further support for this conclusion comes from an 
interpolation of the longitudinal stress relaxation time in 
Xl1 hetween an ultrasonic [9] and a Brillouin light seat-
tering experiment [51 to tne temperature 365 K, the arrQW 
in Fig. 1, which agrees within experimental error with 
the low-Q eoherent relaxation time reported here. 
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exchange klnetlcs in block copolymer mlcalles 
Europhys. Let!. 55, 667·673 (2001) 
23.30.0 
Other publlcatlons 
Allenspach P_l; Anders.n K.H,2; Colognesi D.2; Fak B,2; 
Kirstein 0.; Zoppl M.3 
1 Laboratooy for Neutron Scanering ,ETHZ & PSI, CH-5232 
Villigen PSI, Schweiz 
21SIS Department, Rutherlord Applelon Laborstooy, Chilton 
Didcct, Oxlordshire, OX11 OQX, UK 
3C0051gli0 Nazlonale delle Aleereha, Firanza, ftaly 
Indirect Geomeloy Spectromater Pertonnance 01 a Suite 01 
Generic Instruments on ESS 
ESS Instrumenlallon Group Reports, SAC WoII<shop, 03.-
05.05.01, Ed.: F. Mezel snd R. Eccleslan, ESS 115-01-T, 
ISSN 1433-559X 
23,89_1 
Arbe A.l; Richter D.; Colmen6ro J.I,2; Monkenbu5ch M.; 
Farago 6.3 
lDep. De Fisica de Materiales, Unlvarsidad dei Pais Vaseo 
and Unldad de Fielea da Materiales (CStC-UPVlEHU), 
Apartado 1072, 20080 San Sebastlan, Spaln 
2Donostie Internation Physlcs Center, Apartado 1072,20080 
San Sebastlan, Spain 
31nstitot laue langevln, 156X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, 
France 
Single chain motions In flexible polymer. by neutron spin echo 
Conl. Proceed. ILL Millennium Symposium & Europenn User 
Meeting, GrenoblelFrance, 06.-07.04,01, 69-70 
23.30.0 
Endo H.; Allgaler J.; Monkenbusch M.; Richter D.; Jakobs S,l; 
80tlmann T.l; Strey R.l 
ltnslitut tOr Physikalische Chemie, Universität Köln; 
Luxemburger Str.116, 50939 Köln 
Polymerie e!ficlency boosters in mlcroemulsions: A SANS 
i"ve5tigalion o!the polymers role 
ILL Annual Report 2000. Scientlfic Highlights, 60-61 (2001) 
23.30.0 
Melnlehenko Y.I; Wlgnall G.D.l; Schwahn D, 
I Solid Stale Division, Oal< Ridge National Laboratory, USA 
Universal Behavior 01 Polymer Moleeules in Blends, Solutlons~ 
and Supernritleal Fluids 
Polymerie Materials 85 (2001) 
23.30.0 
Richter D. 
Neulronen tor alle 
PhYSikalische Bliltter 57 (2001), Heft 9 
23.30.0 
Richter D. 
Neutrons in Soft Condensed MaUer 
Con!. Proceed. ILL Millennium Symposium & European User 
Meeting, GrenoblelFrance, 06.-07.04.01,36-44 
23.30.0 
Ronnow H.M.l; Regnauit L.-P.l; Ulrlch C.2; Kelmer B.2; Ohl 
M.3; Bourges P.4 
1 CEA Grenoble, France 
2MPI fOr Feslkörperforschung, StuHgart 
31nstitut laue langevin, 156X, 38042 Grenoble Cedex, 
Franc. 
4lLB Saclay, France 
Incommensurale antfferromagnellc fluctualions in 
supereonducling Yba2Cu306.85 
ILL Annual Reporf 2000, Selentiflc Highlights, 18-19 (2001) 
23.89.1 
SChreyer A.l; Wildes A.2; Sehmidt W.2; Ma]krzak C.F.3; EMin 
R.W.3; Lee S.H.3; Hang M.4; Kwo R.4 
1 Ruhr-Unlversllät Boohum and I"stliut Laue langevin 
21nslitut Laue Langevln, 156X, 30042 Grenoble Cede><, 
France 
3Natlonallnsti!ute tor Standards and Teehnology, 
Gailhersburg, USA 
4Bell Laboratalres, Murray Hili 
Spin exeltatlons In a magnelie superlaUlce; the first inelastie 
neutron soattarlng measurements 
ILL Annuat Report 2000, SeienUr", Highlights, 26-27 (2001) 
23.89.1 
Schwahn D.; Willn.r l. 
Phase Sehavlor 01 Blnary Polybutadiene Copolymer MIxtures 
wlth ditterent Vinyl Content as an Exampia 01 aBIend 01 Weak 
InleracUng Polymers 
POlymerie Materials B5 (2001) 
23.30.0 
Sokolov A.P.l; Kislluk A.l; Grimm H.; Dlanou. A.J.2 
lUnlversily ot Akron, USA 
21nstitut Laue langevln, 156X, 38042 Grenoble Cede><, 
France 
Siow relaxation process In DNS at dittaren! levels 01 hydration 
ILL Annual Report 2000, Scientllic Highlights, 56-57 (2001) 
2$.$0.0 
Invlted Talks 
Allgaier J.; Endo H.; Gompper G.; Mlhallescu M.; 
Monkenbuseh M.; Richter D.; Jakobs 8.1; Sottmann T.t; Sfrey 
R.l 
1Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Unlversllät Köln; 
Luxemburger Sir. 116,50939 Köln 
Amphiphlllcity boostlng in mlcroemulsions; The afleet ot 
polylehyleneoxlde-b-(efhylane-alt.propylene)! dlblock 
copolymers 
Inl. Symp. on lonic POlymerization, HeraklIon, Greeee, 22.-
26.10.01 
23.30.0 
Allgaler J.; Endo H.; Richter D.; Sortmann T.l; Stray R.l; 
1 Institut für Physlkalioohe Chemie, Universllä! Köln; 
Luxemburger Str. 116,50939 Köln 
Amphiphille Block Copolymer es Etllcieney Boosters for 
Sunaetants 
Wella AG, Darmstadl, 11.10.01 
23.30.0 
Altgaler J. 
Amphlphile Blockcopolymere als C<rEmulgatoren in Wasser-
Öl-Tensid Gemischen 




From nanlonic surtaclants to thalr polymer analogues. 
Materials and mlceilar propertles 
Unlverslty 01 Lever, Port Sunllghl, UK, 11.07.01 
23.30.0 
Allgaler J. 
Synthese, Neulronenkleinwinkelstreuung und Rheologie von 
verzweigten Modeltpolymeren 
Universität Bayreulh, 29.01.01 
23.30.0 
Buchenau U.; Wischnewski A.; Zorn R.; Hadjlchrlstldis N.l 
1 Dep. 01 Chemistry, Unlverstiy 01 Athens, Industrial Chem. 
lab. - Polymers, Panepistlmlopolls • Zogr.lau, Athens 15771, 
Greace 
Relaxations In the gtass phase 01 sillca end PMMA 




Dynamics of Glasses 
Workshop on dynamics In Quasicrystals, Duisburg, 04.12.01 
23.15.0 
Bucheneu U. 
Mesosc.l. Dyn.mles In Glasses 




Relaxations in glasses and at the glass transition 
4th Im. Dlscusslon Meeting on Relaxations In Camplex 
Systems, Crete, Greeca, 21.06.01 
23.15.0 
Frlellnghaus H.; Syelov D.; Endo H.; Allgaler J.; Steilbrink J.; 
Richter D.; Jakobs B.l: SoUmsnn T.l; Strey R.l 
llnslltut lOr Physikalische Chemie, Universität Köln, 50939 
Köln 
Polymer boostlng efteel In the Drop!at Phase Studied by Small 
Angle Neutron Scattertng 
JOtIch Sott Matter Days, Kerkrade. Tho Netherlands, 15.11.01 
23.30.0 
HoflmannS. 
Moleeutar Dynamies In Polymer Blends: First Sieps towards 
an understanding of its heterogeneous behaviour 
Institut Laue-Langevio, Greooble, Frankreich, 13.03.01 
23.30.0 
HolfmaonS. 
Moleeular Dynamies In Polymer MIxtures: QENS and Dielectrle 
Speetroooopy Study on the Orlglo of Dynamie Heterogenetty 
4th Int. Discusslon Meeting on the Relaxation in Compl .. 
Systems, Crate, Greeee, 19.06.0t 
23.30.0 
KahleS. 
Dynamie Neutron SeaUerlng on Parlially Deuterated 
POlybuladlene 
4th Int. Discusslon Meeting on Relaxations In Complex 
Systems, Crete, Greece, 20.06.01 
23.30.0 
KIrstein 0.; Prager M.; Parker S.F.l; Johnson M.2 
1ISIS Facllily, Ruthariord Appleton lab., Chllton, Dldeot, Oxon 
OXll OQX, UK 
21nstitut Laue Langevin, F,38042 Grenoble Codex 9, Franee 
Lalllee dynamics and methyl rotation of dimethylacetylene 
(DMA) 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scatlering, TU MOnehen, 09.-13.09.01 
23.15.0 
Monkenbuseh M. 
High resolution neutron spln-ooho spootroscopy - A tool lor 
soft condensed matter research 
Argrnme National Lab., Chlcago, USA, 14.06.01 
23.30,0 
Monkenbusch M. 
Reptation dynamlcs observed by lnooherenl inelastic neutron 
scattering experiments 
DYPROSO XXVIII, 16,-19.09.01, Kerkrade, The Netherlands 
23.30.0 
Prager M.; Schiebel P.l; Combet J.1 
1 Institut Laue Langevln, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France 
Rotation.1 tunnelling and disorder 014-lodo-Ioluon. 
Conf. on Quantum Atomic and Molocular Tunnolling, 
Notllngham, UK, 05.09.01 
23.15.0 
Prager M. 
Rotatlon.1 tunnelllng: kom simple to cample< systems 
HMI Beriln, 18.06.01 
23.15.0 
Pyckhout-Hintzen W., Heinrich M.; Straubs E.1; Richter D.; 
McLelsh T.C.B.2 
1 Martln-Luther-Unlversität Halle-Wlttenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
21RC In Polymer Sclenee end Technology, Unlversfty of 
Leads, Leads LS2 9JT, UK 
A microscopic model for branched polymers in elongatlonal 
flowbySANS 
Seminar, MPI Golm, 23.10.01 
23.30.0 
Pyckhout-Hintzen W.; We.termann S.; Urban V.1; Richter D.; 
Straube E,2 
1 ESRF Grenoble, Frankreich 
2Martin-Luther-Universftät Halle-Wlttenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
The length scale dependence 01 mlcroscopic straln in polymer 
networks by SANS 
eps Symposium, Universität Bayreuth. 16.-18.9.2001 
23.30.0 
Pyckhout-Hintzen W. 
Fundamental polymer research end impltcatiens lor industriel 
applicatioos 
EI-Minle Unlversity, Egypt, 10.04.01 
23.30.0 
Richter D.; Monkenbusch M.; Wlllner L.; Wlschn<IWSkl A,; AlU. 
A,1; Colmenero J.l 
1 Dep. da Flscia de Materiales, Universidad de1 Pais Vasco, 
Faoullad de Qulmlca, E-2oo8D San Seb.sllan, Spain 
Experlmental Aspoots of POlymer Dyn.mles 




Neutronen und die Bewegung von Polymeren - Bomd Ewen 
und die Folgen 
Festkolloquium, MPI fOr Polymerforschung, Malnz, 31.08.01 
23.30.0 
RlchlerD. 
Neutrons In Sol! Condensed Matter 
ILL Millennium Symposium, Grenoble, France, 06.-07.04.01 
23,30_0 
Richter D. 
Neutrons In Sol! Condensed Matter 
Kolloquium, Universität Bayreuth, 12.06,01 
23.30.0 
RichterO. 
Soft Condensed Motler 
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OECD Workshop on Large Facililies for Studying the Stmeture 
and Dynamtca of MaUer, Kopenhegen, Sweden, 19_-21.09.01 
23.30.0 
Richter D, 
The European Spallation Soure. Projoot 
FZJ Kolloquium, FZ Jülich, 24.08.01 
23,30.0 
Richter D. 
The European SpalIatIon Souree Project 
Int. Conf. on Neulron Scatlerlng, TU MOnehen, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Richter D. 
The European Spallatlon Source Project 
KOlloquium, Universität Bochum, 19.11.01 
23.30.0 
Richter D. 
The European Spaflatlon Souree Project 
Kolloquium, Universität Darmstadt, 30.11.01 
23.30.0 
Richler D. 
The European Spoliation Source 
Deutsche Neutronenstreutogung, FZ JOllch, 20.02.01 
23.30.0 
Richter D. 
The SIatus of Ihe European Spallatlon Source Project 




The Status of the Europaan Spallation Souree Project 
Russlan Not. Cont. on "The use 01 X-ray, Synchrotron, 
Neutron end Electron ScaHering', Dubna, Russle, 25.05.01 
23.30.0 
Richter D. 
Wax Crystal ModlriCalioo by Rendom Copolymers of !he PES-
n type 
Seminar, Unlversfty of Princeton, USA, 29.03.01 
23.30.0 
SchmidtW,I; Ohl M.l; Buchen.u U_ 
1fnslitut Loue-Langevln, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France 
Inelastlc Neulron Seatlerlng in Polybutedlene at Low 
Momentum Transfer 
4th In1. Dlscusslon Meeting on Ih. Relaxation in Complex 
Systems, Crete, Greece, 17.-23.06,01 
23.89.1 
SteIlbrink J. 
Star polymer/colloid mixture. 
Unlversny of Edlnburgh, UK, 27.8,01 
23.30.0 
WilinerL 
Unlmer exchange kineties in diblock copolymer mtcalle. 
DYPROSO XXVIII, 16.-19.09.01, Kerkrade, The Netherlands 
23.30.0 
Wischnewsk! A.; Richter D.; Monkenbusch M.; Willner L; 
Farago B.l; Eh!ers G.l; Schleger P. t 
llnst!tut Laue-Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France 
Ketfendynamlk In POlymerschmelzen: Grenzen des 
Rapt.lionsmodells 
Deutsche Neutronenstreut.gung, FZ JUlIeh, 21.02.01 
23,30.0 
W!schnewskl A.; Richter D.; Monkenbusch M.; Wiliner L; 
Farago 9.1; Ehlers G.l; Schleger P.l 
1 Institut Laue-Langevln, F-38042 Orenoble Cedex, France 
Neutron spin echo spectroscopy on r.ptaUng polymers 
4th Int. Dlscusslon Meeting on Relaxations In Complex 
Systems, Crete, Greace, 18.06.01 
23.30.0 
Zorn R.; Ha!1mann L.1; Frick8.2; Richter D.; Kremer F.l 
1 Fakultät iOr Physik und Geowissenschaften, Universität 
Leipzig, Unnes!r. 5, 04103 leipzig 
2!nstilut Leu",Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble Cadex, France 
Inelasllc neutron sceffering experiments on Ihe dyn.mies 01 a 
glass formlng material In mesoscople conltnements 
DYPROSO XXVIII, Kornrade, The Neth.~aO<ls, 19.9.2001 
23.15.0 
Zorn R.; Hartmann LI; Frick 8.2; Richter D.; Kremer EI 
1 Fakultät fOr Physik und Geowissenschaften, Universität 
LeIpzig, Linneslr. 6, 04103 Leipzig 
21nstltut Laue-Langevin, F-38042 Grenobl. Cadex, France 
Lew lrequeney vibrations In a conllnad glassy system 
4th Int. Discusslon Meeting on Relaxations In Complex 
Systems, Crele, Greece, 21.06.01 
23.15.0 
Othertalks 
Kirstein 0.; Kozlelewski T.; Prager M.; Andersen K.H.l 
llSIS Facility, Ruthenord Appleton laboratory, Chllton, Dldcot, 
Oxon, OXll OQX, UK 
A 0.9 mlero sV backsoatlering spectrometer et the Europeen 
SpaliaUon Souree (ESS) 
7th General ESS Meeting, Seggeu, Austria, 26.-29.09.01 
23.89.1 
KIrstein 0.; Prager M.; Johnson M.R.l, Parker S.F.2 
Hnsli!ut Laue Langevin, BP 156, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, 
Francs 
2tSIS Facillty, Ruthenord Appleton Leboratory, Chilton, Dldcot, 
OxonOX11, OQX, UK 
laUlee dynamles and methyl group rotation 01 2-butyne 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Soatlerlng, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.15.0 
Kirsteln 0.; Prager M.; Johnson M.R.l; Parker S.F.2 
1 Institut Leue Lengevln, 6, rueJules Horowltz, BP 156, F-
38042 Grenoble Cade. 9, Francs 
2181S Facillty, Ruthenord Applelon Laboratory, ChilIon, Didcot, 
Oxon OXll , OQX, UK 
Lattiee dynamles and melhyl group rotation of 
dlmelhylacetylene 
QAMTS 2001, Nottingham, UK, 05.-08.09.01 
23.15.0 
Monkenbusch M.; Mlhailescu M.; Allgaier J.; Richter D_; 
Jakobs 8.1; SoUmenn T.l 
llnslitut fOr PhYSikalische Chemie, UnIversität zu Köln, 
luxemburger Sir. 116,50939 Köln 
Interface Oynamlcs in bioontinuous mleroemulslons 
investlgated by neutron spin echo opectroscopy 
75th ACS Conferen"" 'Collolds 2001", Pittsburgh, USA, 10.-
13.06.01 
23.30.0 
Monkenbusch M.; Richter 0.; Mezel F.l; Pappas C.l 
lHahn-Meilner-lnslitut, Gllenicker Streßel00, 14109 BerHn 
High resolution tlme-of-flight spln·echo spactrometar 
EFAC Meeting, Oak Ridge, USA, 27.03.01 
23.30.Q 
Monkenbusch M. 
Neutron spin echo investlgation 01 the membrane dynamies In 
blcontlnuous mieroemulslons 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scatlering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Plpich V.; Schwahn D.; Willner L. 
Sm all angle neutron scatlering In Ihe vlclnity 01 a double 
critlcal point In a te!nary polymer blend 
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Physles 01 liquid matler: Modern problems, Klev, Ukraine, 14.-
19.09.01 
23.30.0 
Schwahn 0.; Wiliner L 
Phase Behavlar 01 Binary POlybutadiene Copotymer Mi><!ures 
es an Exernple 01 Weakly Interactlng Polymere 
Int. Conl. on Neu!ron Scatlering, TU MUnchen, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Schwahn D.; Willner L. 
Phase Behavior 01 Blnary Polybuladiene Copolymer Mixtures 
as an Example of 
Weakly Interacting Polymers 
JOIieh Soft Matter Day., Kernrade, Tlla Nelherfands, 14.11.01 
23.30.0 
Schwann 0.; Wiliner L. 
Phase Benavlor 01 weakty tnteractlng Binary Polybutadiene 
Copolymer MIKlures wtlh different Vinyl Content 
222nd ACS NatIonal Meeting, Chlcsgo, USA, 27.09.Ql 
23.30.0 
Stellbrink J. 
Partial Structure Faotor. In Star polymer/collold ml><!uras 
Int. Conl. on Neutron Soattering, TU MOnchen, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
StaUbrink J. 
Partial Strueture Factare In Star polymerlcollold mixtur". 
JOIich Soft Matter Days, Kerkrade, The Netherlands, 14.11.01 
23.30_0 
Willner L.; Pappe A.; Angeler J.; Monkenbusch M.; Richter O. 
Determination 01 the relaxation kinetics In a PEP-PEO/DMF 
mlcellar system by time-resolvad SANS 
ACS Conl., Collolds and Surface Selenee Symposium, 
Plttsburgh, USA, 10.-13.06.Q1 
23.30.0 
Wlschnewski A.; WUlner L; Monkenbusch M.; Richter 0.; 
Farago B.l; Ehlers G_l; Schleger P.l 
1 Institut Lau",Langevin, F·38042 Grenoble Cedex, France 
Constraints 01 motion In polymer metts: coherent end 
Incoherenl soattering enalyzed by neutron'spln-echo 
spectroscopy 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Sootterlng, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Posters 
Allenopaeh P.l; Anders.n K.2; Colognesi 0.2; Fak B.2; 
KIrstein 0.; Zopp! M.a 
1 Laboratory lor Neutron Scatlering , ETHZ & PSI, CH-5232 
Viliigen PSI, Schweiz 
21SIS Facillly, Rutherford Applelon Laboratory, Chmon Didool, 
Oxlordshire, OXll OQX , UK 
3Consiglio Nazlonale delle Ricerche, Flrenza, lIaly 
Indirect spectrometers at the European Spellation Source 
(ESS) 
7th General ESS Meeting, Seggau, Austria, 26.-29.09.01 
23.89.1 
BoUI A.; Pyckhout-Hintzan W.; Urban V.l; Richter D.; Straube 
E.l; Kohlbrecher J.3 
llnstnut laue Lengevin, F-38042 Granoble Cade. 9, France 
2Martin·Luther-Univarsltät Helle-Wlttenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
3Abt. Spellationsquelle, Peul Scherrer Institut. 5232 Villigen 
PSI, Schweiz 
Sille. Iilled elastomers: polymerehain and fllier 
characterizatlon by a SANS-SAXS approach 
Deutsche Neutronenstreu!agung, FZ Jülleh, 19.-21.02.01 
23.30.0 
Botti A.; Pyckhout-Hintzen W.; Urban V.1; Richter D.; Straube 
E.1; Kohlbrecher J.3 
1 Institut Laue Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France 
2Martin-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
3Abt. Spallationsquelle, Paul Scherrer lnsmut, 5232 Villigen 
PSI, Schweiz 
Silica filled elastomers: polymer chain and filler 
characterization by a SANS-SAXS approach 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scattering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Botti A.; Pyckhout-Hintzen W.; Urban V.1; Richter D.; Straube 
E.1 
1 Institut Laue Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France 
2Martln-Luther-Universität Halle-Wittenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
Composites reinforcement by rods: A SAS study 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scattering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Byelov D.; Frielinghaus H.; Endo H.; AlIgaier J.; Richter D. 
Polymer anti boostlng. A small angle neutron scattering study 
of the bicontinuous microemulsion 
Int. Summerschool 'Fundamental Problems in Statistical 
Physics X", Odenthal-Altenberg, 25.08.01 
23.30.0 
Byelov D.; Frielinghaus H.; Endo H.; AlIgaier J.; Richter D. 
Polymer anti boosting. A 5mall angle neutron scaHering study 
of the bicontinuous microemulsion. 
Jülich Soft Matter Days 2001, Kerkrade, The Netherlands, 
15.11.01 
23.30.0 
Frielinghaus H.; Batsberg Pedersen W.1; Sommer Larsen P.l; 
Almdal K.1; Mortensen K.1 
1Ris" National Laborato/Y, Dep. of Solid State Physics, DK-
4000 Roskilde; Denmark 
Endeffekte in PolystyroVPolyethylenoxid Copolymeren 
Deutsche Neutronenstreutagung, FZ Jülich, 19.-21.02.01 
23.30.0 
Friellnghaus H.; Endo H.; AlIgaier J.; Richter D.; Jakobs B.1; 
SoUmann T.1; Strey R.1 
1 Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Universität Köln, 50939 
Köln 
Polymer boosting effect in der Tröpfchenphase - eine Studie 
mit Neutronenkleinwinkelstreuung 
WOrzburger Tagung "Fortschritte tUr Wasch- und 
ReinigungsrniHel", Würzburg, 02.04.01 
23.30.0 
GrirnmH. 
Relaxational dynamics in drug and humid DNA 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scatlering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
GrimmH. 
Siow relaxation process In DNA at different levels of hydralion 
Deutsche Neutronenstreutagung, FZ Jülich, 19.-21.02.01 
23.30.0 
Heinrich M.; Pyckhout-Hintzen W.; Richter D.; Straube W.1; 
Wiedenmann A.2 
1 Martin-Luther-Unlversität Halle-WiHenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
2Hahn Meitner Institut Berlin, Glienicker Str. 100, 14109 Berlin 
Relaxation of entangled model H-shaped polymers: A SANS 
investigation 
Int. Conf. on Neutron ScaHering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Hoffmann S.; Richter D.; Arbe A.1; Colmenero J.1; Farago B.2 
1 Departamenta da Ffsica da Materiales, Universidad deI Pafs 
Vasco,Apt.1072, E-20080 San Sebastian, Spain 
21nstitut Laue Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France 
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Component Dynamies in POlymer Blends: A Combined QENS 
and Dielectric Spectroscopy Investigation 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scatlering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Kahle S.; Willner L.; Monkenbusch M.; Richter D.; Arbe A.1; 
Colmenero J.1 
1 Dep. de Fiscia de Materiales, Universidad dei Pais Vasco, 
Facultad de Quimica, E-20080 San Sebastian, Spain 
Dynamic Neutron Scattering on Partially Deuterated 
Polybutadiene 
ILL Mlllenlum Symposium, Grenoble, France, 06.-08.04.01 
23.30.0 
Kahle S.; Willner L.; Monkenbusch M.; Richter D.; Arbe A.1; 
Colmenero J.1 
1 Dep. da Fiscia da Materiales, Universidad deI Pais Vasco, 
Facultad de Quimica, E-20080 San Sebastian, Spaln 
Dynamlc Neutron Scattering on Partially Deuterated 
Polybutadiene 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Scattering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
Kahle S.; Willner L.; Monkenbusch M.; Richter D.; Arbe A.1; 
Colmenero J.1 
1 Dep. de Fiscia de Materiales, Universidad dei Pals Vasco, 
Facultad de Quimica, E-20080 San Sebastian, Spain 
Dynamische Neutronenstreuung an partiell deuteriertem 
POlybutadien 
Deutsche Neutronenstreutagung, FZ Jülich, 19.-21.02.01 
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Institute of Electroceramic Materials 
General Overview 
Research Areas 
The research areas ofthe institute comprise (I) technologie. for the integration of electroceramic materials into 
microelectronics and nanoeleetronics, (2) dielectric and ferroelectric properties of oxide ceramies, and (3) Ihe 
defect strueture in the vicinity of intemal and externaiinterfaces in oxides. These areas are complementary to Ihe 
research areas of Ihe Institute for Electronic Materials 2 (IWE 2) at thc Aachen Technical University (RWTH). 
Project groups often comprise staff members and students from both institutes. 
The 32nd IFF-Ferlenschule which we organized in 2001 was entitled Advanced Eleetrollie Materials for the 
Information Technolog}'. Tms course turned out to be perfectly in time for preparation of the the new research 
programm Infonnotion Technolag}' and Nanoelcelronles in the frame-work of thc HGF researeh area Key 
Techno/ag/es. One aspect of the new organizatioll wilbln the HGF will pu! more emphasis on thc 
interdisclplinary of the research activities. In this respect, thc course was strengthening the bridge bctween 
different institutes within the IFF and towards the ISO (Institut filr Schichten und Grenzflächen). 
Integration Technologies and Scaling Eff.cls 
Thc major project in the area of integration technologies and scaling cffects is our HGF project 'Piccolo -
ScaHng Effects in Integrat.d Electroceramic Materials' (2000 2003). This project is embedded in thc former 
information tecbnology program PGI (Physikalische Grundlagen der Informationstechnologie) of thc Research 
Center Jülich. Beyond the Institut für Elektrokeramische Materialien (I), the (2) Institut für 
Mikrostrukturforschung IMF headed by K. Urban, (3) the Theorie Ill, headed by H. Müller-Krumbhaar, and (4) 
thc Ion Technology (11') group at the ISG headed by S. Mantl are involved. Seve!al national and international 
univcrsities and research centers participate in "Piccolo", too. The main focus of Ihe proposal "Piccolo" is a 
fundamental as weil as applied research on scaling effects of electroceramic materials. Today, typlcally 
polycrystalline films exhibit grain sizes much smaller than the feature sizes of thc microelectronic devices. 
Howevcr, slong with the sustaining trend low.rds further miniaturization, thc dccre.sing feature sizeo in 
miero.l.ctronic tecbnology will approach the typical crystallite sius of thc perovskite-type oxide structures. 
Specific scaling effects are anticipated slong lhis route, due to thc long-range nature of the ferroelectrie 
interaetion of thc oxides lnvolved. The project aims st an (I) elucldation of the physical origin of these sca!lng 
effeets, (2) an exploitation snd extension ofthe limits to which the fcrroelectric properties snd high permittivities 
of tbc oxides involved can be used, snd (3) thc development of technological design rules for the integration of 
the perovskite-type oxides on a decreasing scale. The spectrum of designated results of the projecl comprises 
(scmiquantitative) models for the superparaelectric limit offerroelectric (FE) oxides, the dead layer at interfaces, 
Ihe phase stabillty and segregation processes of perovskite films during annealing, the llucleation and growth of 
films by MOCVD, reeipes for Ihe deposition of single grain capacitors and ultrathin FE films as weil as for 
reactive ion etehing and a ferroelectric field-effeel transistor (FE-FET) as a demonstralor. Scanning Probe 
Mieroscopy (SPM) techniques such as AFM and STM play an essential role in studying interrelationships on a 
microseopie base. Henee, the projeet "Piccolo" is an initiative 10 pursue research on the basic propertles of 
electroceramic materials under sealing and on the relevanee of these effects for thc integration of perovskite-type 
oxides iuto microelectronics. 
In cooperalion with AIXTRON AG, our multiwafer MOCVD planetary reaetor (MOCVD Metal Organic 
Chemiea! Vapor Deposition) has been upgraded by the TrlCentlnjector system which allows, in principle, the 
atomic layer-by-layer deposition ofultrathin films. This will be needed in tbc uew Medea+ project which aims ot 
the formation of alternative gate-oxide fOT future sub-l OOnm main-stream FETs and is useful as well for our FE-
FET projecl. 
As a supplement, we use high pressure oxygen sputtering for the deposition of ultrathin PZT film wlthin the 
Piccolo projecl. For the patterning of the ceramic films and electrode { ceramie film stacks, the Reactive Ion 
Beam Etching (RIBE) technique is employed. In contrast to the situation in thc standard Si and compound 
semiconductor teclmologies, dry etching processes of oxide ceramies have hardly been investigated yet and 
therefore represent a research area in which basic studies .nd industrially funded applied research can be linked 
in a beneficial manner. Thc integration processes are complemented by rnet.llizalion methods based on electroll 
beom and sputter techniques. Within this area, our studies aim at a better understanding of tbe processes and 
material parameters whieh govern the adhesioll, the mechanical stress, the microstrueture, and their effect on the 
dielcctrical snd ferroelectric properties. 
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Dielectric and ferroelectric properties 
The second research area focuses on the dielectric and ferroelectric properties of oxide tlrin films and - for 
comparison - bulk ceranties, which are being investigated in Jülich as weil as in Aachen. The material systems 
are based on compositions used for practical devices and model systems, e.g. SrTiO" BaTiO" SrBi, Ta,O" 
Pb(Zr,Ti)O,. One of the research topics is the nticroscopic understanding of ferroelectric hysteresis including 
new approaches for the separation of reversible and irreversible contributions to polarisation based on the 
analysis of frequency-dependent small and large signals. 
Th. polarisation studies are linked to the aging (imprint) phenomenon, Le. the polarisation-dependent shift ofthe 
hysteresis curve with time and to the ferroelectric fatigue process, L e. the reduction of the remanent polarisation 
by cycling. Both aging and fatigue processes play an important role in the operation of the novel non-volatile 
memories (Ferroelectric Random Access Memories, FeRAM). Impedance spectroscopy in the lower GHz regime 
is employed to deterrnine the relaxation of the ferroelectric domain wall motion and to separate this contribution 
from the contribution of the crystal lattice. By varying the nticrostructure of the cerantics and by comparison 
between bulk cerantics and thin films, the model of Arlt will be extended with respect to the impact on 2D 
constraints imposed by mechanical stress due to the presence of substrates. The investigations of the ferroelectric 
properties are now additionally focussed on the scaling properties and nano-size effects. For die/eclric cerantics, 
impedance spectroscopy is used to elucidate the interrelation of extrinsic losses and lattice defects. This activity 
includes the development and characterization of new nticrowave cerantics and is embedded into a cooperation 
with Norbert Klein's group at the ISG (Institut rur Schichten und Grenzflächen) within the frarnework of a 
BMBF-Leitprojekt. In the case of ferroelectric materials, existing theories are further developed and extended 
towards a more quantitative description ofthe dielectric, piezoelectric, and elastic properties. 
In addition, numerical finite-element-methods are used to describe the mutually coupled mechanical, thermal, 
and electrical properties of cerantic components such as multilayer capacitors and actuators. 
Lattice disorder in the vicinity of internal interfaces 
Our third research area comprises the lattice disorder in the vicinity ofinternal intelfaces (grain boundaries) and 
external interfaces (surfaces and electrode interfaces) and their impact on electronic and ionic (oxygen ions and 
protons) charge transport. In the case of acceptor and donor doped titanate ceranties, the studies are focused on 
the formation of space charge depletion layers at grain boundaries as weil as the related potential barriers and the 
transport of charge carriers along and across the grain boundary barrier. A hot-pressing technology has been 
developed to decorate the grain boundary area with additional dopants and to study the influence of these 
artifical grain boundary states. The coupling of the space-charge formation and the defect equilibria at the 
surface in the case of donor-doped titanates led us to a comprehensive explanation for long pending questions 
conceming the redox kinetics. 
In some material systems, it is necessary to detennine the equilibrium constants of the defect reactions and the 
diffusion constants of the system in order to create the basis for the research on interfaces. In this respect, the 
comparison ofbulk cerantics and!hin films ofthe same composition is ofvital interest. In thin film systems, the 
significant influence of the electrode metals, the unexpectedly high stability under conditions of dc-voltage-
induced resistance degradation, as weil as the tolerance of the latlice concerning the incorporation of non-
stoichiometries represent current research topics. 
Rainer Waser 
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Personnel 200112002 and their areas of activity 
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Pulsed laser deposition of dielectric and conducting oxide thin films and 
multilayers 
MOCVD methads for electroeeramic thin films; X-ray diffraction and 
opticalspeetroseopy 
Processing of electroceramie bulk materials; microwave eharacterizalion; 
dieleetrie properties 
Higb-permittivity eleclroceramic !hin fibns: MOCVD, dielectric properties, 
charge transport, defeet chemistry 
Self-assembly processes of oxidic and metallic nanostructures 
Reaolive ion beam etching of ceramie and metallic materials, 
magnelie and ferroeleelrie tunnel junelions 
Optical excilation-processes in electroceramic materials; Iigbt-rumealing 
processes 
Processing of eleetraceramie materials; studies of the defect cbemistry 
Processing afhot pressed nafioeryslalline and grain boundary deeorated hulk 
electroceramics 
High temperature proton conduction, thermogravimetry, impedance spectraseopy, 
transmission electron microscopy 
Technology and properties of (metal) electrodes far electroceramic thin films; 
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Study oflhe surfaee layer ofperovskile materials of ABO, structure 
Eleetranic oxides and integration of eleclroceramic thin films 
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Ceramie lechnologyand spultering techniques 
Thermogravimetrie analysis; Transmission electron mieroseopy 
Metal organie chemie_I vapor deposition (MOCVD)of oxides; 
eleetrical measuring setups for atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
Measuring techniques; network administration 
Metallization and thin film technology; clean-room technology 
RIBE, sputtering ofmagnelic materials 
Clean-room leclmology, microlithography and opticallaboratory; LRP 
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The Network of Dislocations in the "Skin" Region of SrTi03 Crystals 
K. Szo! (1), W. Speier (2), R. Carius (3) ,U. Zastrow (3), R.Waser (I) 
J lnstilule 0/ Elecl/'oceramlc Materials. 
, luslilute 0/ Ghemislly and Dynamic o/the Geosphel'e. 
, Instilute 0/ Photovoltaics 
The defects in the perovskite materials of ABO,-types show a tendency to aecumulate in the form of linear or 
extended defects such as dislocatioll, shear planes and stacking faults. On the basis of SIMS measurements 
utilising tracer teehniques und the observation of etch pits it is shown for model perovskite such 8. SrTiO, that tbc 
density of disloeations near thc surface is of the order 10' lern' and that these defeets form an interoonnected 
network. These defects provide easy diffusion paths which take the role of"short circuits". 
F&E-Nr:23.42.0 
In the surface region (the so-cal1ed "skin" region) of a 
temary oxide with perovskite "!ruClure (ABO,) solid 
state reactions take place at elevated temperatures as a 
result of the redistribution of AO camplexes [I). 
These solid state reaction" lead to the formation of • 
chemically heterogeneou. surface region wil" 11011-
perovskite phases such os Ruddlesden--Popper .nd 
Magneli type phases [2J. TIlis is in contrast to thc 
standard description based on point defect chemistry. 
which does nol allow for the interaction belweeu 
individual defects and the possibility of their 
accumulation [3]. New developments in defect 
chemistry •• count for this kind of restructuring 
phenomenon by inc1uding the possible existence of the 
new chemieal phases on the surface. However these 
studies are still based on the assurnption that the bulk 
of crystal is otherwise homogeneous in character and 
that the diffusion processes can be understood solely 
in temlS of a random walk diffusion. This completely 
neglects the inherent structural inhomogeneity due to 
the existence of extended defects and theil' high 
density within the skin region. A prominent example 
of the special role of the dislocations in the ternary 
oxides is the recent discovery of super-plasticity in 
Sr1'iO, single crystals [4]. 
In our opinion, the segregation effects in the skin 
region of the perovskites are supported by fast 
diffusion .Iong such extendecl derects. Already the use 
of simple chemic.1 etching in order to mark the exits 
of dislocations on the surf.ce in combination witl! 
analysis by AFM, allowed us to show for S,1'iO, that 0 
very large density of dislocations exists at the 
seemingly perfect surface of polished single crystals. 
In contrast to optic.1 inspections with a light 
mieroscope (Fig. 1.) the AFM measurements hov. a 
very high resolution and allow the observation of etch 
pits in the early stages of chemieal treatment. The 
measured deusity of dislocations (Fig. 2,) is elose to 
the values faund by Wang et al [5] in strontium 
manate using the TEM lechnique (10'1 cm'). 
TI,e dislocations provide the easy diffusion paths for 
oxygen, whieh becomes readily apporent from depth 
profile measurements by SIMS in conjunction with 
penetration experiments utilizillg "0 tracer. 
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FlO. I. Elch pilS on the (100) SrTiO, (light 
microscope). The density of disloeation is ofthe order 
ofmagnitude 2*IO'lcm' 
0' ..... ~ 
I'·'· ." 
0.6 rn! 
FIG. 2. AFM of ctchcd (100) surface of strontium 
titanate with an eSlimatcd density of dislocations of 
4*10'/cm' 
The depth conc.ntration profile of the tracer obtained 
bZ SIMS follows elosely tlle relation log (C180-c,,) oc 
z " (fig. 3a.) (6] corresponding to the so-called "B-
regime" (after Harri,on [7)) eharacteristic for the 
coexistence of statistleal random walk diffusion (D.tI) 
and fast diffusion along preferential diffusion paths 
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FIG. 3. The f.-action of "0 as detecred by SIMS for reduced SrTiO, reoxidizod in an "O-enriched atmosphere for 
different exposition times, The slope of the profiles .s • function cf penetration time (b) reveal diffusion along 
dislocation grouped in a network 
Our experiments establish tbat the relation between 
the slope of 81ogCI8z6f5 as a funodoll ofpenetration 
time( t"") is linear (Hg. 3b.) which provides • 
sensitive test for the fact that the diffusion proceeds 
along dislocations grouped in a network. 
Surf«ce 
FIG. 4. Harison's "B" regime of diffusion along short-' 
circuiting paths 
The results presented for two model perovskites show 
that the exteuded defects play a very important role in 
the diffusion process and can "short-eireuit" the 
lattice-random "alk diffusion ( D,,", »D,.,,). At low 
temperature. the network of extendod defeets may 
provlrle the only po •• ible transport palh for a material 
under rnechanieal, eleetrieal, or chemieal gradients. 
This concept, assuming proferential reduetion of 
strontium titanate along extended defects, has been 
successfully applied for the first time tu the analyses 
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of the nature of the metal-insulalor transition in 
roduced SrTiOJ~ without al the same time violating 
the Mott eritodon [8]. 
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Structural and Ferroelectric Properties of Epitaxial PbZro.52 Tin.4S03 Thin 
Films Prepared on SrRu03/SrTi03(100) Substrates 
J. Rodriguez Contreras and H. Kohlstedt 
Institute o[ Electroceramic Materials 
We have prepared single crystalline epitaxial PbZr • .52Tio ... 03 (PZT) thin fihns on single crysmlline 
epitaxial SrRu03 (SRO) !hin fihns grown on SrTi03 (100) (STO) substrates. PZT and SRO thin fihns 
were grown using high-pressure on-.xis sputtering. The fibn thlckness ranged between 12 to 165 nm. 
Thcir excellent structural properties, surface smootbness and interface sharpness were demonstrated by X-
Ray Diffractiou measuremenls (XRD), High Resolution Transmission Electron Microseopy (HRTEM) 
and Atomie Force Mieroscopy (AFM). Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry and Channeling 
measuremenls (RES/C) were used to analyze stoiebiometry .nd erystalline quality. Ferroelectric hysteresis 
loops were obtained for all fihns of a thiekness down to 12 nm showing an inerease in the coerdve field 
Ee towards thinner film lhickness. The deerease in the remanent polarization P" however, was fuund 10 
depend on the pattemillg method. Furthermore tunnel junctions wilh a PZT barrier thickness of 3·6 nm 
h.ve been prep.red. Reproducible bi-stable I-V-eurves .nd bias dependenee of the conductance were 
oblained suggestmg an infIuenee of Ihe ferroelectric properties of the barrier material on the tunnel 
curren!. 
F&B-Nr: 23.42.0 
The objective of!his work is to investigale size effecls in 
ferroelectrics such as PZT. Panicularly interesting is Ibe 
question of whether or not a switching in the polarization 
has an influence on the tunnel eurrent in ultra thin 
fertoelectric films. The concept of a ferroelectric tulmel 
junction is described in (1]. 
To measure fertoeleclric hysteresis 1001'S PtlPZT/SRO 
heterostructures with PZT tmcknesses between 12 nm and 
165 nm were pattemed inl0 capacilors with areas of 
25 x 25 flm' to 200 x 200 flm' by conventional pboto!itho-
graphy and lift-off or ion beam ctching process. AI-
spnttered Pt was nsed as top e1eetrode on PZT/SRO thin 
films, as SRO-top eleetrodes were found 10 inerease the 
kakage eurrent through PZT significantly. Ferroelectric 
hysteresis loops were obtained with the FE module of the 
aixACCT TF Analyzer 2000. 
A more eomplex proces. was applied to pattern tunnel 
junctions [2,3]. In total, three photo mask sleps allowed us 
10 define tunnel junctiolls by eonventional photolithography 
and ion beam etching. First PtIPZT/SRO wilh a ferroelectrie 
barrier thickness between 3 um and 6 nm were Ar ·etched to 
defme the shape of the bottom electrode (Fig. la). 
Rectangular junctions with areas between 4 fllll' and 
200 !Im' were then defined by using a second photo mask 
and ion milling, timed to end .1 the top surface of the 
bottorn elec!rode (Fig. I b). The SUITOundingS of the mesa. 
were isolated by 200 nm SiO,. (Fig. le). After lift-off the 
third photo mask step defrned thc wiring layer, wmeh 
served as an eleetrical eontaet 10 the top eleelrode of the 
tunnel junetioll (Fig. Id). 100 xlOO flm' crossovers \vithout 
tunnel junetions served as test structures to measure tbc 
isolation resistanee of the SiO, film. Thc resistance of these 
stmetures exeeeded always 10 MO. Thererore, wo 
ncgleeted possible parallel cunent patbs in dIe tunneling 
measurements through the isolating Si02 layer. In Fig. le, 
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the top view of • tunnel jUllction ineluding the curtent-
voltage lead in a four-point arrangement is shown 
sehematically. All I-V measurements were performed ,vith a 
current souree and a voltmeter. Th. bias-voltage 





V+ TunneIing area 
FIG. la-d Fabricatioll process oftunneljunetions in 4-point 
arrangement; FIG. le Top-view of a tunnel junction 
X-my diffraction indicates that both PZT and SRO layers 
are .-alös oriented and hove an exact parallel orientation 
wlth the STO (100) substrate. The PZT fihns possess a 
small mosaicity (FWHM in (j) :S 0.05°, FWHM in <I> < 1°). 
For the SRO films these values are Am :S 0.05° and 
A<I> < 0.4°. Atomic Force Microscopy reveals very smooth 
surfaees in the order of 2.8 A, 6.4 A and 8.9 A (RMS 
rougheess) for SRO, PZT and PZTlSRO films respectively. 
Thc stoiehiometry has bceo verified by Rutherford 
Baekscattering Spectrometry. As ean be seen by ch.nneling 
me.suremenls the SRO buffer layer improves significantly 
the erystalline quality of the PZT film on top. This might be 
duc to the smaller lattice mismatch of SrRu03 .nd 
PbZro."Tlo,4'O,. For example a 60 nm tmck PZT film on 
STO shows a chenneling yield (XmJn) of 16%, wmle the use 
of a SRO buffer Iayer improves this dat. to 8%. Note that 
Xmin of the 90 nm thick SRO films is 1 %. HR TBM shows 
very homogenous and atomieally sharp interfaces withou! 
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FIG. 2 Hysteresis loops of PZT !hin film eapaellor. 
pattern.d by lift-offprocess 
Well-saturated hysteresis loops with goad square shapes 
were obsorved far all PZT capacitors with forroelectric 
films thicker than 25 nm. Fig. 2 shows the P-E hysteresis 
loops for PIfPZT/SRO copaeitors with 0 PZT film thickness 
between 89 nm and 23 nm. With decreasing film thickncss 
thc rectangular fann of the hysteresis curves is softened. 
Nevertheless, even 12 nm tluck PZT films show clearly a 
ferroeleetric hysteresis. The asynnnetric electrodes used in 
PtIPZT/SRO capaeitors that result in different work 
funetions at the interfaces between top electrode and PZT, 
and bottom electrode and PZT create an asynnnetry of thc 
hysteresis loops in PZT capaeitors. Generally, the remanen! 
polarization P, decreases and the coercive field E, increases 
for thinner films [5J. However, the ferroelectric properties 
ure very sensitive to material qua!ity and fabrication details. 
Far example an increase of the remanent polarization from 
2P,= 64 ~C/cm2 to 2P, = 105 ~Clcm2 for 23 nm tnick PZT 
films has been obtained by substituting the initial u.cd !ifl-
off proeedure by the ion beam etching procedure when 
patterrring tbe capaeitors. Trus higher Pt value is sinrilur to 
the one ohtained for 165 nm thlck PZT films (Fig. 3). 
..r 100 
165 nm; 2f', '" 105 !lCIcm~; Ea" 376 kVJ.:m 
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FIG. 3 Hysteresis loops of PZT thin film eapaeltors 
patterncd by ion beam elching 
Junetions with ultra lhin PZT barriers (3-6 nm) have been 
fabricated, Fig. 4 shows a typical I-V -curve measured in a 
four-point arrangement to elirrrinate the lead resistanee. One 
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cyele, as indicated by the arrows, "'aS measured in 15 
minutes. Simultaneously the .pplied voltage dependence of 
the dynanric conduetanee was reeorded with a lock-in 
amplifier (Fig. 4 inlet). Thc parabolie behavior of the 
dynanric eonduclance makes electron tunneling likely. 
Fitting the data to the Brinkman model at temperalures 
between 300 K .nd 4.2 K indicates additional current paths 
tbrough the barrier. Trus non-tunneling currelll inereases as 
Ihc temperature is raised. A bi-stable "nd higbly repro-
ducible hysteresis in the I-V-eurve is obtained. This effect 
can be eaused by eleetronrigl'lltion (creeping) [6j, but also 
by a partial switching of the polarization in Ihe ferroelectrie 
barrier whieh may influenee the tunneling current. Note that 
due 10 the inere.sing coereive field the applled electric field 
is probably not sumeien! to polarize the whole ferro-electric 
film. The asynnnetric shape of the I-V -eurve and the bias 
voltage dependenee of the dyn"nue conduetanee is duc 10 
the different work funetions at tbo interfaces. 
Electric Field E [kVlcm] 
-1000 0 1000 2000 
2 
-500 o 500 1000 
Voltage [mV! 
FrG. 4 IV-eurve and dynanric conductauee vs. bias V of a 
tunnel junclion with an area of 16 pm' and a 5 nm t1uek 
PZT barrier at 300 K 
In summary we have fabrlealed ferroeleetric capaaltors with 
a PZT film thlckness in the range of 12 nm to 165 nm. 
Ferroeleetrie hysteresis loops have beeil obtained fur these 
deviees showing a decrease of the remanent polarization 
and an inerease of the coereive field for thinner films, The 
decrease of 100 remanenl polarization was found 10 depend 
on the crystalline quality and the fabrieation' process. 
Furthennore tunnel junctions \\~Ih a barrier thlckness of 
3-6 nm bave beeu prepared. A bi-stable and higbly 
reproducible hysteresis in the I-V -curve and the bias 
dependenee of the dynanrie cunductanee has been 
measured. This bebaviar may be duc 10 a partial switching 
oflhe polarization in the ferroelectric baITier. 
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Spin-injection Effects in Three Terminal Magnetic Tunnelling 
Junction Stacks 
S. Stein and H. Kohlstedt 
Institute 01 Elech'oceramic Materials 
A magnetic !W1Ilelling spin jnjeetion geviee (MAGTID) consisting of a stack of two ferromagnetic 
tunnelling junctions with access to the intennediate electrode has been developed. The layer structure is 
Co/AI,O,INiFe/Al,O,lCo. The layers were deposited by dc-magnetron sputtering and the barriers were 
fonned by ultraviolet-light assisted thermal oxidation. The performance of the upper and lower junctions 
within a stack were deterroined by eurrent-voltage eharaeteristics, the first derivatives (dV/dI vs. V) and 
the individual tunnelling magnetoresistances (TMR). A potential contact to an only 5.5 nm thick NiFe 
middle layer was sueeessfully aehieved. Using one junetion in a stack as a spin injector and the seeond 
junction as adetector various magnetoresistanee measurements were performed. The resistance of the 
detector junction was dependen! on the magnetization of the common Nife layer (parallel or antiparallel 
to the outer Co layers) and the injeetor current. The normalized TMR ofthe deteetor varied by up to 30%. 
This result will be discussed in the framework of non-equilibrium spin accumulation in the in the 
intennediate Nife layer. For further improvement of the MAGTID we have studied 
Ta/Ni"Fe,/Fe,oMn,.,'CoFe/AI,O,lCoFe/NiFe single barrier junetions using FeMn as an antiferromagnetic 
pinning layer. First results of these junctions will be presented. 
F&E-Nr: 23.42.0 
In the last years the field of magnetoelectronies evolved 
where not only the charge of electrons is used in eleetronie 
deviees but also their spin information. Effeets being used 
are the giant magnetoresistance and tunnelling 
magnetoresistance (TMR) of magnetie ultrathin fihn layer 
systems. Electronic applieations have been proposed mainly 
in the area of non-volatile memories (magneto random 
aecess memory - MRAM) [1] and magnetic field sensors 
[2]. 
In this work we present a novel device which consists of 
two stacked magnetic tunnel junctions with an aecess to the 
intermediate eleetrode. This three terroinal strueture allows 
to deterroine the individual eleetrical properties of each 
junction. Moreover three terminal devices are an interesting 
approach to study spin-injection effects [3]. The schematie 




FIG. 1. Sehematie view ofthe spin-injeetion measurement 
set-up. 
Sampies were fabricated with magnetron sputtering and 
structured with subsequent opticallithography and ion beam 
etching. For MAGTIDs the usual layer eomposition is 
Au(20nm)/ Co(l5um)/ AI,O,(1.3nm plus oxidation)/ 
NiFe( 5.5" . 18.5nm)/ AI,O,(1.3nm plus oxidation)/ 
Co(15um)/ Au(20mn). The multi layer was deposited on 2"-
wafers in a multi-target sputtering system with a base 
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pressure of 10.6 mbar. The metals were sputtered using a 
DC-magnetron source. For oxidation of the barriers first 
aluminium was deposited and then exposed for 1 hour to 10 
mbar of 0, and a UV -light source whieh enbances the 
thermal oxidation [4]. 
After deposition, the layer system was struetured laterally in 
5 lithography steps. The first three steps defmed the three 
electrodes, the remaining two steps were used for deposition 
of SiO, insulation and wiring respectively. The areas 
fabrieated in this way were 4x8flm' for the upper junetion 
and 8x20flm' for the lower junction. It was possible to 
eontact all three electrodes separately even with a eommon 
layer thiekness as thin as 5.5 um. The complete fabrieation 
process is described in detail in ref. [5]. 
These junetions were subject of spin-injection experiments. 
For irnproved TMR behaviour layer systems employing 
exchange biased electrodes with a single tunnelling barrier 
were also fabrieated. The basic layer strueture here was 
Substrate/ 
Ta(5nm)/Ni" Fel9(3mn)/Cu(20mn)/NiFe(3nm)/Fe,oMnso(20 
nm)/Co"Fe,,(3mn)/ Al,O,( 1.6nm)/CoFe(3mn)/NiFe(20mn)/ 
Au(20mn) (cf. [6]).The oxidation proeedure was the same 
as mentioned above. The Ta and first NiFe l.yers were used 
as seed respeetively texture layer for aehieving the (111)-
direetion of the FeMn layer whieh is neeess.ry for its 
antiferromagnetism. The magnetie tunnelling junetion was 
deposited in no additional magnetie field. For aligning the 
.ntiferromagnetie FeMn sampies were he.ted to 200°C -
above the blocking temperature of FeMn - .nd then eooled 
down in • magnetie field of 130 Oe. 
These single barrier tunnelling junetions were struetured in 
three steps down to sizes of lx5flm'. 
I-V-ch.raeteristies and TMR measurements were performed 
in. four-point arrangement. For magnetie field dependence 
an exterior .eoil eould apply fields up 10 0.6 T and a !low 
eryostat allowed measurements at temperatures from 4 10 
300K. 
Current-veltage eharacteristics of both lewer and upper 
junction. in .everal MAGTIDs were measured. By 
caiculating the flfst derivative of the I-V-curve parabolic 
behaviour eharaeteristic of mnnelling junctions can be seen 
in Fig. (2, top left). Resismnce-area products were in the 
range of 10 kOj.lm' for both junetions. In a second 
experiment thc magnetie field dependenee of the reststenee 
aeross each junetion was measured as shown in Ftg. (2, top 
right). For cach junction the H-field was applied in a loop 
from negative values to positive and back agam. Both 
junctions individually exhibited TMR like behaviour wlth 
value. of about 3% at room temperature. Together wilh the 
tunnelling characteristle this is evidence enough that all 
electrodes were eontacted properly. 
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FIG. 2 Top left: G-V-curve ofboth jWlctions of a MAGTlD 
sampie. Top right: TMR curve of both junctions of 
MAGTID sampIe. Bottom 1eft: Spin injection measuremenl, 
5.5 nm eommon layer. Bottom fight: TMR ratios for 
different common layer thickness d,w" in dependenee of 
the injected current. Values are nonnalized to I,," ~ O. 
For the measurement of spin injecdon offects, the set-up as 
shown above (Fig. (1» was used. Thc external magnetic 
field was chosen either 10 align all magnetie layers pamllel 
or to align the common soft magnelie layer anti-parallel to 
the magnelization of both Co layer.. In bath eases the 
resistanee aeross the upper junction was recorded in 
dependenee of the spin-injeetor cnrrent (see Fig. (2, battorn 
left». In Fig. (2, bottom right), tltere are plotted the ratios of 
the resistance in parallel to anti-parallel alignment (i.e. the 
TMR) for two different common layer thicknesses. With the 
5.5nm sampie there is an overall non-rnonotonous decrease 
of the normalized TMR by 30%, with the 18.5nm sampie 
we find a decrease of around 12%. 
If we take the eurrent densities applied here into aCcowlt 
(about 10' A/em') it seems unfeasible that we observed 
eurrent induced switehing effects Hke shown in P). 
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Considering recent advances in spin valve transistors 
employing thrae-terminal ferromagnetlsemiconductor 
devices 18,9) it might be noted that the fabriealion process 
ofthe MAGTID can be used for these devices as weil. 
To inerense the signal intensity of MAGTIDs single barrier 
MTJs for improved TMR performance were created. They 
were also characterized by therr I-V -curves and TMR 
values. Fig. (3) shows the rosistanee change with a magnolic 
field sweep of one of these june!ions. In this case oxidation 
of the barrier was done by exposure to 5 mbar of 0, Bnd 
UV-Iight for I hour. To align the antiferrornagnet the 
junction was heated to 200°C for 10 minutes and cooled in 
a magnelie field of 130 G. The TMR value here reaches 
48% at room temperalUre. Measurements at 4 K resulted in 
a TMR of 58%. It should be noted that the exchange bias 
based shift of the TMR curve is not op!imised yet. This is a 
resul! ofthe rather low aligning field (130 Oe) during field-
eooting. 
Based on the performance of these MTJs we propose to 
fabriea!e further MAGTlDs employing as electrodes an 
exchange biased CoFe electrode, a NiFe common electrode 
and a third eleclrode simply consisting of CoFe. This 
system should show three different switching fields as weil 
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FrG. 3. TMR of a single barrier junclion at fOam 
temperature. 
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Crystallization and Thermal Stress in Laser-Treated Ceramic Thin Films 
Oliver Baldus and Rainer Waser 
Institute of E1ectraceramic Materials 
The potential of perovskite type thin films for applications in electronic devices strengly reIies on their 
compatibility to silicon substrates. Whereas the electrieal properties of electroceramic films are investigatcd 
in detail, the deposition parameters (partienIarIy thc deposition temperature) still is abeve thc critical value of 
450'C in many cases. The subject of this work is to examine the possibility ofluser sintering of thin .erarnic 
films with nanoseeond laser pulses 10 iuduee ehanges in their s!TUetural und electronic properties in the heated 
region only. A medel for the erystallization pro.ess and thc therm.lIy indueed stresses is presented. 
F&E-Nr: 23.42.0 
(Bal_xSrJTiO, is one of the promisillg material systems 
for memory devices in lllieroelectronics as weil as for 
oxygen .ensoring applications duc to its exceptional 
electrical properties [1][21. Thin fthns were prepared by 
a ehemieal solution deposition metltod from a 
stoichiometric (Ban.,Sro.,)Ti, solution. Thc as-deposited 
co.tings were pyrolized for ten minules al 450·C on a 
ho!pl.te. Usn.Uy a heat treatment of the amorphaus as-
deposited film is needed at high temperatures (> 600°C) 
for erystallization [3]. In tlris work, we report on thc 
crystallization pl'Operties of ceramie thin films in which 
the substrate temperatnre is kept at room temperature 
[4]. Using UV-KIF-excimcr laser pulses, sintering 
experiments resni! in x-ray crystalline and high-k thin 
filtns. Fig. ja) shows the srnooth film with sputtered 
top-eleetrode for electrieal eharaeterization. The film 
has been proeessed witlt 500 pulses of 100mJ/em'. A 
finite element model of the proeess has been developed. 
The model includes heat transfer, erystallization and 
thermal respectively phase transformation induced 
stress analysis. Thc temperature caleulation of one 
IOOmJ/cm' KIF-laser pulse shows the temperature 
during olle heatillg cycle and the associated melling 
depth (Fig. lb). 
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FIG. 1: b) ca!culated temperature c) rneasurecl pennittivity 
of laser treated amorphous BST films. 
Tbc x-ray-pattem in Fig. 2 proves that the 
crystallization pro •• ,ses beeomes more favonrable with 
higher pulse energy density. By eomparing the x-ray 
pattern and the eorresponding eleetrieal properties (fig. 
le) with the applied laser parameters a erystallization 
model has been developed based on the temperature 
ealeulation: The increasing temperature initiales the 
transformation from amorphous to a erystalline phase 
whereby the transformed phase X .t time t is eomputed 
using the Johnson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA) kinetie equation 
in tlte modified version for non-isothennal temperature 
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FIG. 2: XRD studies of laser trented BST thin films. With 
rising laser pulse energy density the Bragg reflexes become 
more intensive. 
The laser crystallization is an ineremental process 
whereby the desired fraction of crystallized phase has 
been attained by consecutive pulsed laser treatment. The 
stress distribution shows dnring the heating phase in the 
BST film exclusive compressive stress duc to bindered 
thennal expansion (Fig, 4), After cooling down to total 
temperature homogenisation a tensile slress distribution 
remalos duc the material contraction afler the 
amorphous to a crystalline phase transformation. Trus 
densification may lead tu crack formation (Fig 3). The 
appropriate governing equations are as fullows: 
the heat equation: 
(} (p <pT) _ V ( .t VT)+ q 
(} t L 
wilh: qL = A'!L(r,f) .exp(-~! (I) 
8"" 8,,,,) 
X(I)=I-exp[-(kf)'] (2) 
with: k = v, ·exp (-E, / RT) 
the Jolmson-Mehl-Avrami and the thermo-elastic 
stress/strain equations: 
Thc thermal expansion coefficient etc in tho above 
.quation causcs tho experimenlally observed contraction 
of the heated film depending on the crystaUized part X. 
Probably hecause of this, the stepwise proeessing with 
the high power excimer laser leads to crack formation 
above a .ertain pulse numher. 
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FIG.3: Residual radial stress component 0. / (N/nm'] after 
temperature homogeniza!ion (parameters see Fig. 4), 
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FIG.4: Tompera!ure, erystalline phase .nd radial stress / 
[N/nm'] at the centor point (T=z=O) as a function of time, 
D=200nm, 1=80mJ/cm, A=O,87, 0"", =19nm 
For the first time, BST thin films have becn successfu! 
laser crystallized end electricaHy characterized. 
Describing the experimental resulls, a model is 
presentcd which eontnins the thermalization of optieal 
energy, heating of a multilayer structure, crystallization, 
and stress development. Thc simulation results show 
that the crystallization has to he perfonned hy 
applicalloll of consecutive laser pulses generating tbe 
desired fracllon of crystallized phase, Thc temperature 
within the layers heneath the (Ba,Sr)TiO, film doesn't 
cxceed the temperatnre limit of 450°C dnring. laser 
treatment. With increasing mction of crystaUized phase 
the residual tensile stresses within the film increase, 
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Thin films of a High Temperature Proton Conductor Prepared by CSD 
Tecbniques 
T. Schober' , T. Schneller2, J. Friedlich', D. Corcoran' 
'[mulute of Electroceramic Materials 
lInstitut Werkst. der Elektrotechnik 11, RWTH Aachen 
Abstract - Thin films (BaZro .• Yo.20('.xl) were prepared by CSD techniques and were shown by hnpedance 
measurements to be high temperature proton conductors . 
. F&F~Nr: 23.55.0 
Perovskite-type cer.les and zirconates of thc fonn ABO, 
(A=Ba, Sr; B=Ce, Zr) may dissolve significanl amounts of 
water when doped wilh trivalent elements such 8S Y or Yb. 
Bec.use the protons .re mobile these systems become good 
proton conductars at elevated temperatures (!-9) (high 
temperature proton conductors, HTPCs). 
For the preparation of the proton conducting Y-doped 
BaZrOl thin films a "hybrid type" CSD process has been 
deve!oped. The 0.3 M precursor solution is chemically 
based on barium propionate (Ba(OOCCH,CH,h), 
zirconium tetrabutoxide, and yttrium acetate hydrate 
(Y(OAc),.xH20) whieh has bccn dehydraled by meaos of 
reaction with propianie acid anhydride. A mixture of 
propionie acid and n-butanol has been uscd as the solvent 
and the (Zr(O"Bu). nBuOH) was chemieally stabilized by 
addition of!wo moles of acetylacolone to avoid apremature 
hydrolysis and polycondensation r.action. 
Prior to spin-coating, tbis solution was filtered with a 0.21lm 
PTFE filter. The solutions were spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 
30s on platinized silicon substrates. After each coating 
process, the wet films wer. direetly crystallized in a 
diffusion fumace at 900°C in 0, atmosphere for 10 min. 
Thirteen coating eyeles were carried out to reaeh a total 
tbickness of approximately 500 nm. Finally top eleetrodes 
were deposited by sputt.ring Pt und patteming by lift off. 
The fmal sandwich was given an equilibrating auneal al 980 
°C for 16 b. 
The proton conducting properties were established by 
impedance speetroscopy using a Solatron 1260 analyzer. 
The first and second semieirele were investigated al the 
fixed temperature of 400°C as a fimctlon of applied 
hurnidity (Fig. I). The starting condition was always a 
carefully dried sample as obtained by anuealing 01 750 ·C in 
dry 2%0, in Ar for several hours. A considerable deerease 
of the diameter of the first sernieirele (bulk resistance) was 
obtained by hurnidlfying thc sample in moist 2%0, in Ar 
with PH_ 23 mbar. This is already a finn evidence for 
proton conductlon. Even more convincing is the response 
after exposure to moist Ar -4 %H,. lt is seen that the first 
sernieircle now has roughiy a diameter of -10% of the 
original (dry) value. 
In a seeond experiment (Fig. 2) the temperature dependenee 
of the totally dry conductivity and that after exposure to 
moist Ar-4%H, gas was detenntued. It is seen that the 'we!' 
conductivity is mueh larger than the 'dry' one. Thc slope of 
thc 'we!' conductivity curve of 0.58 eV is very typieal of 
proton eonductlon. Overall, the present evidence is a clear 
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FIG.l Impedance plots cf a 0.5 ~m thiek BaZro"Y"'0(3") 
thin fihn preparcd by CSD techniques. The response to a 
hydrogen containiug medium is clear evidenee for proton 
conduction (see text). 
The prosent thin films of BaZr •. ,Yo"0(3'X) may have the 
following applications: 
• In the construclion of • proton eonducting high 
temperature fuel cell wilh a thin fihn electrolyte 
whieh would minirnize the ohrnic lasses during 
operation. 
• For sensors of hydrogen containing gaseous media. 
Such !hin film sensors lllllY be sensitive to water 
vapor and many organic vapors. Duc to the low 
Ihickness of the film the response time would be 
ultra fast. 
• In the construction of chemical reaclars where 
protons are added or withdrawn from certain 
chemica! compounds. A ease in point is ammonia 
synthesis which has been shown 10 be possible 
with such proton conductors (10). Thill filnl 
teehnology could substantially lower the cost of 
such reactors. 
• In the conditioning of gas streams, for instance Ar, 
where the addition of hydrogen may be desirable 
to tower the 02 partial pressure. 
'10" ,-------
,.' 
Wk (stopt tt79 ev) 
dry2~lnAr 
humld'Ar~%H2 





FIG. 2 Temperature dependenee of conductivity in dry and 
humid stale. Difference is duc to proton eonduction - for 
details see text. 
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platinum etch processes 




Segregation in Perowskite 
Schlesische Universität Katowice. Polen. 05.04.01 
Waser R.; Meyer R.; Szot K 
Defektchemie in der Nähe von Grenzflächen dotierter 
Perowskite 




Advanced chemical deposition technlques - from research to 
production 
13th Inl. Symp.lntegrated Ferroelectrics. Colorado Springs. 
USA. 11.03.-14.03.01 
E2Waser R. 
Nano-sized single grains and continuous films of ferroelectric 
oxides - chemical synthesis and scannlng probe analysis 
2001 Swiss WOrkshop on Materials with Novel Electronic . 
Properties. Les Diablerets. Switzerland. 02.10.-04.10.2001 
23420 
Waser R. 





Chemieal Synthesis and swtiching properties of ferroelectric 
thintilms 










FerroelektrIsche Oxide in der Mikro- und Nanoelektronik-
Chancen und Perspektwen 




Neue oxIdIsche Materialien in der tnformalionstechnik: 
Forschung fOr die Praxis 
Gesprächskreis Management und Informatik, Gesellschaft IOr 
Informallk - Bonn, FZJ, 09.05.2001 
23420 
WaserR. 
On robo!s end cets: fhe nex1 evolution step 





Technology end design ch.llenges 01 Ihe next FeRAM 
generalion 
1st Int Meet. Ferroeleclrlc Random Access Memorles 
(FeRAM 2001), Goleroba, Japan, 19.11.-21.11.2001 
23.42.0 
Otnertalks 
Bachholer H.; Reislnger H.: Steinlesberger G.; Nagel N.; 
CeN' H.; von Philipsborn H.; Sehroeder H.; Wassr R. 
Interf.eiallayers and Ihalr effecl on leakage currenl in 
MOCVD.<Jepoglled SBT Ihin films 
13th 101. Symp. Inlegraled Ferroeleclrics, Colorado Springs, 
USA,11.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
BöHger U.; Hoffmann·Eifert S. 
Dieleleclrtc high frequency eharaciertgUcs 01 (8a,Sr)TI03 Ihin 
IIIms on sil~n lor m~rowave dev!ce appllcallons 
13th Int. Symp.lnlegrated Ferroeleclrics, Colorado Spring., 
USA,II.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
BöHger U.; lohse 0.; Gros.mann M.; Wa .. r R. 
Inherenl contribuUons 10 In. lrequency dependence of Ihe 
caarewe voHage 01 ferroeleclrlc Inln films 
MRS 2001, 80ston, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Filsilis F.; Regnery S.; Waser R.; Enrhart P. 
Slructure properly relations 01 8ST Ihln films 
131h Int. Symp. Inlegrated Ferroelectrics. Colorado Sprlngs, 
USA,11.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
Hottmann M.; Böttger U.; Waser R. 
PZT and PMN-PT Ihln ßlms cantilevers: Compartson balWß8n 
monomOlph and bimorph slructures 
MRS 2001, Boslon, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Hottmann·Eifert S.; Ohly C.; Waser R. 
Influence 01 morphology on Ih. hlgh-temperature conduction 
bahavlorol SrTi03 and Ball03 Ihln films 
MRS Fall meeting 2001, 80sIon, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Hoffmann·Enert S.; Ohly Ch.; Slol K.; Wassr R. 
High lemperalure conductlon behavior and segregalion 
phenomena In SrTI03 and BaTI03 Ihln films: 
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MRS 2001, Boslon, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Hoflmann-Ellert S.; Rmer S.; Wassr R. 
Growth 01 lead barium titanate Ihln films by MOCVD: .Iructural 
and eleelrleal characlerlzation 
MRS 2001, Boston, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Kohlstedl H.; Pertsev NA; Waser R. 
Sire Effecls on polenzatlon In epttex1al ferroelecl,ic Ihln IiIms 
MRS 2001, Bo.ton, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Kohlsledl H.; Pertsev N,A.; Waser R. 
Size effecls on polarlzallon In epItaxial ferroeleclr~ Ihln lilms 
MRS 2001, Boslon, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
lohse 0.; B611ger U. Grossmann M.; Bollen 0.; Waser R. 
Polarlzation switohing behavlor of Nb doped PZT Ihln films 
13th Int. Symp.lnlegraled Ferroeleclrlcs. Colorado Springs, 
USA,11.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
Ohly Ch.; Hoffmann·Eifert S.: Szol K.; Waser R. 
Alkalina earth Iltanal. Ihln films -Iho oonduellon behavlor 01 
doped 8ST 




Synlhese von naO(,.8.li03 Pulvern über Mikroemulsionen 
NANOMAT-Workshop "Trend', Rein.lod, LUneburger Heide, 
21.-23.10.2001 
23.42.0 
Rodriguez Conlrera. J.R.; Pappe U.; SIol K.; Jia C.l.; 
Kohlsledl R.; Waser R. 
Siruciural and lerroeleculc propertles 01 
PbZril.52TIO.4803ISrRu03 Ihln films on SrTi03 subslrales 
MRS 2001, Boslon, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Rodrlguel-Coolreras J. 
Experimental Approach 10 Invegligate Ihs Inlluence 01 
Ferroeleclriclty on a Tunnel Currenl 
MRS 2001, boston, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
E223.42.002 
Rodriguez-Qonlreras J. 
Spullered PbZril.52Ti0.4803ISrRu03 films on SrTi03-
subslrales 
DPG Tagung, Hamburg, 26.-30.03.01 
23.42.0 
Roelol. A.; Part.ev N,A.; Waser R. 
Depolarizlng-fiekJ.indueed 1800 swilchlng 01 a-domalns In 
polydomaln epilaxial PZT Ihln 111m. by AFM 
MRS 2001, 80sIon USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Schmitz S.; Schweder H. 
Electrical charaelerizalion 01 SrTi03 lhln films 
131h Inl. Symp. Inlegraled Ferroaleclrics, Colorado Springs, 
USA,11.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
Schneider SI.; Kohl.ledl H.; Waser R. 
The roIe 01 cerbonylehemislry 10 pattern platinum eleclrodes 
MRS 2001, 8oston, USA, 26.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Schneider St. 
Anisolroplc plasma alchlng 01 BST Ihln films for Glgabil·DRAM 
inlegratlon end wh.1 to learn for MOCVD reaelor cleaning 
Abdron AG, Aschen, 20.09.01 
23.42.0 
Sohneider SI. 
High lemperalure platinum elch processes 
T exa. Inslruments, Dallas, USA 05,11.01 
23.42,0 
Schneider SI. 
SI02 etch wlth Ihe ICP SOUlces oIOPT'. lonlab300+: 
Rellabllity end contamlnallon Issues 
Charaeterizlng Ihe waler clamplng and heal conduellon 
afllclency In OPT's lonlab300+ wilh a SensArray 
walertamperature probe 
Charaeterlzlng 01 OPT's 10nlab3oo + lonsouree by enargy 
disperslve quadrupole mass spectrometty uslng Hlden's EPQ 
Seminar al Oxlord Plasmalechnology, YatiDn, Graat Britaln, 
07.-08.08.01 
23.42,0 
Shur V.; Nikolaeva E,; Shishkln E.; Batunn I,; Lohse 0.; 
IBolten 0.; Waser R 
Fatlgue end rejunen.llon phenomene in PZT Ihln films 
131h Int. Symp. Inlegrated Ferroeleelrlcs, Colorado Springs, 
USA,11.03,-14,03,01 
23.42.0 
Stein $.; Kohl$ledl H. 
Inlluence of spln-polarized Injeellon currenls on magnaUe 
lunnelling juoot!ons (0) 
JEMS, Grenoble, 28.08.-01.09.01 
23.42.0 
Stein S.; Kohlstedl H, 
Magneto lunnellng Injeet;on davice 
DPG-Tagung, Hamburg, 26.-30.03.01 
23.42.0 
Slein S.; Kohlsledt H. 
Spin-Injeetlon eflects In three terminal magnetle tunnelling 
juncHons 
MRS 2001, Boston, USA, 25.-30.11.01 
23.42.0 
Steinlesberger G.; Reislnger H.; Bachholer H.; Schroeder H.; 
WemerW. 
Dielectrie relaxation end Charge carrier transport mechenlsms 
In (Ba,Sr)Ti03Ihln films 




Oxidkeramische Materlalf." In der Mikroelektronik und 
Nanotechnologie 
NANOMAT -Meeting 2. Szene, Kortsruhe, 05.04.01 
E234 
Woslk J.; Penkalla H.J.; Bzot K.; Dublel B.; Buflat PA; 
Czyrska-Filemonowicz A, 
Cambinalion 01 varlous mlcroscoplcal rnelhods for quantf!ative 
mierostruclure analysis of Waspatoy 




Genpule C.; StanishsvsKy A.; HIli B.K.; Nao.rajan V:; Alpay 
S.P.; Melngailis J.; Wililams E.D.; Remesh R; Roelols R.; 
Waser R.; Tledke S.; De. Woll P.; Joshl V.; paz de Araujo,C. 
Scaling 01 ferroelectrie propertles In Ihln fltms (P) 




Holer C,; Ho1fmann-Elfert S.; Waser R. 
Dleleetric and Raman speclroscOpy of $rTi03 ceramics 
compared wilh single crySlals 
Adv.nced Eleclroceramics: Grain Boundary Engineering KIck-
otfWorkshop, Madrid,24.-21\.03.01 
23.42.0 
Ohly C.; Hofimann-EHart S,; Waser R. 
The eleelric.1 conductlvlty of SrTI03 Ihln films under changing 
oxygen amblenls 
CECAMIPSIK Workshop on Oxlde-Melallnlerlaees: 
Theoretlcal Progress and Challenges, Lyon, 4.10.-6.10.01 
23.42.0 
Ohly Ch.; Hofimann-EHert S.; Szot K.; Waser R. 
Deleeis In alkallna earth manate Ihln films - slructural and 
morphologleal aspecl$ 
13th Int. Symp.lntegraled Ferroalectrics, ColoradoSprlngs, 
USA,11,03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
Regne!), S.; Fllsills F.; Ehrhart P.; Waser R.; Schlenle F.; 
Sehumacher M.; JOrgensen H. 
Nucleatlon "nd growlh of ullra thln (Ba,$r)Ti03 Illms In a 
MOCVD reaelor 
MRS 2001, Boston, USA,26.11.-29.11.01 
23.42.0 
Ritter S.; Hoffmann-Eifert S.; Bollen D.; Was.r R. 
(Pb1xx8ax)Ti03 Ihln films prepared by liquid deiwel)' 
MOCVD: Inlluence ollh. process perameters on film 
formalIon and efeetric.l propertle 
Int. Mee~ng on Ferroeleclriclly, Madrid, 03.-07.09.01 
23.42.0 
Ritter S.; Schäler P.; Hoffmann-Elfert $.; Waser R, 
(Pbl-xBax}TI03Ihln films prepsred by liquid delive!)' MOCVD: 
Influence 01 prooess parameIers on film lormallon and 
eleclfieal prapertlas 




Hlgh-pressure spuHering of PbZrtJ.52TiO.4803ISrRu03 Ihln 
films on SrTI03 substrates 
Inl. Meeting on Ferroeleclriely, Madrid, 03.-07.09,01 
23.42.0 
Rodriguez-Contrera. J. 
Charaeterizatlon of ferroelectrlc thin films prap.red by Hlgh-
Pressure Oxygen SpuHerlng and PLD 
MRS 2001, Boslon, USA, 25.11.-29.11.01 
23,42.0 
Schneider S.; Kohlstedl H.; Waser R. 
High temperature etchlng characterlslics 01 noble melal 
eleclrode 
131h Int. Symp. Integrated Ferroeleclrics, Colorado Springs, 
USA,11.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
Schneller T.; Waser R-
Chemlcal orlgln of dlflerenl eleclrical and morphologieal 
qualIlIes In CSD deriYed PZT thln films 
131h Int. Symp.lnlegraled Ferroeieclrics, Colorado Springs, 
USA,11.03.-14.03.01 
23.42.0 
Shur W.; Blankoy E.; NEoashev S.; Borlsova E.; Barannlkov 
A.; Schneller T.; Gerhardt R.; Waser R-
In sftu sludy of cl)'stalilzalion klnetlcs during rapid thennal 
annealing of sa~gel PZT and PUT films 




Kohlstedt H.; Stein S. 
Dreitorbauelement, Insbesondere Splnlnjektlonstranslslor 
DE: 10031401 (22.11.2oo1) 
PT 1.1810 
23.42.0 
Patents applled for 
Kohlstedt H.; Rodrlguez Contra., •• J. 
Vertehren zur Erzeugung eines Tunnelkontaktes sowie 
Vorrichtung umfassend Mittel zur Erzeugung eines 
Tunnelkontaktes 
PCT: PCTIDE01l04447 (23.11.2001) (EP,US,JP,KR) 
PT 1.1859 
23.42.0 
Kohlstedl H.; Stein S. 
Drettomauelemenl, Insbesondere Splnlnjektlonstranslstor 




Anordnung zum Messen alnes Magnetfeldes und Ven.hren 
::zum Herstellen einer Anordnung zum Messen eines 
Magnetfeldes 




Matrix fOr einen Magnet",Random-Aooes. Memo!)' (MRAM) 






32. IFf.Fertenkurs, JUlich, 05.03.2001 
23.42.0 
Hoffmann-Elfert S. 
DleleClrics and Oplics 
32. IFF-Fertenkurs, JUlich, 05.03.2001 
23.42.0 
Kohlstedt H. 
Ferroelectric Ileld-effect Iransistors 
32. IFF-Ferienkurs, JOIIch, 05.03.2001 
23.42.0 
Kohlstedt H. 
Grundlagen und Anwendungen supraleitender Bauelemente 
rt/S 00101) 
Universität zu Köln 
23.42.0 
Kohlstedl H. 
Halbleiterphysik (SS 01) 
Universität zu Kllln 
23.42.0 
Schroeder H. 
Ausgewählte Kapitel der MetalIphysik 
Vertiefungsfach 11: Metaliphysik 
Fakultät fOr Bergbau, Hüttenwesen und Geowissenschaften 




Hlgh·permlttMty materials for DRAMs 
32. IFF-Fertenkul$, JUlieh, 05.03.2001. 
23.42.0 
Waser R.; Ehrhart P. Hoffmann S.; Kohlstedt H.; Schroeder H. 
Neue Matertalien und Bauelemente tor die Information.technlk 
I rt/S 01102) 
Vertiefungsfach 11 




32. IFF-Ferlenkul$, JOllch, 05.03.2001. 
23.42.0 
WaserR. 
Vorlesung Welkstofle der Elektrotechnik 





Metal Organlc Chemleal V,por Deposition 









Del.ktchernle dUnner Schlchlen 




TMR&MRAM, UltradOnne FE-Schichten 




Pulver- und Keramiksynth.se 




Ladungstransport durch dOnne Schlohlen 




Inlegratlon elektrokeramischer Materialien 




Überblick und Ausblick Forschungsarbelien des Instituts 
Klausurtagung des lnsmuts Elelrtrokeramlsche Materialien 
Hlrschegg, 27.08.01-30.08.01 
23.42.0 
Institute for Soft Condensed Matter Physics 
General Overview 
The Institute "Weiche Materie" was founded injan. 2000. The main foeu. ofthe Institute is to understand macroscopic 
properties and microstructural order of colloidal systems, under equilibrium- and non-equilibrium conditions, on a 
microscopie level. To make progress in this aren it is necessary 10 be able 10 synthesize model colloidal systems, where 
monodjspersity of the desirable interaction potential is one of the main goals .. Thc properties of these model systems 
should be tuned in such a way that it exhibits the phenomena that one wishes to study. 
The research in the Institute is done within "projects", which will be described below. 
At this moment thc further development of thc Institute is severely hindered by lack of laboratory facilities. Most of the 
planued laboratories are not yet ready for use, for reasons that go beyond the jurisdiction ofthe FZl Some of the planued 
research can not be start.cl, while olher research themes can only be perfOlmed in part in improviscd laboratories. 




Prof. J.K.G. Dhonl 
D. Triefenbach (Technieal Engineer) 
Dr. S. Rathgeber (Habilitand) 
Dr. P. Lettinga (Post Doc) 
Dr. T. Lenslra (Post Doc) 
Dr. Z. Dogic (Humboldt Fellow, started march 2001) 
Dr. P. earletlo (EU Post Doc, startedjune 2001) 
Dr. R. Tuinier (startcd netober 2001) 
The subjects under investigalion in this proje.t are: 
Shear-banding and Rheology oj "hairy Col/oids" and Suspensions ojrod-like 
Partides (S. Ra/hgeber. P. Carlello. P. Lellinga. Z. Dagie) 
Shear-banding is a hydrodynarnie instability in systems under flow that occurs whenever the slress decreases with 
inereasing shear-rate, or the stress is a mullivalued funclion of the she.r-rate. The stalion.ry stale is now astate where 
regions of different microslructure and sometimes different shear-rates "coexist". The kineties of the shear-baading 
i"stability .nd üle possibl. stationary states that .an oeeur are studied for two kinds of systems : "hairy eolloids" 
(colloidal spheres coated with long polymer ehains) and rigid red-Hke partieles. A system ofhairy eolloids where shear-
baading has becn observed will be investigated in cooperation with Dr. J. Vennant (University of Leuvell). Anothcr, 
well-defined hairy colloid has been dcvelopcd in thc Institut for Neutron Scatlering (see thc next tbeme). So fur, our 
investigations are focused on thc shear-indueed polymer brush defopnnation at lower .oncenlrations. Simulations on 
hairy colloicls in shear flow will be perfonned in the Insitute Theory 11. We reeently observed a very c1ear shear-banding 
transition in suspensions of fd-virus (a semi-flexible colloid). By adding free polymer, the rate of the transition can be 
tuned, so that kinetic studies will be feasible in these systems. At this moment we are determining, by rheology and light 
sc,tlering, the full non-equilibirum phase diagram of these kind of systems (where thc shear-rate is on of the control 
variables). The shear-banding transition lines will be located as weil. There is an ongoing collaboration with prof. W. 
Briels (University ofTwente) on the 1heory of the shear-banding Iransition in systems of rigid rods. 
Shear induced Polymer Brush Deformation (S. Ra/hgeber, P. Carlelto) 
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As was mentioned above, colloid.1 partieies with a small eore in comparison to the length of the polymers that are 
attach.d to their surface have becn dcveloped in the Institute for Neutron Scattering by Dr], Allgaier and Dr, L. Willner, 
These systems will be uscd to study the polymer brush defonnation under shear flow by means of birefringence 
meaSUfements and small angle neutron scattering on very dilute sampies, in cooperation with Dr, L, Willner and Dr. W 
Pyckhout (Institute for Neutron Scattering) and Dr. p, Lindner (ILL, Grenoble). For this purpose we developed a quanz 
shear cell in cooperalion with Dr. W. Pyckhout .nd Dr. P. Lindner. In • later stage we will also perform rheology 
experiments and seattering experiments at larget concentralions, in order 10 probe the effect of the brush deformation on 
the mierostructure. It has beeu fotlnd that appreciable brush deformation in water oeeurs onl)' at very high shear-rates, 
where the onset of a Taylor instability oceurs. We therefore investigate 01 the moment the possibility to use more viscous 
solvents. These investigotions are part of a European project (HUSC, Hord to Ultra Soft Colloids). 
Critical Phenomena WIder Shear Flow (p. Lettinga, H. Wang) 
In mixtures uf stearyl siliea spheres and small PDMS polymers (Poly Di Methyl Siloxane) in cyclohexaue, depletion 
attraetions ean give risa to gas-liquid phase separation. Non-linear microstructural response to stationary and oscillatory 
shear tlow near the gas-liquid critieal point in these systems is studi.d by means of time resolved small angle light 
scattering. The resuhs of the static experiments are being analysed at the moment, also by Dr. H. Wang. The analysis of 
the time dependent response is currenlly in progress. 
Dynamics and SWllclUre of "Polymer-cal/aids" (S. Ralhgeber) 
Suspensions of polymeric partieles of a co11oidal size are studie<! by means of small angle neutron scattering and neutron 
spin echo experiments. This cancerns the shape, internal structur and dyn.mies of the colloidal particles. Thc systems 
that are studied are !wo different kinds of dendrimers, cellulose derivatives and boltlebrush rnacomolecules, in 
cooperation wHh T. Pakul. (Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research in Mainz). Scattering experiments and rheology 
measurernents al higher coneentration are planned. 
Nucleation and Cryslal Growlh WIder Shear Flow COlldilions (R. Tuinier) 
Small angle, time resolved statie light .ca!tering will be used to examine nuclealion and crystal growtb under the 
influence of shear flow. The shear induced shift of the liquid-solid binedal will be a point of iuterest also. Sinee the 
crystals will probably be anisometric, scattering experiments are planned where the incident light beam is either directed 
along the gradient direction ur the vorticity direetion. High angular resolution is achi.ved with a 2D CCD camera , with 
thc photosensitive chip placed direcdy at the position of Bragg scattering angles. 
Negative Thixo/ropy of Polymer Solutions (J. B!lilenhuis) 
Th;s project has been started at the Technical University BerHn and was continued al the FZ-JÜlieh. Negative thixotropy 
is thc phenomenon of 0 time-of-tlow dependent sheor thiekening, which is not weil understood. A new explanation is 
proposed and compared to experimental resutts. 
Structure and Dynamics of Colloids at lnterfaces 
Project leader: Dr. P. Lang 
Personnel; M. Hoclzle (Teehnician, st.rted ju»e 2(00) 
The subj""ts Ullder investigation in this project are; 
Siruciure and Dynamics of Interfaces be/ween Coexis/i/lg Phases 
The colloidal systems that will be investigated are rigid rods, Hke siliea coated boehmite rods and semi-flexible fd-virus 
(in isotropie-nematie coexistence), soft systems like internally erosslinked cylindrical mieelles (in isolropic-columnar 
ceexistence), and spheres (in gas-liquid or liquid·crystal coexistenee). 
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Structure and Dynamics close to a Wall 
Like in the previous theme, rods and spheres will be investigated. We also plan to investigate depletion forces near a wall 
in mixtures of long polymers and small colloidal spheres. This will be done in co operation with Dr. E. Eisenriegler 
(Institute Theory II). 
To study the above mentioned phenomena, it is necessary to apply surface and interface sensitive measuring techniques. 
At this moment, Dr. P. Lang is constructing two instruments with options for static and dynamic light scattering of 
cvanescent waves (EWLS), total intemal reflection mieroscopy (TIRM), capillary wave spectroscopy (CWS), 
ellipsometry and Brewster angle microscopy (BAM). The TIRM option is being built in cooperation with Dr. C. 
Bechinger (University ofKonstanz). 
In addition, P. Lang is working on the synthesis of"soft colloidal rods" (see the project "Synthesis"). 
Within the entire project "Structure and Dynamics of Colloids at Interfaces", the yet non-existing laboratories are 
essential for it's further development. 
Dynamles In Equilibrlum Systems 
Projeet leader: Dr. G.Meler 
PersonneI: M. Hoelzle (Technician, startedjune 2000) 
The subjects under investigation in this project are: 
Dynamics 01 Polymer Mixtures alld Colloids ullder high Press ure 
Pressure is an extemal variable that ean be used to continuously vary the compatibility of polymers. The polymers can 
either be free polymers or polymers bound to the surface of colloidal partic1es. Besides by pressure, monomer-monomer 
pair-interaction potentials can also be changed systematically by changing the HID composition of the polymers. This 
offers the possibility to gain insight in the microscopic origin of the rich phase behaviour and dynamics of these systems. 
The phase behaviour and (critical) dynamics of polymer mixtures and mixtures of polymers and polymer-coated colloidal 
partieIes will be the topic ofthis project. 
Phonon Dispersion in heterogeneous Systems 
Colloidal systems represent heterogenemlS systems, in which the dynamics of acoustic modes will be studied. There will 
almost certainly be a dependence of the properties of acoustic exitations on the structural properties of the colloidal 
suspensions. The degree of heterogeneity can be changed continously by changing the size and/or concentration of the 
colloidal particles. 
Rotatlonal Diffusion 0/ Rads near Phasetrallsition Lines 
Rotational diffusion of rod like colloids and polymers in the neighbourhood of agas-liquid and isotropie-nematic phase 
boundary will be studied. Near a gas-liquid phase transition line, the attractive interactions between the rods will 
probably lead to a severe change of the rotational diffusion coefficient, since attraetions favor parallel alignment of 
neigbouring rods over perpendicular alignment. On approach of the isotropic-nematic spin odals, the rotational diffusion 
coefficient tends to zero in a way that is not known, that is, the critical exponent for the rotational diffusion coefficient is 
as yet unkno\Vn. 
Rotatiollal Diffusioll away Irom Phasetrallsitioll Lilles (P. Lel/inga) 
Rotational diffusion coefficients of colloidal spheres and rods in bulk solution and \Vithin porous media are investigated 
by means of Time resolved Phosphorescence Anisotropy (TPA) and Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP). These 
experiments are performed at the University of Utrecht in eollaboration G. Koenderink and prof. A.P. Philipse. Also of 
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interest is rotation.1 diffusion of rigid rods under stationary shear 110IV, where FRAP and heterodyne dynamic light 
seattering experiments are planned. 
We plan to built a combination of set ups which a!lows one to investigate dynamies in the time range 10.13_10' s. 
Dynamie light scattering covers a dyn"mic range of 10.7.10' s. A Sandercock tandem interferometer will be uscd to cover 
the time range 1O··-IO·"s. Thc gap between these time ranges can be cov.red employing a confocal interferometer. Thc 
very fast dynamies will be studi.d by means ofRaman scatlering. 
Thc project "Dynarnies in Equilibrium Systems" can not Slart yet duc lack of laboratory facilities. 
Correlation between Int.racllons and ordered Slructures 
Proje.t leader: Dr. J. Hauck 
Dr. J. Hauck has been at the IFF for a longer time. His work in the Institute Weiche Materie is a eOlltilluation ofpart of 




Dr. J. Buitenhuls (started in march 2001) 
Dr. W. Sager (started in april 2001) 
K. Sellinghoff 
D. Trief.nbach (Technical Engineer) 
The alm 01' this projeet Is the development of new colloldal systems, the investigation of synthesis mechanisms and the 
synthesis of (known) colloida! systems for cooperation projects. 
Symhesis of/wowil Gol/oMal Moael Systems Jür Gooperation Pro}e.ts 
Thc first aim will be to build up additional know how eonceming the synthesis of known colloidal model systems (Iike 
co.ted sHiea spheres, latex spheres, coated boehmite rods and gibbsite platelets, fcl-virus and DNA fragments). D. 
Jablonski and D. Trief.nbach have already synthesized silica-coated boehmite rods under the guidanee of J. van 
Wijnhoven (Colloid Synthesis FacHity in Ulfecht, the facility was elosed down recently). J. Buitenhuis synthesized 
aluminium chlofO hydrate coated boehmite rods. 
Symhesis of Soft Col/oMal Roas (P. Lallg, L. Willller) 
The .im Is to develop a model system for soft colloidal rods. These rods are synthesized by radicaUy crossIinking of 
cylindrical mieelles, which eonsist of amphiphilic blockcopolymers .. Tbis willle3d to flexible colloidal rods, of which 
the length is about 20() nm and the .speet ratio about 20. The main problem will be 10 fraction.te the system in order 10 
reduce the polydispersity in lenglh. 
SYllthesis ofSiliea Coolea Ja-virusses (J. Builenhuis) 
The fd-virus is a slightly flexible rod of about 800 um length and 6 nm width. The aim is to coat the virus by a silica 
layer to obtuin rigid rads of variable diameter, which after using a variety of standard coatings of the silica, can be 
dispersed in apolar solvent to obtain cylinders with a variety of well defined interactions. This subject is just starting. 
Oplimlzaliol1 ana Mechanism aflhe Sylllhesis ofColloidal Boekmile Rods (J. Builenhuis) 
Colloidal boehmite rods can be synthesized with an average length rangiug from 70 to 500 um. Although seveml studies 
on dispersions 01' these rods were sueeessful, the system still eonlains a small degroe of aggregates or is to polydisperse 
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for eort.in other studies. To improve thc qu.lily of the rods is the aim of Ihis project. Ta do so it will he important to 
obtain some knowledge about the mechanism ofthe partieles formation. This subjeel 18 just starting. 
In addition, J. Buitenhuis has been working on the "Negative thixotropy of polymer solution8" (see the projeel "Non-
equilibrium Phenomena"). 
The polymer synthesis know how that is avaHable in the Institute for Neutron Scattenng (Dr. L. Willner and Dr. J. 
AlIgaier) will be of great advantage in developing .ertain c1asses ofnew colloidal systems. 
Prepa/'alioll oJ Nauostmetured Materials 111 Selfo/,ganlsillg Systems (lt~ Sager) 
This project is concemed wilh the chametorisation of mieroemulsions as precipitarion media for inorganie materials with 
at least one dimension in the nanometer range und the development of synthesis routes for nanostructured 
inorganie/organic compo,i!es employing the different struclures encountered in microemulsion systems as templ.tes. It is 
part of the PhD-project of Aurelie Autin und is performed together with Prof. R. Nolte nt the University ofNijmegen. 
Though mieroemulsions have increasingly been utiliscd uver the last 2 deeades, and in some oases even estahlished 
themselves as precipitation medium for the preparation of small uniform inorganic partieles of mostly spherieal 
geometry, Iittle sys!emarie work has hee» perfarmed on wh.t actually controls the size, shape, crystallinity and stability 
of the p.rticles formed. Until now there is »0 global pieture at hand deseribing Duole.Hon and growth processes for the 
different mieroemulsion morphologies investigated and a generallyvalid theory Is still out ofreaeh. 
In tbis project we want to perform a system.tic study on preeipitarion in weil defined and eh.racten.ed mieroemulsions 
with different morphology ranging from drop let-type mieroemulsions tu cyHndrieal aggregate stl1letures and 
bicontinuous mieroemulsions. The latter consist of an interwoven network of water and oil channels stabilised hy the 
interfacial surfactant film. To estabHsh a dire.! relation between mlcroernulsion strueture and pnrricle morphology, the 
mieroemulsions and the precipitated inorganic materials will be charaeterised by phase diagrarn and conduetlvity studies, 
eleetron and atomie force microscopy, X-my diffraction and scaltering techniques. Underlying nuclention .nd growth 
proeesses will be studied with respect to microemulsion morphology, specilic inorganic nuelei/surfaet.nt interactions nnd 
properties of the Interfacial surfnetant film. Emphasis will be laid on solidifying bieontilluous strueture8 whieh is of 
special interes! for inorg.nic/organic nanocomposites. Employing microemulsions systems as templ.tes for 
nanostructured compositc materials has the advantage of offering thc possibllity of hoth simultanenus .nd conseeutive 
formation of the urganic and the ioorganie solid phase by bringing in one precursor with tbe water .nd the other with d'e 
oi! phase or thc interfaeial surf.ctant layer. 
Thc project "Synthesis" ean not be reaHzed yc~ duc 10 the lack of laboratory faeiliti.s. 
Theory 
Proj •• t leader: 
Personnei: 
Dr. G. Naegele (slarted jall. 2001) 
Dr. M. Kollmann (s!arted in april 2001) 
Dr. H. Wang (started ill march 2001) 
The alm of this prujeet is two-fold : (i) developlng theory on subjects that are, or may become, of experimental interesHo 
the Institute, and (ii) to .ssist experimentalists with devising new experiments .nd with data interpretation. 
Currently, tbe fnllowing subjeets are heing investiga!ed : 
Elec!l'okillelic Effoc!s i/l Calloirls 
In partienl.r, electrolyte frietion is studied on the basis of mode coupling theory for a binary system: tbe large eolloidal 
partieIes and the counter ions. A remarkable result is that hydrodynamic interaeHons play an essential role. A treatment 
of non-linear electrolyte friction response is within thc validity of the present approacb. 
DijJilSioll ill 1\vo-dimellsiollol Space 
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Inspired by experiments tl1at are perfonned by Dr. K. Zahn and Prof. G. Marel (University of Konstanz), diffusion 
coefficients have been ealeulated in case of a spatial dimension equal to 2. Thc surprising divergence of thc ensemble 
averaged hydrodynamie interaction function (commonly denoted as H(q» is confirmed by theory. In addition, 
unexpected .caling behaviour hus been predicled theoretically. 
Linear Viscoelaslic Bellaviour of spherical Col/oids 
A Green-Kuba formola for tbc linear shear viscosity of colloids, where hydrodynamic interactions are important, has 
heen derived and evaluated numerically on thc basis of a mode coupling approach. 
JanDhonl 
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PersonIlei 2000/2001 alld areas of activity 
Scientijic Staff 
Prof. Dr. J.K.G. Dhont 
Dr. J. Hauck 
Dr. G. Meier 
Prof. G. Nägele 
Technical Stall 
Ms. K. Sellinghoff 
Dipl.-Ing. D. Triefenbach 
Ms M.-L. Schüsse!er 
Scientists 
Non-equilibrium stmcture and dynamics 
8tructures .nd Interactions of Colloids, Polymers, Lipids and Baot.riae 
Dynamies of mixtures, critie.1 sc.ttering, high pressure techniques 




Dr. J. Buitenhuis (abOI.03.01) Synthesis 
Dr. P. Carletto (ab 01.06.01) 
Dr. Z. Dogic 
Dr. M. KaHmalU! <ab 01.05.01) 
Dr. P. Lang (ab 0 l.l 0.00) 
Dr. T. Lenstra (ab 01.03.01) 
Dr. P. Lettinga (ab 01.07.00) 
Dr. 8. Rathgeber 
Dr. W. 88ger(.bOI.04.01) 
Dr. R. Tuinier (ab 01.11.01) 
Dr. H. Wang (ab 01.04.01) 
Trainees 
M. HOIzI. 
Shear-banding ofvery soft ealloids 
SYllthesis and phase behaviour of di-bloek calloids 
Electrokinetic effects in colloiOOI systems 
Structure aud dynamies of interfaces in colloida! systems 
Inhomogeneous f10w of colloirls 
Study oflhe non-linear and linear viseoelastic, response of colloidal 
dispersions 
Structure aud dynauues of polymer - colloids, polymer & colloid nuxtures 
and biologieal colloids 
Synthesis 
Phase behaviour, phase separation kinetics 






















Microstructural Response of a near-Crltical Colloidal Dispersion to Oscillatory Shear 
Flow 
M. P. Lettinga and J. K Q. Dhont 
[",tiM fiir FUlklirper!orsehung 
TeUin.;titut We.iche Materie 
(Dated: December 20, 2001) 
The viscoelastic response to a strong externally impoood shear flow 18 gen.erally non .. linear. This 
bebaviour is the result of shear induood microstructural distortion. Such non~Unear microstructural 
response is pwiewarly pronouneed close w a gas-Jiquid critica1 point, sinee thete the dynamics 
is very slow and microstfucturat order extends over la:rge distances, In ordet to investigate tbc 
frequency dependence of thc microstructurru response, we perform time resolved small angle light 
scattering experiments on & polymer~conoid mixturc under osclliatory shear ßow. The slow dynamics 
t1<m.T the gas-liquid eritical point allows to perforID experiments at ftequeneies that are much larger 
then inverse microstructural relaxation timesI but still SInall enough to avoid surface loading clIects. 
The objective of this study is to gain insight in thc 
(non-linear) response of the microotructure to an exter-
nally imposed, osclllatory shear flo\\' of a near-critical col-
loidal fluid. The control variables of loterest here are : 
the amplitude of the applied shear !leid, its fr.queney, 
and the distance of the colloidal sampie to the critical 
point as mensured by the correlation lengeh { in the 
absence of shear flow. We are thus interested in "the 
Ornstein-Zernike structure factor under oocillatory shear 
fiow conditions». Time resolved measurement..s of the 
critical, "mall scattering angle bebsvlour of the strueture 
factor have been performed. A small angle light scatter-
ing (SALS) set up with an optica! shear cell ia used, where 
the wavevector dependence of the stmature factor in the 
flow-vorticity plane is probe<:1. The inner cyUnder osdl-
lates with angular amplitudes between A = 10and 130' 
and frequeneies between O.025andO.1Hz. S€quenees of 
images are taken with a CCD eamera, which is triggered 
by a function generator. Experimental re.sults arß com-
pared with a solution of the Smoluchowski equation for 
the emall wavevector behaviour of the struetur. factor.[IJ 
The system uBed in this study consist .. of sillen spheres 
s 
FIG. 1: Thc Ornstein~Zernike sttucture factor in the ab-
sence of shear flow. corresponding to a correlation length of 
~ = 650nm.Kl and K3 are the dimensionless wove veotor 








FIG. 2: Effect of thc shear rate on the response of a near· 
crltical oolJoidal dlsperßiou t for n = O.9,w = 21rO.025s-1~ 
measured at Xl ::::: 1.4 and K3 = O. The experimental 
.urves are given by the solid lines: 'r = 0.72.- 1 (red) and 
'r = 3.26.-1 (blne). Tbe theoreticallines are given by tbe 
solid lin",,: >. = 2.0 (red) and >. = 4.5 (blne). 
(102 nm diameter) grufted witl! stearyl al.oltol, dissolved 
in cydohexane. Polydimethylsiloxane (radius of gyra-
tion = 23 nm) i. added to the solution to induce depla-
tion attractions. Duc 10 these attractive forces between 
the coUoida! spheres, this system undergoes agas-liquid 
phase transition. Th. distance to the eritreal point can 
be tuned by gently evaporaling or adding solvent [2J. As 
a typical example, we shall describe some of the data 
tltat we obtalned for a system wilh a correlalion length 
of ~ = 65Onm. The eorrelation length is obtalned from 
the Ornstein-Zernike structnre factar in the absence of 
sltear ftow (see Fig. 1). The two relevant parameters da-
seribing the response of the colloidal dispersion are the 
dressed Peelet number, 
b 
K3 cl 
Fra. 3: Frequency and waveV€Owr dependence of thc phase 
shift. (a and b), experiment. (c and d), theory. 
FIG. 4: Th. amplitude of th. """"nd (a) and fourth (b) har· 
monie Fourier amplitudes far '1 == 3,928- 1 and an angular 
amplitude of 65° 
and tbe dressed Deborah numher, 
where Ar ia the .heat rate, Do is the single particle diffu-
sion eoofficient, ß = 11 kBT, and !) is the Cahn-HiUiard 
square gradient coefficient. Th. dirnensionl ... numbers 
>. and n characterize tbe long-wavelength sheat induced 
distortion and tbe phase shift of the slructnre factor re-
sponse, respectivcly. For >. > 1, thc structure will be 
signi!lcantly affected by the shear flow. ~r fl > 1, the 
response of microstructure will not be in-phase wilh the 
externally applied shear !leid. 1n Fig. 2, time traces at 
a fixed frequeney and for a fixed waveveetor vector are 
plotced (the wavevector is always expressed in dimension· 
less nnits : K = M., with k the physieal wavevector) . It 
is evident that shear flow indeed affects tbe mierostruc-
ture. Note that the response 18 non-linear : in fact, it 
can be shown from tbc above mentioned theory, that in 
the flow-vorticity plane the response of the .tmcture fac-
tor to shear flow i. always non-linear, even for very small 
values of >.. The degree of non-linearity aa weil as tbc 
phase shitt of the microstructural response with respeet 
to the applied field can be quantified by Fourier analysis 
of time traces liIre tbose plotted in Fig. 2. 
1n Fig. 3 the phase shift is caleulaced for eaeh wavevee-
tor at two different frequencies. Th. expeeted increase 
in tbe pbase shift on increaaing the frequency i. ob-
served. Furtbermore, the phase shift increages dramat-
ically when K = 0 is approached. Tbis is the result 
of small diffusion relaxation time. at small wavevectors 
(which seal. Iike ~ K'). We also note that the degree of 
non-linearity Beems to diminish witb increasing frequency 
at fixed shear rate (data are not shown). As mentioned 
above, the response in tbe flow'vorticity plane is always 
non-linear, so that the first harmonie (the Fourier mode 
wilh the same frequeney as the externally. applied field) 
is a1ways zero. Tbe contribution \0 tbe response with a 
frequeney equal to twice of that of the externallield, the 
amplitude of the second harmonie, and the amplitude 
of the {ourth harmonie are plotted in Fig. 4 as fune-
tions of tbe wavevector. Here we find a maximum at a 
speeifie wavevector for both the second- and fourth har-
monie Fourier amplitudes. This wavevector is oriented 
parallel to the sbear f1ow, due to the fact that struetures 
perpendicular to the shear fiow are not distorted (e.g. 
where Kl = 0). 
'Ib summarize, we have characterized the response of 
a near-critical colloidal dispersion to an oscillatory shear 
f10w lIy small angle, time resolved, statie light seatter-
ing. All features seen experimentally are, at least quali-
tatively, in accordance with theory. A more quantitative 
comparison will be made in the near future. Further· 
more, the microstructural response seen in our experi-
ments is the mieroscopie origin for thc rbeologieal be-
haviour of these neat-eritieal colloidal suspensions. One 
could thererore measure the (linear and non-linear) vis-
coelastie response oE near critieal collolda! systems and 
compare with thcory, onee thc connection between mi-
crostructural response and viscoelast-ic response has been 
made[3]. 
(IJ J. K. G. Dhont and G. Nagele, Phys. Rev. E 58, 7710 
(1998). 
[2] T. A. J. Lenstra .nd J. K. G. Dhont, Phys. Rev .. E. 63, 
61401 (2000). 
[3]1. Bodnllr and J. K. G. Dhont, Phys. Rev. Lett. 17, 5304 
(1996). 
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Properties of Two- and Three-dimensional Colloidal Suspensions: 
Scaling and related Freezing Criteria 
Gerhard Nägele and Markus Kollmaun 
Institut fiir Festkörperjorschung 
Teilinstitut Weiche J{aien<e 
We explore statie and dynamic properties of two- and three-dimensional systems of strongly 
interacting colloidal sph"" .. , Quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D) dispersions ofparUcles interacting by 
long~range electrostatic and dipoJar magnetic forces are investigated uslng Brownian Dynamics 
computer simulations. Th.e dynamits of three-dimensionat suspensions cf charge-stabiUzed and 
neutral canoida! spheres is determined from a self-consistent mode coupJing scheme. Particular 
foeus is given to the impHcation of scaiing and hydrodynamic interactions on the relation between 
static aud dynamic freezing criteria. New freczing criteria are provid-ed in terms of collective diffusion 
coefficients, 
Typical examples of Q2D systems studied in this 
work are monolayers of charged colloidal spheres between 
two glass plates interacting by long-range screened elec-
trostatic interactians, and super-paramagnetic callaida! 
spheres located at a liquid-air interface and interaeting by 
repulsive dipolar magnetie forees induced by a perpendic-
ularly applied externat magnetie neId, We heve employed 
a Brownian Dynamics (BD) simnlation method with the 
dominant far-neld part of the hydrodynamic interactions 
(HI) induded, to study the staties and dynamits of these 
Q2D systems with its implications on related statie and 
dynamic freezing criteria [1,2], Forthis purpose, various 
mensurable quantities are calculated Hke the radial dis-
tribution funetion ger), tha statle structure factor S(q), 
themean squared displacement W(t), the dynamie struc-
ture factor S(q, t), and the distinct and self van Hove 
space-time correJation functions Gd(r, t) and Gs(r, t), re-
spectively, An analogous study for three-dimensional 
dispersions cf neutral and of charge-stabilized partieles 
was perforrned usiug a fully self-Collsistent mode-coupling 
seherne [3,8]. 
The radial distribution functions, girl = Gd(r, t = 
0) In, of systems with long-range particle repulsions re-
veal a pronouneed principal peak located at a distance, 
1'm , nearly equal to the geometrie mean particle distance, 
1'0 = n-1/d• Here, n is thc particle number density, and 
d is the dimension, Sinee rm is thc only physically rel-
evant statie length scale, different systems sharing the 
same peak height g(rm ) have radial distribution fune-
tions which superimpose nearly perfectly as functions of 
redueed distance rj,·o (cf, Fig. 1), The staUe scaling of 
the g(r)'s implies that the corresponding static structure 
factors nearly coincide when plotted versus the reduced 
wave number qjqo with qo 27f/ro. Without HI, thcre 
i5 a single eharacteristic time seale ro = TU Da associ-
ated with "0. This implies dynamic scaling, Le, sys-
tems witl. strong and long-range particle repulsion and 
identieal peak height5 g(rm} (Iikewise, identical S(qm»· 
show nearly identical dynamical properties, e,g" nearly 
identical Od(r, t)jn, , W(t)lrij snd S(q, t) as functions of 
reduced time r = t/ro, distance x = "j,'o and wave num-
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FIG. 1: BD results for the distind van Hove function 
Gd(r, t)ln versus rla of a magnetie dispersion with coupling 
parameter r = 3,9 and of two charge-stabilized Q2D systems 
of particle cbarge numbers Q = 420 and Q = 785, respec-
tively, Note that Gd(r, t = O)/n = 0(1') st t = 0, The inset 
exempHfies the static and dynamic scaling (from [1,2]). 
ber y '" qjqo (cf. Fig, 1 displaying Gd(r, tljn at time 
tlro = 0.035). 
Hydrodynamic interactions introduce the partide ra-
dius a as another relevant length seale siuce partieies 
are in eontact with the solvent. With HI, a more 
restricted form of dynamic scaHng holds where, e.g" 
the master curves for Gd(X, r)jn and D(r), defined by 
D(r) = W(t)/(Dot), depend on thc characteristic length 
ratio ajro. Furthermore, HI cause a modest enhaneement 
of self-diffusion which becomes stronger with increasing 
alro, The enhancement of self-diffusion ia indicative of 
systems with prevailing infiuenee of thc far-field part of 
HI (cf, Fig. 2 showing D(r). 
Tim dynamit sealing behavior of systems with 
strong and long-range repulsion implies in partieular 
a one-to-one correspondence between S(qm) and the 
non-dimensionalized long-time self-diffusion coeffieient 
D!iIDe = D(t -7 (0). Fig, 3a includes the master 
curve for D!i I Do vs. S(qm) as obtained for deionized 
three-dimensional dispersions of eharge-stabilized parti-
118 --- 1, Ul (wit/wut Hf) 
- 1, III (with HI; r/tF12.5, C",{l02) 
_.~. 1, lJl (wirh JU; "/(1""6.25, C",(),08} 
FIG. 2: BD results with/without lil for the normalized self-
diffusion coe/ficient D(I) = W(t)/(Dot) of a magnetie sys-
tems, labeled by I, and a charged Q2D srtern. labeled by Ill, 
versus reduced time 7', Here] 0 = 1t'na is the area. fractioll, 
and S(qm) ::::::; 2.2 18 constant for all systems considercd in this 
figure (hom (1,2]). 
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FIG. 3; Redueed long-time self-diffusion eoo/fieient D~/D. 
VB. liquid statie slrueture factor peak height S(q,.). Mode-
coupling thenry results without HI (horn [3]) for delonized 
three-dimensional bulk dispersions of eharge-stabilized parti-
cles are included in (a). Thc particle interaotions in (a) OIe 
described by a Yukawa-like screen"d Coulomb potential of 
DLVO type. BD res\llt~ with/without HI for magnetie and 
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FIG. 4; HI-rescaJed mode coupling theory r€Sults for the 
hard-sphere long-time and mean coHective diffusion coeffi-
dents D§(qm)/Do and })f6(q",)/Do vs 8(q",). The dotted 
lines indicate thc frcczjng values. Further included are thc 
experimental dat. for Df6(qm)/Do (horn [8)). 
eies using a fuUy self-consistent mode-coupling seheme 
witllOut HI. Note that a peak height of S(qm) = 2.85 
corresponds to DM Da = 0.1. This tesult Is in accord 
wlth an empirieal statie freezing criterion of Hansen and 
Verlet [4J, which states that the onset of freezing in three-
dimensional systems should occur when S(qm) '" 2.85, 
and with a dynamic criterion of Löwen, Palberg and 
Simon [5], which localizes thc freezing Une of three-
dimensional Brownian systems at D~I D o "" 0.1. 
Our BD results of D~/Do vs. S(qml for magnetie and 
charged Q2D dispersions with and without HI are dis-
played in Fig. 3b. Without HI, there 1s for Q2D systems 
again a single master curve, but now with D~ I Du "" 
0.085 and S(qm) '" 5.5 at freezing. Thls finding is in 
excellent accord with an empirically fonnd dynamic eri-
terion for two-dimensional freezing of Löwen [6] stating 
that D~ / Do "" 0.085 at the freezing Hne independent of 
the pair potential and the nature of the freezing process . 
Moreover, a value of S(qml '" 5.5 at freezing was indeed 
found from computer simulations of Broughton ct al. [7] 
For three-dimensional snd Q2D dispersions with 
strong end long-range particle repulsion we have thus 
shown that dynamic scaling i8 at tha origln of the aquiv-
alenee of reiatad statie and dynamic freezing criteria. Ac-
eording to Fig. ab, the value of D~ I Du dose to freezing 
is only modestly enlarged by HI, indicating that the dy-
namic freezing rule of Löwen ct sI. applies also when 
far-neld HI are considered. 
For systems with strang near-field HI and lubrication 
forees acting between thc particles Iike dispersions of col-
loida! hanl spheres, D~ < Do, where D~ is thc short-
time self-diffusion coefficient. We have shown that the 
dynamic freezing criterion can then be reestabJished in 
terms of D~ I D~ rather than D~! Do. [8] 
In [8], WB propose "nd explore novel dynamic freezlng 
eriteria in terms of long-time and mean collective diffu-
sion coefficients, Df5(qml and bf5(qml/Do, respectively, 
In Fig, 4, WB compare HI-rescaled mode coupling theory 
results (cf. [Sn for the reduced hard-sphere collective dif-
fusion coefficients Df5(qm)/ Do and bf5(qml/ Da VB S(qml 
with experimental data for Df5(qmlfDo by Segreand 00-
workers [9J. Thcre is good agreement between theory 
and experiment for volume fractions q;, and peak heights 
S(qm) (te. iI? ;::: 0.22 and S(qmJ ;::: 1.27) where, according 
to mode coupling theory, Df5(qml exists. For the freezing 
value S(qm) 2.85, the hard-spherc long-time coeffielent 
Df5(qml is reduced to Df5(qml "" O.028Do. 
Finally, we point out that any of the proposed freezing 
criteria may be used, depending On what is most conve-
nient from the experimental point of view. 
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Pl'opel'ties of Two- and Three-dimensional Colloidal Suspensions: 
Scaling and related Freezing Criteria 
Gerhard Nägele and Markus Kollmann 
Institut fiir Festkiirperlorschung 
Tei/institut Weiche Materie 
We explore staUe and dynamic properties of two~ and three-dimeusiollal systems of strongly 
interacting colloidal spheres. Quasi-two-dimensional (Q2D) dispersions of partieies interaeting by 
lollg-rang('l electrosta,tic and dipolar magnetic for<:cs are investigated \lsing Br-ownian Dynamics 
computer simulations. The dynamics of thre-e-dimensional suspensions of charge-stabilized and 
neutral coJIoidal splleres is determined from a self~consistent mode coupling scheme. Particular 
rOellS ia given to the impUcation of scaling and hydrodynamic interactions on thc relation between 
statie and dynamic freezing criteria. New freezing cl'iteria are providcd in terms of coBective diffusion 
coefficients. 
Typical examples cf Q2D systems studied in this 
work are monolayers of charged colloidal spheres between 
two glaßS plates interacting by long-range screened elee-
trostatic interactions, and super-paramagnetic colloidal 
spheres located at a liquid-air interface and interacting by 
repulsive dipolar magnetic forces induced by a perpendic-
ularly applied external magnetic field. We have employed 
a Brownian Dynamics (BD) simulation method with the 
dominant far-field part of the hydrodynamic interactions 
(HI) included, to study the staties and dynamics of these 
Q2D systems with it.s irnplicatiollil on related statie and 
dynamic freezing criterla [1,2]. For this purpose, various 
measurable quantities are calculated Hke the radial dis-
tribution function ger), the static structure factor S(q), 
the mean squared displacement W(t), the dynamic struc-
ture factat S(q, t}, and thc distillct and self van Hove 
space-time correlation functions Gd (,', t) and G.(r, t), re-
speetively. An analogous study for three-dimensional 
dispersions of neutral and of charge-stabilized particles 
was performed using a fully self-consistent mod&coupHng 
scheme [3,8J. 
Thc radial distribution functions, ger) "" Gd(r, t = 
O)/n, of systems with long-range particle repulsions re-
veal a pronounced principal peak located at a distanee, 
Tm, neatly equal to the geometrie mean particle distanec, 
1"0 = n-1/ d • Here, n is thc partide number den.,ity, and 
d ie th" dimension. Sinee rm is the only physically rel-
evant statk length scale, different systems sharing the 
same peak heJght germ) have radial distribution func-
tions which superimpose nearly perfectly as functions of 
reduced distance ,·/ro (cf. Fig. 1). The statie scaling of 
the g(r)'s implies that the eorresponding statie structure 
faetors nearly coincide when plotted verslIs the reduced 
wave mimher q/qo with qo = 21</1"0' Without HI, there 
is a single characteristic time scale 1'0 = r3/ Do aßsoci-
ated witl! TO. This implies dynamic scaling, Le. sys-
tems with strong and long-range particle repulsion and 
identical peak heights germ) (likewise, identical S(qm)) 
show nearly identical dynamical properties, e.g., nearly 
identical Gd(r,t)ln, , W(t)/r~ and S(q, t) as functions oi 










FIG, 1: BD results for the distinct van Hove function 
Gd(r,tl/" versus rja ef .. magnetie dispersion witl! ceupling 
parameter r = 3.9 and uf two charge-stabilized Q2D systems 
ef particle charge numbers Q = 420 and Q = 7g5, respee-
tively. Note that Gd(r,t = O)jn = g(r) at t = O. The inset 
exemplifies the statie and dynamic sealing (frODl [1,2]). 
her y = qjqa (cf. Fig. 1 displaying Gd(r,tl/n at time 
t/ru '" 0.035). 
Hydrodynamic interactions introduce the particle ra-
dius a as another releva.nt length seale since partieles 
are in contact with the solvent. With HI, a more 
restricted form of dynamic scalil1g holds where, e.g., 
the master curves for Gd(x,r)/n a.nd D(r), defined by 
D(r) = W(t)/(Dot), depend on the characteristic length 
ratio alro. Furthermore, HI cause a modest enhancement 
of self-diffusion which becames stronger with increasing 
a/ro. The enhaneement of self-diffusion i5 indicative of 
systems with prevailing influel1ce of the far-field part of 
HI (cf. Fig. 2 showing D(r)). 
The dynamic scaling behaviol' of systems witb 
strong and long-range repulsion implies in particular 
a on&to-one correspondence between S(qm) and the 
non-dimensionalized lang-time self-diffusion coefficient 
D~/Do = D(t --; 00). Fig. 3a includes the maßtel' 
curv€ for DM Do vs. S(qm) aB obtail1ed for deionized 
three-dimensional dispersions of charge-stabilized parti-
OJl --- l,llJ(witltOU1 Hl) 
-- /, Ifl (with Hf; r,/a=-12S, C~J)2) 
-«-- 1. llJ (with Hf; 1'1(/""-6.25. C.,,(IXiS) 
FIG. 2: BD r.sults withjwithout HI for the uormali.ed self-
diffusion <oeffioi.nt D(t) = W(t)/(Dot) of a magnetie sys-
tems, labeled by I, aud a charged Q2D srtem, labeiod by lIr, 
versus reduced time T, Here; C ;:::; 1l"oo' 15 thc area ffaction) 
and S( q",) = 2.2 is constant for aU systems eonsidered in this 
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FIG. 3: Redueed long-time self-diffusion coeffieient Dt/Da 
VB. liquid statie strueture factor peak height S(qm). Mode-
coupling tlleory results without HI (from [3l) fur deioui.ed 
thTee~dimensional bulk dispersions of cbarge-stabilized parti-
c1es are included in (a). Th. particle interactioIlS in (a) are 
described by a Yukawa-like screened Coulomb potential of 
DLVO type. BD results with/without HI for magnetie .nd 


















FIG. 4: HI-rescaled mode coupling thenry <esnlts far tne 
hard-sphere long-time and mean coUective diffusion coeffi~ 
cients D2(Qm)/Do and iJ§(qm)/D. vS S(qm). The dolled 
Hnes indicate the freezing values. Further included are the 
experimental data for Dfj(qm)/Do (from [81). 
eies using a fuUy self-eonsistent mode-coupling seheme 
without Hl. Note that a peak height or S(qm) = 2.85 
corresponds to D~ I Do = 0.1. This result is in accord 
with an empirieal statie freezing criterion of Hansen and 
Verlet [4], whieh states that the onset of freezing in three-
dimensional systems should oceur when S(qm) "" 2.85, 
and with a dynamic criterion of Löwen, Palberg and 
Simon [5], whieh loca!izes the freezing !ine of three-
dimensional Brownian systems at D~ I Do "" 0.1. 
Our BD result. of D~ I Da vs. S(qm) for magnetie and 
charged Q2D dispersions with and without HI are dis-
played in Fig. 3b. Without HI, there is for Q2D systems 
again a single master curve, but now with D~ I Do "" 
0.085 and S(qm) "" 5.5 at freezing. This finding 1s in 
excellent accord with an empirically found dynamic cri-
terion for two-dimensional freezing of Löwen [6J stating 
that D~ I Da "" 0.085 st the freezing line independent of 
the pair potential and the nature of the freezing process . 
Moreover, a valu.e of S(qm) "" 5.5 at fre""ing was indeed 
found from computer simulations of Broughton et aI. [7J 
lior three-dimensional and Q2D dispersions with 
strong and long-range parlicle repulsion wo have thus 
sbown that dynamic sealing is al the origin of the equiv-
alenee of related statie and dynamic freezing eriteria. Ae-
cording to Fig. 3b, the value of D~ I Da dose 10 freezing 
ia only mode1<tly enlarged by HI, indicating that the dy-
namic freezing rule of Löwen el aL applies also when 
far-field HI are considered. 
For systems with strang near-fleld HI and lubrication 
forees aeling between the particles like dispersions of col-
loidal hard spheres, D$ < Da, where D$ is lhe short-
time self-diffusion coefllden!. Wo have shown thai the 
dynamic freezing critericn ean then be reestablished in 
terms of D~/D~ rather tban D~/Do. [8J 
In [8J, WB propose and explore novel dynamic freezing 
criteria in terms of leng-time and mean collective diffu-
sion coefficients, D{t,(qm) and bf:(qm}J Do, respectively. 
In Fig. 4, we compare EI-resealed mode coupling theory 
results (cf. [8]) for the reduced hard-sphere collective dif-
fusion coefficients D{t,(qm)/Do and b{;(qm)/Do vs S(qm) 
with experimental data for D{t,(qm)/Do by Segre and co-
workers [9]. Thcr" is good agreement between theory 
and experiment for volume fractions \P, and peak heights 
S(qm) (i.e. <l? ?: 0.22 and S(qm) ;::: 1.27) where, according 
to mode coupling theory, Df:;(qm) exists. }or the freezing 
value S(qm) = 2.85, the hard-sphere long-time coefficient 
D{;(qm) is reduced to D{t,(qm) '" O.028Do. 
Finally, we point out that any of the proposed freezing 
criteria may be used, depending on what is most conve-
nienl [rom the experimental point of view. 
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Micellar properties of Polybutadiene-b-poty( ethyleneoxide) blockcopolymers 
Pater Lang and Lutz Wiliner 
In.mut für Fe.tkörper/.r8.hung 
Teilinstilu! Weiche Materie 
Amphlphile polybutadiene-b-poly(ethyleneoxide) (PBPEO) blockcopolymers with two different 
ratios of bJocklengths wer. synthezised by anionle polymerisation. Thc properties of thc PBPEO 
mieelles in aqueous solution were investigated by statie light scattering and small~angle neutron 
scattering. Surprisingly the mieellar shape ol PBPEO aggregates differs grossly from that of thc 
eorresponding poly(etbylene-propylene)-b-poly(etyleneoxide) PEPPEO mieeUes. 
The properties of blockcopolymar aggragtes in solu-
tions have been studied in great detail during the last 
decade [1). However, except from the work on polyelec-
trolyte systems, the vast majority oe the contributions 
was dedicated either to non-equllibrium systems or to 
the structure determination of sphericai micelIes. Actu-
a1ly the first reports on eylindricai non-polyelectrolyte 
aggregates are not older than two years [2, 3]. There 
the authors showed for aseries of PBPEO sampies that 
the micellar shape may be tuned by the volume ratio of 
the hydrophobie and the hydrophilie block respectively. 
This feature, which is weil known from low molar mass 
amphiphiles implies that bloekcopolymers with a short 
hydrophobie chain and a large hydrophilie moiety form 
spherical micelIes in aqueous solutions, while cylindricai 
aggregates are expeeted to form, ie the hydrophobie chain 
i8 much longer than the water soluble part. 
We have synthesized PB(I)PEO(J) blockcopolymers 
by anionie polymerization. The numbers I an J de-
note thc molar mass of the respective block expressed 
in kg/mol. Static light scattering experiments on aque-
aus solution. oi variou. concentration Cm were conducted 
ualng a commercial setup by ALV. For a11 polymer mass 
concentrations the inverse of the scattered intensity 1( Q) 
was depending strictly linearlyon the scattering vector 
squared, Q2. Consequently, the quantity M.pp(Cm) = 
M .. S{Q = O} could be reliably determlned hy linear ex-
trapolation oi I(Q) to Q = O. Here MOl is the mass aver-
age molar mass of the scattering particles and S( Q = 0) 
18 the structure factor at zero scatterlng vector. Forther , 
for low concentrations M.pp(cm) depends linearlyon the 
concentration, such that M", can be determined by lin-
ear extrapolation of MGPp to infinite dilution. As a result 
one obtalns the concentration dependance of S(Q = 0), 
which is a characteristic feature, depending on thc shape 
and the interaction potential of the scatterIng entities. 
In Fig. 1 we have plotted S( Q = 0}-1 versus the re-
duced concentration X <X A2Mwc"" where A2 is the 
second osmotic virial coefficient, and the proportional-
ity oonstant dopends on the theoreticai model applied. 
The graph displays experimental data for PB5-PE015 
together with theoretlcal predictions far salutions of hard 
spheres [4], semi-flexible polymers [5] .. lid rigid rods [6]. 
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FIG. 1: Structure facoor al zero scattering vector "" a function 
of reduced cODcentration from aquoous blockcopolymer solu-
tions as determined by statie light scattering. Thc symbols 
are experimental data, whlle the lines represent theoretical 
prediction for tbe models indicated in tbe legend 
PEPS-PEOl5, which i8 known to form spherica! micelI .. 
in aqueous soMon [7].While the experimentai data of the 
latter system follow perfectly the theoretical prediction 
for a solution of hard spheres, the PBPEO aggregates 
obviously are elongated objects, i. e. cylindrical micelles. 
To confirm these finding we performed small-angle 
neutron scattering (SANS) experiments on PBPEO poly-
mers in D20 solution. The radiaily averaged, background 
and solvent correeted scatttering curves are displayed in 
Figs, 2 and 3. Aß to be seen from Fig, 2 where the scat-
tering curves from two solutions of PB5-PE015 with 
polymer weight fractions of wp "" 0.01 and 0.1 respec-
tivelyare plotted, the scattered intensity is proportional 
to the solute content over thc cntire range of scattering 
vectors probed. In the Q-range Q :S 6· 10-3 A-l the 
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FIG. 2: SANS curv ... from two solutions of PBS-PE015 in 
D.O at dilferent weight fractions of tho polymer as indicated 
by the legend. Th. scattered intensity is proportional to the 








FIG. 3: SANS curves from solution, of PBI)-PE015 and 
PB1.5-PE01.5 in D20 with a polymer mass fraetion of t<m 
poreent. Both curves show tho typical Q-l dopendeneo of 
cylindrical micelIes. 
ca1 for locally cylindrical structures. For PBl.S-PE01.o 
solutions we find the same behavior. However in this 
ease thc deviation of the scattering curve from the Q-C 
behavior occurs at higher values of the seattering vec-
tor. This indicates that the cross sectional dimensions of 
the PB1.S-PEOl.5 micelIes are smaller than those of the 
PB5-PE015 aggregates. 
Th!s estimate may be quautified by a cross sectional 
Guinie~xtrapolation. In the appropriate Q-rauge the 
scattered intensity from a loeally cylindrical partic1e may 
be approximated as 
where Rn •• sis the cross sectional radius of gyration. From 
the linear extrapolation of In(!( Q) . Q) versus Q2 we 
determined the cross sectional radii to be R..c. = 61 
A for ehe PB1.5-1.5PEO micelles, while that ofthe PB5-
PE015 mlcelles wa.~ found to beRn•es = 99 A. 
We therefore conc1ude that PB-PEO form cylindrical 
micel1es in aqueous solution, the cross sectional diame-
ter of which cau be tnned by the overall length of the 
polymerie unimers. It is however, striking that PB5-
PE015 blockeopolymers form cylindrical micelles, while 
PEP5-PE015 polymers definitely form spherical aggre-
gates. This would imply that very minor differenees in 
the ehemical structure of the polimeric unimers cau have 
a drastic influence on thair aggregation behavior. 
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Hydrodynamlc Interaclions 
IUAP 21st International Conlerence on Statistlesl Physlcs 
Caneum, Mexleo; 15.07.-20.07.01 
23.30.0 
SagerW.; Blokhuls E.l; Sme.t. J.l; Svergun D.I.2,3; Koch 
M.2; Konarev P.2,3; Volkov V.3 
1Unlverslly 01 Leiden. The Netherlands 
2DESY in Hamburg 
31nsmule 01 Cl)'staliography. Moscow 
Aggregation "nd shops translonnatlons in wlo AOT 
mic-roomulslons 
Conlerene. on Assembly end Seil Assembly at the Intertace 
of BIology, Chemfstl)' and Physlcs 
11 Clocco. italy. 20.08.-25.08.01 
23.30.0 
SagerW.; Blokhuls E.l; SmeetsJ.l; Svergun 0.1.2.3; Koch 
M.2; Konarev P.2,3; Volkov V.3 
1Unlverslty 01 Leiden. The Netherlands 
2DESY In Hamburg 
31nstllute of Crystallography, Moscow 
Aggregation and shop. translonnatlons In wlo AOT 
microemulsions 
Jülleh Soft Matter Days in Kerkrade v. 13.11.-16.11.01 
23.30.0 
SagerW.; Woudenberg F.1; Urban J.2; Welss K.2; VelWelj 
H.l 
lUniversily of Twenle; The Netherlands 
2MPIln Berlln 
Characterlsation of neno.lzed oxide partlcles and 
nanocomposite coatlngs prepared via modifled emulsion 
precipitation 
11 Clocco. lIaly, 20.08.-25.08.01 
23.30.0 
8agerW.: Wouoonberg F.l; Urban J.2; Welss K.2: Verwelj 
H.1 
Wniversity o!Twente; Tho Netherlands 
2MPIln Borlln 
Gharaclerlsa!ion 01 nanoslzed oxide partieles and 
nanooomposite caatlngs prepar.d via modifled emulsion 
preclpllation 
JOlleh Soft Matter Days in Kornrade v. 13.11.-16.11.01 
23.30.0 




Sequence-dependent hydration propertles 01 ionle ABA and 
BAß triblock copolymer micelIes lor BANS 





Streuung an fluiden Grenzllächen und biologischen 
Modellsyslemen 
TU Berlln, Sommersemesler 2001 
23.30.0 
NägeleG. 
Kolloide als Modellsysteme weicher Materie: strukturelle und 
dynamische EigellSChalten 
Universllät Konstanz, WIntersemester Okt.lNov. 2001 
23.30.0 
SagerW. 
Kolloide und Grenzsehlchten 




Th. Smoluchowski EquaUOI1 and Spinodal Decomposllion 




MIcroseopie O,I91n of Ihe non-linear vlscoelaslle response of 
coIloldal dispersions 




Institute for Microstructure Research 
General Overvlew 
The Institut für Mikroslrukturforschung (Institute for Microstructure Research) is working in a number of fields selected 
wilh an emphasis on the atomistic and microstructural understanding of materials properties and the possibility to contribute 
10 the development of technology. In some of these fields the competence spans the whole range from materials preparation 
via basic research 10 technieal devices. In others access to interesting materials and problems is provided by qualified collabo-
rations. Besides this general-physics und teehnology part of the institute there is a second part of special competence. This is 
slmeture research by means of modern transmission eleetron microseopy and scanning tunnelling microseopy. This work is 
ean'ied out within tbe Jülich Centre for High-Resolution Electron Microscopy operated b)/ the institute. 
Research Fields 
(I) Ceramic Supercollducrors: Thin-film and belerostructure production, Josepbsen effeets, and their application in mag-
netometer systems and spectroscopic techniques. 
(2) Scmicollductors: Structural investigations, mainly by transmission electron microscopy, of thin films and heterostruc-
tures. In collabor.tion with various research groups we are studying growth-related problems, Hke the relaxation 
meehanisms in SiGe films or the influence of doping on the microstrueture in as-grown and annealed low-temperature 
grown GaAs films. Another topie is the study of e1ectronic states in eompound semieonductors by scanning tunnelling 
mieroseopy employing 0 technique developed in our group. It permits, via the deteetion of the far-reaehing Debye 
screening c!oud at tne surface. an investigation of charged doping or impurity atoms in Ine bulk. 
(3) Metallic Alwys: Tbis eoneerns two major fields, quasierystalline alloys and structuraUy complex alloy phases (SCAP). 
We are growing large single quasicrystal, and SCAP erystals for our own research but also for users world-wide. Our 
own work on quasicrystals and SCAP concentrates on phase-diagrams. plasticity and surfaee physies. 
(4) Elec/roceramics: In the field of electroeeramie materials wo take advantage of our long-standing experienee wilh re-
speet to perovskitic moterials both in preparation and in transmission eleetron microscopy. In collaboralion wilh the 
Institut für Elektrokeramische Materialien (prof. Waser) we dedicate a large research capacity to the investig.lion of 
the structural ospects of the production and propenies of electroceramic Ihin films. 
(5) lligh-Resolutwn Elec/ron Microscopy: Thc theoretical and techukal aspeets of alomie-resolution transmission elec-
Iron mieroseopy are one cf the central fields of ;nlerest of nur group. Computer program packages for the exil wave-
funelion reconstruetion developed in the institule are in use world-wide. The institute co-develaped and hauses the 
world's first oberration-cotrected transmission electron microscope with a record resolution of 1.3 A at 200 kV. 
Equlpment 
Thc institute l1as at its disposal sputtering dep<Jsition maehines, some of them wilh three-target facilities. whieh wero devel-
oped and built in the institute for the high-quality deposition of ceramic superconduetor thin films and heterostructures. For 
deviee produetion loeal clean wom, struetneing and packaging facHities are available. The institute operates the JUHeh Centre 
for High-Resolution Electron Microscopy witl! Iwo 400 kV mOL machinas of the type 4000 EXJFX. 0 mOL 2000 EX, a 
PHILIPS CM20 FEG, the spherical-aberration corrected PHILIPS CM200 FEG .nd a mOL 840A scanning microscope. The 
priority in scanning tUllllelling mieroscopy is on high-temperature investigations. Our instruments: Two micfoscopes witl! ;11-
si/li cleaving faeilities and ex-süu heating up to 750°C. An in-si/u heating STM (Omicron) was installed in 2000. For Ihe 
work on alloy plastieity a Zwick mechanieal tesling system is available. Tbe institute operates together wilh the Institut rur 
Streumelhoden (prof. BrUckel) the IFF laboratory for ery.tal growth. 
Special reslUlts and developments In 2001 
OUt dc-SQUlDs on the basis of famp-type and bierystal junction geometry continuo their sueees. with world feeord in sensi-
tivity. As a supplier of TRIST AN (USA, formerly Conductus) our devices are used commercially. The market demands repre-
sent ehallenges to seienee and teehnology, and our work in this field will be eontinued as long as we can dcrive good seienee 
from it. We have a unique position with respeet to tbc development of Hilbert-transform spectroseopy on the basis of the ac-
Josephson effeet. This teehnique provides an exccHent tool for speetroscopy in tbe frequency range of 1010 to 10" Hertz. lt is 
braad band and orders of magnitude faster than Fourier speetroseopy. Here we have an exeeHent collaboration with the Insli-
tute for Radioelectronics (IRE) in Moseow wilh wbicb we operate a joinl superconduelivity group. After our suecessful dem-
onstration of the applicabHily of Hilbert speetroseopy for thc determination of the shape of eleetron bunelles in the TESLA 
tesl faeility in Hamburg the joint projeet with DESY was brought to an end. Experiments will be resumed as soon as the 
TESLA faeility has reaehed a stable beam situation. The BMBF projeet of a fast gas speetrometer was finished sue<:essfully. 
Cuerent developments are focussing on two aspeets. (I) Still the relalively high noise level ofHTe deviees represents a prinei-
pie obstacle far application. Our studies have shown that fabrieotion conditions of Josephson junctions can be still substan-
tially improved with corresponding gains in performance. (2) The lack of high·intensity broad-band radiation sources in the 
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far Infrare<! 15 one of the major obstacles on the way to a wider applieation of Hilben spectroscopy (e.g. using the rotation 
bands of moleeules). Wo ure eurrently testlng ultra-short pulse lasers as novel far-Infrare<! souree •. 
Our project of a SQUID microscope Is contlnulng. There Is extraordlnary strong lnterest in such instruments in semieonduc-
tor IndUSlry. Thc first prototypie parts have been buHt and teste<! successfully. We expect, after delays due to loss In personnel 
and difficulties with suppliers, that a prototype micro5cope can start operation during 2002. 
The successfu! project of the spherical-aberration eorreete<! transmission e!eelron mieroscope in which Jülich was a partner 
has triggered new activities in electron opties world wide. In GeTInany this concerns the SATEM (our institute) and thc 
SESAM (MP! Stuttgart) projeets in eollaboration with ZEISS-LEO, Oberkochen, and CEOS, Heidelberg. SATEM will be the 
world's first Subangström-Instrument. Thc delivery had to be postpone<! by LEO by I year to summer 2003. SATEM will 
maintain the institute's position as a pioneer in advanced instrumentation. However, this success has tQ been seen in connexion 
with the problem that the abundant !echnie"1 problems with these prototypes require an extraordinary conunitment In person-
oel and the need to accept exeessive down times. On the other hand, the institute's basic microscope equlpment is after 15 
years of service definitely out of date. The result Is a rather problematic situation, in partienla, with respect to modern mater;-
als applications. Thi. is at the origln of plans to apply for 6nancial support for the replacement of the JEOL 2000EX TEM 
and the 860A SEM, 
Another field in which our institute is respected as an international leader is exit wave-function reeonstruetion for atomlc 
resolution Imaging in transmission electron mieroseopy. End of 2001 FE! has purehased our complete software package for 
implementation in the Teenai series of advaneed transmission e1ectron microscapes. 
The alloy physies group has successfully starled an extended research program in a new field which we terme<! structurally 
complex alloy phases (SCAP). This cancerns intermetallics wilh giant unit cells containing hundreds to thousands of atoms on 
whieh essentially nothing is known with respect to physical properties. A special Symposium is organized by us at the DPG 
FrUhjahrstagung 2002 in Regensburg. 'Inis field will also playa role in a Cninese-German research program on Modern Me· 
tallie Materials Design organized on behalf of the DFG and the NSFC by Profs. Herlaeh, Köln, and Urban, JUlieh. wnose 
kick-off meeting was held at Beijing in November 200!. We are, togetner with Prof. Dubnis, Naucy, in the proeess of 
organizing an EU network on this .ubject, 
In reeent years great efforts went into joint doetor student programs with foreign universities. Forma! contracts were signed 
with the Russian Aeademy of Seienees. the University of Kiev, the Tsinghua University and the Institute of Physies, Beijing, 
the Dalian Universityand Wuhan University, China. In the framework of this special program the doctor students are working 
up to three years in Jülich on a grant supervise<! by the Jülich Doktorandenausschuß, but they will pass their examina in their 
home university. 
Outstandlng results Qf the year 2001 : 
• The principal possibility 10 me.sure broadband spe<:tra in the sub-teraherz range by Hilbert spectroscopy has been snc-
cessfully demonstrated. The transmission spectr. of CO-gas and mesh filters cou!d be measured by Hilber! spectroscopy 
using a Hg-Iamp as a broadband souree of radiation. 
• Thc interlace slruetnre, epitaxial strain and Intcrfacia! defeet formation in the STO/SROILAO and BTO/MgO film systems 
could be elucidated by means of high-resolution TEM. 
• Ey means of quantitative contrast analysis of eleetron mierographs the Interdiffusion coeffieient in AISb/OaSb heterostruc-
tures could be measured for the first time. Under Sb rich conditions interdiffusion is signifieantly faster than under Oa rich 
conditions. Tb!s ean be explained by different diffusion mechanisms. 
• By He implantation followed by subsequent tempnr.ture treatment it was possible to produee nearly entirely stress-free 
Sio.,Geo,3 layer. on Si (100). This teehnologieally relevant result ean be explained on the basis of our 'rEM analyses which 
demonstrate that He bubbles are acting as sources for dislocations involved in stress relaxation, 
• By extension of the exit wave-function reconstruction technique a method was develope<! by which all relevant optieal 
parameters of atomieally resolving TEM Images ean be determined direclly in the area in whieh the slructure is studied. 
These parameters are required as input In quantum-mechanieal calculalions of the images or the w.ve funetion. 
• Ey cross se.tional STM the roughness of the electronic imerlnees of p-n GaAs muhilayers was investigated. The high 
roughness level can be explained by dopant atom clust.ring induced by many-body lnteraetions. This effeet is Iimiting the 
precision of the spati.1 and energetic positioning of the Fermi energy in nanascal. semiconductor slructures. Tbus dopant 
atom clustering may induce an ultimate limit to miniaturization in semiconductor devices. 
Prof. Dr. KUllt Urban 
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Institute for Microstructure Research 
Personnel 2000/2001 and areas of activity 
_ .... 
Scientific Staff Field of Activity No. 
Dr. Y.Divin Hilbert-spectroscopy (23.42.0) I 
Dr. Ph. Ebert Scanning tunneling microscopy of semiconductors and quasicrystals (23.55.0, , 
23.42.0) 
Dr. M.Faley High-T,-Superconductor SQUIDs, Multilayer structures, SQUID- (23.42.0) 
Microscopy 
Dr. M. Feuerbacher Plasticity of quasicrystals (23.55.0) I 
Dr. B. Gmshko Crvstahrowth, phase diagrams of alloys (23.55.0) I 
Dr. C.L. Jia Charactcrization of superconductors, diamond and e!ectroceramic films by (23.42.0) 
, high-resolution electron microsopy 
Dr. M. Lentzen Reconstruction teclmiques in high-resolution electrcn microscopy, Cs- (23.42.0, 
cOlTecled transmission electron microscopy for imaging of interfaces in 23.55.0) 
semiconductors and of supercondnctinl! materials 
. Dr. M. Luysberg Transmission electron microscopy of semiconductor heterostructores, low- (23.42.0) 
temperature GaAs und microcrystalline silicon 
Dr. U. Poppe Superconductivity, tunncling spectroscopy, High-Tc supercondnclor tlrin (23.42.0) 
films and multilayers, SQUID-Microscopy 
Dr. A. Thust Reconstruction teclmiques in high-resolution electran mieroscopy, Cs- (23.42.0, 
corrected transmission electron microscopy for imaging of interfaces in 23.55.0) 
semiconduetors electron microscopy of snperconductin~ materials 
Prof. Dr. K. Urban Head ofInstitute (23.42.0, 
23.55.0) 
Technical Staff 
'M. Beyss Crystal growth Materials preparation und eharaclerization 1(23.55.0) 
DIW. Evers Physical experimental teclmique, low t.mperatore teclmique, thin film (23.55.0, 
I production 23.42.0) 
A. Fattah I Crystal growth, Materials preparation and characterization i (23.55.0) 
K. Fischer Crvstal ~rowth, Materials preparation and characterization 1(23.55.0) 
R. Fischer Metallography, Materials preparation and characterization I (23.55.0) 
DI K.-H. Graf Electronics, Electronic dala processing, scanning tunneling microscopy (23.55.0, 
23.42.0) 
• D. Meert.ns Metallography, semieonductor preparation, scanning- and transmission (23.55.0, 
electron microscopy 23.42.0) 
lW. Pieper Technical supervisor, Centre for High Resolution E1ectron Microscopy (23.55.0, . 
32.42.0) 
I. Risehe-Radloff Secretarv 
K. Schwill Trainee 
R. Spoon SQUID-Microscopy, Sputtering systems 
C.Thomas Crystal growth, Materials preparation and characterization 1(23.55.0) 
G. Waßenhoven Photolaboratory, photography teclmique (23.55.0, 
23.42.0) 
E. Würtz Metallograplly, semiconduetor preparation, scanning and transmission (23.55.0, 
eleetron microseopy 23.42.0) 
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Junior scicntists 
Dr. Y. Qin Cs-corrected transmission electron microscopy of electroceramic dun films (23.42.0) 
Dr. L. Houben Structure cbaracterization of microcrystalline silicon thin films .nd solar (23.42.0) I 
cells. Invefitigalion of potenlial disttibutions at grain boundaries in 
semiconduclors and semiconduetor devices bv holographie imaging. 
I Dr. K. Tilimalll1 Quantitative analysis of semiconductor heterostructures by high-resolution (23.42.0) 




I V. Chirotov Broadband Hilbert-Transfonu Spectroscopy with high-Tc Josephson (23.42.0) I junctions 
M.Heggen Plasticity of quasicrystals and complex intenuetalHc phases I (23.55.0) I 
B. Jahnen Interdiffusion in antimonide-based heterostructures 1(23.42.0) 
H.Z. Jin Investigation of electroceramie thin films by high resolution electron (23.42.0) 
microscopy 
P. Schall Plasticity of quasicrystals and related intermetallic phases I (23.55.0) 
I F. Kluge Scanning tunneling microscopy of quasicrvstals 1(23.55.0) 
S.Mi Formation ofintermetallic and quasicrystalline phases in tcrnary allo}'s of (23.55.0) 
I aluminium with tramilion metals I 
'U.Semmier Diffusion and dynarme eff.cts on compound semiconductor surfaces 1(23.42.0) 
J. Wang Thc nature of plasticitv in ouasicrystalline alloys and related approxUnants ! (23.42.0) 
M. Winter Microwave freQuencv standards i (23.42.0) 
! 
M. Yurechko Formation of intennetallic phases in ternary alloys of aluminium with (23.55.0) 
transition metals 
i M.Liatti Signal/noise optimisation in heterostructures 1(23.55.0) 
IHe Investigation of eIectroceramic thin films by high resolution electron (23.42.0) 
microscopy 
S. Balanetsky I =:~tion of intenuetalllc phases in ternary alloys of aluminium with (23.55.0) 
alladium and a second transition metal 
, 
i Di»loma students 
I 
D. KireIl He-Implantation into SiGeiSi Heterostructures i (23.42.0) 
Th.Lange Microstructural investigations of icosahedral Zn-Mg-RE quasicrystals I (23.42.0) 
I C. Schnlten Influence of the microstructure of microcrystalline silicon solar cells on (23.42.0) 






P. Shadrin AFM and LSM ofhigh T Josephsonjunctions I (23.55.0 
Dr.J. Wu Electroumicroscopy .nd production of oxide films I (23.42.0 
Prof. Olmuki Irradiated metallic heterostructures 1(23.55.0 
I Prof. F. Spaepen Pl.siticity ofbulk metallic glosses 
, Dr. Chr. Kisielowski Cs-corrected transmission electron microscopy of semiconductors 1(23.55.0) 
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Investigation of the AI-Pd-Co alloy system 
B. Grushko, M. Yurechko and S. Mi 
Institut for Mikrostruktuiforschung 
The AI-Pd-Co alloy system was sludied in the range of SO 10 100 01.% Al. Isothe!1l1al 
sc<:tions at 1050, 1000, 940 and 790'C were determined. Six stable temary eompounds 
designated W, Y" U, V, Fand C, were Tevealod and characlerized. 
F&E-Nr: 23550 
A search for new quasicrystalline and related phases 
leads us to the replaeement ofNi by Pd (element from the 
same column of the periodic table) in AI-Ni-Co, the 
extensively studied alloy system exhibiting formation of 
decagonal quasicrystals. Only a few works have been 
dedic.ted lill now to the Al-Pd-Co .noy system [I]. TIle 
total of 90 ternary alloys of Ihis system was studied in tbo 
range of 50 to 100 at.% AI using SEM, TEM, XRD and 
DTA. fsotbermal seetions at 1050, 1000, 940 .nd 790·C 
wer. determined. Six stable ternary compounds designated 
W, Y2, U, V, Fand C, were revealed and eharneterized. 
The results of tbis work are reported in [2-5] and in related 
contribntion [6] where the AI-Pd binary alloy system was 
updated. 
The crystallographie data of the ternary phases are 
compiled in Table I. For example, the resn!ts coneerning 
one ofthe pbases (tbc li-phase) are presented here in more 
details, for others only briefly. 
The UlOnoelinie li-phase was found in an elongated 
compositional range bctween about Al,; •. iPd""Coi2A and 
Al,o.,Pdll .• Co" ... lt melts between 1000 and 1050·C. TEM 
exaruinations of tbo lI-pbase revoaled pronmmced sixfold 
diffraction patterns (Fig.le) whose dense nets of 
relleelions are typical of a principal zone axis. 
However, neitber hexagonal nor cnbic lattlce eould be 
proved for thc U-phase, rotation experiments conftrmcd a 
monoclinie unit ceR The diffraction patterns in Fig.1 are 
assoeiated with the prlncipal zone .xis of a C-ccntered 
monoclinic strnclnre and the following rel1ection 
conditions: hkO: h+k=2n; hOO, 001: h~211 and OkO: k=2n. 
Th. lattiee parameters dctcrmined from the eleetroll 
difftactograms were refmed from the powder XRD data 
(see Table 1). The [001] diffraetion pattern of the U-phase 
is snrprlsingly sixfold. Indeed tbe interplanar spaeings of 
(020) and (110) are 1.4500 nm .nd 1.4609 nm respectively 
and the angle between tbem is 59.75° as obtained by 
caleulation from the refmecl lattice parameters. 
Tbe W -phase is closcly related to tbe dec.gona! 
quasicrystals [7]. It saHdifies frOnt the liquid above 
I050°C and decompases between 1050 and 1000°C. A 
similar strnelnte was observed in AI-Ni-Co alloys where 
lUider different conditions a stable deeagonat phase ean be 
formed. 
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Fig. 1. EI.ctron diffraction patterns ofthe V-phase: (a) [100], (b) 
[()-lOj .nd (c) [001) zone a.xis. In (c) the strong spots displaying a 
slightly distorted hexagon are marked byarrows. 
The V-phase has a monoclinic structure. 1t solidifies 
from the liquid above 1050°C and decomposes between 
1000 and 940°C. The cubic F-phase was found in a 
compositional range between about AIJI.,Pd".,CoI6., and 
AI".,Pd •. OC<119.5' The formation temperature of Ihe F-phase 
was delennined belween 1000 and 1050 °C, Ihe phase was 
observed down to the lowesl temperature of Ihe 
investigation (790°C). The Y2-phase was observed below 
tOOO·C. Th;s orthorhombic phase is isostructurallo that in 
AI-Ni-Co and is formed at similar compositions. The C,-
·phase was observed in a .mall compositional range around 
AI,;,.oPd26.5Co,o.' at 790°C. 
Both AI-Pd e. and e" [6J dissolve Co but their 
separation in ternary compositions was not clearly 
observed by metallography. Therefore, in the temary 
diagram they are shown as one phase design_ted e. The Co 
solubilily limil of s. ;s quile low and nol yel specified. The 
Eia-phase extends probably up 10 16.1 at.% detennined by 
EDX, il was observed by eleetron diffraction in a number 
of sampies belonging 10 the B range, the highest-Co sampie 
contained 15.6 at.% Co. In this range two other structures 
designated 8" and B34 were also observed. Their lattice 
parameters are ineluded in Table 1. 
L 
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Fig.2 Partial isothel11llll seclion of AI-Pd-Co at 1050°C. 
The provisional He·lin"" are shown by broken lines. The 
liquid is designaled L. 
111e partial isothermal seetlon of AI-Pd-Co al l050"C 
is presenled in Fig.2. Thc temary phases W, Fand V wer. 
observed in equilibrium with thc liquid whl.h occupies _ 
significanl part of thc diagram. M, Z alld AI,Co, dissolves 
severalat.% Pd. AI 790°C (Fig.3) the extended E range can 
be seen. The AloCo, dissolves up to 2.6 _t.% Pd. The range 
of thc Y,-phase extends from 2.7 to 5.2 at.% Pd. The U 
and F phases are also observed al this temperature. 
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Fig.3 Partial isothel11llll seelion of AI-Pd-Co at 790°C. 
Table L CrystaJlographie data of the tomary Al-Pd-Co phases. Tho lattiee parameters are given for the mentioncd 
compositions. 
Phase Space group or Lattice parameters at composition, at.% 
cryslal symmetry - Al Pd~ , d,um b,nm c)um p, 0 
W· Pmu2 t 2.36 0.82 2.01 - 72.0 4.8 23.2 
V PI21,Plmior 1.0068 0.3755 0.6512 102.38 70.0 10.0 20.0 
PI2Iml • 
U Cii'- 2.9000 1.3140 117.26 69.1 16.5 14.4 . ... ~ F 2.4397 - . . 72.8~ 18.2 
C, I1nij 1.5507 - . - - 63.0 26.5 10.5 . 
Y7 Immm 15451 1.2105 0.7590 - 755 3.8 20.1 
&,,' onhorh. 2.35 1.68 5.70 - 72.0 20.0 
... ~ 1---' 
orthorh. 2.35 1.68 7.01 70.0 15.0 ß34 a - 15.0 
1.88 
Effect ofHelium Ion Implantation and Annealing on the Relaxation Behaviour of 
Pseudomorphic Sil_xGex Buffer Layers 
D.Kirch, M. Luysberg 
IIIStitlltfiJl' MikroSfl'uktulfol'schung 
The intluence cf He implantation and annealing on thc relaxation of Sio.7iGCi}.Z8 Jayers on Si substrates i5 
investigated. Proper ehoiee of the implantation energy results in a narrow defect band undemeath the 
substrate/opileyer interface. DUTing anneating al 700·e 10 lOOn·e, He-filled bubbles lIre created, which acl as 
dislocation sources for misfit disJoctition generation. Comptete annihilation of the tbreading dislocations 15 
Ihoorelically predicted, if a certain bubbte densily with respecl to Ihe buffer l.yer thiekness is maintained. Tbe 
variation of thc implanlation dose and the anneaUng eonditions changes the density .nd size of He bubbles resulting 
in characterlstic dlfferences of thc dislocat1on structure, A strain relaxation of 70% of Sil.xGex layers with Ge 
fractions up to 30 at. % is obtained at temperature, os low OS 850·C. Simultaneously low Ihr.ading dislocation 
densities of lO' (;m~2 are achieved. 
F&E-Nr: 2342 8000 
"Virtual" substrates of Slmin relaxed Si,.,Gex layers are 
the key to eontml Ihe strain and therefor. the bandgap und 
bandoffset of Si layers grown onto such substrates within 
heterostructure devices, like e.g. heterobipolar transistors. 
The promising application in high speed electronic devices 
based on Si techuology bas triggered many efforts to lackle 
the basic problem: Initially, Si,.,Ge, layers deposited onto 
Si (100) snbstrates below the .nti.al thickness are 
metastabIe, disloeation lree and letragonally distorted 
aceording to the lattiee mismalch. These Si,_,Ge, layers 
have to be transfonned inta the relaxed state without 
introducing Ihre.ding disloeations into Ihe films. Many 
approaches have been developed to overcome this problem: 
by growth of several 11m tbick compositionally graded 
layers, by use of Ge implantation into Ihin Si layers, by 
growing duck Si'_xGe,. layers silicon-on-insula!or wafers, or 
by depositing SiGe buffer layers onto a low-temperature 
grown Si or SiGe buffer layeT (see referenees in [1]). None 
(d) 
of these approaches gives satisfactory resu11s with respect to 
high degree of relaxation, 10w Ihreading dislocation 
densities, or implementation of thc method into Si device 
processing. 
In our work we investigate Ihe relaxation behaviour of 
MBE grown Si'_xGe, layers on Si (100) substrates in 
dopendence on He implantation and alluealing eonditions 
[I]. Transmission electron microscopy is applied for 
structural charaelerization 
Tlte effecI of different He implantation doses alld 
annealing temperatures on thc mieroslruclure of a 
Si •. nGe •. "fSi(IOO) heterostruetore is shown in the cross-
seclional elecfron micrographs (Fig. I). In all eases, a He 
bubble layer can be clearly seen to be scparated by abollt 80 
run from thc interface. For the huplantation dose of2.0xl016 
cm~2 und annealing at 850"C no huhbles are located within 
the interface (Fig. la). Tbis is in contrast to the higher 
implantation dose andlor higher annealing temperature 
He: 3x10'· =' 
T: 1000·C 130s 
Fig. 1: The briglttfleld electron micrographs show Ihe Si?2GelI1Si(IOfJ) heterosfruclure in cross sec(fcm, Tiie implan/atiolt dose and 
aUlleallng coftditions are iudicated. Note the cavity tayer ahout 80 mn below the inferjacl!. Tlte slrafn fields ofthe miifzt dislocafiotllletwork 
make the interface c!early disJinguishable. 
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Fig. 2: 17lreadillg dislocaliolJ density pfoited versus the He 
implantatioll dose [ar the different armealing temperatures indien/ed, 
(Figs, 1 b-d), where considernble densities ofHe bubbles are 
found within thc interface. Furthennore, the bubble layer is 
much brander in the oase of the highes! dose and tem-
perature (Fig. Id), where also a high density of threading 
dislocations is prescnt within thc SinGe28laycr. In all eases 
the SinGezg/Si(IOO) interface is marked by strain contrast 
associated with the misfit dislocation network. Nenrly all of 
thc misfit dislocations are of 60° type, which was 
determined from contrast analyses using weak beom dark 
field images ofplan-view sampIes. 
The threading dislocation density shown in Figure 2 was 
determined from plan view sampies by counting thc number 
of dislocations within a defmed area. The Ihreading 
dislocation density obtained after annealing at 1000°C or at 
high implantation doses is always larger than 109 em", 
which is unacceptably high for any device applications. A 
minimum threading dislocation density of about 107 .m·' is 
observed for a He implantation dose of 2.0xlO'6 cm-2 and 
an annealing temperature of 850°C. 
Tbe degree of relaxation (Flg. 3) was measurcd by use 
of ion cbanneling angular yield scans A high degree or 
relaxation of up to 85% 18 obtained ifhigh He implantation 
doses and an annealing at 850"C are applied. Considerably 
lower volues cf only 35% are achieved if the samplcs arc 
anncaled only. Sinee the lowest threading dislocation 
density was observcd for an He implantation dose of 
2.0xlO'6 em-2 and annealing at 850°C, this condition seems 
to bc the most favourable so far with respeet to a high 
dogree of relaxation connecled with a low Ihreading 
dislocation density. 
Thc He bubbles fonned after implantation .nd 
subsequent annealing promote thc fonnation of misfit 
dlslocations. Tbis can bc coneludcd from thc fact that tbe 
degree of relaxation Is considerably lower in unimplanted 
and only annealed sampies as in those eontaining He 
bubbles. Reeently, a theoretieal model was proposed 
attributing the strain relaxation to the He filled cavilies 
acting as effident lluCleatioll soure.s for dislocations [2]. 
Disloeation loops punched out by thc He filled 
overpressurized cavities glide to the interface. When 0 loop 
comes into contact witb tbc SiGe layer it experiences all 
asymmetrie force. As a eonsequellee Olle side of the loop is 
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Fig. 3: Degree of relaxation ver.sus file impla~tatiQJl dose lOT different 
flfluea1il1g tempUtHures. SampIes at 0 cm'~ were anuealed only. 
misfit segment. The other side is driven by the mismatch 
stress to the surfaee wh.re an atomic step is generated. Tbe 
a.companied threading dislocations annihilate efficiently by 
a combined climb-glide mechanlsm. Obviously the density 
of disloeation sourees, 1.e. He bubbles, has to be sufficiently 
high to allow thc generation of a largo number of misfit 
dislocations to relax the SiGe layer. In addition, the distanee 
belween threading dislocations has to be smaller than the 
almihilation radius of !wo dislocatlons with opposite 
Burgers vectors. For oll of our sampies the density of He 
bubbles fulfils the requiremcuts of the modeL So, even 
samples with high He implantation doses andfor high 
annealing temperatures agree with the model, where high 
threading dislocation densities OIe observed. This may 
indieate that in these eases the conventional relaxation 
meehanism still operates, introducing threading 
disloeations, whieh canno! effeclively almihilate. In 
addition, these sampies eonlain a considerable density of 
bubbles wilhin the interface. These reaet with fue 
dislocations, and therefore impede motion of thc threading 
disloeatlons neeessary for annihilation. On the other hand, 
the initial overpressure within the bubbles is not knowll to 
date, which hinders quantitative evaluation of their strength 
as dislocation souree. QualitativeIy, our experimental 
observations ofthe bubble structure and types of dislocation 
agree with the model. 
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Interdiffusion of GaSb/AlxGal_xSb Heterostructures 
B. Jahnen, M. Luysberg 
Institut ftlr Mikrosfrukfwjorschullg 
Interdiffusion uf heterostructures based on the GaSblAlSb material system is investigated by means of bright-field 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). SampIe. grown by metal organ;c molecular heam epitaxy (MOMBE) are 
subjected to annealing experiments under batlt Sb-rieh and Ga-rieh conditions. Changes of concentration profiles of 
the group-Ill elements are detennined by evaiuating thickness fringes of c)eaved 90° wedge specimens on a nano-
meter scale. Interdiffusion is found to be significantly s:lower under Ga-rieh conditions (han under Sb-rieh conditions 
aud cau be described numericaHy by an interdiffusion coefficient with non-linear conccntratioll dependency. The 
experimental results are interpreted in tenns of a diffusion mechanism by group.III vacancies. F&E-Nr: 2342 
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Current research activities in the field of optoelectronic 
devices for the infrared range are foeused on semiconductor 
heterostructures based on group-lII antirnonides, a low-eV 
material system [I). The low-misfit GaSb/AISb system is of 
partieular interest beeause of its potential use as quantum 
wells .nd walls in the •• live region of emitteTs for optical 
data transmission. In thc last years, this has led to an in-
ereased interest in Ibe investigation of diffusion phenomena 
in antirnonides .nd pdmarily in thc n.ture of interdiffusion 
in the GaSbl AISb system. Rcccntiy, self-diffusion experi-
ments in GaSb were c.rried out that suggest a good agree-
ment between the mechanisms of self-diffusion in GaSb 
und GaAs on an atomic scale and emphasise the import"nee 
of Ga vacandes for diffusion [2). 
For the systematie investigation of post-growth inter-
diffusion of GaSbl AlxGa,.,sb heterostructures reported on 
here, lVelI-defined Sb-rich and Ga-dch annealing 
conditions were established tbat lead to different 
equilibrium point defect concentrations in the sampies 
during the annealing experiments. To tnis end, quartz 
ampoules were fabrieated in whieb the sampies were sub-
jected to thermal treatment under a residual pressure of less 
than 5xlO-6 Torr. The sampies consist of a seven-fold 
120 nm GaSbl 8 nm AISb superlottice and a 500 nm GaSb 
GaSe GaSb 
FiS. 1.. Brightfield electron micrograplt of a sampie after 
mmealing, <100> zOlle axis orientation. Pari of Ihe superlatt;ce 
wirlz a layer 01 high alwl1inium concemrmiolt ls visible in tile 
central part of the image due 10 dranges 0/ tlle thicklless fringes. 
Annealing cfJl1ditions:620 oe. 90 mitlutes •• ~'b·rich cOlldiHolts. 
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cap layer grown by MOMBE onto a (OOl)-oriented, nomi-
nally undoped GaSb substrate. The individuallayers of tne 
superlaulee serve to reveal changes of the loeal annealing 
conditions as a function of distance from the sampIe sur-
face. The experiments cover a temperature range of 600°C 
to 700 oe and annealing times from !O minutes to 
360 minutes. For TEM characterisation, the sampIes were 
cleaved along [1l01 planes to obtain wedge specimens 
lVith a fixed 90° Ibickness gradient. Concentration profiles 
were acquired by use of the bright-field imaging teehnique 
[3J, resulting in thiekness fringes with chemieal contrast 
due 10 the dynamleal interaction of the chemically sensitive 
{200J-beams with the direct beom (fig. I). At a field of 
view of 150 nm, lateral resolution of 1.8 nm is achieved. 
The uncertainty of measurement is 4.5 at-% to 11 at-% 
aluminium. 
Fig. 2 shows a typical set of aluminium concentration 
. profiles of several layers after annealing under Sb-rieh 
conditiolls at 620°C for 60 minutes, 90 minutes and 
120 minutes, respectively. Tnere are no significant differ-
ences between the individuallayers of the superlatlice after 
a given annealing time, indicating homogeneous annealing 
conditions and thus a homogeneous depth distribution of 
the point defec! that mediates interdiffusioll. The IQng tails 
distance sI nm 
Fig. 2: Experimentally obtained aluminium concentratlolt profiles 
across layers 01 high aluminium cOllcemration Each CUll'C 
cotrespollds 10 one [ayer. Amwaiing cOllditions: 620 oe, 60 
mmutes, 90 minutes find 120 mintltes. respectlvely, Sb"Tlch 
conditions, 
!Glnp&l$[we T ,oe 
14ö 720 '(00 6Sl} ßOO S4l) Q.OCl 6((! 
1E·15 1E·15 
lE-18 q::c2i=JItTIlJill:1IITITJIIITIT±IIirrSlD ,e·la 
'. ~ 1~ 1. 1. 1,W 1~ 1,1' W 
10)r' tK' 
Fig. 3: Diffusion coefficient versus reciprocal annealil!g 
temperature for jOllr selee/cd aluminium COtlcenlrations and bOllt 
Sb~rich and Ga~rich tinuealing tondi/ious. 
of the profiles indicate a eomparably fast diffusion of alu-
minium inlo GaSb, wnereas the steep peaks show a slower 
diffusion of gallium into regions of high aluminium eon-
eentration_ These findings can be accounted for quantita-
tively by a concentration dependent interdiffusion coem-
eient D, with D deereasing for increasing aluminium eon-
eentration x of the GaSbl AlxGa'.xSb solid solution. By 
solving Fiek's second law of diffusion numerically, we find 
that Ibe experimentally obtained concentraHon profiles are 
best reprodueed wilb a non-linear eoncentratioll depend· 
ency of D with x: 
D(x) = D AI (I) 
(DAI/Do, l)xY+l 
In this equation, D AI and DG, represen! the diffusion coef-
fieiellts of aluminium in GaSb and gallium in AISb, respee-
tively. y is an additional fit parameter with values of 1.5 to 
1.9. At a given coneentration x, D(x) varies by about one 
order of magnitude \Vithin the range uf temperatures. In this 
range also, the diffusion coefficient DAI of aluminium in 
GaSb is larger than the diffusion coefficient Dc, of gallium 
in AISb by more than one order of magnitude al a given 
temperature. Fig. 3 shows that our results of D(x) closely 
follow an Arrhenius behaviour when plotted versus the 
reeiproca! annealing temperalure. Under Sb-rieh 
conditions, an activation enthalpy of about 2.6 e V is 
obtained. 
Dnder Ga-rieh conditions, the shares of the concentra· 
tion profiles elosely resemble the one shown in fig. 2 for 
the Sb-rieh condilions. Thus, similar results are found for 
the concentralion dependency of D(x). However, 
interdiffusion is signifieantly slower under Ga-rieh 
eonditions than emder Sb-rieh eonditions (dashed lines in 
fig,3), with the differences deereasing for increasing 
annealing temperature, and an acHvalion enthalpy of about 
3.0eV. In addition, under Ga-rieh eonditions, adeviation 
from uniformity of the coneentration profiles is observed 
for illtermediate annealing temperatures and times that is 
not found under Sb-rieh conditions: in these oases, 
broadening of the profiles is systematically less pronoullced 
for layers further away from the .ample surfaee. Thu., for 
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these experimental conditiolls, a temporal change in the 
loca! concentration of the point defec! that mediates 
interdiffusion Is observed. 
For a model of the mechanisms of interdiffusion on an 
atomic scale, we interpret our experimental results in terms 
of vacancies on the group-lII sublattice. This is in accor-
danee with previous analyses of diffusion in nominally 
undoped 1II-V semiconduetor materials. For the arsenides, 
Ibis model has been eonfirmed both by self-diffusion and 
inrerdiffusion experiments [4]. For pure GaSb, similar COll-
dusions huve been drawn from self-diffusion experiments 
[2]. We therefore attribute the differenees in inlerdiffusion 
eaused by the ambient conditiol1s 10 different 
concentrations of vacancies on the group-UI sublattic., te. 
Ga vacancies (V G,) and Al vaeancies (VAl). Sb-rieh 
eonditions should favour these point defects [5]. Thus, 
under Sb-rich eonditions, a large concentration of group-lII 
vaeancies is rapidly supplied from Ibe sampie surfaee. 
Equilibrium with the ambience is reaehed quiekly, leading 
to fast interdiffuslon und to no apparellt lnhomogeneity of 
the diffusion conditions within the sampie. In contrast, the 
comparably slow interdiffusion under Ga-rich conditions 
eun be attributed to a smal! concentration of group-m 
vacancies. In fact, with group-UI vacancies beiog the 
defecls Ibat mediate inrerdiffusion, a streng deerease of 
interdiffusion could be expected, since Ga·rieh conditions 
should favour Sb vacancies (V Sb) und Ga Interstitials (Ga,). 
However, wo find significantly but modoralely reduced 
values of D(x) and enhanced interdiffusion of the layers 
c10sest to Ihe sample surfaee. These findings are in good 
agreement with calculations [5] and indirect measurements 
[6) of point defecI concentrations in antimonides that 
suggest that even under Ga-rich conditiQns, group-m 
vacancies are created by way of areaction which 
transforms Ga atoms (Gao,) to Ga antisites (Gas.) and 
simultaneously ereates Ga vacancies (V",): 
Ga"" + Vs• ~ V 0, + Gas. (2) 
Accordingly, Ibe group-I11 vacancy concelltration is in-
creased indirectly by a growing supply of Sb vacancies 
from tbe sampie snrface. Thus, interdiffusion of the 
group-IlI elements can take plaee via vacallcies on their 
own sublauice, even under Ga-rieh conditions. These 
conclusions are supported by annealing experiments that 
show that Sb self-diffusion in GaSb is strongly suppressed 
under Ga·rieh conditions duo to a lack of Sb vacancies [2]. 
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Dopant atom clusterlng and charge screening induced roughness 
of electronic interfaces in GaAs p-II multilayers 
N. D. Jäger', K. Urban', E. R. Weber', and Ph. Eberl] 
, Inslitul jlll' FeSlklJl'perjol'scll1mg. Forscll1mgszentrw/J JI/lieh. 52425 JaUch, Gemwll)' 
, Uni\'ersily of Calijomia and UIWl'ellCe Bel'keley ulboraIO/)", Berlieley, CA 94720, US.A. 
ll1e roughness ofrhe elecl/'ollic interfaces of P'II GaAs multilayers has beet! investigaled bycross·sectional 
scanning tunneling microscopy. Two phl'~ically different comributions to tlleroughness were found, hülh milch 
largerthan the underlying alomicallysharp 'mclallurgicaI' imerface. Tbe roughness arises from the individual 
elec!rosratic screening !leids around each dopanl alom ncar the interface and from a c1ustering of dopam atoms. 
Ihe lauer leads to charge carrier depletedzones extending locally Ihrough the emire nominally homogeneously 
dope<! la)'!'r for layer thicknesses e10se to Ihe cluster dimension, henee limiting the precision of the spatial and 
energe!le positioning of tM Fermi energy in nanoseale semiconductor slructures. 
Currenllythedimensions of integrated semiconductor 
dcvlees on microships in industrial prüduction are 
cltaracterized bya transistor gale lenglh 01' about 70 llln 
and Ihe research is focusing on a further reductioll to 20· 
30 lllll (I J. An endless downsizing is, however, Iimited by 
physlcal constraints, such as the loss of the desired band 
structure in atom!c·scale dimensions, i.e" structures Witll 
dimensions 01' I to 2 nm. The functionality of all 
sem1conductor devices is, however, not onlydepending on 
the band structure alone. 11 is critically depending on ule 
ability 10 dope the semiconduclor materials wilh foreigll 
atoms (dopant atoms). The dopant atoms govern the 
position of tlle Fermi energy with respect to ule band 
edges, Thc precise spatial and ellergetic positioning ohhe 
Ferm i energ)' in nanoscale semiconductor structures i5 tlle 
key 10 the realizatioll of devices. The smaller the devices 
get, the sharper thc dlanges betwecn differemly doped 
seelions or layers in tlle device stfucture need to be. 
We illvestigated the pllysks govetning the propenies 
of interfaces betweell differently doped layers by 
onalYling GaAs P-l! multilayers by eross·sectional 
scauning tunneling microscopy. We dcmOllstrate timt the 
elect1'ollic P'II interface exhibits a mudllarger roughness 
thau the underlying essentially perfect 'metallurgical' 
interface, due to long range e!ectrostatic screening efreets 
of individual dapant atoms llear the interfaces and due to 
a c!ustering 01' dopant atoms. The clustering and the 
inllerelltly connectcd locallack of dopant atoms give rise 
to charge carrier depletiOlt ZOlles extending locally 
through entire llominally homogeneously doped layers 
once their thickness is close to tlle cluster dimensions. 
Figure la shows a large seale cross·sectiOllal scanning 
tuuneling microscopy (STM) overview 01' several 30 nm 
wide p. and II·doped GaAs layers cleaved alollg a (110) 
plane (C and Si dopam atom concentrations 01' (5±I)x 10" 
and (4±l)xlO" cm", respectively). All atolllically 
resolved image is ShOWlI in Fig. Ib, The p. and n-doped 
layers are separated by !ines with a darker contrast, 
whereas the doped layers themselves appear both bright. 
We idemified the n- and p·doped layers on basis of tlle 
growth sequellce, secolldary iou mas, spectra, ami 
tunuelillg spectra. 
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Thc dark liues between tlle p- andll-doped layers were 
found tn be the image of the depletion ZOlles localized at 
P'II interfaces, where tbe Fermi·energy is elose tomidgap 
[2J, Thus the dark lines mark the elecll'Ol!ic interface 
between the lI·doped and the p-doped layers. It is 
important to llote that this interface is /laI the atomically 
sharp metallurgicalor chelllical interface (marked by 
dashes), where the doping changes from C." to SiG, or 
viee versa. Fig. I shows that theelectronic interface (dark 
!ines) exhibits a rouglmess much larger lhan one atOlnic 
layer. Thc white arrows in Fig. la point out examples of 
a local electronically very narrow and wide p·type 'layer'. 
Note Ulat the individual bright hillocks witb about 3 to.5 
nm diameter, visible in the p- as weil as ll-doped layers, 
are tlte signatures ofnegalivelycharged CA' and positively 
charged Si", dopant atoms, respectively [3]. Their contrast 
is cssentially givcn by the image of the screelled Coulomb 
potential (3J, which arises from the screening of the 
dopant charge by Il'ee charge carriers [4J. Figure I b shows 
that the depletio!l zone imaged as dark linc circulllvents 
each individual dopant atom. Undoubtedly each dopant 
atom near the metallurgical interface rauses a shon range 
Hg. 1 Lal'ge seale (a) and tltomically rcsolved (bj cr-oss~ 
sectional scamüng tunneling miCl'oscopy images of multiple p. 
and Il·doped GaAs loye,.s. TI,e brjght hill"cks marked by S~, 
and CA;, arise from individual dopant atoms. The dark Iines 
between the p- and li-type layers are thc signatures of the 
depietion zone at each p-n interface and ::;how the position 01' the 
electronic interface. Note i15 pronounced roughness and its 
conelation with the dopant atoms. 
meanderillg of the electronic interface 011 the scale of 2-5 
nm. Careful inspeetioll oflarge scale STM images reveals 
a furlher contribution 10 the intermce roughness Oll a 
longer ICllgth seale, leading 10 Ihe electronically wide and 
llarrow layers (see examples marked by wllite arrows in 
Fig. 1). 
In order to quantify the amplitude and correlation 
lcngth of Ihe IWO ditlerent roughuess coutributions, we 
computcd the power spectral dcnsity, G (k) = IX (k )1' , on 
basis of the deviation from mean of the interface lines 
A(x) visible in thc STM images, with Ä \ k) beillg tlJe 
diserete Fourier ttansfonn ofA(x) [5]. Figure 2 shows the 
rcsults tor the p·n and Il-P interfaces, Two separate 
frequeuey ranges are visible, one ut small k values WiUl a 
large slope and another Olle at large k values wiUJ a 
sm aller slope. We first COllcentrate one the latter oue, 
whicb exhibits a clear expOllential decayclJaracteristic for 
all our interfaces. Tbe exponcntial decay, 
t (k) = tra b- l ·e-b.', correspollds to a Lorenzian 
functionul dependcllce of the real space autocorrelation 
fnllction, G (x) = al (x' + b'). (aiir')"' and b are the 
amplitude (equivalent 10 tlle root mean square roughncss) 
and the correlation length of the interface rouglmess, 
respectively. 
Thc entire uata sets in Fig. 2 can be weil described by 
1\1'0 expouential decays and we extracled the 
correspondillg values for the amplitudes and OJe 
correlationlcngths from the fits (lines in Hg. 2), For large 
k values the mnplitudes are (1.5±O.3) and (1.2±O.2) nm 
and the correlation lengths are (2.9±O.5) and (2.9±O.5) 
um for the P-Il amll1'p interfaces, respectively. For small 
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spatial frequency k/2'it (lInm) 
Hg . .2 Power speclra) density cf the electronic P-ll (.) <lud n~p 
(0) GuAs interfaces obtained ü·om STNf Images as seen in Hg. 
L Eaeh data set is fitted to a Sllm cf two exponentials 
represeuting tWtJ scates of roughness: founJ in each interface 
type. The solid (dnshed) liue ls a fit to thc data of thc P~JI (n-p) 
interface. 
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amplitudes and (26±8) and (23±5) nm as correlation 
lengths, respeetlvely. No different'\! between p-n aud lI-p 
interfaces ean be observed within tbe error margin. Tlle 
quantitative analysis in Hg. 2 eonfirms our above 
observation of two different conttibutions to the 
rougllllcss. Note, thc roughness mnplitudes and 
correlatiou lengths are about oue order of magnitude 
larger than UlOse found for beterojunctioll interfaces 
between different cOJllpounds [6J, berause the lauer probe 
primarily the metallurgical interface. 
At tllis stage we discuss the orlglll of tbe two 
contributions tO thc roughuess of the ele.:tronic illterface. 
First, tbe roughuess \Vith correlation lellgtlls of about 3 
nm and amplitudes of about 1.5 um ,an be correlated to 
the meandering of the electrOJJic interface around the 
individual dopant atoms. The meanderillg is Oll tbe same 
seale as tlle spatial extension of the charge screening 
clouds around individual dopallts (bfight area of each 
dopant atom). Thus Ihe screening lengtll of the sereened 
Coulomb potential around the Individual eharged dopants 
governs Ule roughness. 
Second, the physical origin of tlJe long range 
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Institute for Electronic Properties 
General Overview 
In any condensed matter system, eleetrons are the "glue" that hold the atoms together. Therefore the electronic 
structure eonslitutes a microseopie hase for all material properties. The electronic imeractions determine whetller 
a solid Ia metallic, insalaling or semiconducting, whether it is transparent or exhibits a distillctive color, whether 
it is a magnet or a superconductor. 
Thc research program of thc Institute for Electronic Properties is devoted towards the invesligadon of the 
.I.ctronie structure of atoms, clusters, nonoslructures, and solids. The ultimale goal is tho development of an 
understanding and thus a base for the control of the properties of new materials. The research efforts of the 
institute are concentrated in thc areas: Magnetism of thin films and nanostructures, clusters as nCw 
materials, and methods und instrumentation. 
Thc major ewnt in thc year 2001 was thc departure ofProf. Wolf gang Eberhardt from his position as an institute 
direetor. He left to take up a position as a scientific direetor of BESSY in eonjunetion with a professorship at the 
TU Berlin. Dr. H. DUrr followed hirn to BESSY in the late summer. Sinee Dr. C. Carbone and Dr. S. Blügel had 
left the institute already in the year 2000 to take up positions as professors in Trieste and OsnabrUck, 
respeclively, many of the group leaders have left the institute. Several of the PhD students have followed or are 
following Prof. Eberhardt to BESSY. Major eqllipment, whieh has be.n bought by the BESSY GmbH, will be 
transferred to Berlin. 
The investigation of the electronic propelties is fundamental for uny condensed matter research. Therefore, at thc 
Forsehungszentrum, it has been deeided to keep an Institute for Electronic Properties within the condensed 
matter department IFF. As a consequence of the successful HGF magneto-electronic project within the research 
center, the research on magnetie nanostructures will be strengthened in the future. 
Despite the fact that the institute is in a transition period, a lot of research activilies were going on in 2001, 
leading to many exciting results. Same examples are given helow and others in the atlaehed detailed reports. 
In thc group magneto-electronies, the research efforls have concentrated on Fe! AlIFe trilayers (see attaehed 
report), Fe!AIO!Fe TMR (tunnel magneto resistance) devices, and Fe/SlIFe trilayers. The latter system, where a 
semicondllctor is sandwiched between two metallic layers, shows a surprisingly high interlayer eoupling of up to 
8 mJ/ni, which .aMot be understood within the eonventional models. Nanocontacts in Fc/Cr/Fe trilayers 
struetures have been prepared with elcctron beam lithography to study a new effcet, which ean be dcscribed as 
the reverse of the GMR effeet: the current-illduced magnetie eouplillg. A switching between ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetie eoupling ean be achieved just by reversing the eleetron curren!. FinaUy, in the small theory 
group working in very close contaet with the experimental magneto-electronie group, a novel ab-initio Green 
function formulation ofthe transfer matrix has been devcloped and applied to eomplex band-structures. 
Within the cluster gronp, a new magnetron sputter souree for the deposition of clusters has been eonstructed 
(see attaehed report). This eontinuous souree is superior to pulsed cluster sourees due to the more stable 
operation conditions and high.r cillster intensities. Thc research efforts in the cluster group were eoneentrated on 
seanning tunneling speetroscopy of endohedral fullerenes und femtoseeond time resolved studies. Small 
endohedral fullerenes Ce@C. (n ~ 36,44,50,60) hav. been produced in a laser vaporization cluster souree, mass 
seleeled and non-destruetively deposited on a highly oriented pyrolytie graphite substrate. The density of states 
has been determined by scanning tunneliIlg speetroscopy. A semieonductor-like density of states at the Fermi 
level is observed with energy gaps between 0.55 and l.l eV. Metal-adsorbate·clusters have been studied using 
femtosecond time resolved photoelectron speetro8copy. Information concerning the dissociation dynamics of 
these systems could be dedueed. The photodisseociation proees8 of Pt,N, oceurs on a time seale of 100(25) ps 
and involves different reaction pathways. Another example of the ongoing research involves the relaxation 
dynamies of optiely excited electrens in free Ni,- cluster. By means of femtosecond two-eolor pump-probe 
photoeleelron spectroseopy, the eleetronie relaxation of exeited eleetrons via inclastic electron-eleetron-
seatlering eould be observed in real-time. The inelastie eleetron·electron relaxation time was determined to be 
190 fs. 
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One highlight in the development of methods and Instrumentation was the suecessful commissionillg of thc 
spin-polarized photoeleetron emission mieroscope (PEEM) wilh the applieation to magnetie nanostructures. 
Combining a femtoseeond pump-probe laser with a photoeleotron emission microscope, the spin dynamies in 
nanostructures .an be studied on a femtosecond time seale. Magnetie sensitivity is obtaiued by analyzing thc 
spin-polarization of the emitted photoelectrons. Thc techniquc has beeu .uetessfully applied to ColPt nanoscale 
magnetie dots. Thc institute also operatcs two synchrotron beamlines. Thc beamline for soft x-rays at BESSY Jl 
has been eommissioned. Within the entire energy range tbe experimental resolution exeeedecl tbc design-
resolution ofE/AE = 10.000. With the linear or cirenlar polarized radiation nvaHable, tbe eleetronic properties of 
novel materials are now being examinecl. Thc systems inelnde nanotnbes, magnetie multilayers or organic 
semiconduclors. Thc VUV-beamlinc at the DELTA storage ring in Dortmund suffered in tho past duc to storage 
ring problems. Many of these problems, such as boom position fluetnations and beam losses, hoye now been 
solved and thus in 2001 a first stahle operation of thc beamline became possible. As a eonsequence, a first 
scientifie resul! has been obtained: thc eleetronie struetor. of Co-quantum-wires has been determined. 
Thc su.cessfnl seientific work of thc institute is documented by the following personal awards and aehieve-
ments: 
Dr. S. Blügel has rcceived an offer for a C4 professorship at the Universily of Kaiserslautern in the field of 
Theoretical Solid State Physics. Dr. D.E. Bürgler has received an offer for a C4 professorship at the Martin-
Luther-University, Halle/Saaie, in the field ofExperimental Phy,ics. Prof. Dr. W. Eberhardt and Dr. J. Morenzin 
have been awarded the first prize of Ibe "Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk", MDR, for the invention of counterfeit-













Produetion and eleelronie properties of endohedrally doped fullerenes 
Ultrafast eleetron dynamies of image potential states on Ni surfaces 
Spinaufgelöste Photoelektronen-Emissions-Mikroskopie an magnetischen 
Nanostrukturen 
Femtosccond electron dynamics of image-potential states on the transition-metal 
surfaces ofPt and Ni 
Soft X-ray emission and resonant inelastie seattering study of polycyclic hydroearbons 
Erzeugung und elektronische Struktur von endohedral dotierten Fullerenen 
Untersuchung des Einflusses unterschiedlicher Dotierungen auf die elektronische 
Struktur von deponierten Einzelfullerenen mittels Rastertunnelspektroskopie 
Photoelektronenspektroskopie an reagierten Melallclustern - Dynamik der 
Ligandendesorption, elektronische Struktur und Geometrie 
Ultraschnelle Relaxation optisch angeregter Elektronen in kleinen 
Übergangsmetallelustern 
Magnetic and electronic properties of IDeal-moment systems: Rare earth metals und 
oxides 
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Studies of strongly coupled epitaxial Fe(OOl)/ Al/Fe trilayers by Brillouin Light 
Scattering 
M. Buchmeier, B. K. Kuanr, R. Schreiber, D. E. Bürgler lind P. Grünberg 
Institute uElectronic Properties" 
We report experiments on the interlayer exchange coupling in epitaxi.,1 Fe! AI!Fe structures. Th. 
total coupling is as high as 3 mJ!m' and leads to the formation of a partial domain wall in the 
ferromagnetic films parallel to the interfaces duc 10 the eompetiHon between the torques ""eorted by 
tne interlayer coupling aud the external field. Using mlcromagnetic calculations \0 simula!e magn .. 
tizatioIlS loops end Brlllouin light scattering spectra wo show that the twisted state results In higher 
saturation fields than expected for conpled uniform films. Henee, for strongly coupled systems the 
twisted state wust be taken illto account to reliably derermine interlayer coupling constants. 
1'&E-Nr.: 23.42.0 
Magnetic interlayer exchange coupllng was discovered 
in 1986 by Grünberg et al. [1]. Meanwhile, its origin is 
well understood, although there i8 still quite some dis-
crepancy between the theoreticaJly pred1cted and exper-
imentally measured coupling strengths [2]. On the other 
hand thera is an increasing interest in interlayer COu-
pling, in particular in systems showing stt'Ong coupling, 
due to applications as artifidal antiferromagnets or anti-
ferrimagnets in magnetic sensors [3J 01' more recently in 
antiferromagnetically coupled (AFCl storage media for 
harddisk drives [4]. Here, we raport on strang coupling 
in Fel AI/Fe structures and on general consequences of 
strong coupling on thc magnetization stute of magnetic 
multilayers. 
Epitaxial Fe(50A)j Al(wedgel/Fe(70A) trilayers are 
prepared by moleeular beam epitaxy (MBE) on top of 
a GaAs(OOl)jFe(lOA)j Ag(1500A) buffer system [5] at 
background pressures of about 10-10 mbar. Deposition 
rates of 0.1 Ajs are controlled by a quartz crystal moni-
tor, and the layers are charaeterized by AES, IJEED, and 
RHEED. The best growth temperatures in order to ob-
tain strong eoupling were found to be 300°C for the first 
Fe layer and 80 0 C for thc AI layer. The magnetic prop-
erties are measured by Brillouin light scattering (BLS) 
using a Sandercock-type interferometer and thc longitu-
dinal magneto-optic Kerr effect (MOKEl. 
In a BLS experiment the freqneney of spin-waves (01' 
magnons) Vm Is measured via inelastic scattering of 
monochromatic light. The frequency of the photons can 
be shifted either down or up by V m corresponding to the 
creation (Stokes condition) or annihilation (Anti-Stokes 
condition) of a magnon, respectively. As the in-plane 
momelltum is eonserved, the in-plane wavevector of the 
probed magnons q is weIl defined by the scattering ge-
ometry. In analogy io couplcd harmonie oscillatofs (1.e. 
phonons), thc magnon modes in magnetic doublelayers 
can be c1assified into optie (0) and acoustie (A) depend-
ing on whether thcir frequency depends on the interlayer 
eoupling strength Of not. With increasing antiferromag-
neUe (AFM) coupling strength the optic mode frequency 
shifts up for antiparallel (AP) alignment and down for 
parallel (P) alignment ofthe magnetizations. In contrast 
tho acoustic mode frequency only depends indirectly on 
the coupling via the direction cf maglletizations. 
Thc spin-wave frequcllcies observed by BLS were mod-
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eled using a thin-film approximation following Ref. [6], 
which undere.stimates the optic mode frequeney with in-
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FIG. 1. Calculated acoustic (A) and optie (0) 8pin-wave 
frequencies 01 a Fe(OOl)(50Al/spacer!Fe(70A) system. Solid 
!ines: thin film approximation [6], dotted lines: fuU calcn-
laU<>n [7]. The parameters are: M, = 1.65 X 10· Alm, 
1(1 = 45000 J!m', -r = 28 GHz/T, A = 2 X IOll J!m, 
q = 1.07 X 107 rn-I. (a): BLS frequencies in zero field all 
a fuuction of effeotive eoupling which is defined as JI - 2J2 
for AP "nd JI + 2J. for P a!ignmeut. Insets show th. pree",,' 
sion directions of the magnetizations) bold arrows are in the 
plane. (b): BLS frequencies as a function of field applied along 
the easy axis. Coupling eonstante are .h = -2.4 mJ/m', 
h = -0.4 mJ !m' corresponding to Fig. 2. The softening of 
the optlc mode in the full calculatio!l st about 0.9 T results 
in adynamie instability giving rise to non-uniform magneti-
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FIG. 2. Easy axis neid variation CUl'Ves of a s.mple with 
constant AI thickne.ss (6 A). Dots: experimental data, solid 
lines: fit assuming uniform magnetiz.tion. (a) BLS fitting 
J, and J,. (b) MOI<E loop oblained using J, and J, from 
(a) and fitting phenomenological MOKE constants including 
quadratic effeets [9]. Dashed lines in tbe high field part of 
(a) and in thc inset 01 (b) are thc results of a micromagnetic 
caiculation allowing a nonuniform magnetization. 
calculation using tho formalism of Ref. [7] (only possi-
ble in P or AP alignment) is shown in Fig. 1 and re-
veals that tha approximation ia good in the range be-
twean -2 mJ 1m2 and 1 mJ 1m2 effective coupling strength 
for our sampIes. Wo obtain thc bilinear (J1) and bi-
quadratic (J2 ) contribution to the coup)ing defined by 
Ee = -Ji cos i(A9) {2J by fitting the dependence of the 
BLS frequeney on the magnetic field. Comparing the J1 
and 12 values derived from BLS with those from MOKE 
loops shows excellent agreement (Fig. 2). Howevor, while 
both tho full and approximated approach assume a single 
domain configuration with uniform magnetization, this 
is not strictly thc ease for strongly coupled sampies. AB 
a result of the competitive torques exerted by the inter-
layer eoupling at tbe interface and by the external field in 
tbe bulk, a partial damain wall parallel ta tho interface 
forms, if coupling and external field are strong enough 
compared to the magnotie intralayer exchange stiffness 
A [8J. As can be seen in Fig. l(b) thc optic mode fre-
quency in tho full calculation approaches zero at a field 
of about 0.9 T indicating a destabilization of thc uni-
form P state of the magnetizations. This happens at 
a field significantly higher than the saturation field of 
about 0.6 T obtained by assuming uniform magnetiz-a-
tions (solid Hne). Micromagnetic calculations revea) that 
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FIG. 3. Coupling verous "pace, tbickness of a wedge-type 
Fe/Al/Fe saruple. 
the configuration is indeed twisted. Bclow saturation the 
magnetizations turn abaut 10° more out of the Held di-
rection at the interface than at the outer boundaries. 
Thercfore, the observed saturation field corresponds to 
thc aoftening of thc optic mode. This nonuniform be-
havior ia also in agreement with the experimental curves 
(Fig. 2). While tlle deviations from the uniform model 
are not so pronounced in this case, they must be ta1ren 
into account when dealing with thicker magneti. Iaq'ers 
01' strouger coupling. 
We find a non-oscillatory behavior of thc coupling ver-
sus spacer thickness (Fig. 3). The AFM coupling decaya 
slowly with increasing spacer thickness and is present 
for Al thicknesses of at least 20 A. Thc maximum to-
tal coupling strangth (J1 + J2) at an interlayer thickness 
of 6 A ia abaut -3 mJ 1m2 which ia among the largest 
values observed so far. With increasing interlayer thick-
ness the biquadratic coupling contl'ibution 12 docreases 
more quickly than thc bilinear part J1. However, for 
spacer thicknesses below "" 5 A J2 dominates but is over-
come by pinhole-induced ferromagnetic coupling below 
4 A. This suggests that the biquadratic coupling arise. 
from thc competition hetween pinholes and thc intrlllsic 
bilinear AFM coupling. 
In conclusion, we observe strong interlayer coupling 
acress AI spaeers which is about one order of magnitude 
larger than previously reported (e.g. [5]). The strong cou-
pling leads to a twisted magnetization state which shows 
up in BLS and MOKE measurements. We expect much 
stronger effeet. in systems with even higher eoupling, e.g. 
Fe/Si/Fe [1OJ. 
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A Green-function formulation of the transfer matrix for electronic structure 
calculations: First application to complex bandstructures 
D. Wortmann,' G. Bihlmayer,
' 
H. Ishida,2 and S. BlügelS 
l1nstitute UEleetronic Properties iJ 
2 College lor Humanities and Sciences, Nihon Univer8ity, Sakura~jostli, Tokyo 156, Japan 
Fachbereich Physik, Univcr3iät Osnabrück, 49069 Osnabrück, Germany 
A new methad fot the fust-principles calculation of the transfer matrix is presented. The methad 
is based on a Green~function formulation and allows to ralare the wavefunctiQns and their derivatives 
on baundaries at opposite sides of a Sbn or junetion cf Snitc thickness. Both thc undcrlying the-
ary and an actual implementation in the fun-potential Iinearized augmented planewave (FLAPW) 
methad are described. Applications of the transfer-matrix methad inelude tbe caleulations of the 
complex bandstrueture and thc caktilation of ballistie eleetron transport relevant in realistic mag-
netic multilayers and magnetic tunneljunctions used in spin .. and magnetoelectronics. 
An eJeetron propagating through a crystal towards 
an interface can either reflect or transmit. This rather 
simple statement is at thc heart of flelds such as na-
noelectronics, magnetoelectronics, spin-electronics, or 
molecular-electronics - areas of grast importll.uce for fu-
ture teclmology. Understanding the transport properti .. ,
on the basis of the underlying electronie strneture is a 
key iSBue. On the other band, over the past decades, the 
core of methods developed to perform ab initio electronic 
structnre calculations bascd on density functional theory 
föcussed on finding eigenstates for electrons in inereas-
ingly more comple" material systems. These eigenstates 
are usually caleulated within some slah or supercell ge-
ometry with periodie boundary conditions, and are used 
to calculate the total energy of the system or forces ex-
erted on the atoms. In the Seid of transport, however, 
in partieular ballistie transport, One has to cOllsider a 
scattering problem. In the asymptotic region, i.e. in the 
interior of tbe eleetrodes on botb sides of the interface, 
transmitted and rellected electron waves are expressed 
as the superposition of generalized Bloch states. The 
generalized Bloch states include the propagating Bloch 
waves as weil as evanescent states that decay exponen-
tlally. The amplitudes of these waves are determined 
such that the total wavefunction conneets smoothly to 
the solutlons of the Schrödinger equatlon in tbe interface 
region. 
In the past a number of methods have been developed 
whieh addre"" the problem of calculatlng tbe transmis-
sion of ballistic electrons through interfaces. We present 
[1] a new general method whieh can be applied to a 
wide vatiety of problems. For example it can be used 
to caleulete tbe compl"" bandstructure of bulk crystals, 
ballistie transport properties of interfaces, and the elee-
tronk struetnre of semi-infinite surfaces. It is based on 
a transfer matrix for one-electron wavefunctions which ia 
calculated using a Green function in tbe LAPW basis. 
The method should therefore inherit from the FLAPW 
method thc generality In the cholce of systems and 
thc accuracy in the description of the underlying elee-
tronic structure whieh was often missing in previous ap-
proaches. In our method wa consider a region of space, 
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FIG. 1: Setup used to ealeulate thc transfer matrix. The 
region of interest is a slab n between the two boundaries S L 
and SR_ n is infinite in two dimensions and of finite size 
normal to the boundaries. The surface normal. indicated by 
arrows are assumed to point outwatds. 
fl, which has thc shape of a slab (see Fig. 1), I.e. we as-
sume that fl is infinite in two dimensions and of finite 
sire in the third dimension. To get an idea of what we 
have in mind, the slab could eousist of a single layer of 
atoms of bulk material with two-dimenslonal translation 
symmetry, a monolayer, or of a few monolayers, forming 
a heterostructure Or describing an interface between two 
semi-infinite crystals. The boundary surface of thc slab 
volume fl is divided into two parts: the left houndary, 
SI" and the right one, SR. Given a loeal and spin inde-
pendent potential energy defined In fl and on S, V{i"), 
we cansider solutions of the Schrödlnger equation corre-
sponding to this potential. Sinee the Schrödiuger equa-
tlon is a second order differential equation, its solution 
"'(i") In fl with comple" energy Z = € + i6 la completely 
determined by specifying the value 1/J(rLjR) and its loeal 
normal derivative, On"'L/R = On,p(rL/R) :',1/J(rL/R), 
on one of the boundary surface., S L/ R' The key quan-
tity of the method presented in this paper Is the transfer 
matrix T. lt maps the left boundary values öf a solution 
of tbe Schrödinger equation onto the right ones: 
Thc transfer matrix can be e"pressed in terms of the 
Greenfunction (H -Z)G(T,f",Z) = -o(r-f"), wherc 
H is the usual Hamiltonian consisting of the potential 
and klnetic energy terms. A particularly simple form Is 
obtained by choosing a Green function which satisfies the 
von Neumann boundary condition of vanlshing normal 
derivative on the boundary snrface: :n G(i', f'L/ R, Z) = 0 
In this case one can derive a simple matrix expression for 
thc transfer matrix in terms of surfacc Green-functions, 
where thc surface Green-functions G LL, G LR, G RL, and 
G RR are defined by placing f' and f'1 onto the boundary 
surfaces. For example GLR(Z) = G(rL,rR,Z), with the 
first argument of thc Green function placed on SL and 
the second on SR' 
With thc transfer matrix wo can calculatc various 
quantities of which we will present the complex band-
structure and thc calculation of transport properties. 
Most fundamental is thc calculation of thc complex 
bandstructure as it is thc basis of further applications of 
thc theory. Generally, thc term complex bandstructure 
[2] refers to thc so called "real bands" consisting of the 
solutions €(k) with real energy € and in general complex 
Bloch vectors k = if + ii?. In the bulk of a crystal, the 
translation symmetry requires that the Bloch vectors are 
purely real. But near a crystnl surface Or interface the 
wavefunetions of comp!ex k vectors ean mateh with wave-
functions in the crystal, and thus are deseribing evalIes-
cent surfaee, interface, or metal induced gap states. 
To calenlate these generalized Bloch states with com-
plex k one asSumes that the region n is a principlc layer 
of a bulk crystal with three-dimensional translation sym-
metry. Thus, there existB a translation vector d between 
SL and SR, which is a lattice vector and one can exploit 
this translation symmetry by the generalized Bloch the-
orem. This leads to thc followlng eigenvalue equatlon for 
tllc transfer matrix whieh defines the complex k-veetors: 
(3) 
In Fig. 2 we present thc complex bandstructure of 
Cu with kn corresponding to the M-point of the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone and the k. along thc [100]-
direction. The (propagating) Bloch states, Le. real bands 
with 1<. = 0, are plotted as blacl< dots in the center panel 
of the figure. The complcx bandstructure includes all 
propagating Bloch state. (ku ,q.) along the line in a first 
bulk Brillouin zone connecting the hjgh-8ymmetry points 
X (q. = 0) and W (q. '" 0). The imaginary part ". of 
the wave vectors of thc complex bands are plotted in 
the right- and left-hand panels of the figures in units of 
a.u.- I • Red and green dots denote states correspond-
ing to a wave vector q. at the left (X) and right (W) 
hjgh-symmetry point, respeetively. Complex bands with 
general k.-values are indicated in thc figures by two ycl-
low dots corresponding to a projection of k. onto the real 
Cu(OOI)-M 
Q 
05 X W 0,5 I.S 
kf=!}z.+h:z 
FIG. 2: Complex bandstructure of Cu. Thc block Iines show 
tbc propagating Bloch states, colored dots denote evaneseent 
stat ... n, ja given in absolute nnils of 0 .... - 1 = 1.89 A-l. 
and the imaginary plane. The real component q, is plot-
ted in thc center panel together with thc Bloch states 
with ". = 0 and the imaginary component ". i8 shown 
in thc left-hand panel togethcr with the evanescent states 
with q, = O. 
After having obtalned tbe complex bandstructure we 
can use our transfer matrix to evaluate thc transmission 
eoellidents t"n' for each ineoming Bloch wave. To de-
fine the problem, wo will consider a ballistic eJectron ap-
proaching thc left boundary surface from thc laft and 
being refleeted in n or being transmitted into a lead to 
the right. Thc total setup now consists of three regions, 
the left and right leads, and the region 11. We assume 
that the scattering potential is confined within 11, i.e. the 
potential in thc leads is assumed to be thc bnlk crystal 
potential. Within the thc formulation of Landauer and 
Büttiker [3] for ballistic transport the ballistic conduc-
tance of the system is obtained as 
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G (4) 
By expanding the reflected and transmitted wavas in the 
leads In terms of thc elgenstates 'lILer, and 'lIRight de-
termined from Eq. (3) for these regions one can easUy 
determine the transmission (tnn,) and reflection (rnm) 
coellicients by applying thc transfer matrix for thc inter-
face region 11: 
n' m 
This method nnablas us to calculate the ballistie trans-
port through realistic tunneljunetions and magnetic mol-
tilaycrs. 
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Spin-Polarized Photoelectron Emission Microscopy of Magnetic Nanostructures 
F. Kronast, B. Heitkamp, H.A. Dürr, and W. Eberhardt 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 
The development of high performance magnetic data storage devices requires the further 
miniaturization of bit sizes and the shortening of read/write cycles. For these future gener-
ations of magnetic data storage devices a fundamental understanding of the magnetization 
dynamics in nanostructures is indispensable. We realized a novel experimental setup which 
allows us to study the fundamental limits in magnetization dynamics on nm length scales. 
We operate a photoemission electron microscope (PEEM) with a fs-laser light source. The 
fs temporal resolution is achieved by laser based pump-probe techniques and the magnetic 
sensitivity is obtained by analyzing the spin of the emitted photoelectrons. We will present 
an application of the technique to CoPt nanoscale magnetic dots f61. 
The development of pump-probe techniques using ul-
trashort laser pulses has recently led to a tremendous 
advanee in the investigation of time dependent magnetic 
phenomena [1, 2, 4]. This method utilizes two subse-
quent laser pulses with a variable time delay focussed on 
the same spot on the sampie. The pump laser pulse is 
used to induce a local demagnetization of the sampie via 
electronic excitations. The delayed probe laser pulse ere-
ates a photoelectron yield that carries information about 
changes in the sampie magnetization. Qualitatively these 
processes can be described by the energy transfer between 
different quasiparticle reservoirs such as electrons, spins 
and phonons. The absorption of the pump pulse leads to 
a non-equilibrium electron distribution which thermal-
izes within several 100 fs. Although still controversial in 
its magnitude it is obvious that during this time spin-
flip transitions can occur that reduce the sampie mag-
netization to a certain degree. On a longer (ps) time 
scale energy is transferred to the lattice providing an ad-
ditional path for demagnetization. Not much is known 
about the lateral extent of the demagnetized sampie area 
since all techniques have averaged over the pump and 
probe laser spots. However, the determination of lat-
eral energy transport mechanisms leading to a reduction 
of the sampie magnetization contributes significantly to 
the interpretation of previous experiments [1, 2, 41. Here 
we describe a first attempt to determine the possibility 
of a 'non-loeal' reduction of the magnetization. 
The experimental setup is shown schematically in 
Fig. 1. We use a commercial PEEM (Omicron/Focus 
IS-PEEM) where the magnifieation is achieved by three 
sets of electrostatic lenses. The heart of the PEEM is the 
objeetive lens whose aberrations determine the limit of 
the achievable lateral resolution. The sampie is an inte-
gral part of this lens. Between the sampie surfaee and the 
so-called extractor an electrieal voltage typically of 15kV 
is applied. This results in a very efficient extraction of 
low-energy photoelectrons emitted from the sam pie sur-
face. For threshold photoemission the chromatic aberra-
tion is reduced due to the small energy spread of pho-
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FIG. 1: Schematic diagram of the spin-polarized photoemis-
sion electron microscope 
tor/defleetor unit (not shown in Fig. 1). A contrast aper-
ture (not shown) in the backfocal plane of the objeetive 
lens determines the size of spherical aberration. This eon-
trast aperture can also be used to separate photoeleetrons 
emitted from the surface at different emission angles. An 
adjustable iris aperture is mounted in the first image 
plane of the PEEM. This allows us to select the width of 
the transmitted photoeleetron beam, Le. only photoelee-
trons emitted from a certain sampie area are transmit-
ted. This is instrumental for aehieving lateral magnetic 
resolution. In this case the photoeleetron beam is eleetro-
statically deflected into a spin detector (Omicron/Focus 
SPLEED). Here the spin dependent scattering of low-
energy electrons from a W(100) single crystal surfaee is 
used. The asymmetry, A = (N+ - N_)/(N+ + N_), of 
the count rates, N +_, for two symmetrically positioned 
electron deteetors is proportional to the photoeleetron 
spin polarization [6]. 
Photoelectrons were excited using a Ti:sapphire laser 
FIG. 2: Typical PEEM image of the sampie taken with 3eV 
s-polarized light. The 200nm x 200nm nanodots are clearly 
resolved. 
system operating with a repetition rate of 76 MHz (Co-
herent Mira pumped by a Coherent Innova 400 Ar-ion 
laser). Mode loeking results in 150 fs long laser pulses of 
1.5e V photon energy and a pulse energy of up to 20nJ. 
The pulses were frequeney doubled using ß-BBO erys-
tals. The fundamental and second harmonies (3eV) were 
separated by diehroic mirrors. 
Our sampie eonsisted of 200nm x 200nm wide 
magnetie struetures separated from eaeh other by 
100nm wide and 200nm deep troughs [5]. A 
Pt(1.8nm)[Co(0.5nm)Pt(1.8nm)]4 multilayer was sputter 
deposited on top of a patterned Si substrate. The CoPt 
multilayer strueture induced a spin alignment along the 
surface normal due to a large perpendieular magnetie 
anisotropy at the CoPt interfaces [5]. PEEM images of 
the nanodot arrays with 3e V photons show photoemis-
sion mainly from the fringes. This can be explained by 
a Mie plasmon enhaneement of the laser field inside the 
nanodots. This process enhances the photoemission yield 
by a faetor of 240 as was determined by comparing with 
an unstruetured area of the sampie. 
For a non-Iocal pump probe experiment we generated a 
spatiaUy strongly varying laser intensity profile across the 
illuminated sampie spot by interference patterns. They 
were generated by splitting each 3e V laser pulse in two 
and subsequently foeusing thern on the same sampie spot. 
By varying the optical delay between the two pulses inter-
ferenee patterns eould be varied as shown in Fig. 3. The 
two PEEM images show the illuminated area on the CoPt 
sam pie. The top image shows the interferenee pattern for 
an optieal delay of half a wavelength, Le. 205nm. In the 
bottorn image the two laser pulses arrive at the sampie 
without an optical delay. We set the iris aperture to the 
positions indicated in the images and deteeted only pho-
toeleetrons emitted from these sarnple areas. The mea-
sured spin asymmetry is plotted in Fig. 3 as a funetion 
of the laser pulse energy. With inereasing laser intensity 
the spin polarization in the center of the brightly illu-
minated laser spot is redueed (solid symbols) indicating 
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an inereasing demagnetization of the CoPt sampie. It is 
interesting to note that this deerease sets in at fluenees 
that are about a faetor of 1000 lower than those reported 
for a CoPt3 sampie [3]. We eonsider this a clear indica-
tion that for our multilayered sampie the eleetric field be-
comes strongly enhaneed through the dieleetric response 
of the Pt layers. This leads to effeetively similar laser 
intensities as those reported by Beaurepaire et a1. [3], 
causing a similar sampie demagnetization. Interestingly 
we also find areduction of the sampie magnetization in 
the areas where the laser intensity is reduced by inter-
ferenee effeets (open symbols). This dernonstrates that 
heat transport away from the high intensity regions sets 
in. We note that it should also be possible to determine 
the time eonstants for this proeess from time-resolved 
pump-probe experiments whieh are presently underway. 
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FIG.3: Laser induced demagnetization: Two 3eV laser pulses 
interfere with each other and produce footprints on the sam-
pie as shown by the PEEM images in the insets for different 
optical delays. The spin asymmetry measured for the indi-
cated regions is shown as a function of the laser pulse energy 
(open and solid symbols correspond to the aperture positions 
as indicated in the top and bottom inserts) respectively). 
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Magnetron Cluster Sputter Source at the lEE 
C. Brauer*, N. Pontiust , 1. Wirth1, P.S. Boohthold, M. Neeb§, and W. Eberhardt' 
Institute "Electronic Properties" 
(Dated: Decamber 20, 2001) 
A magnetron cluster aggregation source has heen constructed and successfuUy implemented into 
th. existing cluster deposition appamtus at the lEE. Th. cluster souree can be usOO. te produoo 
clusters of almest any conducting and semiconduc:ting material. Thc re1iabilitYl stability and firnt 
mass spectra are exemplarHy demonstrated for copper clusters. 
PACS numbers: F&E-Nr: 23200 
A magnetron cluster sputter souree [1 J has been con-
structed and buHt at the lEE during the last year. The 
cluster souree combines a magnetron gas discharge with 
thc cluster aggregation technique. The plasma source is 
driven by a dc-power supply and can be used to producc 
a eontinuous beam of clusters from oll conducting and 
semicendueting solid materials. Thc new cluster souree 
has been implemented int6 the existing cluster deposi-
tion machine. Thc whole cluster beam apparatus can be 
used ror controlled deposition of mass-sclected clusters 
IIp to 10000 amu, Le. FC180, CU140, CgOO , Ptso. Mass 
selootion prior to soft-Ianding is provided by a maglletic 
seetor fleld. Depending on the sUt width a maximum ion 
transmission of 50% snd a lUMS resolution (m/ilm) of 
300 has beeil delUonstrated recently for doped fullerene 
clusters [2,3]. Because the magnetron souree runs in a 
continnous mode it i8 ideally suited to be used with the 
magnetic cluster ion seleetor. 
A picture ef the magnetron cluster souree is shown 
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FIG. 2:Cu+ mass spectrum as produced by the 
magnetron cluster source. Thc ioset shows the isotopic 
distribution of smaller clusters. 
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in Fig. 1. Under working conditions (Ar-pressure: 1-
lOThrr, He-pressure: ~100Tort, ~250V, 200W) a sta-
tionary plasma ie formed between the target cathode and 
anode. Electrons are guided in the vicinity of the target 
surface by a magnetic fleld. This enhances the rare gas 
cation yield which sputters the target (diameter 2"). 
A condensation cell has been adapted immediately be-
hind the cathode for cluster aggregation. The parti-
cle fiow entering thc condensation cell can externally be 
controlled by a adjustable iris apert ure. An important 
x---x----x __ ~ 
O~OO~:OO~~O~IL:OO--~O-2.~·OO~~OO~~-O~ 
deposition time / h 
FIG. 4:Cluster intensity as a function of deposition 
time. 
parameter to control the cluster size distribution is the 
length of the condensation tube which, so far, cannot be 
adjusted in situ but only after opening the chamber. 
A typical mass spectrum of Cu clusters is shown in 
Fig. 2. Cluster sizes between 10 and 70 atoms are seen. 
Th" homogenous size distribution and intenslty pattern 
is typical for clusters produced in a aggregation source. 
The sharp peaks demonstrate the weil defined thermal 
energy distribution of the supersonic cluster beam. Note 
the natural isotopic intensity pattern which is resolved 
for very small Cu clusters (see inset). flom this a mass 
resolution of ca. 200 is deduced. Also, no cOlltamination 
with oxygen is observed in Fig. 3. This is different for 
negatively charged Cu clusters which seem to be more 
reactive than thc cattons sinee each Cu;; peak is accom-
panled by an adjacent CUn 0;;; peak. 
The source runs stable over a couple of ltours as is 
demonstrated in Fig. 4 where the cluster intensity of 
Cuts is shown as a function of the deposition time. The 
intensity has been measured behind the exlt sllt of thc 
magnetic cluster selector uslng a channeltron detector. 
voltage (V) 
FIG. 5: I {V)-curves of deposited small endohedral 








FIG. 6: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy on 
Ce@Cw/HOPG at 27 K. The total result (boLd line) ls 
the surn of single spectra (m2.1, m2.2, m2.3) taken on 
three different clusters. Thc total sum ls shifted 
vertically. Zero refers to the Fermi level; peaks at 
negative voltages correspond to occupied electronlc 
levels while positive voltages are duc to empty orbitals. 
F\'om the sclentific point of view, doped endohedral 
metallofullerenes have been deposited Oll HOPG and in-
vestigated by STM/STS. The metallofullerenes were pro-
duced in a laser evaporation cluster source using Ce-
doped carbon targets. I(V)-curves of the deposited en-
dohedral metallofullerenes are shown in Fig 5 which have 
been taken with a chemically etched tungsten tip on top 
of individual clusters. The I(V)-curves show the differ-
ent metallic behaviour of the deposited metallofullerenes. 
WhHe Ce@C36/HOPG shows thc most metallic charac-
ter Ce@Cso is definitely semiconducting, showing a gap 
of ~O.8eV. The gap is clearly obvious by thc normalized 
differential conductivity, the so called scauning tunneling 
spectrum, which Is shown in Fig. 6. Th" STS-spectrum 
shows the loeal density of states immediately below and 
above tbc Fermi level. 
Supposing a charge transfer of 3 electrons from thc 
lanthanoide to thc carbon cage the gap ean be explained 
by a metal-to-insulator transition. Supposing a Mott-
Hubbard model thegap nfO.8eV is equal to the Coulomb 
interactioll between the electrons in the highest occupled 
orbital. Due to the small dispersion of thc molecular-Iike 
orbitals thc Coulomb energy should be mudl larger than 
the bandwidth causing the scmiconducting character of 
the open shell cluster Ce@Cso. 
[1] H. Haberland, M. Karrais, M. Mall, Z. Phys. D 20, 
413 (1991). 
[2J Klingeler, R., Bechthold, P.S., Neeb, M., Eberhardt, 
W., J. Chem. Phys. 113,1420 (2000). 
[31 I{lingeler, R., Kann, G., Wirth, 1., Eisebitt, S, 
Bechthold, P.S., Neeb, M., Eberhardt, W., J.Chem.Phys. 
115, 7215 (2001) 
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Monitoring ultrafast relaxation dynamics of optically excited electrons in Niä 
using two-color pump-probe photoelectron spectroscopy 
N. Pontius, G. Lüttgens, P.S. Bechthold, M. Neeb, and W. Eberhardt 
Institute ((Eleetnmic Properlies" 
The relaxation dynamics of optically .xcited electrons in free Niä has been investigated. Hy 
means of femtosecond two-color pump-prohe photoeleClron spectroscopy the relaxation of excited 
electrons via inelastic electron-electron~scattering could he observed in rea1~time. Thc unexpeeted 
short electron.electron-seattering time of 190 IS Is cau.cd by the relatlvely largo density of states in 
the vicinity of the highest occupied cluster orbital. This large deosity of states is regults from the 
narrow bandwidth of the partially filled d·levels In the transition metal clusters. Other aspeets ror 
the cnhancemcnt of inelastic electron-electron scattering are the spread of thc e1ectronic levels by 
vibrationa! broadening aod the spHl·out of the s/p·eleetron wave funetions iotensifying the Cou!omb-
interacti.on between the electrons. 
Electron seattering processes play a key role within 
many phenamena in solid state physics. Ir an electron 
in a bulk metaI is excited abaut 1 eV or more above the 
Fermi level the predomillallt relaxation process is inelas-
tie electron·electron scattering as bulk metals generally 
exhibit a cOlltinuous DOS. The mean seattering time 'Te - e 
of inelastically scattered electrons usually amounts to few 
tella of femtoseconds [IJ. 'Te- e eonsiderably depends on 
the density of states (DOS) around the Fermi level. 
If the size of a metallic system is reduced to the 
sub nanometer scale, thc DOS is substantially alfeeted 
by quantum confinemoot leading to a rather discrete 
eleetronic structures. Consequently inelastic electron-
electron seattering "hould be less probable in small metal 
clusters. Th!s is in partleular evident from experiments 
on small noble and simple metal clusters (e.g. Ag, Na) 
where inelastie scattering of electrons has not yet been 
observed. In time resolved photoemission studies on 
small Pd· and Pt-clusters, however, we eould demon· 
strate far the first time that inelrultic electron-eleetron-
scattering takes plate on a femtosecond time seale [2-4J. 
In these transition metal clusters the ultrafast relaxations 
are enabled by the large DOS around thc HOMO (high-
est oceupied molecular orbital) whleh is c!lused by the 
partially filled d-Ievels. This ereates a rather dense elec-
tronie level stmcture in the upper valenee region. During 
the last year we additionally succeeded in observing uI-
trafast e1ectron relaxations in Ni:! in a two-color pump-
probe experimental setup. 
Fig.l shows photoelectron spectra of NiS" taken with 
fs-Iaser pulses of 80 fs width. The uppermost spectrum 
was recorded with single fs-pulses of 3 e V photon 00· 
ergy and reveals mainly direct photoemission. Hence in 
first-order approximation the spectrum reftects the DOS 
of the occupied orbitals in the electronic ground state 
configuration of Ni:!. Below the HOMO (dotted line at 
1.3 e V) the electron intensity drops to zero as here the 
electronic levels are not occupied. 
Fig. Ib) shows a photoelectron spectrum of Ni3" but 
this time being optical!y excited 130 fs berore photoe-
mission by a 1.5 eV photon. A significant cllange in 
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FrG. 1: Femtosecond photoelectron speetra ofNi. taken with 
fs-pulses. a) shows single·photon photoemission [rom the Ni; 
ground state wieh 3 e V photon ene,gy. b) .nd c) represent 
photoemission spectra after optical excitation '\\>1.th a 1.5 eV 
photon either 130 fs (b) or 600 fs (e) before the probe pulse 
detaches an electron from the excited duster. 
the binding energy region above the HOMO can be ob· 
served. Upon absorption cf a pump photon unoccupied 
orbitals are populated by electrons from occupied levels. 
The photoelectrons between 0 and 1.3 e V originate form 
these excited eleetrons. Increasing tbc delay between 
pump and probe up to 600 fs (fig. lc) the electron in-
tensity distribution above the HOMO changes distinctly. 
This indicateg a fast rela."ation of the excited electrons by 
inelastie electron-electron-scattering as it is weil known 
from similar experimeuts on metal aurfaees [5J. 
Ta study this relaxation process in detail a complete 
series of pump-probe photoelectron spectra is shown in 
fig. 2. Here the electron intensity distribution is plotted 
in a contour graph as a function of thc delay ilT between 
pump and probe pulse in the binding energy range above 
tlle HOMO (plotted in red in fig. 1). At strong nega-
tive delays hardly any intensity ean be observed above 
HOMO (see fig la). With increasing delay a broad peak 
arround 0.9 eV grows into a maximum at abaut 140 fs 
(see fig. Ib). Subsequently the electron intensity begins 
10 diminish and to shift towards higher binding energies. 
After 2 ps, thc intensity distribution remains almost con-
stant slightly dropping at decrcasing binding energy. 
The optically excited electrons scetter with electrons 
below the HOMO with it transferring a fraction of thair 
excitation energy to thcir scattered counterpart. After 
the scattering process bolh electrons reside above the 
HOMO at larger binding energies with respect to the 
binding energy of the initially excited electron. This in-
duces the observed intensity shift. Later on, the relax-
ation proeeeds in a caseade of many further scattering 
cvents. 
After sufficient scattering processcs thc electron sys-
tem attains more or less tbermal equilibrium involving a 
thermal electron intensity distribution (ilr i:;lps). The 
decrease of the total intensity is caused by the drain of 
excitatioll energy from thc electronic into the vibrational 
system via internat conversion. 
To quantify a mean scattering time Te- e of the excited 
electrons the evolution of the partial electron intensity 
in the binding energy range between 0 eV to 0.8 eV was 
cJCClrön lnten-sllY I a.u. 
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FIG, 2: gvolution of the electron intensity distribution in 
the ellergy range above the HOMO ofNi" observed by pump 
probe photoelectron spectroscopy in real time. The change 
of the distribution cle-arly indicates the ultrafast relaxation of 
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FIG. 3: Population dynamics of the higbest exdted electrons 
in the binding energy interval 0 - 0.8 eV. Assuming a first 
order exponential decay of the initially excited electrons the 
scattering time Te-e for ine1astic electron-electron-scattering 
could be deduced. Tbe dotted line shows the calculated cross 
correladon curve. 
analyzed in detail (see fig. 3). Th. intensity in this en-
ergy range represents tha electron population which is 
initially created by the pump pulse. Afterwards it un-
dergoes a simple exponential de"ay with the time "on-
stant Te- e • This assumption is justified by the fact that 
el.ctrons usually release half their excitation energy in a 
single scattering .vent leading to the removal of the elec-
tron from that energy range. Moreover secondary elec-
trons are not expected in that area. Fitting this model 
to the data in fig. 3 leads to a menn scattering time of 
r,_e=(190 ± 50) fs. 
The absorbed energy keep. localized in the small clus-
tor (in contrast to similar experiments on bulk metal 
surfaces). Therefore all electronic states of the cluster 
have to be energetically degenerate during thc dissipa-
tiOlI process (within thc exciting laser pulse bandwidth 
and the Heisenberg uncertainty). Thus it is plausible that 
the more electronic states are located in thc immediate 
vicinity of thc excitation energy tbe faster the relaxation 
can proceed, From this consideration the above men-
tioned different relaxation behavior of small noble and 
transition metal clusters gets elear as tbe mean number 
of excited states per energy in transition meta! clusters 
is estimated to be two orders of magnitude larger es in 
noble metal clusters. 
Wo thank A. Bringer, Forschllngszentrum Jü!ich 
GmbH (IFF), for stimlllating and valuable discussions. 
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Depth Resolved Soft X-ray Emission Spectroscopy of Si-based Materials 
A. Zimina, S.Eisebitt, W.Eberhardt 
lnstill/le 0/' 'Solid Slale Research Eleclronic Properties" 
Ab.tract. W. di,e"ss • soll X-my emission (SXB) valenee band (VB) spectroscopy methad for d,e ,rndy of the eleetronie strueture and 
chemical phase composition of solids in a near~surface region with deptlt resolution, The depth information is obtained by variation of the 
energy of thc ineident eJectfon beam used to exeite the SXB spectra. As the infonnation depth can be varied [rom about 1 nm to 1 tun in 
silicon" this method is suttabJe for the investigation ofmaterials ofmodern micro- and nano-electronics. VB -+ core level (Si 2p or AI 2p) 
transitions in 8i- based materials are used tu demonstrate thc technique. It was found that the wntrjbution of the signal from the near-
su,face region «1.5 nm) ean be .nb,tantial (up 10 50%) when the primary eleetron energy does not excced tho Si L,,~ thre.shold by more 
thm 150 eV. Tbe teehnique is appHed to Al impurities in a Si matrixt produced hy ion implantation. The eleetrouic structure at the Al sHes 
end the depth distribution of tho AI impurity change markedly after post implantation annealing, 111. observed elcctrunie 'troernre after an-
ueaHng ls in agreement with elec.tronic structure ca1culations for substitutional Al impurities in a crystaUine Si lattice. 
Characleristic soft X-ray emission (SXE) valenee band (VB) 
speetroscopy is a well-known method of investigation of the 
electronic strueture of solids. In the initial state a vacancy Oll 
Ihe core level of the element under investigation is ereated by 
pholons or eleetrons. Then the eore holes decay by transition 
of eleetrons from the VB and Ihe intensity of photon emission 
is monilored. The shape of a SXE spectrum thus reflecls the 
VB local and partial density of occupied electrollic states 
(LPDOS), i.c. the DOS can be delennined with alom and an-
gular momentum selectivity duc to the certain dipole seleclion 
rules. 
Variation of the primary electron beam energy (Eo) allows for 
the non-destruetive depth-resolved study of Ibe eleetronic 
structure, atomic concentration and chernical phase composi .. 
lion in Ihe surface region of solids by means of the SXE [I]. 
The main goals ofthe work presented here are: 
(i) to estimote the contribution ofthe top surface atomic layers 
10 the tolal SXE signal (surface sensitivity) and its dependence 
on the primary eleetran energyand angle ofincidence; 
(ii) to apply Ihis SXE technique to the investigation of materi-
als wilh deplh distributed parameters even withonl sharp inter-
faces. 
Thc SXE spectra were recorded with tbe Rowland spectrome. 
ter at Ibe IFF [2]. Electron excitation of SXE was perfonned 
by commercinl elcctron guns. Synchrotron radiation from the 
storage ring DORIS .1 HASYLAB (Hambnrg, Genn.ny) from 
the beamline BW3 was used for the photon excitation ofSXE. 
Si-based materials were used as model systems due 10 Iheir 
teclmological importance. For the sludy of surface sensitivity 
we nsed Si(lOO) wafers covered with SiO, films oftwo differ-
ent thicknesses. For one sampIe (s.mple I) the Ihickness was 
known fram ellipsometry (1,5±O,2 nm). The surface of the 
alher satople was etched in HF acid before its introduclion into 
the vacuum ehamber of the spectrometer (ssmpl. 2). The 
thickness of the oxide layer on the sumce of this sampie was 
unknown. Tbc angle betlveeJ1 the elcctron beam and the sur-
face of the sampIe 1 was 22°±5° while the SXE measuremenls 
on sampIe 2 were eanied out under nonnal incidenee. 111e 
SXE L,.3 emission bands of silicon were measured. As the 
LPDOS of erystaJ1ine Si and SiO, differ markedly, the coutri-
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butions of the oxide layer 10 tbe lotal intensity can be deler-
mined from the observed spectral shape. 
For electron excited SXE a probing depth is determined by the 
penetration properties of Ine ineident electrons and it depends 
on delails of the e1ectron scaltering procosses in solids and lhe 
core shells ionization cross seclion of electrons wilb certain 
energy. As a result, the SXB spectra Iepresent a superposition 
of pl,otons emitted from different depths ofthe sampie. FOT the 
theoretieal deseription of electron impact excitalion ofSXE we 
llsed a phenomenologieal model of Borovsky·Rydnik [3] 
based Oll experimentally obtained parameters of electron ,eat-
tering in isotropie solids. This model was modified 10 deseribe 
the case of non-isotropic solids. 
To estimale Ibe eOlltribution of SXE from top·surface alomic 
layers to the lotal SXE intensity one has to be able to 
distinguish between near-surfaee and bulk emission. We used 
the model syslem SiO,-Si for Ihis task because (a) the 
parameters used for Ihe Ihooretieal description of the processes 
in Si and Si02 are close 10 each other, (b) the relative 
f1uorescence yield of the Si L,.3 emission band for Si and SiO, 
is known [4] and (c) Ihe Si L,., emission bands in Si and Si02 
ean be distiuguished duo to their different speetral shape. This 
sllows both to simplify thc theoretieal caleulation and to break 
down the experimental spectra into Si ("bulk") and SiO, 
("sunace") eontributions wilh .large accuracy for each Eo into 
following way: 'surface phase'= I(SiO,) / 1(S;+Si02). 
1.0 810,- Si 
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FIO. L Si Ll.J SXE "suiface phase" contribution; camparisOl; of experi~ 
melltally obt«inea va/lies with thc model ca/cu/aflon. Squares: sampfe J, 
MUlIgles: sampie 1. als the inctdence angle of the elcctyon betun. 
Tbe tbearetieal eurve describes the experimenlal results for 
tbe •• mple I weil ifwe assurne that the plume genemIed hy 
the primary eleetron be.m in SiO, layer is 2.1 nm long 
inslead of the expected geometrie.! path length of 4.0 nm 
(1.5 nm I sin (22°». It is possible to explain this at first 
sight surprising effeel by the approximately isotropie 
character of scaUering of low energy electron beams « 2.5 
keV) even in the thin near-surfaee region ofthe solid [5]. 
The !hiebess of the oxide from experimenta! data for the 
sample 2 via e.leulation was determined to be 0.6 nm by 
using a standard fit proeedure. This value seems reason-
able for the •• mple treatment procedure used. 
The experiment proves that thc contribution of the chara-
cleristie Si 1.;", emission [rom a near-surface region less 
than I nm tbiek ean easily exeeed 50% oflhc total signal if 
E',"p<Eo<250 eV, i.e. in the energy range of aboutl50 eV 
in exeess ofthe Si 2p ioniz.tion threshold. 
Moreover, it was establishcd tbat duc to Ihe approximalely 
isotropic ch.racter of the low energyelectron scattering in 
the surface region a grazing incidence of the primary elee-
trons does not increase the surreee sensitivity significantly. 
AI implanled into 8i(lOO) was investigated as a system 
witb depth dependent parameters such as thc AI concentra-
tion and local bonding configur.tion, as refleetcd in thc 
LPDOS. 
AI was implanted inlo a Si (100) n-doped wafer at Toom 
temperature wilh 30 keV energy and a dose of 5·\0" cm·'. 
The depth distribution of AI atoms inside the wafer in tbe 
as-implanted state was calculated to hove a maximum at 50 
nm depth with a FWHM of 48 nm using a standard TRIM 
program. Apart of Ihe sanrples were investigated in the as-
implanted state while Ihe other samples were annealed al 
IOOOGC for 100s in N, almosphere. Thi. sampie part was 
subsequently etehed in HF solution in order to remove tbc 
silicon oxide formed during annealing at the wafer surf •• e, 
The analysis of tne band shape c1early demonstrates than 
even a short heat treatment initiates a fasl redistribution of 
the AI atoms, 
AI i .. S1, 'II~"'Pbmod~ 
~ 3.0koV 1 ~o 
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FIG.2. Eleelroll e.xcited AI L;,J SXE VB spectra from Ille as-imp!OJjled sampfc 
(a) and from the auncoled somple (b) for different C,l;cifatüm energies. The 
SXE of (J pure AI crystal meta! is SltOWIl for comparison (lS welf. 
The metallic-like SXE shape in the as-implanted •• mple sug-
gests that AI atoms form metallic conglomerates or clusters 
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dominated by AI - AI ehemieal bonds in a highly damaged Si 
matrix. After annealing, the AI Si ehemie.1 bonds become 
dominant and the AI atoms are dispersed in thc crystal as elee-
tronieally deeoupted impurities. The similar shape of SXE 
speetra for differenl EQ indieates Ihc uniform chemieal stale of 
Al atoms at different deplhs of s.mples. Spectr. obtained wilh 
photon exeilation have the shape .imilar 10 the electron ex.iled 
SXE speetra. Comparison afthe theoretieal ealcolation [6] with 
Ihe experimental results eonfirms that the most of AI atoms in 
the annealed sampie are in thc substitution.1 position in Si lal-
ltce. 
Analysis ofthe dependence of Ihc AI 1.;", SXE intensity Oll Eo 
(IAI{Eo) allows resolving the AI impurity depth profiles before 
.nd after anneaJing. As we restricted our study to maximum 
eleetron energy of 2 keV and certain incident geometry, we 
were nol able 10 investigale Ihe entire implantation profile till 
50nm bul wo were able 10 sec finer details on Ihe low-depth 
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FIG.3. Infenslty of Al Lu emfssjon band nonnalized to l!te intensUy v/Si Lv 
emissiDn os a fimctioll of lIre primary electron ellergy for the as-intp!(l1lled 
mld annealeil sampies, 
To interpret the IAI(E.) dependeneies in more detail deptll pro-
files were simulated by means of the modified Borovsky-
Rydnik model, .ssuming partienlar Al eoneentration profiles 
neor surface in addition 10 Ihe TRIM profile, The coincident 
between ealeulaled .nd experimental results gives Ihe assump-
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llnsUtullür Physikalische Chemie, Universität Köln. 50939 
Köln 
Polymer boostlng effeet In Ihe Droplet Phase Studled by Small 
Angle Neutron Scattering 
JOlleh Soft Matter Days, Kerkrade, The Netherlands, 16.11.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-01-21-()54 
Gompper G.; Theissen O. 
laUlce-Boftzm.nn Study of Spontaneous Emul.meatlon 
Dynamic Days 2001, Dresden 
05.-08. Juni 2001 
23.30.0 
IFF-Ol -21 -055 
GompperCl. 
Dynamies 01 the Swollen Lamellar Phase In Ternary 
Amphiphilic 
Systems 
4th International Discussion Meeting on Relaxation In 
Complex Systems, Kreta, Greece 




Effect of amphiphllic block eopolymers on membrane el.stlcity 
and 
phase behavlar 
Adriatico Research Conference on Ulnteraction end Assombty 
of Blomolecules", totematIanal Genler lor TheoreUcal Physles, 
Trieste 












Struktur und Phasenverhalten von Mikroemulsionen und 
Schwammphasen 




Grossmann M.; Waser R.;. lohse 0.; Botten 0.; Böttger U. 
Imprinl in PZT thln IIIms: A corrparlson 01 ag;ng mecl1anlsms 
In larroalectrio bulk material with lerroelectrlc thin films (0) 




GrOnberg P.; Buehmeier M.; BOrgier D.E.; Garesv R.; Kuanr B. 
Zwischenschichlkopplung: Grundlagen, akluelle Forschung, 
Anwendungen 





Interlayer exchange eoupling across metallic and 
semiconduellng iotecleye,s 






Inte,layer exchange coupling In Fe/FeSVFe and FeJAISl/Fe 
layered st,uelures 





lnterlayer exchange couöUng across metals, semimetals and 
semiconductors: Experiments 
The Europea" Graduate Sehrol on Condensed Matter 





Layered magnetic structur"" In researoh and applleatlon 






Magnetische Multilagen: Austauschkopplungdsr 
lerromagnetischen Schiohten Uber metalllsohe und 
halb leitende Zwlschensohichlen 





MagnetiSChe Mullilagen: Austauschkopplungder 
ferromagnetischen Schichten Uber metallische und 
halb leitende ZwIschenschichten 





Magneloelektronlk In Forschung und Anwendung 
Graduiertenkolleg 'Materialien und Komponenten der 





Magnetooleklronik: Vom Kompass zum Datenspeicher 






Zwlschenoohicht-Austausohkopplung und GMR-Elfekl 
WE Heraeus Ferienkurs: 'Komplexe magnetische Phänomene 




Gutheim F.; MOller-Krumbhaar H. 
Epitaktisehes Wachstum unter elastischer WeChselwirkung: 
Inselbildung Im Submonolagenberelch 




Caleolatlon 01 Elasilo Constants 01 Materials uslng Densily 
Funetlon.1 Thaory 






Computation and Information in Materials Selenee 





Computaiional Methods in Materials Seienee 





Computational Methods in Materials Scle""" 





Strukturbildung an les!-flüssig Phasengrenzen unter 
hydrodynamischer Wechselwirkung 




In silu Small Angle X-Ray Scanering 01 Nalion end Pt 
Celelysls 
Vllligen, Swltzertand, PSI-Wesl, 16th PSI-Tagessymposium 




Molecular Dynamies In Polymer Blends: First Steps !owards 
an understanding 01 its helerogeneous behavlour 




Molecolar Dynamies in Polymer Mixtures: QENS and Dlelee!rlc 
Speetroocopy Study on the Origin 01 Dynamic Heterog.neity 
4th tnt. Discussion Meeting on !he Relaxation in Complex 
Systems, Crete, Greece, 19.06.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-01-21-079 
Hoffmann·Elfert S,; Sct1neller T,; Ehrhart p,; Waser R 
Advaneßd Chemlcal Deposition Teohniques lor Eleetroceramic 
Thin Films 
Annual meeilng 01 Iha Belglan caramle Soclety, Limburgs 




Bal-xSrxTl03 Dünnschlchlen: Abscheldung mnlels eSD und 
MoeVD und MikroslruklUr-Elgensohaflsoozlehungen 
Universitäl GHS Essen, 10,05,2001 
23420 
IFF-01-21-0S1 
Hupleid 0,; Bos J,; Voigl J.; Se_ 0,; Fisoher K; BrOckel Th, 
Resonante magnetiSChe Röntgenstreuung an 
ferromagnetischem EuS 
Hamburg, HASYLAB, Seminar, 15,11.2001 
23,89.1 
IFF-Q1-21-002 
Hupfeid 0,; Voigl J,; Brockel Th, 
Investig_lion 01 elemenl-speclfle magnetic correlalions wilh 
synchrotron radiation 
Berlin, 3rd Russlan-German Workshop on Synchrotron 




High Energy X-Ray Soalterlng at ~-eAT 
Chlc8go, USA, Wornshop on High Energy X-Ray Scattering al 




UnterSUChung magnetischer Systeme mit resonanter 
Austauschstreuung 




Slmula!Ions 01 the Neulron Speed Echo Speclremeter 
Berlln, HMI, Wornshop on VITESS 2 and olher Packages for 




A comblned densily lunclional end Monle Carlo sludy 01 
polycarbonate 






Density !unetlonal calculations for some real materials -
Ihermal expansion In glass ceramlcs, and reactions in 
polycarbonate (Ihe stuff 01 CD's) 





Denslty lunclionel calculetlons on supercomputers 






Density lunelional/Monle Carlo sludy 01 rlng-openlng 
polymarizaiion 





Ring-opening polymerizatlon and "lIvlng polymers" - denslty 
lunational calculalions and beyond 





Irradiation efleets end consequenCßs on InselVice propertles 
under protron and neutron mixed spectrum: an overview 




Radiation Elfeots In Struclural Materials 01 SpeIlaIIon Sourees 
Braslmone, Italy, 2nd International WoI1<shop on Malerials for 




Dynamie Neulron Scaltering on Pertially Deuleraled 
Polybuladiene 
4th Inl. Dlscusslon Meeting on Relaxations In Complex 
Systems, Crele, Greece, 20,06.Q1 
23,30,0 
IFF-01-21-094 
Kentzinger E; RUcker U,; Toperverg S,; BrOckel Th, 
Reflectivity end off-specul.r scattering 01 neutrons !rom 
magnetic Ihln films 




Kirslein 0.: Prager M.; Parner S.F.l; Johnson M,2 
11313 Facilily, Rulherford Applelon Lab., ehllton, Dldeot, Oxon 
OX11 OQX, UK 
21nstitut Laue Langevin, F,31042 Grenoble Cedex 9, Frane<> 
Lattice dynamlcs end melhyl rolatlon of dlmeihylacelylene 
(OMA) 




Hauptvortrag: OJddlsche DUnnschlchleo 
Etchlng 01 relreetory metal electrodes and camplex oxides 




Magnetische Tunnelkontake mtl FeMn als Antt-Ierromagnet 
und GoFe als Eleklroden 




Nlcht-1I0chtige Inlorrnalionsspelcherung: eine neue Generation 





Struclura! and ferroeleclrie propartlas 01 BaTi03/SrRu03 and 
PbZrO.52TIO.4803lSrRu03 thln films 00 SrTI03 substrates 




Greozilächenioduzlerta Ordnungsphänomene von fluiden 
Phasen: Unte",uchungen mltlels 8treumethoden 




Do MI. Plasmons hava a langer Inetlme on resonene. Ihan 
off-resonance1 











Hot electTOn lHelim .. at noble metal surtaces 





Hot eleetTOn Iilelimes.1 noble malal surlaces 





Hol elecll'On lIfatlmes at noble meta! surlaces 





Modem Materials Research In JUlich 




Lucas G. E.; Odette G. R.; Sokolov M.; Spatig P.; Jung P.; 
YamamotoT. 
Current Status of Small Speelmen Test Teehnology 
Baden-Baden, 10th Intemational Conferen"" of Fusion 
Reaclor Materials, 14. - 19.10.2001 
23.60.0 
IFF-OHH08 
LusUeJd H.; D. Poppel 
1 FZ-ICG 11 
FasVslow behavlor in realistic pOl1utant reaction equatlons of 
the troposphere 
Hamburg, frUhjahrslagung der Arbellsgemeinschaft 












Ursache und Besohrelbung kleinskalIger 







MieroClystalline silicon lOT eleetronic devlc .. 





Mikrokfistailines Silizium: Ein Material für elektronische 
Bauelemente 




Ralaxallon von SIGe-Schichtan durch He Implantation 




Struc!ural propartJes of Be dopad L T-GaAs 




Strukturelle Eigenschaften von mikrokristaliinem Silizium 




Photon Correlatlon Spect,oscopy with visible light: Concepts, 
exp61imental methods and sc/entlfie applications 
Lecture al Rese.roh Cou", .. on New X-Ray Seienees 
Desy, HasyJab, Hamburg, 15.10.-17.10.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-Ol-2HI7 
Meyer R.; Waser A. 
RESTRUCTURING tn. SURFACE REGION of DONOR 
DOPED SrTi03 SINGLE CRYSTALS UNDEA OXIDIZING 
CONDITIONS 





High resolullon neulron spin-echo speclroscopy - A 1001 for 
soft oondensed matter research 




Reptatlon dyn.mies observe<! by Incoherenl inelastie neulron 
scaUering experiments 




Elastic elloots on pattem lormatlon 









Growth-molpholngles In solidilication "nd hydrodynamics 




Phase-fleld models lor cryslel growth 




Physik, das ungelieble Schulisch 




Propagation fraktaler Fronten 




Propagallon Iraktaler Fronlen 




Schutphyslk - Kooperation zwisohen Schule und Unlvers.ät 
GDNA-Tagung Schulphysik, Frankfurt, 05.11.2001 
23.15.0 
IFF-01-21-128 
Nägele G.; Pesche R.l 
1 Universität Konstanz (111) 
Dynamic Seallng and Freezlng CrlWla 01 Quasl-two-
dimensional and three-dimenslonat ColloWal Dispersions 
IUAP 21sllnternatlonal Conlerenee on Slatistical Physics 




Dynamie Propertles, Scaling and Ralated Freezlng Criterl.ol 
Qu.si-two-dlmenslonal and Three·dlmenslonal Colloldal 
Dispersions 
Applled SI"tlstieal Physica Moleoular Engineering Conlerenee 




Dynamische Eigenschaften ladung.stablllsierter Kolloide 












































CECAM-SIMU Workshop on "Slmulallon end theol)' 01 solid 












NonIinear Phenomena In Materials Science~ Dresden. 
Germ.ny 
























The second Slig Lundqvls\ research conferen"" on Advanclng 
FrontIers In Condensed MaUer Physics: "Non·Convenlional 










































Workshop on "Computational Materials Science", Sardlnia, 
lIaly 










Vibratlonal Dynamics at Sun"ces 






A suffielent crilarion of Integrabilily for nonequJlibrium 
slallstleal models 
International Conference 'TheOlY of Functlons and 
Mathematical Physics', Kharkov, Ukraine 
10.-17, Augu.t, 2001 
23.15.0 
IFF-01-2H54 
Prager M.; Schiebe! P.l; Combet J.l 
1 Institut laue langevln, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, France 
Rotational tunnelling end di.order of 4-iodo-toluene 
Conl. on Quantum Atomlc and Molecular Tunnel/ing, 




Rotationat tunnelllng: from simple to camplex sysfems 
HMI Bertin, 18,06,01 
23.15.0 
IFF-01-2H56 
Pyckhout-Hlntzen W,; Heinrich M,; Slraube E,I; Rlohter D.; 
Mcleish T.C.B.2 
lMartin-luther-UniversiUlt Halle-Witlenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, 06099 Halle 
21RC In Polymer Selenee and Teohnology, Universlty of 
leods, leeds LS2 9JT, UK 
A microscopic model for branched polymers in elongalionsl 
tlowbySANS 
Seminar, MPI Golm, 23,10.01 
23.30,0 
IFF-01-2H57 
Pycl<houl·Hintzen W,; We.termann S,; Urban V,l; Richter D.; 
Slraube E.2 
1 ESRF Grenoble, Frankreich 
2Martln-luther-Universilät Halle·Wlttenberg, Fachbereich 
Physik, fl6099 Halle 
Tha lan9th scale dependence of mlcroscopic strain In polymer 
networl<s by SANS 




Fundamental polymer research and implicalions for industrial 
applicaliens 
EI·Minla Unlverslly, Egypt, 10.04.01 
23,30,0 
IFF·01-2H59 
Richter D.; Monkenbusch M,; Wiliner l.; Wlschnewski A; Arbe 
Al; Colmenere J, I 
1 Dep. de FIseie de Materiales, Universidad dei Pals Vasco, 
Facultad da Quimica, E-20080 San Sebastian, Spein 
Experimental Aspects of Polymer Dynamies 





Neutronen und die Bewegung von Polymeren - Bernd Ewen 
und die Folgen 




Neutron. In Soll Condensod MaUer 




Neutrans in Soft Coodensed Malter 




Soft Condensed Matier 
OECD Workshop on large Paclllties lor Sludying Ihe Siructure 




Tfte Europeen Spallation Sou,,,,, Projecl 




The Europeen Spellalion Soume Projeet 




The European Spallation Soures Pro)eel 




Tho European Spaltalion Sou",,, Project 




The European SpallaIIon Souree 




The Status of the European Spallat/on Soure. Project 





The Slatus of the European Spallalion Souree Projeet 
RUBsien Nat. Canf. on IIjhe use of X-raYt Synchrotron, 




Wax Cryslal Modtlication by Random Copolymem 01 tne PES-
ntype 
Seminar, Unlverslty of Princ<llon, USA, 29.03.01 
23.30.0 
IFP'01-21-172 
Rlekes J.; Summerlelt S.R.; Lanham RH.; Waser R 
Clrault design Issues affeeling present and future deep sub-
rnicron ferroelectric random-access memories 





Phase behavlour and struclu,al evolution In surtactanl seil 
assemblle. end thelr employm.nt In the preparation 01 
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(inorganic) nanoparticJes and nanoporousJoanostructuroo 
(composite) materials 




Sehmldt W.l; Ohl M.l; Buehenau U. 
1 Institut Laue-Langevln, F-38042 Grenoble Codex, France 
Inslastle Neulron Scattertng In Polybutadiene at Low 
Momentum Transler 
4th lnl. Discuss;on Meeting on the Relaxation In Complex 




PaUernlng of BST thln films by ",aclive Ion etching 
Worf<shop on "Patlernlng 01 Thin Oxide Films", Bralislava, 




Platlnum high temperatura etchlng charaeterlstles 




Quadrupole mass speclroscopy studies of high temperature 
platinum etch processes 




Schober H. R.; Caprion 0.; Kluge M. 
Colleclivlly of motion In undercooled liqulds end amorphous 
Bolids 
4th International Discusslon Meeting on Relaxations in 




Schober H. R; Cap,lon 0.; Kluge M, 
ColiectlvßY 01 motion In undereooled IIqulds end amorphous 
solids 
8th Infernational workShop on dlsordered solids, Anctalo, 
Tronto, Italien, 12.03.2001 
23.30.0 
IFF·01-21-180 
Schober H. R. 
Atomlo motion in amorphous solids 
ISS PMS '2001, Jasowieo, Polen 28.·29.09.2001 
23.30.0 
!PF-Q1-2H81 
Schober H. R 
Dynamik In Gläsern 
Universität Heidelberg, 05.11.2001 
23.30.0 
IFF-01-21-182 
Schober H. R 
Niederenergetlsche Anregungen in Gläsern 




T emperat"r. dependence 01 phason dis order in AI-Pd-Mn 
quaslcryslals 











Boundaty-lnduced phase transitions In driven dlffusive 
systems 






Dilluslon end interacllon of shocks In exactly solvable many-
body systems 






Diffusion und Wechselwirkung von Schocks In exakt lösbaren 
VIelteilchensystemen 





From Many Inl!lfactlng Partieies 10 Collecllve Few·Body 






From many Individual particles to single collecUve modes: 
Diffusion end 
Interaction {)f shocks in nonequilibrium systems 






Getriebene diffusive Systeme fern vom Gleichgewicht 





Getriebene dilloslve Systeme fern vom Gleiehgewlcht, 





Nonequillbrtum relaxation law for entangled polymers 





Nonequilibrium relaxation lew for entangled polymers 
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Von diffundierenden Teilchen zu nichtllnearen WeUen: 
Phasendiagramm von 
VleHeilchensystemen fern vom Gleichgewicht 





q-delormed symmetrtes and multiple shocks in tha asymmetrie 
simple 
exclusion process 





Röntgenstreuexperlmente an FIOsslgkeltsfilmen In begrenzter 
Geometrte 




Röntgenstreuexperimente an Flüssigkeitslilmen In begrenzter 
Geometrie 





Star polymer!(;(1llo1d mixtures 




Segregation in Perowskite 
Schlesische Universität Kalowice, Polen, 05.04.01 
IFF·01-21-200 
T operverg B. 
Grazing Incldenee &laUering with Polartzad Neutrons: A 
Tutorlol 
Argonne. USA, ANL-Seminar, 18.10.2001 
23.89,1 
IFF-OI-2t-201 
T opelYerg B. 
Grazing lneidenee Sc.tterlng with Polarlzed Neutrons: 
Examples and Applieations 
Argonns, USA, ANL-Seminar, 25.10.2001 
23,89.1 
IFF·OI-21-202 
T opelYerg B. 
Inlerphonon collisions 




T operverg B. 
Off-specular polarized neutron scattering from magnetic 
fluclu.tlons In thln films and multilayers 




Phonon diffusion and localization 




T operverg B. 
Polarizoo Neutron Olf-Specular ~tteriog from Magnetlc 
Flumuatlons In Films end Mullilayers 




Application 01 spherfcal~aberraUon corrected transmission 
electron microscopy in materials science 





Applicatlon of spherlcel-aoorration correctOO transmission 
eleclmn microseopy in materials selenee 
Drelländertagung fUr Elektronenmikroskopie, Innsbrucl</A, 9. -
14.09.2001 




Das neue Paradigma der Elektronenmikroskopie -
AberratIonskorrektur und 
Austrlffswellenlunktionsffikonstruktion 




Das neue Paradigma der Elektronenmikroskopie ~ 
Aberrattonskorrektur und 
Austrittswellenlunktionsrekonstruktion 




Plaslioity 01 QuasiG1yslals and relaled Inlermetallios 




Struclurally oamplex alloy phase. 
Chinese - German Workshop on "Modem Metallic Materials 
Design" 




The naw paradlgm of transmission electron microscopy 





Welten - Basis der Materie und der Kommunikation 




Was"r R.; Meyer R.; Szot K. 
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Defektchemie in der Nähe von Grenzflächen dotierter 
Perowsklle 





Advanoad ohemical deposition techniques - fram research 10 
produotlon 
131h Int. Symp. Integrated FerroelecIrios, Colorado Springs, 
USA, 11.03.-14.03.01 
E2Waser R. 
Nancrsized single grains and continuous iilms oi ferroelectric 
oxides - chemieel synlhesis and seannlng probe analysis 
2001 Swiss WOlkshop on Materials wilh Novel Eleotronio 










Ghemical Synthesis end swtiching propertles of ferroeleolric 
thin IIlms 





FeRAM - eine Allernative zu herkömmlichen Speichermedien 
? 





Ferroelel<trisohe Oldda In der Mikro- und Nanoelektronik 
Ghaoeen und Perspektiven 





Neue oxidische Materialien in der InformaOonstechnik: 
Forschung für die Praxis 
Gespräohskreis Management und informatik, GeseUS<Jhall für 




On robols and cats: the oexi evolullon slep 






Technology and design challenges of the nexl FeRAM 
generation 
1 st Int. Meat Ferroelectric Random Aocess Memories 




Unimar exohange kinetics In diblock oopolymer micell .. 
DYPROSO XXVIII. 16.-19.09.01. Kerkrade. Tha Nethe~and$ 
23.30.0 
IFF-Ol-21-224 
Winkler R.G.; Holmann T.l; Reineker P.l 
1 Unlv. Ulm. Germany 
Inouence of Counterions and S.II on Ihe Siruciure 01 
PotyeleWolyte Solutlons 
Schwerpunkt "Polyeleklrolyte". Berlin 




Siruciure of Polyelectrolyte Solution. 
Fachbereich Physik 




Wischnewskl A.; Rlchler D.; Monkenbusch M.; Willner l.; 
Farago 8.1; Ehlers G.l; Schlager P.l 
llnstltut Laue-Langevln. F-36042 Grenobte Codex. France 
Ketlendynamik in Polymerschmelzen: Grenzen des 
Reptationsmodells 
Deutsche Neutronenstreulagung. FZ Jotich. 21.02.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-G1-21-227 
Wischnewskl A.; Richter 0.; Monkenbusch M.; Wlllner l.; 
Farago 8.1; Ehlers G.l; Schleger P.l 
ltnstitut Laue-Langevin. F-38042 Grenoble Codex, France 
Neutron spin echo spectroscopy on rept.ting polymers 
4th Int. Discussion Meeting on Relaxations in Complex 




Recent developments in the lull-potential KKR-method 
International Conlerence on AP!'lied Oenslly Funetional 
Theory, 14.-17.01.2001, Wien, Osterreich 
23.20.0 
IFF-G1-21-229 
Zorn R.; Hartmann L.l: FTick 6.2; Richter D.; Kremer F.l 
1 Fakultät fUr Physik und Geow!ssenoohaften. Unlversllät 
Leipzig. linnestr. 5, 04103 Leipzig 
21nstltut Laue-Langevin. F-38042 Grenebl. Codex. France 
Inelaslic neutron scallenng experimenls on Ine dynamics of a 
glass forming malerial in mesoscopic conlinements 
DYPROSO XXVIII, Kernrade, The Netherlands. 19.9.2001 
23.15.0 
IFF-Ol-21-230 
Zorn R.; Hartmann L.l; Frick 8.2; Richter D.; Kremer F.1 
1 Fakullät für Physik und Geowissenschaften, Universität 
Leipzig, linnestr. 5, 04103 Leipzig 
21nslitut Laue-langevin. F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, France 
Low frequency vibrations in a confined glassy system 
4th Inl. Dlscussion Meellng on Relaxations In Camplex 
Systems, Crete. Greece. 21.06.01 
23.15.0 
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Xllth Conterenea on Mieroseopy 01 Semiconducting Materials, 




Kahle S.; Wiliner L.; Monkenbuseh M.; Richler 0.; Arbe A.l; 
Coimenero J.1 
1Dep. de Flsela de Materiales, Universidad dei Pals V.S<:o, 
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Dynamle Neutron Seatlering on Partially Deuteraled 
PolybutadIene 
ILL MlIlenlum Symposium, Grenoble, France, 06.-08.04.01 
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IFF-01-23-03ß 
Kahle S.; Wlllner L.; Monkenbuseh M.; Richter D.; Arbe A.l; 
Colmenero J.l 
1 Dep. de Fiscla de Malerlales, Universldad dei Pais Vaseo, 
Facultad de Quimica, E-2ooBO San Sebasllan, Spain 
Dynamlc Neutron Seallering on Partlally Deutemied 
POlybutadiene 
Inl. Cont. on Neutron Scallerlng, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-Ol"23-037 
Kahle S.; Willnar L.; Monkenbusch M.; Rlehter 0.; Arbe A.l; 
Colmenelo J, 1 
1 Dep. de Fisela da Materiales, Unlvarsldad dei Pais VaS<:o, 
F<wullad de Quimlea, E-20080 San Seba'tian, Spain 
Dynamische Neutronenstrauung an partiell deuterlertem 
Polybutadien 
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Kirste;n 0.; Kozielewski T.; Prager M.; Andersen K.H.l 
11818 Department, Rutherforo Appleton Laboralory, Chilton, 
Didcot, Oxoo, OXl1 OQX, UK 
A 0.9 miere eV backscattering speclrometar at the European 
Spallatlon Souree (ESS) 
7th General ESS Meeting, Seggau, Austri., 26.-29.09.01 
23.89.1 
IFF-OI-23-040 
Kirstein 0.; Kozielewskl T.; Prager M.; Rlehter D. 
The high tlux backsealtering spectrometer (RSSMl for th. 
FRM-Il reactor in Munich 
Inl. Cont. on Neutron Scatlering, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
23.89.1 
IFF-OI-23-041 
Kirstein 0.; Kozielewskl T.; Plager M. 
Coneeptual analysis for a 1.4 miem eV baokseatlering 
spsclrometer allhe European Spellalion Souree (ESSl 
Int. Conf. on Neutron Sc.tt.ring, TU München, 09.-13,09.01 
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IFF-01-23-042 
Kirstein 0.; Pfager M.; Parker S.F.l 
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OxonOXll, OQX, UK 
Gillerdynamik und Methylgruppenrotation von 
Dlmelyhlacelylen (OMA) 
Deutsche Nautronenstreutagung, FZ JOlleh, 19.-21.02.01 
23.89.1 
IFF-01-23-043 
Kirstein 0.; Frager M. 
Methyl rotational excilation. and lalliee dynamics of 0-, m-anti 
p-xylene using transferable pair potentials 
Int. Cont. on Neutron Scafierlng, TU München, 09.-13.09.01 
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IFF-01-23-044 
Kirstein 0.; Kozlelewski T.; Prager M.; Richter O. 
Das ROckstreuspektrometer (RSSMl hohen Flusses für den 
FRM·II Reaktor In MOnchen 




La@C60, a metallic endohedral fullerene 
15th International Winlerschool on Eleelronle Propertles 01 
Noval Materials 
3. - 10. März 2001, Kirehbsrg, Tirol 
23.20.0 
IFF-01-23·046 
Kollmann M.; Nägele G. 
Electrokinelle Elfects In Charged Colloids: the Role 01 
Hydrodynamle Interactions 
JOlleh Soft Matter Days 2001 in Kernrade; 13.11.-16.11.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-OI-23-047 
Krause H . .J.l; Woll W.l; Glaas W.1; Zimmermann E.1; Faley 
M.I.; Sawade G.2; MaUheus R.2; Neudert G.3; Gampe U.3; 
Krieger JA 
1 ISG, FZ Jmleh 
2 Forschungs- und Materialprüfungsensten Beden-
Würtlemberg, 70589 Stuttgart 
3 Siempelkamp, PrOf- und Gutaehtergesetlsehaft mbH, 01099 
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4 Bundesanstalt tUr Straßenwesen, 61427 Bergisch-Gladbach 
SQUID Array for Magnetle Inspaction 01 Prestressed Conerele 
Bridges 




Kron.st F.; Dürr HA; Eberhardt W.; Bihlmayer G.; BIOgel S.; 
Llebseh A. 
Femlosecond spin dynamles 01 magnelle nanodots 
Xlllintemalional Conterenes on Vaeuum Ullraviolet Radletlon 
Physlcs, Trias!e, lIaly 
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Non-Iocal pump-probe speotromicroscopy 01 leyered magnelle 
structures 
International Workshop on Ullrafast Surface Dynamics, Sen 
Seb.stian, Spaln 
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IFF-Ot-23-Q50 
Kronest F.; Dürr HA; Ebsrhardl W. 






Kuanr B.K; Buchmeier M.; BOrgier D.E.; GrOnberg P. 
Broadenlng of the frequency IInewldlh In exchange-biased or 
exchange-coupled systems observed by FMR end BlS 





Kuanr B.K.; Buehmeier M.; BOrgier D.E.; Grünberg P. 
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K6bler U.; Hoser A.l; Mualler R.; Fischer K; Beyss M. 
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The impact of lourth-order exchange interacIIons on spin 
dynamios, order parameters and crftical magnetic behaviour 
MOnchen, IONS-Konferenz, 09. - 13.09.2001 
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lauter H. J.1; lauter-Pasyuk V.2,3,1; Top"lIVerg B.4,5; 
Nikonov 0, 1 ,3j Romashev L.6: Ustinov V.6; Kravtsov E.6; 
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11lL, Grenoble, France 
2TU, Physik Department, MOnehen 
3Jolnt Institute for Nuclear Researchi Oubna, Russia 
4PNPI, Gelchina. Russie 
5FZJ, IFF, JOIich 
6lnslitul. 01 Metal Physics, Ekterinburg, Russi. 
7MPI Metallforschung, Stultgart 
Spln-resolved unpolarized neuiran off-specular scatlerlng lor 
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München, IONS-Konferenz, 09. -13.09.2001 
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IFF-01-23'056 
Lauter-Pasyuk V.l,2,3; lauter H. J.3; TopaMirg 8.4,5; 
Nikonov 0.3,2; Petrenko A.2; Sehubert D.6; Schreiher J.7; 
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HUM, Physik Departmenl, Garching 
2Joint Instltu!e lor Nuetear Research, DUbna, Russla 
31lL, Grenoble, France 
4PNPI, Getchln., Russia 
5FZJ, IFF, JOIich 
6GKSS Forschungszentrum, Geeslh.cht 
7Fraunhof.r Institut für Zerstörungsfreie PrOfven.hran. 
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MOnchen, IONS-Konferenz, 09. - 13.09.2001 
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IFF-Ol-23-057 
Lauter-Pasyuk V.l,2; lauter H. J.3; Toperverg B.4,6; Nikonov 
0.2.3 
1TUM, Physik Department, Garehing 
2Jotnt Institute lor Nuolear Research, Duhna, Russia 
31Ll, Grenoble, France 
4PNPI, Gatehtna, Russia 
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H.l; Brücket Th. 
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layers 
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23.42.0 
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Rücker U.; Kentzlnger E.; Top.lVerg B.; Oft F.l; BrOckel Th, 
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Sager W.; Blokhuls E.l; Smeets J.l; Svergun D.1.2,3; Kooh 
M.2; Konarev P.2,3; Volkov V.3 
1 Unlversity 01 Leiden, The Netherlands 
2DESY In Hamburg 
31nsUlute of Crystallogrephy, Moscow 
Aggregation and shape transformations In wlo AOT 
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1 Univarslty of Leiden, The Netherlands 
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Sager W.; Woudenberg F.l; Urban J.2; Welss K2; VelWelj 
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tUnlverslty ofTwsnte; Tho Netherlands 
2MPIln Berlln 
Charaoterisation of nanoslzed oxide partlcles and 
nanooorrposite coatlngs propared via modiliad emulsion 
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11 Claceo, lIaly, 20.08.-25.08.01 
23.30.0 
IFF-Ol-23-101 
Sager W.; Woudenberg F.l; Urban J.2; Weiss K2; VelWelj 
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lUniversity ofTwsnle; The Nethe~ands 
2MPIln Berlln 
Charecterts.llon of nanoslzed oxide partiei .. and 
nanocomposite eoatings prepared via modified emulsion 
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23.30.0 
IFF-01-23-102 
Schilling T.; Gompper G. 
Twist Grain Bound.ries in Lamellar Phases of T .mary 
Amphlphllic Systems, 
KUl'2vortrag und Postar beim 249. WE-Heraeus-Seminar 
"Wetting of Stmctured Materials', Bad Honnef 
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23.30.0 
IFF-01-23·103 
Schlapp M.1,2, Kalb R.2; von Saggern H.2 
1FZJ, IFF, JOIich 
2TU, Fachbereloh Ma!arialwissenschaften, Darmstad! 
Prilperative EinflOsse auf die Empfindlichkeit des 
Spelche,leuchtstoUs BaFBr:Eu2+ fOr Neulronen-Bildplallen 




Schlapp M.; von Seggern H.l: Massalovitch S.; loffe A.; 
Conrad H.; BrOckel Th. 
1 Universität, Darmstadt 
Materials for neutron Image platas wlth low ( sensitlvity 
München, ICNS-Konferenz, 09. - 13.09.2001 
23.89.1 
IFF-01-23-105 
SehmldIW.1, Ohl M.l, Buchenau U., KozaM.1 
llnsllM Laue-Langevln, F-38042 Grenoble Cedex, Frenc<> 
Inelaslle Neutron Scmterlng In Amorphous Syslems el Low 
Momentum Transfer 
DeutSChe Neutronenstreutagung, FZJOIleh, 19.-21.02.01 
23.89.1 
IFF-Ol-23-106 
Schneider S.; Kohlsledt H.; Waser R. 
High temperature elehlng eharae"'»s!lcs 01 noble meta! 
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SehnellerT.; Waser R. 
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Schweika W.; Shramchenko N.1; Coudron R.l; Bellissent R.l; 
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Phason disorder In ieosahadral AIPdMn quasleryslals 
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IFF-01-23-109 
Schweike W.; Shtarnchenko N.l: Coudron R.1; Belllssani R.l; 
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lLLB, Saclay, France 
2Carnagie-Mellon Unlversily 
Phason disorder In lcosahadral AIPdMn quaslcrystals 
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Seeck 0.; Kim H.l; Sinha S. K.l; Basu J. 0.2; Kim H.3; Foster 
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2Unlverslly of IIMOOI$, USA 
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X,ray experiments on confined Ilqulds 




Shadrln P. M.; Jia C.L; Divin Y.Y. 
Spre.d 01 .rllloal currents In thln-film YBa2Cu307-x blcrystal 
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5th European Conl. Appl. Supercond., 
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Shirotov V. V.; Divin Y.Y.; Urban K. 
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Scientific Advisory Board 2002 
Thc 2002 meeting of thc Scientific Advisory Board wiU take place on the 21.123. March 2002, Currently, the 
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Spring Schools of Ihe IFF 
Beginning in 1970, our institute has organized an annual two-week Spring School on modem topics in solid state 
physics. 
The topics ofthe Spring Schools over the past 13 years were: 
1990 Solid State research for Information Technology 
1991 Physics ofPolymers 
1992 Synchrotron Radiation for investigating Condensed Matter 
1993 Magnelism ofSolids and Boundaries 
1994 Complex Systems between Atoms and Solids 
1995 Electroceramics - Basics and Applications 
1996 Scattering Methods for investigating Condensed Matter 
1997 Dynamies and Pattern Formation in Condensed Matter 
1998 Physics ofNanostructures 
1999 Magnelic Layer Struetures 
2000 Fsec and neV: Dynamies ofCondensed Matter 
2001 New materials for the information technology 
2002 Soft Matter - Complex Materials on Mesoscopic scales 
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Spring School2002 on "Soft Matter - Complex Materials on Mesoscopic Seales" 
This even! was the 33. spring school oflered by the IFF, It look place from 04,-15, March 2002 and ineluded the 
latest developments in the fields of speerroseopie investigations of the dynamies in condensed matter. 
The following lectures were presented (in chronologie.! order): 
G.Gompper Introduction 
K. 8tunn St.tistica! Mechanies 
J, Allgaier Polymer Synlhesis 
K. Kremer Numerieal Methods 
S,Hoffmann Confonnations of Single Polymer Chains 
G. Nägele Ornstein-Zernike Theory 
T.Brückel Scattering 
M. Gradzielski Solf-assembling Amphiphilic Systems 
J, Buitenhuis Colloid Synthesis 
J. Rieger Nanoparticles in Water 
G. Schütz Dynamies of Many Body Systems 
A. Banmgärtner Scaling Concepts in Polymer Physics 
A. Baumgärtner Homopolymer Mixtures 
D.Schwahn Experiments on Polymers 
G. Zaee"i Biopolymers 
G.Gompper Random Surfaces and Membranes 
R. Merkel Biologie.! Membranes 
G, Büldt Biologie.! Nanomachines 
E. Eisenriegler Polymers near Surfaees 
W, Zimmermann Basies of Rheology 
D, Richter Polymer Dynamies 
J.K.G, Dhont Rotational Dynamies of Calloids 
B,Löwen Coarse-Graining Calloids und Polynlers 
H.-G, Döbereiner Physics afMembranes and Vesicles 
p, Lang Fluid Interfaces 
O. Seeck Capillary Waves on Polymer Films 
S, Kahle Dielecrric Relaxation 
G, Meier Nuclear Magnetie Resonanee 
p, Lettinga Phase Separation Kineties 
RZom Colloida! Glasses 
U. Buchenau Polymer G!asses 
K. Sonnuer Indllstry Conlribution 
W. Sager Microemulsion Templating 
S. Rathgeber Praetieal Rheology 
M. Monkenbusch Membrane and Microemllision Dynamies 
R Winkler Polyelectrolytes 
J,H,G, Joosten Indusrry ContributiollS 
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Polarised neutron di"ffraction und er 
grazing il'ltidence Irom an optieal 
grating covered with a Nickel layer. 
Data were obtained on t!"lEi relleeto-
meter "HADAS" in the neutron guide 
hall ElLA at the DIDO reaetor. T/1il 
graph shows the count rate in the "llP-
up"-ehannel (i.e. scattering withollt 
change of polarisadon) a$ function 
01 the angle 01 incidenee (abscissa) 
and exit (ordinate). FrQm the full 
polarisation depen'penee, struetural 
and magnetie eQntiibutions ean be 
separ.ated and th~,\l\a9netierou\lr ­
ness and' shape aiJisotropy Can be 
det~!mine.d. ~:. 
z :.~~ 
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